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Haroutunian
has done it again.

The mind behind our first

Atari® success, Kid Grid, has just

dreamed up another one: Juice!

And if you don't think that's

electrifying, consider what the

experts are saying.

Electronic Fun with Comput-
ers and Games says that Kid Grid

"may sound like kid stuff, but it

isn't. Even on the slowest setting

...the game is quick enough

to challenge
almost anyone!'

That's right. And that's not all.

Electronic Games calls the Kid

"Hypnotic, appealing, fast-moving
arcade action of the highest

calibre, ...one of the most com-
pulsive, utterly addictive contests
in the world of computer
gaming"
We couldn't agree more.
What will the critics say about

Ju/ce.'? Will they like its colorful

graphics, superior sound effects,

charming characters and chal-

lenging play patterns?

Why wait around to find out?
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Edison,

the kinetic android,

leads a frustrating life.

All he wants to do is build his

circuit boards and go with the
flow. But things keep getting

in the way.
Nohms— a negative influence

— bug him constantly. Flash, the
lightning dolt, disconnects every-
thing in his path.

And the cunning Killerwatt is

out to fry poor Edison's brains.

You'll get a charge out of this

one. And a few jolts, too!
(Requires 32K memory. Suggested retail S29.95)

Con-
necting the dots

on our colorful grid should
be easy, right?

Wrong. Because the bullies

are in hot pursuit!

Squashface, Thuggy, Muggy
and Moose are their names. And
you are their game. And what's
more, they're faster than you are.

But you're smarter. And you
control the stun button.

So keep your eyes peeled for

the mysterious question mark
and don't slow down at corners!
(Suggested retail: $29.95)

8295 Southi La Cienega Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90301
Available on diskette or cassette for your Atari 400, 800 or 1200 computer.
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We've Got More Than A

Fond Attachment For Your

ATARI ^^„„
We've Got A Disk Drive For $488.

«.-.i' i,^r^a ^nmniiter is more than j'"*
' home compi
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3-D MAZE MODIFICATIONS

3-D Maze is the best computer maga-

zine game I've ever seen. I found a few

additions very helpful, however. To
eliminate the annoying possibility of a

very short path to the exit, constrain

the start position to be near the center

of the maze:

460 X=INT(RND(0)*6+(MD-
7) /2)+XM+1

462 Y=INT(RND(0) *6+(MD-
7) /2)+YM+1

It's very nice at the end to be able to

see the path you've traversed by pull-

ing the joystick backwards:

653 IF STICK(0)=13 THEN G
OSUB 700

654 IF STRIG(0)=1 THEN SO
UND 0,RND(0)*200, 10,2:
GOTO 653

655 RUN
However, the score should not be

penalized for doing so:

705 IF A$(A,A)<>E$ THEN
PT = PT+10*MD

782 PT=PT+1:IF A$(A,A)=E
$ THEN PT=INT(PT/ 10)*
10

783 POKE 656,0: POKE 657,23
: PRINT • SCORE " ;PT;

Finally, a compass is needed to

orient yourself in the maze:

465 DIR =

504 IF S=11 THEN DIR = DIR-
1:G0SUB 950: GOTO 515

506 IF 8 = 7 THEN DIR = DIR+1
:GOSUB 970: GOTO 515

20070 NEXT I

20080 POKE 656,1: POKE 657,34
20090 IF DIR = -1 THEN DIR = 3

20100 IF DIR=4 THEN DIR=0
20110 GOSUB DIR+20410:RETUR

N
20410 ? "51 '^ aimBHB I I IfflHH

BHiH" ;: RETURN
20411 ? 'HHHII1HHHHH>[I]HHH

HHH" ;: RETURN
20412 ? "HlHmHBBl I I EBBB

HVH" ;: RETURN
20413 ? "SlHiamBBHOemBBB

HHH" ;: RETURN

Bernard Oppenheim
Indianapolis, IN

My son, Brett, and I have made a few

changes which allow you to pause the

play by pressing any key (giving you a

breather to think!), and to resume play

by pressing the RETURN key:

5 POKE 764,255

501 IF PEEK(764)<>255 THEN 5000
5000 SOUND 0,0,0,0

5001 IF PEEK(764)=12 THEN 504
5002 GOTO 5001

Bob Hawkins

Pittsburgh, PA

NEW BULLETIN BOARD

I have recently opened a twenty-four-

hour, seven-day-a-week bulletin board

in Edison, New Jersey. The bulletin

board runs under TARI-BOARD, Ver-

sion 1.4 and the telephone number is

(201) 549-7591. Please let your

readers know.

Scott Brause

Edison, NJ

There are an estimated 200 Atari-dedi-

cated bulletin boards presently on line

around the world. The May issue of

ANTIC contains a comprehensive

article about bulletin boards and how
to use them as well as many phone

numbers. —ANTIC ED

MIFFED -2 +

I must lodge a complaint concerning

the review of FILEIT—2 + (ANTIC,

June '83). The system is billed as a

Financial Database System! The
review says that none of the $50 or less

systems support computed fields. The
FILEIT—2 -I- package not only sup-

ports computed fields but subtotals

and monthly totals as well. The finan-

cial programs are the strongest part of

FILEIT

—

1+. Show me another $50

package that can generate a report like

FILEIT—2 -I-.

Jerry White

Levittown, NY
aintinttfd on pi'gf 9
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Scattered about in the various buildings of the Soviet diplomatic mission in

Pyongyang are the parts to an encoded message that could put you on ^sy Street for

the rest of your days. There are only two problems: Obtaining the entire code, and
deciphering it.

The mission is patrolled by some pretty nasty security guards riding in elevators

throughout each building. You, on the other hand, can carry no weapons if you are to

siteak by the mission's metal detectors. After all, you're a spy, not an assassin. Too
bad the same isn't true for the guards...

Spy's Demise: A dangerously addicUve arcade/action game for Apple and now Atari computers.

Apple II version requires 48K and disk drive. Atari 400/800 Disk version requries 32K. Atari 400/800 Cassette version requries 24K.

Be sure to watch out for "The Spy Strikes Back", coming soon to a computer store near you!

penguin software
the graphics people

(312) 232-1984 830 Fourth Avenue, Geneva, IL 60134

Dealer Hotline: [800} 323-0116, retailers only, please.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a trademark of Atari, Inc.
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DEGAUSSING EASTERN FRONT REAL COMPUTERS EAT QUICHE BREAK AND SYSTEM RESET

In response to the May Photo Fun con-

test, the mystery programmer must be

Chris Crawford, author of EASTERN
FRONT. I noticed that he stores his

disks in a flip-n-file next to his tele-

vision. Isn't it bad practice to store

disks so close to the television?

David Stambaugh

Washington, IL

Potential sources of magnetic

disturbance should be avoided in areas

where disks and tapes are stored. Line

scanningfor the television picture tube

is controlled by powerful magnets at

the back of the tube, and in some sets a

magnetic field may he generated which

extends into the nearby environment.

Our own experience indicates that

while there may be some risk of data

loss, we have yet to scramble disk files

due to television set proximity, and we
allow a certain casualness. Evidently

Crawford, a programmer of some ex-

perience, also assumes a comfortably

casual attitude. —ANTIC ED

PERCOM DOUBLE DENSITY

Readers who have purchased PER-
COM double density disk drives

(either single or double sided) and have

been limited to using the OSA -i- 4.0 or

OSA -I- 4.1 operating system to take

advantage of the double density

capacity of their drives may be in-

terested in a modification to ATARI
DOS which I have written. It enables

access to all ATARI DOS-compatible

files in a double-density context, saves

a great deal of RAM, and makes copy-

ing from single density to double den-

sity disks a breeze. Interested readers

may contact me for further informa-

tion.

Steve Kaufman

BJ Smartware

6507 Bracken Ridge

Cincinnati, OH 45213

I am a dietician and owner of an

ATARI 800 with 48K and a disk drive.

Do you know of any programs dealing

with dietetics — including programs

about the nutritive values of foods,

recipe and portion control, food cost-

ing, and menu planning?

Beverly Peiss

Oak Park, MI

In the March issue of ANTIC we
printed a query about the availability

of genealogy software and suggested

that readers who knew of such

material should write to I/O Board.

The response was excellent, and in the

May issue we passed these software

references on to our readers.

If you, our readers, know of Atari-

compatible software which deals with

food, menu planning, calorie counting

or pricing, please let I/O Board know
about it. We will compile a summary
list and pass the information back to

you in a future issue. —ANTIC ED

LEGAL OR ILLEGAL

I recently purchased the Assembler

Editor cartridge for my ATARI, along

with the book, The Atari Assembler,

which has helped me a lot in learning

Assembly Language. The book uses

the Operating System (OS) subroutine

at $F6A4 to print characters to the

screen, and mentions that there are

many such useful subroutines avail-

able in the OS. It would be very helpful

if you could name other subroutines.

Paul Shaw (age 14)

San Rafael, CA

The Put Character subroutine that you

mention is not a legal Atari ROM vec-

tor. Programs that enter the OS at

other than officially prescribed loca-

tions may not be compatible with

future OS upgrades. Much of the soft-

ware on the 1200XL suffers from this

problem. More on this in the future.

—ANTIC ED

I would like to know how to disable

the BREAK and the SYSTEM RESET
keys. I am 13 years old and am creat-

ing many programs to sell. I would like

to prevent consumers from breaking

into or altering my programs.

John Trapani

Staten Island, NY

There are many methods and tech-

niques used to "protect" programs.

Disabling the BREAK key and forcing

SYSTEM RESET to cold start the

computer are simple tricks which you

can apply to make it difficult for users

to LIST your program or accidentally

stop its execution as an autorun disk.

Beware, however, as users can still

LOAD the program and LIST it using

DOS! POKE 53774,64 and POKE
16,64 (the shadow register) to disable

the BREAK key (do this again after

every GRAPHICS mode command).

POKE 580,1 to make the computer

automatically coldstart when SYS-

TEM RESET is pressed.

—ANTIC ED

800 VS. 5200

As an Atari computer owner, I enjoy

the superb graphics of Atari games. If

the 5200 advanced game system is

really an Atari computer, can I use

game cartridges for the 5200 in my
computer?

Chris White

Gretna, LA

No. They don't fit. But more, while

similar graphics display technologies

are used both in the 400/800 com-

puters and in the 5200 video computer

system, there are some major hard-

ware and software differences (such as

what happens with joystick signals,

essential ingredients to most games).

We would suggest that you not run the

5200 cartridge through your band saw
to make it fit your computer cartridge

slot. —ANTIC ED

July 1983



DON'T DELETE, RENAME!

There is an error in your HELP! sec-

tion on page 10 of the May 1983 issue,

regarding two disk files with the same

name. Items 4 and 5 should actually

read:

4. Rename the file (DOS option E)

and only the first one will be renamed.

5. Go back to BASIC (DOS option

B), POKE 3118,184 (back to normal),

and all will be well. You will have the

two files with different names now on

the main disk, with the first file backed

up on the second disk.

S. Kerner

Van Nuys, CA

MODEMS AND PRINTERS

I need both a modem and a printer.

Which printer does good work on

business letters and graphics? For the

modem, I am considering the Hayes.

Which software is available for this,

that is flexible and easy to use?

Brad Wheeler

Burlington, Ontario,

Canada

The Epson printers use dot-address-

able graphics, and produce correspon-

dence-quality text output. We are un-

aware of the existence of any terminal

software especiallyfor the KTAKl with

the Hayes Smartmodem.—ANTIC ED

INTERFERENCE

I love my ATARI 800, but I'm having a

problem with the television screen

display (see photo above). I would be

grateful for your opinion and possible

suggestions for help.

Jeffrey Danley

Deerfield Beach, FL

The RF switchbox which connects

your computer to the antenna leads on

the hack of your television set may he

faulty. For replacement, you might

consider purchasing a switchbox at

your local Radio Shack, or you can

order part number CA014746 (T. V.

Switch Box)from Atari. —ANTIC ED

CBOOTMGR CORRECTION

In the article "Cbootmgr", printed in

the February / March 1983 issue of

ANTIC (Volume 1, Issue 6), an in-

correct version of the Typo Table was

included. This is the correct Typo

Table for the first half of the listing,

and should be substituted for the table

printed on page 80 of #6.

Variable checksum 120792
Line num range Code Lengtin

10- 49 DO 259
50- 83 VJ 302
85- 99 AI 328
200- 301 YZ 525
302- 1004 RN 426
1005- 1090 EC 309
1100- 2005 JH 300
2006- 2090 IF 318
2100- 2110 LZ 24

PROBLEM WITH MINIATERM

The article ATARI TERMINAL in the

May issue of ANTIC contained a pro-

gram, MINIATERM, that probably

worked fine for most folks. However,

cassette users with 40 or 48K of

memory had trouble. Under these con-

ditions, line 30 tries to dimension a

string longer than allowed, and causes

Error 9. The easy solution is to change

the DIM BUFF$(C) in Ime 30 to DIM
BUFF$(32767). A more elegant solu-

tion works for any configuration. Take

the C = FRE(0)-100 out of line 30,

and insert a new line: 25 C = FRE(O)-

100:C^'-(C< =32767) -h32767=-(C >

32767). This sets C to either the maxi-

mum available or maximum allowed,

whichever is less.

William W. Hough
Wayne, PA

NO QUOTES

Your Tech Tip in the May 1983 issue

(p. 97) describes how to examine a

disk file using the C (Copy) function.

The use of quotation marks around S:

or E: as shown in your Tip does not

work. When you are prompted
"FROM, TO", you should type, as an

example, PROGRAM.NAM,E: or

PROGRAM.NAM,S:

Angelo Koudounaris

Hermosa Beach, CA

Angelo, you are absolutely right. Our
sincere apologies to readers who could

not get this to work. —ANTIC ED

10 ANTIC, The ATARI Resource



EXPl^RE A NEW DIMENSION IN SOFTmRE

INTRODUCING ACTION! - Now the fastest 8-bit language
Another first from OSS! ACTION! is a brand new language designed to run on 6502-based computers,

including Atari, Apple II, and Commodore 64. A powerful, structured language, ACTION! can draw out a new,
higher dimension of performance from these machines, with speeds never seen before. ACTION! combines some of -^4
the best features of such languages as Pascal, C, and Algol, and offers speeds over 100 times faster than BASIC interpreters.

ACTION! is ideal for games, music processing, real-time control, and many other applications. But if what you're really

looking for is raw speed in compiled code, ACTION! is just for you. There's more . . . ACTION! comes with a 128-column screen

editor which rivals word processing programs, as well as a monitor mode which allows you to choose between on-line activities.

ACTION!'s unique one-pass compiler will accept code from memory, disk, or cassette, and ACTION! has the ability to include
source library files.

ACTION! is provided in cartridge form only. Introductory price for ATARI Version $99.00
Call or write for availability of Apple II and Commodore 64 Versions.

A Strong Software Family

Other major systems software products from OSS include:

BASIC A+
C/65

MAC/65
BUG/65

the only logical upgrade to Atari BASIC with extra

features for games and business programs $80.00

the first native mode "sniall c" compiler for Atari

and Apple computers... .$80.00

the finest and fastest complete 6502 macro
assembler/editor package you can buy.... $80.00

a powerful, self-relocatable debugger. FREE with
MAC/65.. ..$34.95

And More...

OS/A-i-, the first and finest operating system for BOTH Atari and Apple 11

computers, is NOW included FREE as a part of every OSS systems software

package. OS/A+ features a keyboard-driven, easy-to-use command processor,

several simple resident commands, and logical and readable requests for even the

most sophisticated utility commands. Versions of OS/A+ for some higher

capacity drives are available at extra cost.

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, all OSS products require 48K and at least

one disk drive.

ASK YOUR DEALER, or call or write for our brochure.

ATARI, APPLE II, and TINY C are trademarks of Atari, Inc., Apple Computer, Inc., and
Tiny C Associates, respectively. MAC/65, C/65, BASIC A-f-, BUG/65, and OS/A -I- are

trademarks of Optimized Systems Software, Inc.

OSS Optimized Systems Software, Inc. 10379 Lansdale Avenue • Cupertino • California • 95014 • (408) 446-3099
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SCOTT ADAMS
Adventuring with the ATARI

by RON MITCHELL

Science fiction and fantasy buffs who
enjoy adventuring by armchair or

theater seat can now experience vicari-

ous pleasure more actively at their

computers. The computer adventure

game offers stimulation for the mind

and imagination and its authors are

being recognized as creative artists in

league with novelists and screen-

writers. Scott Adams, president of

Adventure International and the

author of 13 popular computer adven-

tures, is the most well-known and pro-

lific writer of these adventure games.

Adams began writing adventure

games about five years ago, using his

TRS-80 Model I in the evenings and

on weekends while employed full-time

as a computer programmer. It was

while he was working for Stromberg-

Carlson that he first became familiar

with the standardgame called "Adven-

ture". One evening after work he

watched a co-worker playing the game
on the company's mainframe com-

puter. After that he was hooked.

Adams' interest in computers started

at a very early age. He remembers a

field trip with his third-grade class to

the University of Miami. A glass-

partitioned computer room that was

off-limits to all but the chosen cata-

lyzed Scott's desire to someday be in-

volved with computers.

His first real experience with com-

puters, however, began much later.

Adams was in high school when he

first started programming. After he

graduated in 1970, he attended the

local junior college and worked on

its computer system between attend-

ing classes. Two years later he left

school to work as a shipping clerk at

the Florida Institute of Technology

(FIT). He soon became chiefprogram-

mer in charge of the school's account-

ing system. After three years at FIT he

got a job as a Space Object Informa-

tion Analyst at RCA.
RCA transferred Adams to Ascen-

sion Island, a communications base off

the coast of Africa, where he worked
downrange at a remote tracking sta-

tion. The 35-square-mile island sel-

dom received visitors and he lived in

barracks nestled between two heaps of

volcanic ash. He applied his program-

ming expertise there by designing a

program that drove the radar system.

Adams took a leave of absencefrom
RCA and returned to FIT to complete

a B.S. degree in Computer Science.

After graduating with honors, RCA

sent him back to Ascension Island and

later he was transferred to the Cape

Kennedy division. Soon he became

weary from commuting 60 miles

round-trip and found a job closer to

home at a small systems programming
company in Melbourne, Florida.

While working in Melbourne,
Adams met his wife Alexis, who is

now the Vice President and General

Manager at Adventure International.

It was a computer that brought him

and his wife together. A psychology

major at Miami/Dade Community
College, Alexis was involved with a

dating service that matched person-

ali -y types through a computer. Alexis

came across the dating data that

Adams had submitted, and three

months later they were engaged. After

12 ANTIC, The ATARI Resource
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their wedding they moved to central

Florida where Adams began to work

for Stromberg-Carlson. There he was

introduced to adventure games by

fellow employees, and soon after

began piecing these games together in

his spare room.

In 1979 the company moved out of
the back room into a retail store called

the Adventure International Computer

Center, which also sold a complete line

of microcomputers and software as

well as Adams' games. AI has now
expanded to 40 employees and houses

its operations in a custom-built geo-

desic dome in Longwood, Florida.

Their annual computer show in

February drew a crowd of over 10,000

this year.

ANTIC: When did you invent your

first game — Adventureland?

ADAMS: I was working for Strom-

berg-Carlson as a programmer during

the day and on my own time I began

writing my first adventure game. My
wife, Alexis, was pregnant with our

first child then, and I worked on my
own home computer in our spare

room.

ANTIC: We understand you first be-

came interested in adventure when you

saw it played on a mainframe at

Stromberg-Carlson. It was called

Colossal Caves wasn't it? What piqued

your interest?

ADAMS: It was the basic concept

underlying adventure games —finding

yourself in a situation with only your

wits to solve it, not like an arcade

game where you have to depend on

your reactions. For about a solid week

I went to work early and stayed late. I

told Alexis that I had a heavy project I

was working on, but I was really play-

ing Adventure. I solved the game in

about a week and thought it was the

greatest game I'd ever played.

ANTIC: When did you decide to start

your own company and begin working

on games full time?

ADAMS: I was still working for

Stromberg-Carlson and I found I

couldn't split my time between my em-

ployer and my own business. So, I quit

myjob to devote time to Adventure In-

ternational. It wasn't an easy decision.

We had a new mortgage, the baby had
just been born, and we had a lot of

expenses.

ANTIC: We understand your com-
pany is a family business? How did

this come about?

ADAMS: I was spending a lot of time

on the computer when I got home
from work and Alexis felt she was

becoming a computer widow. One
afternoon when I returned from work
she announced that my entire disk col-

lection had been put into the oven.

Fortunately, she hadn't turned it on.

Those were the only copies of Adven-

tureland in existence at the time.

Now she is as active in the company
as 1 am, and we both look back on

those times and chuckle.

ANTIC: Many of our readers are new
to computers and are not familiar with

adventure games. What is Scott

Adams' definition of adventure games?

ADAMS: An adventure game is where

you, as the player, are put into a situa-

tion that you know nothing about and

from that point you react as you would

if it were the real world. You follow

commonsense logic and learn the rules

of the world that you're in. Using

those rules you try to solve problems

or accomplish goals.

ANTIC: Would you give us an idea

how you develop an adventure game?

ADAMS: First you decide on a basic

theme. For example, you decide,

"Well, I'd like to do a ghost town ad-

venture. " So you sit down and write all

scape. Well, our adventure is a ghost

town, and the ghost town has this long

narrow street with a bunch of stores

on either side. Okay, what type of
stores? That's the landscape part.

As I build the landscape up, I'm

thinking of the things that would be

found in a ghost town — lamps, guns,

shovels, telegraph, safe, stuff like that.

ANTIC: One critic of adventure games

says that once it has been solved, the

game is no longer any fun. How would

you answer that criticism?

ADAMS: Some people enjoy playing

the games to find out how many differ-

ent ways they can win. In mission-type

adventure games the challenge would

be in finding how many different ways

they can go through. In a goal-oriented

adventure, there might be easier or

quicker ways of accomplishing the

goal.

All in all, an adventure game is like a

book. Some books can be read quickly.

An adventure game can take anywhere

from, a month to a year.

ANTIC: So after your first game, you

developed Adventure #2 — Pirates

Adventure — with your wife.

ADAMS: Yes, this was the first game
that was marketed nationally. We
placed a small ad in a computer maga-

zine and orders began to trickle in.

ANTIC: Adventure #3 — Mission

Impossible — introduced a "crypto"

feature, in which the player has to

solve a cypher in order to accomplish

something like opening a door. What
other adventure game enhancements

An adventure game is where you, as the player, are put

into a situation that you know nothing about and from
that point you react as you would if it were the real

world.

the ideas that would go along with the

ghost town.

The next step is to decide whether

your adventure is to be goal-oriented,

mission-oriented, or treasure-

oriented. Okay, our ghost town will be

treasure-oriented. We'll hide treasure

throughout.

Then I start drawing in the land-

have you made?

ADAMS: There are different things

that I have added to the adventure.

One is the idea of a two-part adven-

ture. When the player finishes one

adventure the game's not over. The

player gets a password in order to start

the second part.

continued on next page
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Another new aspect is to use a time

element so that things have to occur

within a certain time. The Count,

which is a Dracula adventure, literally

counts one day. In real time you ac-

tually have to play it for a couple of

days to solve the adventure.

ANTIC: Your own company, as well

as others, is introducing graphic

adventures. In fact, one company has a

game with animation. Are these devel-

opments gimmicks, or can we expect

to see more of these types of adven-

tures?

ADAMS: Graphics . . . I am definitely

in favor of graphics. All of our new
games use graphics wherever possible.

The ones I have seen using anima-

tion so far are not using heavy anima-

tion. Actually, my graphic games

(S.A. G.A.) have some pretty good ani-

mation as well as pictures.

Today's machines are becoming

more powerful and more capable of

good graphic adventure games.

ANTIC: What is your opinion of the

lazerdisc adventures being explored by
David Ahl?

ADAMS: It's a clever idea but hard-

ware-dependent and limited by the

cost of the hardware.

ANTIC: What do you see in the future

for adventure and adventure-style

games.

ADAMS: The future is limited only by

the imagination of those writing them

and those playing them.

ANTIC: The biographical material we
received from your office stated that

you began programming while at

North Miami Senior High. What first

interested you in computer pro-

gramming?

ADAMS: I don't know. I enjoy com-

puters and the idea of programming a

computer and making it run. It's a joy.

I find programming very satisfying.

ANTIC: On what machine did you

start programming?

ADAMS: It was an IBM terminal on

an IBM 360 using APL, a program-

ming language. APL is heavily math-

oriented.

ANTIC: What types of programs were

you writing then?

ADAMS: Games. The first program I

wrote was a standard Tic-Tac-Toe pro-

gram. Then I did a checkers game.

ANTIC: What was your first micro?

ADAMS: My first micro was a Sphere

that I built from a kit. I had the very

first order when it first came out. I

turned around and designed a graphics

board for the computer and sold it

back to the company. Later I got the

TRS-80 and began writing adventures

on it.

ANTIC: What is your personal opi-

nion of the ATARI home computer?

ADAMS: The ATARI is my personal

favorite. In my opinion, it is the finest

micro available.

ANTIC: Why?
ADAMS: I like the capabilities of the

machine. It is well-engineered. The

graphics and sound capabilities are

excellent. The machine is fairly well

thought out. It's well built. The ATARI
is the one I use at home.

ANTIC: It's the machine, then, that

you use to do your work on?

ADAMS: We have others in our lab,

but the ATARI is the one I enjoy most.

NEW FOR ATARI

B diskwiz B
COMPLETE & AFFORDABLE

DISK EDITING REPAIR & DUPLICATION
SYSTEM FOR ATARI OR PERCOM DRIVES

• single load • fast mach. lang. • repair, explore, dup
dos/non-dos sectors • simultaneous hex/ascii display and

editing • print out all modes to any printer • dumps special

& inverse chars to EPSON graftax & NEC 8023 • fast map-
ping and byte searches • file link trace • speedcheck and ad-

just • block move • auto link pointer, file code change •

vtoc bit map changes or check • cross sector disassembler •

fast/slow copy • 1 or 2 drives • hex-dec-asc conv. • com-
plete manual • create "bad" sectors • fix deleted or open
files • fix dup filenames • safely use non-formattable disks •

easy, fast, complete • see review Analog 11 • now for

1200XL too!

All this for only $28.^^ postpaid

Don't waste your money on simple copiers or more
expensive programs that don't deliver as much.

48 hr. shipping for cashiers checks & money orders. Allow

up to 3 weeks for personal checks, — C.O.D. add $2.00.

Club & dealer enquiry encouraged.

Soon to be released: PRINTWIZ

Ask for it at your local dealer.

A 1 1 CM (213)376-4105

'ifl*-'' P.O. Box 2205-

C

IVIACROWARE Redondo Beach, CA 90278
1906 Carnegie Lane "E"

Atari, Epson, NEC & Percom, are trademarks of Atari, Inc., Epson America, Nip-

. pon Electric Company, Percom Data respectively. ,

WAGIC STORYBOOK
Three Little Pigs

16 K Cassette $29.95

For young and old. See the three little pigs unfold

before you in a beautiful scrolling storybook. Enjoy
animation and a delightful musical narrative sound tract.

For Atari 400/800/1200 computers.
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ATARI® 400 or 800 OWNERS
INTRODUCE YOURSELF TO THOUSANDS OF NEW PROGRAMS

PLUG IN A FLOPPY DISK DRIVE FOR LESS THAN
$550.00

There are thousands of programs available only for computers with floppy disk drives. Micro Mainframe
is proud to introduce our floppy disk drive system for the Atari® 400 and 800 computer systems. Our
disk system provides the best features at the lowest price available.

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Comes complete and ready to run*
• Double density operation without patches to Atari® DOS
• Single or double density operation software or hardware selectable
• Printer port for standard Centronics parallel printers

• Eliminates the need for the 850 Expansion Interface

• 4K Printer spooler expandable to 38K
• Can be used with all your current Atari® peripherals
• Add additional drives for less than $300.00
• Supports double sided and 8" floppy disk drives**

• MMF hard disk expansion drives available

• Reads all protected software disks
• Digital Phase Locked Loop Data Separation
• 90 Day factory warranty

With the addition of our expansion box, you can turn our disk drive into a full 64K Z-80® computer using

your Atari® as a color terminal allowing you these additional features:

• Run CP/M® software
• Run TRS-80 Model II® software
• Run Oasis® software
• Full 64K Z-80® computing power
• Multiuser operation***

YOU'LL AGREE WITH EVERYBODY ELSE THAT MICRO MAINFRAME IS YOUR BEST BUY IN

PERIPHERALS FOR YOUR ATARI® 400 OR 800

;
Q> CO 2

Dealer Inquiries are Solicited

MICRO MAINFRAME
11325 Sunrise Gold Circle, Bid. A
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

(916) 635-3997

c nj CD (/) c/;

O "

iS (0 Ol DC ™ °P<OOH^ N

Atari"' DOS required

Requires IVIaxi-DOS A" (available mid '83)

Requires Oasis'" Software Price and specifications subject to change without notice.



STARTING LINE

I/O
and

YOU
What happens when

you press a key

Proposition: After many hours of com-

puter analysis, you have finally suc-

ceeded in solving a problem which has

troubled the human race for 500 years.

Your data might even win you the

Nobel Prize. There's just one hitch —
there's no way to save the data!

Input /Output (often abbreviated

I/O) is one of the most important

aspects of computing, yet it is one of

the last skills a programmer perfects. I

think the reason for this is simply that

I/O scares people. That's too bad,

because I/O is easy to understand.

I/O AND THE COMPUTER:
As a computer goes about its business,

you must interrupt it to get it to pay

attention to you. Let's look at a simple

I/O procedure; Keyboard Input.

AH/SS/^"^^

Turn on your ATARI and touch a

key. Listen closely. Do you hear a

click? That click means that an inter-

rupt has occurred. You have pressed a

key, the computer has recognized that

action, and now must respond to it.

You have just participated in computer

input. Your end of that input is now
finished, but for the computer, the

whole thing is just beginning.

First, it decides which key has been

pressed by scanning its keyboard. This

generates a code number for that key.

At this point, the computer is ready to

proceed, but there is a problem. The
number that it has in its hot little hands

is not a standard code. That number is

a special internal keyboard code

unique to the ATARI.

So big deal, right? Well, it is a big

deal. In order for computers to com-

by MARK GRICE

municate with each other, some stan-

dardization is needed. Also, standardi-

zation means that certain peripherals

will work with almost any computer.

You can imagine how much an Epson

printer would cost if Epson had to

have a different model for every

computer.

The point is that we need a stan-

dard, and we have one: the American

Standard Code for Information Inter-

change, ASCII for short. Atari devel-

oped its own code, called ATASCII,

meaning ATARI ASCII. ATASCII is a

superset of ASCII, containing all of the

ASCII characters plus extra characters

found only on the ATARI.

Let us look once again at the prob-

lem our computer faces every time we
hit a key. It now knows which key is

continued on page 18
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HIE GREATEST
ATARIGAME
OFALLTIML

Object: Capture more programs than
from any other source.

Score: The best prices for programs win.

Actually, every member of
I CompuClub is a winner because
^ no one pays lower prices for

Atan® programs than our members.
And no other source offers as many

programs, with a descriptive catalog cov-

ering every piece ofsoftware we offer!

CompuClub has hundreds ofAtari®

programs: games, education and busi-

ness. It's an astonishing selection, butjust

as incredible are our prices and our

catalog.

Prices always at least

25% below retail

Fact is, usually our paces on selected

programs are even lower than that. And
we're always running sales with savings of

at least 50% from the list price on some
ofyour favorite programs.

And there are several ways to pay:

MasterCard, 'Visa, or the ever popular

check or money order

Annotated catalog,

updated every 45 days

We don't like to knock the competi-

tion, even by implication, but there are

definite advantages to a CompuClub
membership. One ofthe best ofthem is

our catalog, which not only offers an
unbelievable number ofprograms, but

includes a description ofeach and every

one ofthem.

In fact, the catalog is so big and filed

with so much information that we print a

separate price list. And we keep adding

so many programs that we have to

update the catalog nine times a year dur-

ing the course ofyour membership.

Think ofit! No more wondering what's

behind the fancy label, no more shooting

in the dark or depending on the word of
a clerk who may not be familiar with the

program you're interested in.

Exclusivity for Atari® owners

We're not trying to be all things to all

people. We are defnitely the best thing

since the floppy disk for Atari® owners,

and only Atari® owners. CompuClub is

very exclusive.

Our catalog is thick with hundreds of
Atari® programs, and only Atari® pro-

grams. No more fumbling your way
through thickets ofstrange symbols and
codes for the different computers every-

body else's catalogs try to cover

The rules

The rules are simple. To play the

CompuClub "game," you've got to be a

member Anyone conjoin, as long as they

fork over a mere five bucks, and agree to

buy three programs during the year of
membership. Order and buy your pro-

grams at any time during the year but

we're sure with our selection and prices

that you'll want to get going right away
Five dollars buys you a one-year mem-

bership, exclusive Atari® program offer-

ings, a fully annotated catalog with 9

updates during the year a current price

list (and any necessary updates), a sub-

scription to our newsletter, and dis-

counted prices at all times, including

announcements ofour periodic sales,

which feature savings of50% offand
more.

You can join by filling out the coupon
below, or get an instant membership by

calling our toll-free number and giving us

your MasterCard or Visa identifying num-
ber We'll forward your registration and
sales order materials, your catalog and
price list so you can begin ordering right

away
That's all there is to it.

Ifyou think you play a good game,
you've got to join CompuClub. It's easy to

play and it saves you money
We think it's tfie best Atari® game

going, because with us, everybody wins.

CompuClub, PO Box 652, Natick MA 01 760 ATTN: Dept. AT
I want CO play the greatest Atari"" game of all. Please enrol! me in CompuClub for one year, and rush my

9 registration material, catalog and price list to me. I agree to buy any three programs during the

course of my year of membership. I have enclosed my payment of $5, or authorization to bill my charge card account.

Please make your check payable to CompuClub
Payment enclosed D check money order

Bill my D MasterCard D Visa ID #

Signature

City Zip

-Diskn TapeD

If you are not satisfied in any way with the conditions of your membership, you may cancel before

ordering any programs from CompuClub. Your membership fee of $5 will be cheerfully refunded.

To join by phone, call toll-free.

800-631-3111
Please have your MasterCard or Visa card

ready when you call. In [Massachusetts, call

1-617-879-5232, We will forward your
membership materials after confirming

authorization for your charge.



STARTING LINE

I/O AND YOU
continued from page 16

involved, but it's not allowed to use

the keyboard code to print the charac-

ter on the screen. So, it hands the key-

board code to the Operating System.

The Operating System changes the

number to its ATASCII equivalent, and

gives it back to our poor distraught

computer. Now our computer can

print the character. It does this each

and every time you press a key!

Now let's try to apply this. Every

time you hit a key, the keyboard code

(interrupt value) is placed in memory
location 764 (decimal). This is not the

ATASCII value, it is the keyboard

value. The computer checks location

764 sixty times per second to deter-

mine if a key has been pressed.

This information can be used, for

example, to monitor the keyboard for

input by a user, as in selection from a

menu. We can PEEK(764) to get the

code for the most recent keypress,

eliminating the need for an INPUT
statement and the associated

[RETURN]. Here is a quick program

to demonstrate this:

10A = PEEK(764)

20 IF A = 63 THEN GOTO 100

30 GOTO 10

40 END
100 PRINT "AN 'A' WAS HIT!"

Similarly, you could write a game
using location 764 instead of joysticks.

Enter this short program:

10A = STICK(0)

20IFA = 7THENX = X + 1

30IFX>38THENX = 37

40 IF A = 11 THENX = X-1
50IFX<1 THENX = 1

60 POSITION X,10: PRINT "0"

70 GOTO 10

If the joystick in Port 1 is moved to

the right, a string of O's will be drawn
to the right; and if the joystick is

moved to the left, a string of O's is

drawn to the left. Now change the pro-

gram to this:

10A = PEEK(764)
20IFA = 7THENX = X-hl
30 IF X > 38 THEN X = 37

40IFA = 6THENX = X-1
50IFX<1 THENX = X-1
60 POSITION X,10: PRINT "0"

70 POKE 764,255: GOTO 10

80 REM Poking 764,255 clears

register 764

In the second example, the same

thing is accomplished with the left and

right arrow keys, respectively, without

the Control key. I would like to point

out to all those who are afraid of In-

put/Output that the process of read-

ing a joystick is considered to be input.

Before we leave location 764, sup-

pose we are writing a program and

want to keep unwanted eyes from pry-

ing into our files. One obvious way to

create a protection scheme is to request

the user to INPUT a password and

have the program verify the password:

5 DIM PASSWORD$(5)
10 PRINT "ENTER PASSWORD"
20 INPUT PASSWORDS
30 IF PASSWORDS = "ATARI"
THEN GOTO 100

40 IF PASSWORDS < > "ATARI"
THEN GOTO 200

100 REM: Here is the rest of the

program

150 END
200 PRINT "A SPY! A SPY!"

There are better ways. If you really

want to restrict access, don't advertise

that a password is needed. A person

looking over the shoulder of the opera-

tor could discover the password. Time
again for Agent 764:

10 SUM =

15 GRAPHICS 0: POKE 764,0

20A = PEEK(764)
25 CODE = 224: IF A = B THEN
GOTO 20

30 SUM = SUM + A
40 IF SUM = CODE THEN
GOTO 100

50 IF SUM > CODE THEN
GOTO 200

55B = A: GOTO 20

100 PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT"
110 POKE 764,255: END
200 SOUND 0,100,8,10: IF PEEK

(764) = 12 THEN GOTO 310

300 GOTO 200

310 SOUND 0,0,0,0: GOTO 10

I will briefly explain the above pro-

gram. Basically, we are adding to-

gether all the keyboard codes of the

keys that spell the world "ATARI". The

sum is 224.

First, we set location 764 to 0.

When a key is pressed, it changes the

value of 764. We store this new value

into our temporary storehouse, A. We
add this to our SUM. Now we check it

against the final CODE. If SUM is

equal to CODE, the operator is either

authorized, or very lucky. If SUM is

larger, the operator is unauthorized or

stupid. Either way, we will act ac-

cordingly.

Now we take A and put it into B.

Why? Because we are now operating at

machine speed, not human speed. And
before the fastest typist can hit two
keys, the computer has checked loca-

tion 764 about 32 times! Needless to

say, that adds up fast. So we check to

make sure the value of 764 has

changed. Otherwise, we ignore it (IF

A = B THEN GOTO 20) and keep

checking it until it does change. This

presents a small problem — you can-

not have a password with the same
letter used twice in succession, like the

password "AAAAY", for example
(sorry, Fonz). This is a small disadvan-

tage considering all of the secrecy we
gain.

To close this introduction to Input/

Output, here is a short program that

will show the value that is placed in

location 764 by any keypress:

10 OPEN #1,4,0,"K:"' REM Opens
lOCB #1 for input from the

keyboard

20 Y = PEEK(764): IF Y = 255
THEN GOTO 20: REM Check
for keypress

30 GET #1,X: REM Obtain

ATASCII value

40 PRINT "YOU PRESSED
";CHRS(X);", PEEK(764)= ";Y

50 POKE 764, 255: REM Clear

register

60 GOTO 20: REM Do it again
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7-<800-53Q-BS^3i

ONIYAIARI^GIVESYOUCOMPUTERS
THATDO SOMUCHAND THE

"HELP LINE"SOYOUCANDOMORE.

Our Help Line could be the most useful

innovation ever in home computers: it's

someone to talk to.

Someone to help you diagnose problems

when things don't seem to work right.

Someone to help you
debug the programs that

you're writing yourself.

Someone who knows the answers to your
questions about what ATARI® Home Comput-
ers can do, and how to do it.

Call the ATARI Help Line toll-free:

1-800-538-8543.* And find out how helpful

ATARI SERVICE^" can be,

even when nothing
is wrong.HiHm ocnvibc

FACTCHY AUTHORIZED NETWORK

WEANSWERXDURCALL FORHELP
'^Cahfornia: 1-800-672-1404 atari" © 1983 Atari, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 0*AWarner Communications Company.



INSIDE ATARI

E.T.

GAME
FOR

COMPUTERS
Atari adopts America's

favorite alien

by ROBERT DeWITT

The tremendous popularity of E.T.

,

the Extraterrestrial, almost guaran-

teed that an E.T. computer game

would appear, and such is the case.

E.T. Phone Home has been released by

Atari for its family of home com-

puters. The product boasts several

advances in game design, including a

smooth-scrolling playfield, speedy ani-

mation of pursuers, and voice synthe-

sis, all accomplished within the con-

fines of a 16K ROM cartridge.

E.T. Phone Home is intended for a

young market, but like the film, it may
be appreciated by older players as

well. The game is simple enough at the

lowest level for children "Elliot's" age

to play and win, but at level nine it will

still challenge experienced stick

twisters. The price is $49.95.

The concept of the game derives

directly from the E.T. story: E.T.,

while hiding in the house, guides Elliot

around the neighborhood to find

pieces for the telephone call needed to

call E.T.'s alien friends to return from

space. If the pieces can be gathered

within the time limit, and E.T. can

scurry to the landing site without

detection, the spaceship lands and car-

ries him away.

This happy ending for the game was
one of the main concerns of Stephen

Spielberg, the film's producer, and is

somewhat unusual, considering that

most computer games have no clear

ending but go on indefinitely as long as

the player can endure. Spielberg took

an active part in the development of

the game, approving the concept, im-

plementation and design at several

stages.

Atari acquired the E.T. rights at

least partly because of Spielberg's

fascination with Atari products — all

the way from coin-op arcade machines

to the ATARI 800, which he owns and

uses. One other ingredient was the

interest of Steven Ross, Chairman of

Warner Communications, in associat-

ing E.T. with the Atari label.

Work on the E.T. computer game

began in October 1982, according to

Chris Horseman, V.P. for Software

Engineering with Atari's Home Com-
puter Division. The challenge was to

move the project quickly from propo-

sal to market while maintaining quali-

ties required by Spielberg. These in-

cluded high standards of graphic and

sound representation, especially for

the E.T. figure and voice, and a

natural yet playable game concept that

was true to the feeling of the film.

Time was important because Atari

hoped to use E.T. Phone Home as a

key demonstration product for the

new 1200XL computer, that was to be

unveiled at the Consumer Electronic

Show in Las Vegas last January. Such a

short fuse for a major product is prac-

tically unheard of, but a playable ver-

sion was demo-ed at CES. Final play-

testing and minor modifications

followed.

To meet this schedule. Atari applied

the team approach, essentially for the

first time with a computer game. Pre-

vious Atari game products, while

benefitting from the input of various

specialists, had been developed by a

single programmer. E.T. enjoyed the

attentions of graphic artists, play de-

signers, sound engineers, and pro-

grammers teamed up under the

guidance of the Manager for Enter-

tainment Software Products.

There were more ideas for E.T. than

ROM space could handle, according

to Horseman, and the finished game
represents only about one-fourth of

the game scenario considered at differ-

ent times during development. Even

so, the game is elegant and sophisti-

cated in its appearance and play. The
playfield scrolls to reveal a suburban

neighborhood of streets and houses

edged by forests, fields and streams.

These elements were constructed from

characters carefully redefined so that
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INSIDE ATARI

each might contribute to several dif-

ferent final forms.

The "enemy" pursuers in the game
are animated, and guided by routines

that hunt for Elliot and E.T. under cer-

tain circumstances. This contrasts to

the usual method of representation

where the opponent figures do not

change in appearance and move in ran-

dom or predictable ways. E.T. himself

is designed so that he is unmistakably

recognizable in appearance and gait,

frontally and in profile, even though

represented by relatively few pixels on

the screen.

Digital synthesis of E.T.'s voice is

heard at the point in the game when all

the phone pieces have been collected,

and although voice synthesis is not

new, this is the first it has been in-

corporated in a ROM game cartridge

for these computers. The short phrase

"E.T. phone home," required more

than 1,000 bytes of memory to ac-

complish.

The sound work for E.T. also in-

cluded music and a tone (representing

E.T.'s telepathic signal) that guides

Elliot in his search for phone parts.

The Atari sound lab is well equipped

with instruments and apparatus to

create almost any imaginable sounds,

but the star performer is a sound-

editing program with which you can

"draw" the frequency profiles of the

four ATARI voices, and then literally

"see" what you are hearing. This

development tool, and its companion

graphics editor are not available to the

public.

More than likely we will see more

Atari products tied with popular films,

TV and cartoon personalities. Projects

to create gameware around such prop-

erties are underway, but that does not

mean an end to original and innovative

games like Star Raiders, Pac-Man and

Centipede. Atari has set up an Ad-

vanced Game Design unit, and accord-

ing to Horseman is actively seeking

game creators who already have some

notches on their joystick. Qualified ap-

plicants can contact him directly at

Atari's Sunnyvale headquarters. Q

SPECIAL TOOLS contributed to development of sound and graphics for E.T.

Phone Home. In Atari audio lab, above, resident geniuses "draw" frequencies

on Sound-Editor.

Graphics Editor displays some images designed for the E.T. game, below.
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INSIDE ATARI

XL LINE DEBUTS
Design Line for Atari

srf^^

Mass storage devices for the new Atari systems: 1010 Cassette Recorder (left); and 1050 Disk Drive (right).

The new line of Atari products an-

nounced at the Consumer Electronics

Show last month bear a strong resem-

blance to each other. Unified design,

first used with the ATARI 1200XL
computer, now extends throughout

the series of computers and peri-

pherals. Sleek styling in black, white

and silver, with low-profile, modular

cases improve the appearance of the

group.

The series of computers begins with

the 600XL, priced under $200, with

16K RAM, built-in BASIC and diag-

nostics. It can be expanded to 64K
with a plug-in Memory Module. The
800XL has BASIC and diagnostics,

plus a monitor jack and 64K memory.

The old ATARI 400 and 800 com-

puters will be discontinued, but the

cartridge size will be retained. The
1200XL, announced late last year, will

continue, but will be the only member
of the family without built-in BASIC.

The 1400XL and the 1450XL are

identical except that the 1450 has one

built-in disk-drive plus space for a

second (expansion bay). These com-

puters have 64K RAM, built-in

BASIC, diagnostics, programmable
function keys, and a built-in modem
and voice synthesizer. Prices for the

line are yet to be announced.

Other new or recently announced

items in the line include the 1010 Cas-

sette Recorder (see Tape Topics this

issue for review), the 1020 Color Print-

er/Plotter, the 1025 80-column dot-

matrix printer, the 1027 Letter Quality

Printer and the Atari 1050 Disk Drive.

The drive, a long-awaited replacement

for the 810, will be capable of double-

density operation under the new DOS
3.0, to be released later this year.

Of very great interest to the Atari

community are the expansion units

announced at the CES. One of these

will enable CP/M programs for the

ATARI; the other will provide eight

standard plug-in slots to accomodate

third-party products that may enhance

the usefulness of the Atari System.

—ANTIC ED
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INSIDE ATARI

Printers for the Atari systeru: the 1025 Dot-matrix Printer (left); and the 1020 Color Printer/ Plotter (right).
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PILOT YOUR ATARI

by KEN HARMS

PILOT offers some built-in program development tools

which our other-lingual friends envy. But one feature I've

always missed is the ability to delete more than one line at a

time. This month we present a short program which solves

that problem and demonstrates yet another interesting

feature — reading the screen.

Type in DELETER and save it on tape or disk. Suppose

you've been programming away, and suddenly find yourself

with a number of unneeded lines. Make sure you have no

line numbers above 9950, then LOAD DELETER and

issue the following command:

J: ''^DELETER

You'll be asked to give the starting line number you wish

deleted, the ending number, and the increment by which

lines are numbered. Enter these, press RETURN and

DELETER will erase lines at the rate of 100 per 8 seconds.

If lines are numbered unevenly, enter an increment of one

and all lines will be deleted. (It may be slightly faster if you

RENumber such a program before LOADing DELETER.
This puts all lines on the same increment so fewer numbers

are deleted.)

When you're all done, SAVE your program without the

DELETER lines. See "PILOT Primer", Appendix B, page

151 (disk) or 160 (tape) to find out how to save part of a

program.

With all that introduction over, let's find out how the

thing works! The first part of the program is devoted to

clearing the screen (the ESC-SHIFT-CLEAR character in

line 9953), T:yping messages and getting the line numbers,

and increment (lines 9954 through 9975). Each time a vari-

able is A:ccepted, we check to see that it fits the data we
need. For instance, the starting number (#S) cannot be less

than zero or larger than 9999 (the highest line number
allowed by PILOT). The ending number (#E) must be

larger than the starting number (lines 9969 and 9970).

Finally, lines 9974 and 9975 make sure that the increment

is not less than or larger than 100. The 100 maximum is

arbitrary, you can change it to be anything you wish.

Those double sets of conditions in parentheses (lines

9962, for instance) mean if either the condition in the first

set OR the condition in the second set is true, execute the

command. If the conditions are multiplied, the statement

will execute only if condition one AND condition two are

both true. To interpret conditional commands, PILOT first

evaluates all the conditions. It substitutes a one for each

true condition and a zero for each false one. It then does the

math linking the commands and if the result is greater than

zero, executes the command. You can get fancy with all the

signs (a pair of conditions separated by a minus will execute

only if the first is true AND the second is false). Experimen-

tation is the rule.

So on to the fun part. The ''"PRINTLINES module clears

the screen and then prints numbers beginning at the starting

number, incremented as directed and ending at the last

number to be deleted or after 20 lines have been printed.

''DELETE types a J:ump command, then POS:itions the

cursor to the top of the screen. Line 9990 is the magic

incantation.

In PILOT, values are placed into specific memory loca-

tions with the C:@Bn = x command. We read this as

"C:ompute at byte n the value x." A byte is computerese for

a character. The "n" is the (decimal) address of the byte and

"x" is the value we will store in that address. The ATARI
uses values at different addresses to control different

machine functions such as sounds and colors.

Line 9990 C:omputes a 13 into address 842. The 13 tells

the Atari "when you stop, read your next instruction from

the screen rather than the keyboard." Redirecting the flow

of information in and out of the computer is easy on the

ATARI because it employs a good "operating system", one

of the first such systems on the market. So, right after print-

ing a set of line numbers and a J:ump command, and after

telling the ATARI to read the screen, line 9991 E:nds the

program. And what do you know, the old operating system

reads those numbers, thinks they're the same as typing a

number without a command on the keyboard and erases

continued on page 24
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THE CUTr™G EDGE
THE CONCEPT

\ sorUvs «»1" toiiipiiU'r ^aiiu-s in uliuli
l)la\ ITS hi'toiiu- fharatters of tlu-ir own
(li-si^ii, iharaclois \\hc» niiist gniw in skill

and wisdimi tii snr\i\i- the c-lialk-ni;(i\s

pri'stMiU'd thoiii. {'liaracters (k'\'flo|K'cl in

llif sinipUT (jf tilt' ffanii'S xt'oiild be
transferrable tc» the nmre diflliiilt as their

abilities increase. Rather than nfferinfi

one tixed ^oal in one set maze, tlie soft-

ware w'oidd ha\'e to contain thousands of
potential ^oals and thousands of possible
pitlalls, for thousands ofhours of aniiise-

nient. I'he concept, in short, was for the
creation of a series of games unlike an\'

a\aiiable in the microcomputer niarket.

THE GAMES
demanded by such a concept would be
unlike common softwaie. Thev woidd re-

cpure machine-lanijuage speed, and
clinijjeon-master conij>le.\ity. (irajihics

woukl have to be aiy integral part of the
a(h entiu-e, rather than prettx- but static

pictuifs with no real-time connection to

action. I'hey woukl haw both a game-sine
and character-sa\e featiue. And, on
n'hate\'er machine they were imple-
mented, the soft«'are woidd ha\'e to ha\'e

tlie same great grapliics, the same sjjeed

of command interpretation, the same
complexit\' and mind-l)ending challenge.
A stiff Vhallenge. But ScreenPlay"

fbinid an author up to it.

THE SERIEvS ;

Called Tlie Warrior ofRAS. The programs
in the series are DUXZHIN, UYLDE,
KAIV and ZIGGURAT. DUNZHIX is the

simplest of the series, and gives the begin-

ning warrior a chance to learn the tech-

nitiues necessaiy for success in the others.

Dl'NZHIN is set in a massive dungeon.
M'YLDE takes place in a trackless

H ilderness. Subten-anean adventures ai-e

pivsentetl in KAR'', and ZIGGUILrVr takes

place in a giant pyramid, with an athen-
ture so complex and challenging even the

author vvondei-s ifhe can e\'er complete it.

The Warrior of RAS series. From
Kiuidall IJon Masteller and ScreenPlay"'.

The choice is simple. Vou can play the

Warrior of R^VS games, or something not

tjuite as good.

nUXZHIX . .

K.IIV
WVLDt: . . .

ZUiGUR^VT

$3f).93

$3a.as
$:i}).93

Aiuilablc in ciustictlc i-crsioun Jhr Alin-i

400 son, Riulio Shack Model I til, ami
Cnniniodarc 04.

Axxiilablc in ditikcttc ivrsionsji}!- Atari

400 HOO, Radio Shack M(hUI I III, Apple

11+ llv, IBM l\'rs(mal Computer, and Coni-

nnHlore 04.

All it-rsiotis require 4SK.

THE AUTH
Randall Don Masteller. Well-knotvn
within the close-knit fraternity of non-
computer fentasy role-players, Masteller

comliines years of professional program-
ming experience with an awe-inspiring
imagination and dedication to fantasy

ganiing. No other fantasy role-playing

game author has skills comparable to

Masteller's. And Masteller's software
demonstrates that skill.

Onfy From
ScreenPiay*

Screenplay-
A IJiviwion ni' Intellif^rnt Statements, Inc.

P.O. Box 3558, Chapel HiU, NC 27514

At dealers everv^vhere
or caU 1-800-334-5470

idM'iiii'A tif liittlliiiiitl >ri(trii

UtM nif^itiid in

t(N. flic. Hiidio shtiik I.- M

iitiiiiuit lUifhuss Marhit

ii-k of lundy in >. Applr II- Hint III I



PILOT YOUR ATARI

LINES AWAY! continued from page 24

each line! When it gets to the bottom of the Ust it reads a

J: ''"RESTART command and executes it.

Now the first thing '''RESTART does is C:ompute a 12

into 842. You're right, the 12 tells the ATARI to turn off the

screen reading and start reading the keyboard again. We
then check to see if all line numbers have been T:yped and,

if not, J:ump to 'TRINTLINES to start the procedure all

over again.

I left the numbers on the screen to track progress. If you

don't like them, you could insert a C:@B instruction to

turn the letters blue. Remember to turn the letters on again

with another C:@B or a GR:QUIT.
You can get some real fun from the "842 tango" by using

9950 R: PILOT AUTO LINE DELETER
9951 R: ANTIC K. W. HARMS
9952 * DELETER
9953 T:S [CLEAR SCREEN
9954 PCS : 2 , 1 1

9955 T: ^•1
9956
9957
9958
9959
9960
9961
9962

9963
9964
9965
9966
9967
9968
9969
9970
9971
9972
9973
9974

DELETER
*REENTER
T:
T: ENTER LINE NUMBERS TO BE DELETED:
*NEWSTART
T : START
A: #8
T(#S<0) + (#S>9999) :EENTER NEW

\

\

START
J(#S<0)+
*NEWEND
T:END
A:#E
T(#E<0)+
J(#E<0)+
T(#S>#E)
J(#S>#E)
*NEWINCREMENT
T: INCREMENT \

A:#I
T(#I<1 )+(#I>100

Q IS BELL. TYPE ESC, CTRL,

2

#S>9999) :*NEWSTART

END#E>9999) lEENTER NEW
#E>9999) :*NEWEND
HSTART LARGER THAN END
*REENTER

:HENTER

it to modify a program while it turns. Say you want to save

a person's name in a program. Ask for the name in a T:ype /

A:ccept set of statements which puts it into a variable we'll

call SINPUTNAME. Then clear the screen, T:ype a C:om-

pute statement like this:

C: '^NAME = SINPUTNAME

Follow this by a J:ump command on the screen, POS:ition

the cursor, C:ompute the 13 into 842 and E:nd the pro-

gram. Remember to use a line number in the compute com-

mand but no number on the jump. If you have followed the

outline of DELETER for a "RESTART, you can SAVE
your new program with the name imbedded in it. I'm sure

you'll find other uses for "the magic of the 842."

NEWINCREMENT

line counter
to delete

NEW INCREMENT
9975 J(#I<1) + (#I>100) :

9976 *PRINTLINES
9977 GR:QUIT
9978 C:#L = [Line counter
9979 PCS: 2, 2

9980 *PRINTLOOP
9981 C:#L=#L+1 [Increment
9982 T:#S [Line number
9983 C:#S = #S + #I
9984 J(#S>#E) : *DELETE [Job done
9985 J(#L = 20) : *DELETE [Enougli lines

9986 J:*PRINTLOOP
9987 * DELETE
9988 T: J : *RESTART [Command on screen
9989 PCS: 0,0 [Get to top of screen
9990 C:@B842=13 [Set to read screen
9991 E: [Stops, gives control

to the screen reader
9992 * RESTART
9993 C:@B842=12 [Set write to screen
9994 T(#S = #E) + (#S>#E) :SQ
9995 E(#S = #E) + (#S>#E) :

9996 J: *PRTNTI TNF.S

9997 R: E N D O F

PROGRAM
Q

In August Antic

SPECIAL GRAPHICS ISSUE
Cover Art Contest Winners • 3-D Fuji • Escher Sl<etcher
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TAKE COMMAND OF PLAYER-MISSILE GRAPHICS

by Roger Bush

You can write brilliant animated graphics in Atari

BASIC—without any bit-mapping, and without know-
ing machine language.

All you need is PM ANIMATOR, the new Player-

Missile Graphics toolkit from DON'T ASK.

PM ANIMATOR makes it easy to: draw pictures and
animate them, change your drawings and animation

sequences, save your graphics creations on disk, and
build them into your BASIC programs. You do it all

with Player-Missile Graphics. You do it from BASIC,,

using two almost magical editors, plus PM ANIMATOR'S
special subroutines for Player-Missile Graphics control.

Create the most visually exciting software you've

ever written. The power is yours.

Have your software dealer demonstrate PM ANI-

MATOR. Includes numerous demos and detailed owner's

guide/tutorial. Requires 32K, disk. Introductory price: $34.95.

Also available by mail from DON'T ASK. Send ciieck or

money order for $34,95 + $2.00 shipping/liandling; Califor-

nia residents add 6% sales tax (6.5% if you reside in L.A,

County).

Atari IS a trademark of Atari. Inc.

D(DnTASK
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
2265 Westwood Blvd., Ste. B-150
Los Angeles, California 90064

(213)477-4514

QO at3 QQ DO

^ 5 gj

PHONE
RIGHT
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The Friendly Terminal
by Harry Koons

Want to put your Atari in touch with other computers?

TELETARI is just what your modem needs: a powerful

telecommunications program that's a breeze to use.

Choose the functions you want from a menu. Send or

receive text or programs, save new data on disk, or

print it on paper. A buffer of up to 20K bytes holds your

data: page through it to find what you want. Adjust and

save terminal parameters with another menu.

TELETARI is adaptable to most remote computers

and most modems, including 1200 baud modems. It

works through the RS232 port on the Atari 850 Inter-

face, and It's suitable for any RS232 application and

supports all 850 options. It's also compatible with the

Bits Full-view 80™ board.

Ask yout softwaie dealer for TELETARI by DONT ASK

$39.95. Requires 32K, disk, BASIC, 850 Interface.

D®nT ASK
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

2265 Westwood BL, Ste. B-150
Los Angeles. CA 90064

(213) 477-4514

Dealer inquiries welcome

Or order by mail direct

from DONT ASK. Add

$2.00 shipping/han-

dling to your check or

money order. Calif, resi-

dents add 6"/>, sales tax

(6.5% if you reside in

L.A. County).

Atari IS a trademark of Atari, Inc. Full view 80 is a trademark of Bit 3 Computer

Corporation



by GEORGE J. ADAMSON

No question about it, the ATARI 400

was, and is, a good little computer.

Electronically it is almost identical to

the 800, runs the same software, and

for its price offers power and features

still not fully matched by its com-

petitors. But it does have its problems.

Many 400 owners, fond of their

machines, have opted to upgrade

rather than trade them, and that's

what this article is about.

Using add-ons made available by

non-Atari companies (often called

third-party vendors), it is now possible

to have an ATARI 400 with a full-

stroke keyboard, 50K available RAM,
and a monitor jack. This brings the

400 to functional equivalency with the

800, and should satisfy any Atarian

who isn't overawed by styling.

By early 1983 the price of the ATARI
400 had fallen to less than that once

charged for the VCS game machine.

There were, however, still the prob-

lems of the monopanel /membrane

keyboard and limited memory. Ap-

parently, the designers of the 400
thought the impermeable panel made
good sense for use by youngsters, and

it probably was cheaper to make.

Nevertheless, the membrane is now
widely considered to have been a

mistake, and virtually all new com-

puters are sporting real keyboards.

Certainly any kind of voluminous data

entry benefits from full-stroke keys.

The other limitation of the 400 is its

memory, originally 8K and later in-

creased to 16K RAM. This memory is

built-in, and Atari in effect discour-

aged owners from increasing RAM
with warnings about voiding the war-

ranty, overheating, possible electric

shock or damage to other delicate

parts if the case were opened. No
doubt these warnings were responsible

caveats, but they served to keep the

400 owner unnecessarily hobbled if

they were heeded.

To the rescue came several third-

party vendors with full-stroke key-

boards. First came Screen Sonics with

its Sidewriter (see ANTIC #5), a de-

tached keyboard of high esthetic and

engineering quality, which unfortun-

ately required a fair amount of solder-

ing inside the computer. The keyboard

emulated the 800, with the exception

of the Atari logo key. The long um-

bilical gave the owner some of the con-

venience of other detached keyboards,

and the Sidewriter continues to be an

attractive, if expensive, upgrade still.

Other companies opted for the

simpler fix. In-Home, a Canadian

company which first tested its product

in England, managed to get its first

U.S. shipments into the stores by last

Christmas, and met with immediate

success. At the nominal cost of $45,

the In-Home "B-Keyboard" replaces

the membrane, sits inside the 400

housing, and looks like it came from

the factory that way. However, five

keys had to be relocated to the bottom

row.

Although the B-Key takes only a

couple of minutes to install, you might

continued on piigc 30
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hi-Honie keyboard compared to ATARI 800 keyboard.
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New family fun and a new
learning experience! ^
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Davka Corporation introduces new software programs
and games designed to give you more understanding of

Jewish history and traditions. Outstanding scholars have
combined their teaching methods with state-of-the-art

computer techniques and graphics, to bring you and
your family an exciting and important new dimension in

Judaica for the home. If you have an Atari 800 computer
with one Disk Drive and 48K Memory, you're ready to

start on a whole new adventure!

Here are a few of the many programs and games
which are available for your Atari computer Others are

listed In our free catalog.

HEBREW READING This individualized program is designed
to teach the reading of Hebrew to those who have no prior

knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet and/or those who are just

building their basic reading skills. Number101-I $50

THE GAME OF JERICHO In this action-packed arcade game,
the player directs the blasts from Joshua's shofar to destroy the
walls of ancient Jericho. His shots must be quick and accurate
to penetrate enemy lines. One must be careful, though—the
enemy is constantly raining down clusters of arrows. "Jericho"

combines outstanding sound and colorful graphics—but to win.

one needs to be cunning, clever, and daring. "Jericho" is for chil-

dren or adults. Nurnber1400 $29.95

ISRAEL GEOGRAPHY GAME As an "Israel Sherlock
Holmes," the player uses historical and geographical "clues" to

"deduce" the correct names of sites on the map of Israel. The
game begins with a map of Israel drawn on the screen and
divided into four regions. The player selects a region and an
enlarged map of that section is drawn on the screen. A flashing

cursor represents the "target" and the puzzle solving is set

in motion. Number 200-1 $25

PROVERBS Five hundred carefully selected Jewish Proverbs
and Folk Sayings, taken from the Talmud, Medieval Hebrew
Literature, and Yiddish and Hasidic sources, are presented in

this program, indexed by specific categories. To view all the
proverbs on any given topic, the user needs simply to type in the
category he wishes to see. Number 600-1 $25

JEWISH I.Q. BASEBALL "Jewish I.Q. Baseball" educates
students in many areas of Jewish knowledge in an enjoyable,

entertaining fashion. Players get singles, doubles, triples and
home runs by answering questions correctly. The runners, the
baseball field, and the scoreboard are all portrayed vividly to

make the action realistic. "Jewish I.Q. Baseball" is suitable for

one or two players of all ages. Number 301-1 $25

Please add $2 for each shipment for handling.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG and to order any of the above
software programs, MasterCard or Visa cardholders

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-8227
{In Illinois, call 1-312-944-4070)

j ^yhvka 845 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 843, Dept. R Chicago, Illinois 60611
CORPORATION

Atari is a Trademark of Warner Communications



400 UPGRADE cmitinucd from page 28

spend a half-hour or so pressing the

keys in place and adjusting their move-

ment. Photo 1 juxtaposes the B-Key

with the 800 keyboard to show rela-

tive size and arrangement.

From Colorado comes the Joytyper

400 at $130. It looks and feels like an

800 keyboard, except that the function

keys have been moved next to the

spacebar. One needn't relearn any typ-

ing skills with this model, but there is a

question of esthetics. The Joytyper

"sticks" on top of the ATARI case with

adhesive pads, and in no way could it

be mistaken for a factory model, (see

Photo 2).

The newest entries in the keyboard

race include the Commander 400,

from RCE; the Tara 400; and the

Atto-Soft keyboard. The Commander
offers custom options, such as numer-

ical keypad, and ranges in price from

$109 to $199. It is detachable, like the

Sidewriter, but requires no soldering.

It can be added to an 800 so that both

keyboards are operable at the same

time. The Tara 400 fits into the 400

case and boasts gold-plated key con-

tacts. The Atto-Soft costs $90, but we
frankly know little else about this

keyboard just now.

The other big item in upgrading a

400 is memory expansion. It seems

everyone under the sun is making a

48K expansion board for the 400. All

these require removal of the original

Atari RAM card and replacement with

the expansion board. These give the

400 the same amount of usable mem-
ory as the standard, fully-equipped

800 —37902 bytes.

Out of this explosion came the first

64K bank-selectable RAM card for the

ATARI 400, from Mosaic. This one

board has more memory than three

built-in boards, and efficiently uses all

of the memory available in a 6502

microprocessor. My son wanted to be

the "first kid on the block" to have 64K
RAM, so he raided his savings to

pioneer the Mosaic board. We had

some problems, but Mosaic has im-

proved the design and we now believe

this is the way to go. Mosaic guaran-

tees all its boards—and lived up to its

guarantee in our experience, even

though it took three units to do it. The

latest (working) unit has Motorola

chips rather than the Japanese chips

previously used, and perhaps that

makes the difference.
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ATARI 400 wilh joytyper installed.

The Mosaic board uses less current

and generates less heat than the origi-

nal 16K board. The BASIC cartridge

isn't "hot" any more, even after several

hours of programming. It must be in-

stalled carefully, however. The 22-pin

power socket in our machine was

weakened by all the exchanges, and

had to be replaced by a technician. Be-

sides, we had to wait a month to get it.

Was it worth the trouble? The 64K
Select board is more efficient than the

original, and allows 52K of RAM to

be addressed at a time. Mosaic says

this means 30% more workspace with

the Atari Word Processor and 17%
more with Visicalc.

The ATARI 400/800 reserved 16K

of addressable RAM for the Operating

System and the hardware registers. No
doubt you have all seen the "lOK

ROM Operating System" board in the

800. Hardware consumes another 2K,

but that still leaves 4K unaccounted

for. Mosaic used this area to create

four 4K switchable banks, only one of

which is active at a given time. This

means that 52K is continuously avail-

able, and the balance can be selected in

discrete 4K chunks.

The new ATARI 1200XL has some-

thing of the same arrangement already

built-in, but it has a 14K OS that uses

the 4K that was previously extra.

However, a 400 with the 64K Select

board is even better than a 1200XL in

that it has 52K continuous free RAM,
and the 1200 must "switch out" its

Operating System to get that much.

Who among us can write our own OS?

The original 16K Atari RAM board

provides 13326 free bytes with BASIC
installed. A 32K board boosts usable

memory to 29710 bytes. These boards

are now cheaper than the ATARI 16K

board, and much cheaper than 48K

—

probably because demand is low for a

half-full tank. A 48K board costs twice

as much, but boosts memory only 8K

to 37902 because BASIC occupies 8K

of the top area, no matter what.

Mosaic's 64 Select expands into an

area previously "unallocated." It can

address 50190 bytes, almost four times

as much as the original 16K board. It is

more expensive than the 48K boards,

but less on a $/byte basis.

By April a third version of Mosaic's

expansion board (requiring a third

printing of its owners manual, identi-

fied on the back cover as No. 229D)

was already being shipped. This board

eliminates messy soldering to the

ROM cartridge socket, works in either

a 400 or an 800, and, most pleasantly,

carries a $50 price reduction to

$199.95.

The newest manual, with almost

twice as many pages, offers more

photos and even simpler step-by-step

instructions for installation in either

computer. The computer must be com-

pletely disassembled, exercising great

care in lifting the 22-pin socket on the

power board from its connector.

In its three years of existence,

Mosaic has never stopped to relax and

admire its work; it wants to be able to

maintain its claim that "more Atari

owners buy Mosaic memory than any

other."

Mosaic is already offering member-

ship in its own users group and even

software to take advantage of the 48K
memory banks. A package called

"Handyman" eliminates the need to

type "DOS" and thus preserves more
memory for program use.

How did our tale end? In order to

avoid "down-time" while waiting for

the 400 to be repaired, we traded it on

a demonstrator 800. The new 64K
board will allow us to put as many as

three of them in the 800 slots, creating

196,608 bytes. An 196K ATARI
boggles the mind, but then that's

another whole story in itself!

Q
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The Atari"Plug-Compatible
PrinterfromAxiom

. TheAT'IOO.

.ftp-.'

Made by SEIKOSHA, tlie high technology

division of SEIKO, Ajciom's new AT-IOO is the

only after market printer compatible with Atari

400, 800 and 1200 computers. It plugs into

your Atari user/serial port and requires no 850
interface. It even comes complete with cable.

Now you can perform low cost word processing

and beautiful graphics: complete with a 2-year

user warranty. We'll repair and ship within 48
hours or send you a new printer — free. Don't

wait. Call or write Axiom today for the name of

your nearest dealer

'"Atari i.-; a registered trademark ol' Atari Inc..

a Warner Cominunications company.

Eight ReasonsWhy You Need
theAT'IOO

• Plugs directly into your Atari 400, 800
and 1200. Cable included. No 850 inter-

face needed

• Allows minimum system of Atari 400, cassette

and AT-100 printer

• Makes word processing simple — at a low,

low cost

• Hl-RES screen dump software included

• Two-year user warranty

• Other peripherals (disk drive, cassette

recorder) can be daisy-chained to printer

without need of 850 interface

• Uses standard width fan-fold paper

• Has a no-mess cartridge ribbon

AXIOM CORPORATION
Griswold Avenue, San Fernando, CA 91340
213) 365-9521 • TWX: 910-496-1746



JL/tHis isn't ''flow" to play ^Adventures, 'Inhere seem to be articles ad

rumseum on making mapSj picking up and dropping items, and so

jbrtfi, J-bweveTj there are veryjew articles on the ''why of^ven-

turing, (J suspect that those vuho play haven't quitefigured it outjor

themsdves —)

SOj here's why we arefimd of^venturing.

^artkipaiz inju

jlcCventu

a
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A.pril 15. Tax time.

Not again! But true, Uncle Sam will

be digging into my pockets again. A
pile of multi-colored forms lie in front

of me, to be filled out on pain of . . .

auditing or something worse.

This is adventure? This is excite-

ment?

Highway 183 in Austin, Texas; traf-

fic stacked up in front of me for miles.

Smog is filtering in through the air

conditioning, with ten more miles until

my turnoff.

You call this an adventure?

At the office, it's politics as usual.

Did my co-worker really report me in

late to my boss? The secretary smiles

her cold, professional smile at me as I

answer the summons to his office.

Maybe I'll get fired.

This is a life? It sure isn't what they

promised me when I was young. Back

then there were fairy tales and giants

and fairy godmothers. But this present

unpleasantness does appear to be

reality. Is this how I'm going to spend

my next fifty years?

You have got to be kidding. I am
interested in other things. I am going

to go battle evil monsters with a magic

sword. I am going to rescue fair maid-

ens from their clutches. And I'm going

to find loot beyond my wildest

dreams, and experience running my
hands through chests full of gold

coins. That's my world, the world I

grew up with, the world I wanted, and

the world I can't seem to have.

At most, I see only flashes of danger

in my everyday life. Possibly a pickup

truck will blindside me on the way to

work. But in the world I want, danger

and the appreciation of life are an

everyday thing. Why, to rescue that

maiden I'll put it all on the line, every

ounce of sinew and wit I possess.

There's this troll, see, that weighs four

Dave & Sandy Small have authored

several video and computer gafties,

and own L.E. Systems, manufacturer

of programming development tools.

Their articles have appeared in several

computer publications.

hundred pounds, that guards the en-

trance to the Great Underground Em-
pire. I'll have to get by him, and the

toll for doing so is a life — and should

my swordmanship fail me, it'll be

mine.

Now if the kind of life I was talking

about before appeals to you, if you're

into taxes, traffic, and politics, you

can forget Adventures. They are not

for you. You do not need to escape a

reality that is tiresome beyond descrip-

tion. You are probably happy as a

clam.

But if you are like me — if you

would rather drop you job, car, and

co-workers in a second, and try your

luck at some real living — then have I

got a deal for you. It's simple — a com-

puter adventure.

A computer is a powerful, if simple,

machine. It can be instructed to do a

number of things, such as payroll

checks or word processing. In all of

these functions the computer is a

powerful tool.

So let's instruct it to maintain a pro-

grammed reality, for us to enter. We, as

the programmers, control that reality,

and once we enter it, must abide by its

rules. In the computer's universe, any-

t Gold, silver, and gems are to be

found by the handful,

t Strange forces control your destiny.

t Wizards often cast spells to aid or

foil your quest.

Finally, and most importantly, there

is a purpose, a set goal. Unlike our

reality, which resembles a badly pro-

grammed adventure, this new com-

puterized reality gives you a sense of

purpose, something great to accom-

plish. In this universe you can leave

your mark on the world. Just for in-

stance, have you ever written your

name on the rainbow in the sky in this

reality? Not many of us leave a mark
on the world any more, do we?

You might call all of this "escapist"

or "fantasy". True, guilty as charged.

But I, and others like myself, need this

escape, back to our kind of reality. For

us this everyday life is a strange world

with strange rules, where our most

basic and human needs cannot be

satisfied. But in our "escapist" and

"fantasy" world, these needs can be.

For instance, we can accomplish some-

thing with our lives. We can find great

treasure, become kings. In a com-

puterized adventure, there are no

limits, no discrimination of any sort

M a compuUrizedadveniurej there are

no [imitSj no cGscnmination ofany sort

e?cce^ tfie sort imposed6yyour own wits

anddaring.

thing goes, and we must be cautious.

Then in this computer universe, we
can live as we want to live, and escape

the day-to-day realities of life in a uni-

verse we were not quite meant for.

Here's some of the more "common"
features of some of the computer

universes:

t Magic works.

t Unicorns positively abound.

t Trolls are evil and quite deadly.

except the sort imposed by your own
wits and daring. You can go as far as

you dare to go.

And that is what adventuring is all

about. It is about filling the needs we
all have in a society increasingly un-

able to let us fill them.

If you want to come with me to a

place and a time where there is a Right

and a Wrong ... if you want to be in a

place where there is treasure and
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danger . . . then you are a perfect can-

didate for a computer adventure.

If you are a beginning adventurer,

you may be afraid to try your first

game. Don't be. It is all quite easy,

once you get past the basic step of sub-

merging yourself into this new reality.

Live, breathe, think the new reality,

and you will go far. The computer will

describe to you the situation that your

alter-ego, inside the computer, is in. It

will tell you of your surroundings and

anything else it thinks you should

know. Remember, in this universe, the

computer is the sole arbitrator of life

and death. Here's an example:

"It is dawn. You are lying in a field

of green gass, cool to the touch. It is

warm, though, and you do not feel

chilled. Beside you lies a blade, shim-

mering as though it is only partly of

this universe, and partly of Magic's

domain.

In the distance lies a mountain

range. You can barely discern the en-

trance to the dreaded Cave of Un-

known Death."

Hot damn! I'm buckling on that

sword and going to see what the cave is

all about! See you there!

So you type in,

"Get Sword and go to the cave."

This tells the computer what you

would like your alter-ego to do.

"After some day's journey, you are

before the Cave's entrance. It is dark

and forbidding. A skeleton lies here,

apparently the remains of a previous

adventurer. Near the skeleton lies a

torch and matches."

Fine — don't want to stumble

around in the dark.

"Get matches and torch. Light the

torch. Enter the cave."

The computer has the alter-ego do

this. The results:

"In the distance your torchlight

reveals a slender princess, chained to a

well. An ogre lurks nearby; apparently

it is planning to have the princess for

dinner. Many bones lay nearby. As the

ogre sees you, it picks up a gigantic

mace and strides toward you, bellow-

ing. Your sword has begun to glow,

and upon it, firey letters spell out,

'Thyswand — death to the foul.'"

Ti}iie to get that sword out of its

sheath, wouldn't you say?

You would perhaps like the names
of some really superior adventures?

Here are some of the best:

1. ZORK I, II, III. (Play in succes-

sive order). This is the best adventure

quite powerful (if you let it recharge

between casting spells). I have a lamp,

an Elvish sword "of great antiquity",

and my wits. Tonight I'm going to do

battle and match wits with the Dun-
geonmaster himself.

Care to join me? Q

JfyotLJie[tfie need, as do J, iv go out and

s[ay a dragon or two . . . tfien by ait means

try an adventure.

game that I know of.

2. Original Adventure. This is the

computer program that started adven-

turing; it is the first, and still a very

good, adventure.

3. StarCross. Can you survive an

outer-space encounter with an alien

starship?

4. Deadline. Here is your chance to

play detective. Solve the murder of

poor Mr. Robner . . . and don't get

killed yourself.

5. Scott Adam's Adventures 1-12.

Twelve great adventures, packed with

imagination and a great deal of fun to

play. If you are a beginner these are

particularly good, as they help you on

your way.

6. On-Line Systems "High-Res"

Adventures. These are adventures

with a new twist — a storybook-like

picture at each event. I personally

believe that "The Wizard and the Prin-

cess" is the best.

Well, that's about it. Which reality

you exist in is now a matter of choice;

you are not stuck here, you know. If

you feel the need, as I do, to go out and

slay a dragon or two, instead of find-

ing your thrills with a few more item-

ized deductions, then by all means try

an adventure. It just might scratch an

itch — an itch for quest, true adven-

ture — that you may have forgotten

you have.

Tonight I'm off to Zork III. I have

the wizard's wand, you see, which is
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UNFAZED
BY

THE
FAZER

There's a hole in the bucket, dear Liza . . .

by TOM KRISCHAN

If and when you get a printer for your ATARI, you will

discover one of the inherent problems — you can't use

your computer while it is busy feeding characters to the

printer, and it can't feed faster than the printer will accept

them. If the printer has a "buffer" memory, the computer

can feed characters in a flash, but that elegant feature usu-

ally costs a lot of money, and some printers don't offer

buffer memory at any price.

Microfazer, by the Quadram Corp., is a data buffer that

will plug into most printers, and costs $160 for 8K of buffer

space. That's probably enough memory for most users, but

if more buffer is needed, Microfazer can be upgraded incre-

mentally to a maximum of 64K for $300.

Several months ago I got a 64K model for my Epson

MX-80 F/T printer (connected to my ATARI 800). My
experience with the Microfazer may be useful to those of

you contemplating a similar purchase, and informative for

you who are not.

Versions are available in parallel in /out, serial in /out,

parallel in /serial out, and serial in /parallel out. The stan-

dard printer parallel interface is the Centronics-style (8 bit),

and the serial equivalent is the RS-232-C. A special version

of the parallel in /out interface was designed specifically for

the Epson printer. Microfazer receives data from the com-

puter, stores this data in its own memory, and transfers it to

the printer as the printer can handle it.
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Printing is still limited by the mechanical speed of the

printer, but the printer no longer ties up the computer. As

soon as the computer can transfer the data to the buffer, the

computer can turn to other tasks while the printer is proc-

essing the data stored in the buffer. Real time savings would
occur during word processing, payroll, accounting, Visi-

Calc models, program listings and graphic dumps.

The buffer is limited in two respects. First, it can

receive data at a maximum rate of 4000 characters per

second. This rate is sufficiently higher than the transfer rate

of most personal computers. Second, the buffer is limited

by the amount of internal memory available for buffering.

The standard Microfazer comes with 8K, with additional

memory available to a maximum of 64K per Microfazer.

Several Microfazers may be chained together for still

greater memory. Neither of these limitations pose any

serious obstacles for the typical user.

Microfazer installs easily to a printer. Simply remove the

existing printer cable, attach it to Microfazer and attach a

second cable from the Microfazer to the printer. Connect

the power supply cord and you're all set. Microfazer re-

quires no instructions from the computer, is removable and

can be attached to new equipment. The Epson version

plugs directly onto the back of the pritner (no second cable)

and draws its power through the input port (no external

power supply).

My Microfazer came with a 16-page manual and a one-

year limited warranty. Quadram says that installation can

be completed in less than 60 seconds. Using the internal

power and direct connection of the Epson printer-input

port also meant no additional cords to become tangled in

my already hopeless mess. The connection of the unit

seemed so obvious that I had to force myself to read the

manual, which was well written and described all of the

features of the unit.

Microfazer receives data from the computer at up to

4000 characters per second, has a LED ready light, a

manual reset button, and even details on how to do the

necessary Epson soldering. SOLDERING!!! The manual

SOLDERING!!! The manual fell from my
hands as I rushed over to the magazine

rack to review the advertisement. The ad
said "powered by the printer or an

inexpensive external AC adapter".

fell from my hands as I rushed over to the magazine rack to

review the advertisement. The ad said "powered by the

printer or an inexpensive external AC adapter". Nowhere
does it mention soldering — not exactly truth in advertis-

ing, I whispered to myself. After I cooled down, I decided

to give the soldering job a try. After all, I could always

order the external power supply.

Space does not permit a blow-by-blow of this procedure.

Suffice it to say I got it done. I then replaced the cover back

on Microfazer . . . and it doesn't fit! The Epson's printer

case prevents the cover from sliding on. It catches on an

edge. I got around this by using a round file to file a groove

into the cover.

Microfazer acts like a water barrel with a

hole in it. For every seven buckets of
water that we pour into the barrell one

bucket runs out of the hole.

Power up the printer, and if the red LED lights up, it

works. My first attempt failed because of poor soldering.

Eventually I got the light to go on. Place the printer back on
the shelf . . . and it doesn't sit flat! The printer sits on the

Microfazer rather than the Epson's rubber footed base. I

solved this problem by installing taller rubber "feet" on the

base of the Epson. Finally, the installation was complete —
three hours and 15 minutes from when I first opened the

box.

Quadram claimed that the Microfazer would receive

data from the computer at up to 4000 characters per

second. I had no idea at what rate my ATARI 800 could

dump data. So, I decided to conduct a little bench mark test

using the printer option on my Letter Perfect word proc-

essor. I selected two files, loaded each into the computer,

sent them to the printer and recorded the Microfazer dump
time and total Epson printing time. I ran these tests in tripli-

cate and have listed the results in Table 1.

Table 1

Letter Perfect
FILE size

. Bench Mark Test

Atari to
Microfazer

Epson
print time

65 sectors

102 sectors

30 sec

57 sec

245 sec

395 sec

The first Letter Perfect file resided in 65 diskette sectors.

The file was loaded into the ATARI and then sent to the

printer. When the last byte of data was sent to the printer, a

new screen was displayed. This signaled the end of my first

measurement. Sixty-five sectors take 30 seconds to transfer

from the ATARI computer to the Microfazer buffer. The
Epson printer remained active for 245 seconds. The second

file resided in 102 sectors, took 57 seconds to dump to the

buffer and remained actively printing for 395 seconds.

Each sector contains 128 bytes: 125 bytes are actual data

and three are used for file information. Therefore, 65 sec-

tors are equivalent to 8320 bytes, and 102 sectors are equi-

valent to 13056 bytes. This is a transfer of 277 and 229

bytes per second, and a printing rate of 40 and 33 bytes per

second, respectively. (These are rough estimates because of

control characters). It is obvious that the transfer rate from

the ATARI is much slower than the speed capacity of the

buffer. In other words, the bottleneck of my system is no

longer the printer, it's the computer. Also obvious is that the

continued on next page
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Microfazer receives data from the

computer, stores this data in its own
memory, and transfers it to the printer as

the printer can handle it.

print rate is much slower than the ATARI transfer rate

(277/40 and 229/33). Microfazer acts Hke a water barrel

with a hole in it. For every seven buckets of water we pour

into the barrel one bucket runs out of the hole. Gradually,

the barrel fills to capacity and then overflows.

I was able to load my largest file five and one half times

before the Microfazer reached capacity. In 314 seconds, I

was able to send approximately 71 ,906 bytes to the Micro-

fazer before the buffer overflowed. During this period, the

Epson printed approximately 10,362 characters. Accord-

ing to my calculations, the buffer must have contained

about 61 ,544 bytes when it overflowed. This is about right

for a 64K buffer, so our bench test is fairly accurate.

A full buffer would take about 31 minutes to print out.

In other words, a 36-minute computer task now
takes only five minutes. Consider the possibilities of using

Quadram's largest Microfazer model (512K) to it's capacity.

In 40 minutes you could generate nearly five hours of con-

tinuous printing.

Consequently, I highly recommend this product to those

who use their printer frequently for large printer tasks. I

also suggest that anyone who wants to avoid soldering,

filing and refitting the "feet" on their printer base, also

purchase the external power supply and the buffer-to-

printer cable. Q

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS
for ATARI* COMPUTERS
Tiny Tek, Inc. Memory Boards are fully

assembled, tested, and guaranteed.

48K/52K Memory Board $114.95
For ATARI* 400
52K Addressable Memory
Easy to Install

32K Memory Board $79.95
For ATARI' 400 or 800
No Modifications Required

16K Memory Board $49.95
For ATARI* 800
No Modifications Required

We Will Meet Advertised Prices

BUILD YOUR OWN MEMORY
48K/52K Board (No Components) $35.00
32K Board (No Components) $30.00
16K Board (No Components) $10.00

48K/52K Complete Kit $90.00
32K Complete Kit $60.00
16K Complete Kit $35.00

Add $2 Shipping & Handling

Visa & MasterCard Accepted
'ATARI is a trademark of Atari Inc.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Tiny Tek, Inc.
P.O. Box 12609 • Dallas, TX 75225

214-373-8926

ATARI 810 OWNERS
DOUBLE YOUR

1)ISK STORAGE

DISK-SWITCH
• PROVIDES WRITE CAPABILITY TO BOTH
SIDES OF MOST DISKS.

•PROVIDES WRITE PROTECTION TO ANY
DISK WITH OR WITHOUT PROTECT TAPE.

•NO DISK MODIFICATION REQUIRED.
•FRONT PANEL OPERATION.
•10 MINUTE INSTALLATION NO SPECIAL
TOOLS REQUIRED.

ATARI 810 IS A
TRADEMARK OF
ATA R I INC.

GV TECHnDLDGV
P.O. BOX 6100
MOORE, OKLA. 73153
PHONE "405" 799-5210
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LOOK WHAT WE HAVE FOR
YOUR ATARI® HOME COMPUTER
More Disk Drive for your money. In fact, with the Astra 1620, you get two superb Disk Drives for the price of one. The

Astra 1620 is single or Double Density (software selectable) and completely compatible with Atari Dos or OSA+ Dos.

When used as Double Density the Astra 1620 has the same capacity as Four Atari 810® Disk Drives.

SlJ>1i.iilK'^»-

(7-7/8" WIDE X 11-7/8" DEEP x 5-7/8" HIGH)

The ASTRA 1620 DOUBLE
DENSITY - DOUBLE DISK
DRIVE HAS A SUGGESTED
LIST PRICE OF $595.00 .

5230 CLARK AVENUE •

• ATARI IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

LAKEWOOD, CA 90712

flSTRfl

SVST€MS
PHONE: (213) 804-1475



DRAGONSMOKE

DragonSmoke poses problems for you to ponder, questions

for you to answer, programs for you to write, and other

mischieffor you to create.

Game Master's Apprentice

In fantasy role-playing games, names are important. If you

read fantasy, perhaps you know some of these names.

FRODO GANDALF ARAGORN GIMLI
ELROND CONAN ELRIC GED

If you acquire a character to play in a game, you usually get

to choose the name of your character. You may choose any

name, including your own name or the name of a friend.

Any name is okay.

You might want to give a character a name different from

the names you are used to, a name that "sounds like" the

kind of being (human or otherwise) your character is. Or,

use your ATARI to create random names.

"When you see or hear:

ROKAR BARAK KUMAN MORAB

What do you think about them? What kind of characters

might they be? How about;

LOSAS SOMAL RAMOS MIKOS

Without any additional information, pick three of the

above as people to go adventuring with.

All of the above names have the form:

CONSONANT VOWEL CONSONANT
VOWEL CONSONANT

We challenge you to write a program to create and display

Copyright © 1982 by DragonQuest, P.O. Box .310, Menio Park, CA 94025

NICE
DICE

by BOB ALBRECHT and

GEORGE FIREDRAKE

five-letter names consisting of: CONSONANT, VOWEL,
CONSONANT, VOWEL, CONSONANT. We suggest

your program should display several names, then say "FOR
MORE NAMES, PRESS SPACE". If someone presses the

space bar, you see one more line of names.

Think ahead. Anticipate what we might ask next. For

example:

NAME STRUCTURE? CVCVC Consonant, Vowel,

HOW MANY NAMES? 20 Consonant, Vowel,

Consonant.

20 names

printed here

TO DO AGAIN, PRESS SPACE

We write down any names we want to remember, then press

the space bar.

NAME STRUCTURE? VCCVC Vowel, Consonant,

HOW MANY NAMES? 16 Consonant, Vowel,

Consonant.

16 names appear

on the screen.

TO DO AGAIN, PRESS SPACE

This time, names such as ELRIC, ALKAR, etc. are pos-

sible. But don't limit your program to names with five let-

ters. When the computer asks NAME STRUCTURE?, try

VCCVCC or CVCVCV or CVCVCCVC or whatever you
want.

continued on page 42
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RESTON
GUIDES
YOU

THROUGH
THE

WORLD
OF

atari:

Reston takes you step-by-step through the wonders of
Atari® Home Computers. Inside ATARI BASIC ®,by Bill

Carris, is the complete guide for beginners learning Atari

BASIC®, or for those who know BASIC but haven't used an
Atari® before. It's also a quick reference for color, GTIA and
other graphic modes. Designs From Your Mind with
Atari® Graphics is Tom Rowley's new tutorial book which
allows you to realize your imaginative visions with the com-
puter, just as an artist uses canvas and paint. Part One
introduces you to shapes, colors, and screen design, and
Part Two covers advanced graphics. For the novice and
experienced programmer. Space Knights, by David Heller
and Robert Kurcina, is the book/disk game for sci-fi fans.

But it's no simple arcade shoot-'em-up. Instead, it links

adventure, science fiction and the computer's color, sound
and graphic capabilities for a captivating game of role-

playing for the ATARI® 400/800 Home Computer with 24k
or 48k memory. Reston can help you discover the worlds of
knowledge, excitement and adventure hidden in every
Atari ®computer.

Space Knights is A Creative Pastime"
from Reston Publishing Company ™

A Prentice-Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Rd.

Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local bookstore
and computer retailer or call us at

(800) 336-0338.
Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

For the ATARI 400/800 Home Computer with 24k or 48k memory and disk drive.
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NICE DICE continued from page 40

Game Master's Dice

Most-role playing game systems use dice to determine the

outcomes of events. Dice are rolled to find out whether

something happened or didn't happen. Did a character find

the hidden treasure, or open the secret door, or hear the

monster sneaking up behind her? Did the character solve

the puzzle that unlocks the magic chest or read the cryptic

runes? Who won the melee between the good guys and the

bad guys? How much damage did our character take when
he fell out of the tree? Roll dice to find out.

Dice are used to determine success or failure in using

weapons. If a weapon attack is successful, dice are used to

determine how much damage is inflicted. If a character can

use magic, dice are rolled to determine if a spell is cast suc-

cessfully and what its effect are. In playing a game, you

spend much time rolling dice and interpreting the results of

a roll. Fantasy role playing, like life itself, is part skill and

part luck.

GAME MASTER'S DICE come in many shapes, from

tetrahedrons (4 sides) to icosahedrons (20 sides). We
assume you are already acquainted with ordinary six-sided

dice. We use the abbreviation D6 to mean one six-sided die.

D6 is one six-sided die

1D6 is one six-sided die

2D6 are two six-sided dice

3D6 are three six-sided dice

and so on. Pjg

We use a digit die (DD) to roll a decimal digit from to 9.

However, sometimes we want to roll DIO, a number from 1

to 10. Easy — roll a DD and use to mean 10.

REMEMBER: A digit die (DD) is a 10 or 20-sided die

whose faces are numbered to 9.

DlOO is a percentage roll, also called a percentile roll,

with numbers from 00 to 99. To make a percentage roll, use

a DD (digit die), roll it twice. The first roll is the ten's digit;

the second roll is the one's digit. If you roll a 3 the first time

and a 7 the second time, the number is 37.

Or use two digit dice of different colors. One color

(silver? gold? yellow?) is the ten's digit and the other

(white? copper?) is the one's digit.

Sometimes, zero zero (00) is a fumble. If you roll a

fumble . . . alas . . . your character may trip on his sword,

drop the chest of gold on his foot, fall out of the tree in

which he is hiding, or suffer another calamity gleefully pre-

scribed by the GAME MASTER. (GAME MASTERS love

it when you fumble.)

We also use less familiar dice, such as

D4 is a tetrahedron, with sides

numbered 1 to 4. The number rolled

is the one that is right side up after

you throw the die.

D4

D8 is an octahedron, with eight sides

numbered 1 to 8.

D8

D12 is a dodecahedron, with twelve

sides numbered 1 to 12.

D12

D20 is an icosahedron, with twenty

sides numbered 1 to 20.

20

A digit die (DD) can be a ten-sided

die, with sides numbered to 9, or an

icosahedron with twenty sides

numbered to 9 (each number
appears twice).

DIGIT DICE
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If you browse the literature of role-playing games, you

may encounter other dice abbreviations.

m Roll a D6 and read the results as follows:

1 or 2 is 1

3 or 4 is 2

5 or 6 is 3

The possible values

for D3 are 1, 2, or 3.

D6 + 1

3D4

D6 + D4

Roll a D6 and add one to the result. Pos-

sible values are 2 to 7 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7).

Roll three four-sided dice and add them.

Possible values are 3 to 12. These values

are not equally probable.

Roll one D6 and one D4, then add the

results. Possible values are 2 to 10.

Another way to roll D3 is to roll D4. If you get 4, ignore it

and roll again. If you don't have the proper dice, improvise!

Or, use your ATARI to roll dice. First, we challenge you

to write a program to roll N dice, each with S sides. Yes, if

you want, you can roll two-sided dice, or even seven-sided

dice, or 13-sided dice, or whatever imaginary dice you

create. Hmmm ... if you do, think about what they may
look like. Send us our designs iot fair dice with 2, 7, 13,

(and so on) sides.

Yup, we wrote a program to roll dice. Here is a RUN of

our program.

DICE? 3D6
12

DICE? 2D7
6

DICE? DD
4

DICE? P

73

We used DD to mean
"Digit Die." We used P

to mean "Percentile"

ro 11.

DICE? (Same as 1D20)

16

DICE? and so on.

Next time, we will show you our first GAME MASTER'S
DICE program. In the meantime, keep on rolling.

Positive, Negative, or Zero
Here again is our simple program to tell whether a number

is positive, negative, or zero.

100 REM •••• POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, OR ZERO
110 DIM YN$(15), N$(8), Z$(4), P$(8)

120 YN$ = "YOUR NUMBER IS
"

130 N$ = "NEGATIVE"
140 Z$ = "ZERO"
150 P$ = "POSITIVE"

200 REM "" TELL WHAT TO DO
210 PRINT CHR$(125)
220 PRINT "ENTER A NUMBER AND I'LL TELL"
230 PRINT "YOU WHETHER YOUR NUMBER IS"

240 PRINT "POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, OR ZERO."

ASK FOR A NUMBER300 REM '"

310 PRINT
320 PRINT "YOUR NUMBER": INPUT X

400 REM '•' TELL ABOUT NUMBER
410 IF X < THEN PRINT YN$; N$
420 IF X = THEN PRINT YN$; Z$
430 IF X >0 THEN PRINT YN$; P$

500 REM ''• GO FOR ANOTHER NUMBER
510 GOTO 310

Last time we asked you to rewrite the program without

using IF statements. Here are two ways in which only block

400 is changed and block 500 is deleted. Blocks 100, 200,

and 300 remain unchanged.

METHOD #2

400 REM "" TELL ABOUT NUMBER
410 W = SGN(X) + 1

420 ON W GOTO 430, 440, 450

430 PRINT YN$; N$: GOTO 310

440 PRINT YN$; Z$: GOTO 310

450 PRINT YN$; P$: GOTO 310

METHOD #3

400 REM '• TELL ABOUT NUMBER
410 W = SGN(X) + 2

420 ON W GOSUB 440, 450, 460

430 GOTO 310

440 PRINT YN$; N$: RETURN
450 PRINT YN$; Z$: RETURN
460 PRINT YN$; P$: RETURN

For both of the above, lines 500 and 510 of the original pro-

gram are unnecessary — delete them.

We have three ways to write this program. Now, without

using IF statements orON . . .GOTO or ON. . .GOSUB,
you write block 400 to complete the fourth program.

METHOD #4

100 REM ''• POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, OR ZERO
110 DIM YN$(15), NZP$(24)

120 YN$ = "YOUR NUMBER IS
"

130 NZP$ = "NEGATIVEZERO POSITIVE"

200 REM "" TELL WHAT TO DO
210 PRINT CHR$(125)
220 PRINT "ENTER A NUMBER AND I'LL TELL"
230 PRINT "YOU WHETHER YOUR NUMBER IS"

240 PRINT "POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, OR ZERO."

continued on page 45
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Start off on the right foot

with an ATRSOOO for your Atari.

In the long run, it makes more sense.

I ft a * w d6

You're going to expand your Atari

So why not do it right.

®

Your first step, purchase of an Atari

400 or 800, was smart. Your next logi-

cal step is to buy a SWP ATR8000™
interface unit.

An ATR8000 gives you more capa-

bility for less money. You can start

small, but you can build big . . . from
an outstanding home computer to

a powerful CP/M™ machine. And
prices for the ATR8000 start at only

$349.95.

Yes ... I'd like to know more about I
SWP's ATR8000 and CO-POWER-88
for my Atari 400/800 computer.
Please rush me free literature.

Send to:

SWP Microcomputer Products, Inc.

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd. - 125

Arlington, Texas 76011
^ 100

street address

city state

MAIL TODAY!

zip

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd
Arlington. Texas 76011
817/469-1181

I MAIL TODAY! J
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

SU/R
MICRDCOMPIJIEII PUDOUCTS

We used to be Software Publishers, Inc.

ATRBOOO and CO-POWER-88 are trademarks of SWP Micro-
computer Products, Inc.; CP/M and CP/M-86 are trademarks
of Digilal Research Corporation; MSDOS is a trademark of
Microsoft Corporation; Z-80 is a trademark of Ziiog
Corporation; Atari 400, Atari 800 and Atari 810 are trade-

marks of Atari, Inc.

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBIECT TO CHANCE
WITHOUT NOTICE.

What you get first, in the amazingly adaptable ATR8000, is plug-together

interfacing to all ordinary system devices:

• To floppy disk drives — The ATR8000 lets you hook up from one to

four low-cost add-on drives, 5" or 8", one- or two-sided, in any mix

. . . and go right to work with either a single- or double-density DOS.
(DOS is optional.)

• To a printer — The ATR8000 parallel "Centronics-interface" is

supported by a ROM driver program that you can access from
Atari Basic.

• To a modem, to a serial data terminal or to any other RS-232

communicating device — The comprehensive users manual includes

an Atari Basic serial printer driver.

• To Atari peripherals such as the 810 Disk Drive.

And of course the ATR8000 interfaces to the 400 or 800 computer itself.

But system versatility is just the beginning; the ATR8000 also opens the door
to another world of microcomputing.

Atari-CP/M — A whole new world
of personal computing
Quite simply, CP/M is the dominant operating system of the 8-bit micro-

world. Make the ATR8000 your first system expansion unit, and you can
put the CP/M world in your own little jug.

Since the ATR8000 is actually a self-contained Z-80 computer, a low-cost

upgrade converts your Atari-ATR8000 system into a full-capability CP/M
machine. Of course you can also start right off with a CP/M-ATR8000. In

either case, you get CP/M program-development capability, plus access to

an enormous base of proven application programs that just load and go.

The CP/M upgrade, which includes 64 Kbytes of RAM, costs just $249.95.

And it doesn't end there!
You can further upgrade your CP/M-ATR8000 to 16-bit microprocessing
power ... to CP/M-86 or MSDOS operation. Moreover, with SWP's
CO-POWER-88'" upgrade, you not only retain your 8-bit processing
capability, but you also can use CO-POWER-88 RAM — up to 256 Kbytes
— as fast, simulated disk storage for CP/M operation.

Like the ATR8000, CO-POWER-88 comes with comprehensive documen-
tation. Prices begin at $749.95 with 128 Kbytes of RAM and CP/M-86
operating system.
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NICE DICE continued from page 43

300 REM ** ASK FOR A NUMBER
310 PRINT
320 PRINT "YOUR NUMBER";: INPUT X

400 REM " TELL ABOUT NUMBER

You do this.

500 REM ** GO FOR ANOTHER NUMBER
510 GOTO 310

Hint: In line 130, NEGATIVE is in character positions 1

through 8 of the string NZP$. ZERO plus four spaces is in

positions 9 through 16. POSITIVE is in positions 17

through 24.

Now suppose we change block 100, as follows:

METHOD #5

100 REM ** POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, OR ZERO
110 DIM YN$(15), NZP$(8)
120 YNS = "YOUR NUMBER IS

"

130 DATA NEGATIVE
140 DATA ZERO
150 DATA POSITIVE

Rewrite block 400 to use the above information. Hmmm
. . . five ways so far, more to come later. We will also show
some solutions in Atari Microsoft BASIC.

TwQ-DiGiT Number Splitter

Last time we asked you to "split" a two-digit number and

print the digits separately, like this:

TWO-DIGIT NUMBER.' 23

TENS DIGIT = 2

ONES DIGIT = 3

TWO-DIGIT NUMBER? etc.

We defined a two-digit number as a whole number in the

range 10 to 99, inclusive.

Our first solution uses arithmetic to compute the ones

digit. It is similar to doing it by long division.

J^
-^ Tens digit

10

10

10 10 r 23
10 20

-^ Ones digit 3

3 -^ Tens digit 9

37 10
1

99
30 90

Ones digit

2 < Tens digit

Ones digit

Tens digit

9 < Ones digit

Let's see now. First, we divide our two-digit number by 10.

The whole number quotient is the tens digit. Then, we
multiply the tens digit by 10 and subtract it from the two-

digit number. The result is the ones digit. In the following

program, we use T for the tens digit and U for the ones

digit. We don't use O (Oh) because it looks too much like

zero (0).

100 REM '" TWO-DIGIT NUMBER SPLITTER
110 DIMOOP$(32)
120 OOPS = "MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER,

10 TO 99"

200 REM •'•" CLEAR THE SCREEN
210 PRINT CHR$(125)

300 REM *• ASK FOR 2-DIGIT NUMBER, X
310 PRINT
320 PRINT "TWO-DIGIT NUMBER, PLEASE";

INPUT X

400 REM " IF NUMBER IS OK, GO ON
410 IFINT(X) =XANDX =10 AND X =99

THEN 510
420 PRINT OOPS: GOTO 310

500 REM " SPLIT THE NUMBER
510 T = INT(X/10)
520 U = X- 10*U

600 REM '" PRINT THE DIGITS
610 PRINT "TENS DIGIT = "; T
620 PRINT "ONES DIGIT = "; U

700 REM «* DO IT AGAIN
710 GOTO 310

It seems that a simple thing for a person is difficult for a

computer! After all, anyone can look at 37 and tell you

immediately that the tens digit is 3 and the ones digit is 7.

How? By relative position in the number. The 3 is to the left

of the 7 which, of course, is to the ng/jf of the 3 . Or, look at

88. The left 8 is the tens digit; the 8 on the right is the ones

digit.

Let's teach our ATARI to "think" that way. First, we will

do it, then try to explain it. Rewrite blocks 500 and 600, as

follows.

500 REM ** SPLIT THE NUMBER
510 X$ = STR$(X)
520 TS = X$(l,l)

530 US = X$(2,2)

600 REM «* PRINT THE DIGITS
610 PRINT "TENS DIGIT = "; T$
620 PRINT "ONES DIGIT = "; U$

Also change line 110 like this:
,

110 DIM OOPS(32), X$(2), T$(l), U$(l)

Okay, for those of you who are not used to working with

string functions, here is how it goes.

• First, remember that X is a two-digit number. It is

positive and has a tens digit and a ones digit.

continued on next page
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• In line 510, the STR$ function creates a string two

characters long consisting of the tens digit of X and the

ones digit of X. For example, suppose X is 37. Then,

X$ = STR$(X) = STR${37) = "37"

• Line 520 picks out the first character of X$ and assigns

it to T$.
• Line 520 picks out the second character of X$ and

assigns it to U$.

Which method do you prefer? Which method is easier to

extend to splitting a three-digit number (100 to 999)? Try

both methods in programs to split a three-digit number into

its hundreds, tens, and ones digits.

Your Turn
What would you like to see in DragonSmoke? Would you

like solutions in both Atari BASIC and Atari Microsoft

BASIC? Send requests to George & Bob, RO. Box 310,

Menlo Park, CA 94025.

If you want a reply, enclose a Self-Addressed, Stamped

Envelope (SASE).

TECH TIPS
One of the major problems with the new Atari 1200 com-

puter is lack of compatibility with certain existing pro-

grams. For instance, neither the Atari Word Processor,

LJK's Letter Perfect, nor Datasoft's Text Wizard work on

the 1200. An article in Ad Astra, the Journal of the Atari

Microcomputer Net Amateur Radio Operator User's

Group, mentions a possible solution to the problem. Stace,

in his article "Test Driving the New Atari 1200XL" suggests

copying the 800's OS to disk, then loading it into the

1200XL's RAM in the OS address space.

As you may know, it is possible to define the upper

memory of the 1200 as ROM (i.e., the 1200's OS is in

effect), or as RAM. If bit of location $D301 (hex) is set to

0, then the OS is disabled and you have access to 64K of

RAM. Therefore, it would be necessary to have a loader

program present in RAM that could disable ROM and then

load the new OS. If any of our more courageous readers are

willing to undertake such a project, we will make it worth

your while. Whoever first submits a working solution to

this problem by U.S. mail will receive a software prize.

REPLACE YOUR ATARI® 410*
WITH THE

FSK TO DIGITAL TRANSLATOR
•k This unit allows you to replace the Atari 410* recorder

with your own stereo cassette deck.

ic Easily installed between cassette deck and computer
in less than one minute.

-k A continuous L.E.D. readout verifies recording and
leader quality.

AT ONLY 49.95

WHY LOSE ANOTHER PROGRAM?

$89.95

New Available...

48K MEMORY
(WITH 16K TRADE IN)

48K MEMORY ^^ . q^(COMPLETE UPGRADE KIT) <>04.^D
TOP GRADE 64K MEMORY CHIPS

FULLY GUARANTEED

ID ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

Essence Peripheral

307 Mllledge Ave., S.E.

Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 262-9541

TRADEMARK OF ATARI INC.

EXPAND YOUR ATARI 810®

WEIV- The CHIP with ARCHIVER Software
Create custom formats, edit and disassemble
sectors, back up any disk autonnatically. Supports
multiple copies and multiple drives. The ultimate

utility. $99.95 plus $4 shipping. Call for optional

installation.

MIGHTY BYTE DISK COPIER
An economical but effective sector copier which
creates bad sectors in two ways. $29.95 plus $2
shipping.

SPEED KIT

Slow down your Atari (Tandon) drive as necessary.
$5.00 or $10.00 plus shipping installed.

We offer complete service on Atari Disk Drives.

Coming soon. . . . The ultimate cartridge bacl< up.

VISA & MASTERCARD call now
(815) 229-2999 for fast delivery

MIGHTY BYTE COMPUTER
828 Green Meadow Ave., Dept. AN
Rockford, Illinois 61107

V.
Atari 810 is a trademar[< of Atari, Inc.
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48K AUSTIN BOARD
$11495

SUGG. LIST

GIVE YOUR ATARI 400^ COMPUTER

THE MEMORY POWER OF AN ATARI 800'

AUSTIN BOARD FEATURES
• Lifetime warranty.

• Worlcs with ali Kiardware and software including all cartridges.

• Custom components for liighest reliability.

• Superior CAD/CAI^ generated P.C. design.

• Complete bank and board de-coupling for cleanest signal possible.

• Gold edge connectors.

• P.C. template provided for easy ATARI 400"" installation.

• Fully tested.

• No system lock-up due to overheating. Uses '/2 the power of other 48K
boards on the market.

• ATARI 800* compatibility with optional loop-back card (available for
$5.00 additional).

^99'' witti 16K board trade-in

COIVIING SOON

AUSTIN 80
" -An 80 Column color video display

board for the ATARI 800''

Ask for AUSTIN BOARDS™ at your local dealer or call

617-772-0352
AUSTIN FRANKLIN ASSOCIATES
43 GROVE STREET, AVER, MA 01432

M/C, VISA & COD ACCEPTED DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
*ATARI IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARI, INC.



Canacomputermakeyou cry?

y-"

Right now, no one knows.This is

partly because many would consider

the very idea frivolous. But it's also

because whoever successfully ans-

wers this question must first have

answered several others.

Why do we cry? Why do we
laugh, or love, or smile? What are the

touchstones of our emotions?

Until now, the people who asked

such questions tended not to be

the same people who ran software

companies. Instead, they were

writers, filmmakers, painters, musi-

cians.They were, in the traditional

sense, artists.

We're about to change that

tradition.The name ofour company
is Electronic Arts.

SoftwareWORTHY
OF THE MINDS THAT
USE IT. We are a new association

of electronic artists united by a com-

mon goal— to fulfill the enonnous
potential of the personal computer.

In the short term, this means
transcending its present use as a facili-

tator of unimaginative tasks and

a medium for blasting aliens. In the

long term, however, we can expect

a great deal more.

These are wondrous machines

we have created, and in them can be

seen a bit of their makers. It is as if

we had invested them with the image

ofour minds. And through them,we
are learning more and more about

ourselves.

We learn, for instance, that we
are more entertained by the involve-

ment of our imaginations than

by passive viewing and listening.We
learn that we are better taught by
experience than by memorization.

And we learn that the traditional

distinctions— the ones that are made
between art and entertainment and

education— don't always apply.

TOWARDALANGUAGE
OF DREAMS. In short, we
are finding that the computer can be

more than just a processor of data.

It is a communications medium:
an interactive tool that can bring

people's thoughts and feelings closer

together, perhaps closer than ever

before. And while fifty years from

now, its creation may seem no more
important than the advent ofmotion

pictures or television, there is a

chance it will mean something more.

Something along the lines of

a universal language of ideas and
emotions. Something like a smile.

The first publications ofElectronic

Arts are now available.We suspect

you'll be hearing a lot about them.

Some of them are games like you've

never seen before, that get more
out of your computer than other

games ever have. Others are harder

to categorize— and we like that.

WATCH US. We're providing

a special environment for talented,

independent software artists. It's

a supportive environment, in which

big ideas are given room to grow.

And some of America's most re-

spected software artists are beginning

to take notice.

We think our current work reflects

this very special commitment.

And though we are few in number
today and apart from the main-

stream of the mass software market-

place, we are confident that both

time and vision

are on our side.

Join us.

We see farther electronic Arts

\i

>



Software artists? 'Tm not so
^^

sure there are any software artists yet"

says Bill Budge."We've got to earn that

title." Pictured here are a few people

who have come as close to earning it as

anyone we know.

That's Mr. Budge himself, creator

of PINBALL CONSTRUCTION
SET, at the upper right.To his left are

Anne Westfall and Jon Freeman who,

along with their colleagues at Free Fall

Associates, created ARCHON and

MURDER ON THE ZINDERNEUE
Left of them is Dan Bunten of

Ozark Softscape, the firm that wrote

M.U.L.E. To Dan's left are Mike Abbot

(top) and Matt Alexander (bottom),

authors ofHARD HAT MACK. In the

center is John Field , creator of AXIS

ASSASSIN and THE LAST GLAD-
IATOR. David Maynard, lower right,

is the man responsible for WORMS ?

When you see what they've accom-

plished, we think you'll agree with us

that they can call themselves whatever

they want.



Conserve

RAM
With BASIC'S USR function

by JERRY WHITE

While exact figures are unavailable from Atari, it is

estimated that more than half of all Atari Home Computer

owners have 16K systems. The ATARI 400 is supplied with

16K of memory, but used with the cassette system, there is

only 14K of available RAM. Until about a year ago, all

ATARI 800 systems were sold with only 16K on board, but

owners could add RAM cards to fill out their systems to a

maximum of 48K. The ATARI 800 is now sold with the full

48K RAM on board.

Conserving memory is important not only because many
programmers must squeeze their work into limited memory
space, but also because good programmers are not wasteful

programmers. Elegant algorithms and programming tech-

niques which make the most of the computer's capabilities

in the least amount of memory space are the signatures of

good programmers.

Using the USR command in BASIC can help to conserve

Jerry White is a professional programmer whose products

are available under several labels, such as Swiftware,

Adventure International and Educational Software. He is a

Technical Consultant and frequent contributor to ANTIC.

memory. The USR function (described on Page 36 of the

ATARI BASIC REFERENCE MANUAL), allows a pro-

grammer to use machine language assembler routines in the

middle of a BASIC program. Such routines require less

memory "overhead" than their equivalent in a higher

language. The following example will show you how to

"hand-assemble" a simple space-saving machine language

routine.

Many BASIC programs contain a statement line similar

to:

100 GRAPHICS 0:POKE 82,2:POKE 83,39:

SETCOLOR 2,15,0: SETCOLOR 4,15,0:

SETCOLOR 1,0,13

The instructions in Line 100 require 127 bytes of RAM.
If you changed the SETCOLOR commands to POKE com-

mands, you could cut RAM usage to 103 bytes:

200 GRAPHICS 0: POKE 82,2:POKE 83,39:

POKE 710,240:POKE 712,240:

POKE 709,13

continued on page 52
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tVe haye over

1000 Educational Programs

for use on your

Atari 4001800 Computers'.

You and your family will enjoy
learning in your home when you

Stop
Playing with
Your Atari

All along you've heard there isn't much of a

selection of low cost microcomputer course-

ware. Well, do you want to learn Physics,

Psychology, or Philosophy? Accounting or

Auto Mechanics? Sociology, Supervision or

Statistics? Economics or Electronics? How
about English as a Second Language? Would

you like to teach your children Math or Read-

ing? If you do, then we have the educational

programs for you—and at affordable prices.

It's true there aren't many companies that of-

fer full-length courses in subjects other than

reading and arithmetic, and what is offered

seems to be drills, tests, games, or simula-

tions. What you really want is a course that

covers the subject with, say, 16 full-length

lessons called tutorial programs, where you in-

teract with an expert programmer backed by a

staff of experts. That's exactly what we have.

ASK THESE QUESTIONS

Why haven't you heard of us before? We're a

public company that's been trading over the

counter for 1 6 years. We've been developing

interactive learning systems since 1957. We
sell hardware and software for interactive film,

slide, video and computer learning to the

educational field, vo-techs, industries, military,

and several state and federal agencies. Our

programs are used in all 50 states and even in

some foreign countries! In 1 975, we started to

convert to the Talk & Teach Computer-Assisted

Instruction (CAI) System, licensed Atari to use

it in 1 977, and in 1 981 licensed Radio Shack

to use our Talk/Tutor System. So, why haven't

you heard of us? Frankly, we've kept a low pro-

file. Until now.

Is there something wrong with our software?

Well, we don't ask you to enter your name so

we can drop it into some later text. We don't

ask you to type in your answer and refuse to

accept it if it's not spelled just right. And, we
don't branch around a lot when you make an

error. Our programs simply let you know if

you're wrong by proceeding only when you

select the right multiple-choice answer.

This proven learning-by-positive-reinforce-

ment method lets you proceed quickly and

smoothly through the programs, without a lot of

cute tricks. But, if you're a devoted com-

puterist or game freak you may be disap-

pointed at the lack of motion in most of the pic-

tures, or our special visual effects. We have

some dandies, like the mushroom cloud that

rises over Hiroshima in our History series, but

your learning is not distracted by needless

special effects.

OVER 1000 PROGRAMS
We have 64 courses of 16 half-hour pro-

grams: 1024 programs! All are easy-reading.

upper-and-lower-case. All are in Atari color. All

are illustrated by frequent graphics, composed
of special and regular characters. And, best of

all, every frame of every program is accom-
panied by high-quality, full-time audio narration

by professional voice talent. David Stanton,

James Mathers, Pam Barrymore. Recorded

and played back, not synthesized or digitized!

— If your child is having trouble with Reading or

Math, or if he or she is exceptional, and

could benefit from professionally program-

med lessons or courses, then you need our

educational programs for your Atari 400 or

800 to help your child.

— If you want to build your math skills, we have

programs on Numbers and their meanings.

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Divi-

sion, Fractions, Decimals, Percents, Angles,

Graphs, Word Problems, Algebra, Statistics.

There are ten series in all, 160 math pro-

grams. Again, all with color, pictures, and a

friendly tutor's voice—all the time.

— if your verbal skills need polishing, try our

Talk & Teach programs on the alphabet,

spelling skills, and every level of vocabulary;

Sight Words or Learn by Phonics; develop

Reading Comprehension skills from stories

and articles. There's even a series on the

Great Classics.

— For self-development, try a 16-program

course in Economics or Psychology. Or

Supervision, Sociology, Counseling (Per-

sonal, School, or Employee), Writing,

Business, Philosophy, Government, World

History, U.S. History, or Accounting.

— For vocational skills, study our 16-program

courses in Electronics, Fluid Power, Auto

Mechanics, Shop, Carpentry, Construction,

Meat Processing, Military Skills (64 pro-

grams), and there are many more.

YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES

You'll need your Atari 400 or 800, and the

Atari Cassette recorder. And to present the

Talk & Teach programs you need the Educa-

tional System Master cartridge: it's $25 from

us, if you don't have one.

We say these courses, which are recorded

one program per side of C20 to C30 (half

hour) cassettes, are the equivalent of a

chapter, or perhaps an hours lecture. We've

been told that by studying our Economics or

Psychology course, a student could pass a

secondary or college test for credit. Many who
have such credits never learned all that's in

these courses. And while some of our courses

have 1980 copyrights, most are 1981 and

1982, In U.S. History, for example, you'll learn

about America's foreign policy during the

Falklands crisis as well as that in the Mideast in

1982. And we're putting this information at

your fingertips.

Not sure whether you agree more with Ra-

tionalists or Existentialists? Do you commit
logical fallacies? Try our Philosophy course. If

you're not sure about neurosis or psychosis,

classical or instrumental conditioning, then you

need our Psychology course. Just how in-

dependent is the Federal Reserve? Get Eco-

nomics, Program 12. Confused about the

changes in traditional roles of political parties?

It's Government 5. And let our tutor tell you pa-

tiently and clearly about measures of disper-

sion and central tendency. Our Statistics goes
through F tests. We even have 16 full-length

audio-computer programs with Spanish words
and phrases.

Remember, these are all for your Atari! Yes,

we've done programs for TRS80 Model I, III,

Color, for the Apple and T. I. But that's another

story.

Would you like to do something more than

play games on your Atari? Tired of squeaks and

robotics and want to hear a human voice? Do

you want to further your education or help your

children along in theirs? Now you can. For just

$9.90, we'll send you one cassette with 2 pro-

grams from the course of your choice, 100%
guaranteed to work in your Atari, and you can

try us out. Better yet, get one full course of 16

programs on 8 cassettes for only $59.90. For

full documentation, 32 pre-post tests, fancy

binder, 8 cassettes with 1 6 programs of the

course you want, send $79.00. That's less

than books and tuition for most college classes.

And we offer a 1 day, 1 00% exchange allow-

ance. Does your alma mater? Send us your

check, or call us. at (405) 288-2301 with your

Visa/Master Card number. We'll send your

educational software pre-paid. Please allow 1 5

days delivery. Or see your Atari dealer. He
may have some of our courses in stock.

You've got nothing to lose but your games!

DORSETT
Educational Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 1 226, Norman, OK 73070
(405) 288-2301

Aiafi is a iraOemafk ol Alan Inc Alan 400 and Atari 800 are

irademar)ts q1 Ala/i inc AJi references sJiOukJ Be SO noted



CONSERVE RAM continued from page 50

The value that is POKEd into the color registers is found

by multiplying the desired hue by 16 then adding the

luminance (a table of hues is found in the ATARI BASIC

REFERENCE MANUAL on Page 50).

In assembler, the equivalent command to the POKE com-

mand is a two-step sequence of "load accumulator" (LDA)

and "store accumulator" (STA). The sample DATA2STR
program below creates a machine language subroutine that

executes these POKE commands. The Assembly Language

code is indicated in the REM statements.

PROGRAM OPERATION
The new Line 100 will be added to this program when it

RlJNs. Line 100 will begin with the GRAPHICS com-

mand, but the POKE commands for margin settings and

screen colors will be replaced with a USR command and a

string of machine language instructions. This new line will

require but 77 bytes of RAM.
After typing DATA2STR into your computer, be sure to

SAVE it. This is always important when you are working

on BASIC programs which contain machine language sub-

routines. The computer can lock up if you have acciden-

tally made a typo or missed a keystroke, and you may have

to turn the computer off and restart. If you haven't SAVEd
your program to disk or cassette, you will have to retype

the whole thing!

When you successfully execute DATA2STR it will gen-

erate a new Line 100. For demonstration purposes, you will

note that Line 100 ends with a STOP command. If you run

this program a second time, your screen colors should be

different, and the program will stop at Line 100. You may
then type CONT (or CON.) and press RETURN to con-

tinue. The screen will briefly show its original colors, and

Line 100 will be created once again.

AVOID NUMERIC CONSTANTS
whether you use the USR function or not, one of the

greatest consumers of memory in ATARI BASIC programs

is the numeric constant. Every time you use a number that

is not part of a character string, it costs 7 (yes, seven!) bytes

of RAM. Thus many programmers use numeric variables

for commonly-used numbers such as and 1. Once you

have defined these variables, each additional reference to

that number variable will cost only one byte, no matter

how long the variable name is. So a number such as "1"

may be redefined Nl = 1 or N2 = 2. If you like descriptive

variables, then you might use ZERO = 0, ONE = l,

TWO = 2, etc. Note, however, that while you can say

ZERO = or TWO = 2, you must say LET ONE = l.

Without the command LET, the BASIC language will inter-

pret your command as ONE. Q

DEVIL'S DARE
Beat The Computer and Get the Game Free

$19.95

Race against time to get your five tokens in a row before

the devilisfi computer beats you. Unlocl< fiis fiendish

strategy three times in a row and discover your own
secret code number on the screen. Send us your

number, and you'll get the game free.

DEVIL'S DARE is here:

• A game of skill and strategy for ATARI* 400/800/1200

(requires 16K RAI\/I plus Joysticks)

• Play alone or with as many as four players

• Combine forces and gang-up on the devilish computer
• Available on diskette or cassette

The Jay Gee Programming Company
7185 Blue Hill Drive

San Jose, California 95129

Beat this game within the first ten days of purchase and
we'll refund your purchase price (less tax, shipping and
handling). Offer expires October 31, 1983.

Fill out the coupon below and send with $19.95 plus

$3.00 (shipping & handling). California residents add 6V2%
sales tax.

48 hour shipping for cashiers' checks and money orders.

Allow 3 weeks for personal checks. No cash or C.QD.

Rules and restrictions apply, details provided with pur-

chase. OFFER VOID IN STATES WHERE PROHIBITED
BY LAW.

Dealer inquiries invited. ""ATARI" is a trademark of Atari, Inc

Name

Address

Payment enclosed i : Mailing list only Tl

Diskette n Cassette D System: 400 n
Memory: K Disk Drive(s)

800 n 1200

City, State, ZIP

Phone Number

Cassette Recorder:

850 Interface:

Modem:

Printer:

yes n
yes n
yes r I

no D
no n
no D

r^i
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If you are serious about personal finance..
Budget Forecast- 26 expense categories

Check Entry -easy data entry -scan & modify
26 major & 36 sub-categories -information block

Check Search -single or multiple parameters

-

(up to seven) to search entries

Tabulations -detailed expense vs. budget
comparisons by month, year-to-date, category

Bar Graphs- screen displays in graph form
expenses vs. budget- by month or category

-

printing with graphic capable printers

Check Reconciliation -fast clearing of resident
checks & deposits, complete summary report

Checkwriter- prints your custom checks

Printouts-most popular printers

Multi-Colored Graphics • Audio Enhancements
7 Utility Programs • User-Friendly Operation

Easy To Use instruction Manual • Audit Report
Handsome Tinted Plastic Storage Case

E3F4RLDECOMPUTE!
nw Ixxjng Mogaxw-m Ol Home, Educotnnal. And ffecreotmrtol ComputviQ

In a feature editorial.
"If you want lo use a finance system, but

don't want to spend several days trying to

learn how to use one, then A Financial

Wizard by Computari may be just what

you need."

"The illustrated manual that comes with

this program is clear, direct, and very

thorough."

"It appears that this finance system was

designed to achieve the best and most

comfortable working relationship between

the user and the program."

"The check entry routine is the most

attractive feature of this finance system.

Data prompts are very clear and the cate-

gory item names are displayed at all times

during data entry for your convenience."

"The file search capabilities of this

program are superior. You are offered

seven ways lo look up the checks."

"The system is disk intensive. All data is

saved automatically and immediately

following all routines that either enter data

or modify it."

"Scanning your entries is made possible

by pressing START. You can see records

very quickly this way."

"This is an excellent finance system-

entertaining, accurate, and fun lo use."

Computari's
A Financial Wizard 1.5
The logical choice.
The system is designed for Atari computers having a minimum of 32K
and operating from a disl< drive. The cost is only $59.95 plus $3 for

handling/postage.

If your dealer does not have A Financial Wizard . . . Telephone orders

are accepted on Mastercharge or Visa credit cards. Mail order must be
accompanied by check or money-order or credit card #.

Dealer inquiries invited.

'trademark of Atari Inc. OK residents ad 4% Tax.

CDMPUTLC^E
1 COMPUTf" CmufK,

Analog Magazine in a
comprehensive study of
personal finance systems
for Atari computers.

"A Financial Wizard from Computari is by

far the l>esl of these programs and will be the

standard of comparison for the others."

"The check enlry mode is easy lo use. .

."

"The way a Financial Wizard handles your

tabulations is excellent. You can chart your

actual expenses vs. your budget by month, by

category or year lo dale."

".
. .where it really outshines the rest is in the

check reconciliation."

"in effect il gives you your bank statement on

Ihe screen, a complete list by month of all

your checks and deposits."

"A Financial Wizard has one disk that does

everything. .

."

"Graphics, while really not a factor in the

quality of programs of this type, do make
your budgeting chores a little more plea.sant.

Again A Financial Wizard comes out on top."

"F>erything about this program is excellent. .
."

^ The ATARI R^«,ur(r

In a Report from Antic.

"Like most Alarians, I am captivated by

Ihe graphic, color and sound capabilities

of my machine. Nothing quite discourages

me more than to boot up an applications

program (pergonal, business, etc.) and to

be presented with Ihe standard graphic 'o'

while characters on a blue screen.

Of course the usefulness and effectiveness of

a program is of primary importance. How-
ever, enhancing Ihe dullest of applications

programs with some of Atari's charms, is a

great asset. A Financial Wizard, a personal

finance program by Computari's Bill

Mcl^chlan, is an excellent example of an
applications program thai integrates many
of Ihe Atari's features into a well conceived

and executed program."

"The use of color and sound in the data

input prompts and error checking routines

are so well done that it's quite simple lo

boot up the disk, follow along with Ihe

very clear documentation, and be 'up and
running' in short order."

"I give A Financial Wizard high marks in

ease of use, documentation and perfor-

mance. If a disk-based home finance

package is in your future. The Wizard
should get serious consideration."

HMM

(405)751-7925

City, OK 73120

n MASTERCHARGE

1 Exclusively thru
^

' nni 1 inicUIV l-IIMI..

1
10944 North !\

1 D CHECK ENCLOSED

! NAME (Print)

COMPUTtn CfNTERS of OKC "

/lay, Oklahoma

D VISA

I

1 Address |

1 City

j State
1

Zip
J

1 Card # EXD. !

I Signature



NEW PRODUCTS

KOALAPAD
(touch tablet)

Koala Technologies Corporation

4962 El Camino Real, Suite 125

Los Altos, CA 94022

(415) 964-2992

$125.00 (including software)

Koalapad is a small, lightweight, touch

tablet that can reproduce drawn or writ-

ten images, serve as a custom keyboard,

move cursors or objects around a video

display, and act as a game controller.

Comes with software for basic painting,

drawing and graphics.

DrSKWIZ
(disk editor)

Allen Macroware

(please note new address)

Post Office Box 2205

1906 Carnegie #E

Redondo Beach, CA 90278

(213) 376-4105

16K — Diskette

One or two disk drives

Provides disk editing repair and duplica-

tion for ATARI and PERCOM drives.

Repairs DOS /non-DOS sectors with on-

screen Hex /ASCII editing. Will print all

modes to any printer and will print in-

verse and special graphics characters to

Epson and Graftrax and NEC 8023A
printers. Has onboard disassembler and a

complete manual. Now 1200XL
compatible.

HEADMASTER
(media head and video screen cleaners)

SSK Enterprises, Inc.

2488 Townsgate Road

Wesdake Village, CA 91361

(213)889-1831

Dissolve and remove contaminants from

your disk drive and cassette player heads

with the non-abrasive cleaner in this com-

plete line of cleaners and accessories for

microcomputers. The Aerosal Anti-Static

Treatment reduces damages caused by

static electricity for up to two months

with one treatment. The Screen Cleaner

cleans and protects your VDT from static

dust build-up and prevents yellowing of

the plastic coating.

SUPERSHOPPER
(food management program)

Major Domo Software

Drawer DD
Bethel Island, CA 94511

$35.95 (two disks)

Restaurant owners and homemakers can

use this powerful food and grocery

management aid to prepare budgets and

shopping lists for up to one thousand

items. Common grocery store items from

aspirin to zucchini are stored on a Master

List diskette, with description, price, date

and a code for your food supplier. You
can also keep track of changing costs at

up to forty different grocers, and a

printed shopping list will direct you to the

market of your choice for particular items.

BUSI-KEY
(keypad)

CT Systems

10885 Katy Fwy., Suite 22

Houston, TX 77079

(713) 464-9224

$114.95 — postage paid in U.S.

Though this direct, plug-in unit keypad

requires no software support, commercial

software can be used with it. The pad

provides numbers zero through nine, a

decimal point, and all cursor controls,

and math operators. Additional keys in-

clude RETURN, CTRL, back space, and

comma. Requires computer disassembly,

but no soldering.

ICS 800
(inventory program)

Sierra Digital Research, Inc.

RO. Box 50089

100 Washington Street, Suite 104

Reno, NV 89513

(702) 323-385^

32K — Cassette

40K — Diskette

$135.00

A complete inventory program for the

800, it features price fields up to

$100,000, and keeps track of 500 inven-

tory items per disk. You can generate five

different kinds of reports including sum-

mary statistics, file contents, re-order

reports, vendor lists and price lists. A
sample data base is available for training

purposes.

ULTRA DISASSEMBLER
(utility)

Adventure International

PO. Box 3435

Longwood, FL 32750

(800) 372-7172

(305) 862-6917

$49.95

The second program in its Ultra Utility

series, AI has just released this sophisti-

cated labelling disassembler which closely

re-creates the source code from which a

machine language program was assem-

bled. It reads code in from memory, but it

also disassembles DOS files and even code

from a list of specified disk sectors.

Source code may be edited and reassembl-

ed with other popular Atari assemblers.
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NEW PRODUCTS

ACI-3 CASSETTE INTERFACE
(hardware)

Micro Systems and Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 307

Denver, Colorado 80221

$44.95

The ACI-3 interfaces any monaural or

stereo cassette tape recorder /player to the

400/800 computers. It plugs into the

serial port and into your own recorder to

provide an alternative to the ATARI 410.

Reliable phase locked loop construction

should also allow storage up to 1200

baud with appropriate software (available

soon).

CARTRIDGE MAKER
(EPROM burner)

Radical Systems

2002 Colice Road, S.E.

Huntsville, AL 35801

$89.00 plus $3 shipping

Make your own cartridges with this

EPROM (erasable program read-only

memory) cartridge burner. It allows you

to burn single voltage 2K or 4K
EPROMS or backup cartridge ROM's. It

plugs into the right cartridge slot with no

extra cable required. You can use it along

with the Assembler /Editor cartridge or

DOS.

ATARI CARRYING CASE
(case for the 800)

Wolsten's Computer Devices, Inc.

99 Washington St.

East Orange, NJ 07017

(201) 678-0008

$49.95

This lightweight but durable plastic case

can withstand the weight of a full grown

adult, and features snap locks and an

eternal living hinge. It also snugly holds

manuals and power supply — ready to

hook up to a TV set anywhere.

MICRO WORK STATIONS
(computer table)

RO. Box 100 Interstate Park

WiUiamsport, MD 21795

(301)223-8900

$185.00

Fifty-inch, bi-level work station to house

computer, monitor, disk drives and

printer. The 26 Va inch level makes for

effortless typing while the 36-inch

monitor level provides comfortable view-

ing. Units come disassembled but even a

child can put them together in minutes.

Many other units also available.

VIDEO GAME SPACE CASE
(storage case)

Nielsen Plastics, Inc.

1380 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10021

(212) 772-2760

$24.95

This sleek and compact plastic case is

designed to store and protect your VCS
game console, joystick and video games.

It holds up to 28 game cartridges, and

has a hidden carrying handle and a snap-

lock translucent dust cover.

KNIGHTS OF THE DESERT
(simulation game)

Strategic Simulations, Inc.

883 Stierlin Road, Bldg. A-200

Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 964-1353

48K — Diskette

$39.95

This game re-creates the North African

campaign of WWII in which the British

troops held off the sweep of Rommel's

Panzer divisions as they moved toward

Alexandria. Each player's objective is to

push the opponent as far back along the

coast as possible while capturing towns

along the way. In solitaire mode, the

computer ably directs the British forces.

CLIPPER: AROUND THE
HORN IN 1850
(simulation game)

Program Design, Inc.

95 East Putnam Avenue

Greenwich, CT 06830

(203) 661-8799

24K — Cassette

32K — Diskette

$29.95

This game simulates a 19th century sea

journey from New York to San Francisco

via Cape Horn, the southern-most tip of

South America. Fierce storms, deadly

calms and mutinies threaten the comple-

tion of your voyage. Realistic nautical

graphics are featured, as well as well-

known sea chanties and tales from an

"old salt" on the optional voice track.

THE MASTER MEMORY
MAP TUTORIAL
(educational program)

Educational Software, Inc.

4565 Cherryvale Ave.

Soquel, CA 95973

(408) 476-4901

16K — Cassette

32K — Diskette

$29.95

Proto the Robot and his pal, Professor

VonChip, thoroughly cover over 30 im-

portant memory locations within the

ATARI. Special effects, sample programs,

and a fully-illustrated manual complete

this tutorial.
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EDUCATION

hoot'em Up

Matb
by ANDREW SILBERSTEIN

This is a fairly simple program which allows children to

learn arithmetic and have fun at the same time. The pro-

gram has no machine language subroutines, and movement

does not become progressively faster or more difficult.

If you're a parent who wishes to learn BASIC in order to

write educational programs for your children, you might

start with this listing. Type it in, play with it, and let your

kids play with it. Study the listing and try to determine

which parts of the program perform the various functions.

Then try modifying a copy of the program (not the

original). You may, for instance, wish to have the program

pose subtraction and division problems; or, you could have

the program use two-digit numbers.

To play the game, first plug in your joystick. You must

shoot the numbers with the fire button as they fall down-

ward. If you hit two numbers in a row, an arithmetic prob-

lem that uses those two numbers appears at the bottom of

the screen. You type in the answer, and if you're correct, the

answer's value is added to your score. You start with ten

men. If a number hits the bottom, you lose a man, and if

the number hits you directly, you lose five men. You also

lose a man for giving a wrong answer.

10 DIM M $( 1 ), P${3),QQ(2), B L$( 1 ), B$(20)
,OP$(2),ANS$(10),B1$(20),B2$(20):SC = 0:

ST= 1:G0T0 600
15 MEN=10:IF SCORE> M AXSCORE THEN MAXSC
ORE=SCORE
16 PREVSCORE = SCORE:SCORE = 0:IF ST=1 THE
N 20

^7 GRAPHICS 2+ 16:P0SITI0N 2,2:? #6;"H@
IBIISiH ;PREVSCORE

continued on page 59
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RESTON
CLOSES

THE GAP
BETWEEN

ART
AND

COMPUTERS
For the Atari 800 with 48k memory.

CONTEST!
For the best computer
animation sequence
created using Movie-
Maker'.". . $1000 prize.

Entries should be
submitted on disk by
December 31, 1983.
Winning entry will be
shown at 1984 West
Coast Computer Foire.

For more details, con-

tact Reston Publishing

Company.

In Reston's new book. Genesis II, Creation

and Recreation with Computers, by Dale

Peterson, artists, writers and musicians use

computers to create new visions, new
sounds and new ways of expressing them-

selves, all interwoven with stunning illustra-

tions. With Movie Maker, an exciting new
program for the Atari ® Home Computer by
Interactive Picture Systems, you'll learn how
to do these things yourself. You'll compose
scenery and shapes, then propel them into

continuous, flicker-free action. You'll actu-

ally make a short animated movie, right at

your keyboard. Let Reston release the crea-

tive spirit in you.

MovleMaker is a

Creative Pastime™ from
Heaton So^wane
A Prentice-HoJ! Company
11480 Sunset Hills Rd.

Reston, VA 22090
Available at your local bookstore
and computer retailer or call us at

(800) 336-0338.
Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

Coming soon: 1 6k ROM cartridge.



DatawcHk

M^mne.
Now Data Perfect™ from UK helps

you organize your files and numbers
like the adding machine first

helped your grandfather It

keeps tax records. Lets you
change files easily List

and edit addresses,
Compares stocks. Stores

expenses. It even
calculates. Used with

Letter Perfect™ you con even make
custom mailings. Simply

When it comes to practical

software for Ataris, Apples and
look aiikes. Data Perfect is

simple to learn, And hard
to beat. Ask your dealer
for a demonstration,
or write LJK for

more information.

UK, INC. • 7852 Big Bend Blvd., St, Louis, MO 63119 • (314) 962-1855

© UK Inc. 1983



EDUCATION

SHOOT 'EM UP MATH continued from page 56

18 POSITION 2,4:? #6;" high score: ";M
AXSCORE:POSITION 2,8:? #6;"PUSH |||jJB"
19 SETCOLOR 3 , 1 N T ( R N D ( ) * 1 6 ) , 8 : 1 F PEEK
(53279)<>6 THEN 19

20 GRAPHICS 1 + 16:P0KE 559,0:POKE 756,0
H:IF MEN<0 THEN MEN =

30 B$ = "Bg|ggg|ggg

m§g":M$ = ".":P$ = "
( ":BL$ =

3 1 REM IBBBI- - B 1 $ in line

18 spaces between two D^-
33 POSITION 8,0:? ffer^lUJH
1 3,0:? #6;MEN;:P0SITI0N 2,2:?
@H":P0SITI0N 10,2:? #6;SC0RE
35JS = 60:J=110:HIT=1180:MOVE = 62:DPY=1
=

30 contains

POSITION
#6;"§BSI

40 ? #6:? #6;B$;
$;:NEXT I:? #6;B2$
41 X = 8:Y = 20:POSITION X,Y:? #6;P$
42 POKE 559,34:IF MEN = THEN 500
43 PX = INT{RND{0)* 16) + 2:PY = 5:NUM =

D(0)* 10):POSITION PX,PY:? #6;NUM
45 GOTO J

60 S = STICK(0):DX = (S = 5 OR S = 6 OR
S = 9 OR S=10 OR S=11):RETURN
62 DPX = INT(RND(0)*3)- 1 :POSITION
? #6;BL$
63 PX = PX + DPX:IF PX<2 THEN PX = 3

64 IF PX>18 THEN PX=17
65 PY=PY+DPY:IF PY>20 THEN GOSUB
GOTO 42
66 IF PX = X+1 AND PY = Y THEN FOR 1=1
20:SOUND 1 , 2 + 1 , 6 , 1 2 : N EX T I:SOUND
,0,0:POP :MEN = MEN-5:G0T0 20
67 POSITION PX,PY:? #6;N U M:RETURN
80 ANS$ = STR$(T):POSITION 6,23:FOR 1=1
TO LEN(ANS$):? # 6 ; C H R $( A S C ( A N S $ (I, I)) +
128);:NEXT I:? #6;"

81 ANS$ = "":FOR WW=1 TO 1000:NEXT WW:RE
TURN
110 GOSUB JS:X = X + DX:FOR WW=1 TO 10:NEX
T WW:IF X<1 THEN X= 1

120 IF X>16 THEN X=16
130 POSITION X,Y:? #6;P$:IF STRIG(0) =
THEN 150
135 GOSUB MOVE

GOTO J

XX = X+ 1:YY = Y- 1:P0SITI0N XX, YY:? #6;

FOR 1=1 TO 17:? #6:B1

INT(RN

S = 7)-(

PX,PY:

2500:

TO
1,0

140
150
M$
155
160
170
180

IF STRIG(0) = THEN GOSUB MOVE
LOCATE XX,YY- 1,Z

IF Z<>32 THEN 200
YY = YY- 1:POSITION XX,YY+1:? #6;BL$:

POSITION XX, YY:? #6;M$:G0T0 160
200 IF Z = ASC("|") THEN POSITION XX, YY:
? #6;BL$:G0T0 J

202 IF Z>57 OR Z<48 THEN POSITION XX,

Y

Y:? #6;BL$:G0T0 180
205 IF Z>=48 AND Z< = 57 THEN GOSUB 3000
210 = 0+ 1:00(0) = Z-48:IF 0=1 THEN POSIT

ION 2,23:? #6;CH R${Z + 1 28)
215 IF Q<2 THEN GOTO 43
220 O = 0:T = QQ(2) + QO(1)*{LEV
)*QQ{2)*(LEV = 2)

230 POSITION 3,23
R$(Z+128);"BB";
240 OPEN #1,4,0,"K:"
250 K = K+ 1:GET #1,A
260 IF A=126 THEN

:K = 0:ANS$ = ""

1) + (QQ(1)-1

? #6;0P$(LEV,LEV);CH

6,23:? #6;'POSITION
:GOTO 250

270 IF (A<48 OR A>57) AND A<>155 THEN
K = 0:ANS$ = "":POSITION 6,23:? #6;"

271 IF (A<48 OR A>57) AND A<>155 THEN
SOUND 3,150,12,10:FOR WW=1 TO 100:NEXT
WW:SOUND 3,0,0,0:GOTO 250
275 IF A=155 AND LEN(ANS$)<1 THEN K = 0:

ANS$ = "":POSITION 6,23:? #6;" ";

276 IF A=155 AND LEN(ANS$)<1 THEN SOUN
D 3,150,12,10:FOR WW=1 TO 100:NEXT WW:
SOUND 3,0,0,0:GOTO 250
280 IF A0155 THEN POSITION 6 + K,23:? #
6;CHR$(A);
285 IF A=155 THEN 300
290 ANS$(K,K) = CHR$(A):GOTO 250
300 ANS = VAL{ANS$)

IF ANS = T THEN GOSUB 2000
IF INT(SCORE/(50* LEV))-SC = THEN 3

310
315
20
316
OR

SC = INT(SCORE/(50*LEV)):MEN = MEN+1:F
1=1 TO 30:SOUND , 2 - 1 , 1 0, 8 : N E XT I

:SOUND 0,0,0,0:GOSUB 550
320 IF ANSOT THEN M EN = MEN -

1 :SOUND 3,2

00,12,8:FOR WW=1 TO 200:NEXT WW:SOUND
3,0,0,0:GOSUB 550:GOSUB 80
330
: K =

IF

:

0:CLOSE #1MEN = THEN ANS$
POSITION 2,23
;:GOTO 500:REM 1

400 ANS$ = "":T = 0:CLOSE
2,23:? #6;"
3:REM 18 spaces
500 POSITION 10,23:? #6;" ":

TION 5,10:? #6;"|@n@JBJ@5" :FOR WW =

800:NEXT WW:SC = 0:ST = 0:GOTO 15

501 REM 7 spaces in line 500
550 IF MEN<0 THEN MEN =

555 POSITION 13,0:? #6;MEN;" ":RETURN

="":T=
? # 6 ;

"

3 spaces
#1:K = 0:POSITION

"::GOTO 4

POSI
1 TO

600 LEV

610 ?

#B#
620 ?

:GRAPHICS 2:? #6;"#|
|#B#SB#B# LEVEL {|#|

? "Push
Push g|g|
continued on next page
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EDUCATION

IQ
for instructions";

645 IF PEEK(53279) = 7 THEN 645
650 KEY = PEEK(53279)
660 IF KEY = 6 THEN 1300

THEN 700
THEN LEV = LEV+1:IF LEV = 3

670 IF KEY
680 IF KEY
HEN LEV=

1

685 POSITION 13,1:? #6;LEV
690 IF PEEK(53279)<>7 THEN 690
695 GOTO 645
700 GRAPHICS 0:POKE 752,1:? "

|tj

ISSQSSSQilSllilSI"710?:?" Level 1 is addition.":?
Level 2 is muitiplication."

Use a joystick."

You start witti 10 men.
hit 2 numbers for your m a t hi

number reaches
hit it you lose
"hits your ";

you lose 5 men. I

without being hit,

bottom b ef o

a man. If t

715 ? :?
"

7 2 ? : ?

Try t
0" :?

problem."
725 ? "If a

re you":? "

he number":?
730 ? "man
2 numbers

will get ";

735 ? "a math problem with those":?
umbers. If you get the right answer
? "the sum of the 2 numbers is added"

you
you";

h it

POSITIVE INPUT
During Arcade Game Play Your Child's
Increased Awareness Makes Learning Easier,
At Positive Input We Are Aware Of This,

So We Combined Learning With Playing.

For $15.00 Your * ATARI Can Become
The Most Powerful Educational
Tool Your Child Ever Played With.

Addition or
Subtraction

FOR PRE-SCHOOL
TO 6 YEARS

Also Programs For
Older Kids, And For
Handicapped

Send $15.oo For One
$25.00 For Two. Indicate Disk or Cassette.

POSITIVE INPUT
P.O. BOX 7019
LAGUNA NIGUEL
CALIF. 92677 ^ j,,,_„,,,,
FOR Catalogue /M Reward Game.
Send S.A.S.E -/M NUERON

CLEARING
THE PATH
TO LEARNING
ATARI IS A TR.».r:iEMAi(K

oi- ATARI, INC.

740 ? "to your score. If you are wrong
, you lose a man. A bonus man will be
added each 50 points for level 1";

745?" or each":? "100 points for lev

el 2."

800 POSITION 2,22:? "Push gQQIQ"
810 IF PEEK(53279)<>6 THEN 810
820 GOTO 600
1 180 FOR N = TO 15

1 190 SETCOLOR 4,4,15-N
1195 SETCOLOR 3,INT(RN D(0) * 1 6),4

1200 SOUND 0,20,0,15-N
1210 SOUND 1,227, 6, 15-N
1220 FOR WW=1 TO 30:NEXT WW
1230 NEXT N

1240 SETCOLOR 4,0,0:RETURN
1300 CH = PEEK(106):CH = CH-8
1305 POKE 559,0
1310 CHSET = CH*256:FOR 1 = TO 512:POKE
CHSET + I,PEEK{224*256 + I):NEXT I

1320 FOR 1 = TO 63:READ N:POKE CHSET + 8

+ I,N:NEXT I

1325 GOTO 15

1330 DATA 60,120,240,120,60,30,15,30
1331 DATA 15,3 1,63,127,240,240,120,60
1332 DATA 2 4 0,248,252,254,15,15,30,60
1333 DATA 12 9,195,231,255,126,60,24,0
1334 DATA 6 0,120,240,240,127,63,31,15
1335 DATA 6 0,30,15,15,254,252,248,240
1336 DATA 0,24,60,126,255,231,195,129
1337 DATA 19 5,102,60,126,255,255,126,6

2000 FOR 1=1 TO 0Q(1) + QQ(2):SC0RE = SC0R
E+ 1

2010 POSITION 10,2:? # 6 ; S C O R E : S O U N D 0,

30,10,10:FOR WW=1 TO 50:NEXT WW:SOUND
0,0,0,0:NEXT I:RETURN
2500 MEN = MEN- 1:P0SITION XX, YY:? #6;BL$
:FOR 1=1 TO 50:SOUND 2,I,4,6:NEXT I:SO
UND 2,C :GOSUB 550:RETURN
3000 POSITION XX, YY:? # 6 ; B L $ : P O S IT I O N

XX,YY-1:? #6;CHR$(138):GOSUB HIT: POSIT
ION XX,YY-1:? #6;" ":RETURN

TYPO TABLE

Variable checksum = 1236656
Line num range Code Length

10 - 20 FG 513
30 - 41 VU 514
42 - 66 JU 534
67 - 170 LO 440
180 - 240 KZ 502
250 - 276 HO 565
280 - 330 JD 580
400 - 610 ST 520
620 - 690 GW 500
695 - 735 lY 561
740 -1230 JB 445
1240 - 1335 ZI 410
1336 -3000 KY 481
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HAVE you FLOWN
YOUR ATARI
TODAY?

pavement, your pulse quickens, you're

down, but watch it, you're pullins

risht! Brakes, brakes! Left more!
You've stopped safely! Good job.

The first real-time flight simulator

for ATARI is now available from
MMG Micro Software. Written en-

tirely in machine language,

there are four levels of difficulty,

landings in clear or foggy

weather, landings with or with-

out instruments, and with or

without the real-time view
from the cockpit. Final

Flight! requires Atari

400/800, 24K, 1 joy stick,

and is offered on tape or

disk for the same sug-

gested retail price

of $29.95.

Imagine
yourself
at the con-

trols of a

small, single-

engine plane,

10,000 feet in

the air, on your

approach to the

runway and safe-

ty. You're running

low on fuel, but

your instruments
show that you're on
the glide path, and
lined up with the run-

way. It's a beautiful, sun-

ny day, and you can see

the airport in the distance,

across the grassy fields. But

the crosswind is tricky, and it

will take all your skill to land

safely. You're coming down
now, and the runway is getting

closer. A bit left, OK, now lower

the power, fine, now put down the

flaps. Pull the nose up a bit more,

you're a little low. Watch the power!

Don't stall. OK. Here comes the

runway. You hear the squeal of tires on

Final

Flight!
is available at

your local dealer or direct

from MMG Micro Software. Just

send check or money order to P.O. Box

131, Marlboro, N.J. 07746 or for Mastercard,

Visa, and C.O.D. deliveries call (201)431-3472. Please

add $3.00 for postage and handling. New Jersey residents add
6% sales tax. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.



Desisn the best new M*A*S'^H

soinethliig money can't buy.



Fame.
That's right. F-A-M-E.
Because if the game you design

is good enough, we'll make it

and put your name on every one
we sell.

And remember, you don't have
to be a computer programmer to

come up with a great game. You
just have to have a great imagina-
tion, and give usa short description
of your idea.

IF FAME ISN'T ENOUGH,
HOW ABOUT A FORTUNE?

$25,000 to be exact. That's how
much the game contract will

bring you. Guaranteed. What's
more, we're giving away a whole
list of prizes for the other great
game ideas we get.
• Four First Prize AMC Jeeps®
• 400 Second Prize Texas Instru-

ments 99/4A" Home Computers.
• 4000 free Fox Video Games.

EVERYBODY WINS.
Because the new M»A*S*H

game comes packaged with a
smashing M*A»S*H T-shirt.

Absolutely free.

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED?
Just buy the original M«A«S*H

game. The contest rules and entry
blanks are in every package.
And if you win, you might say

the rewards are monumental.

MASH

Games of the Century

THE M^A^S^H CONTEST.
IT'SA SMASH.



TALK
IS

CHEAP
by ED STEWART

For about fifteen dollars you can make your ATARI com-

puter speak. In fact you can make it whistle, hum, sing or

curse. You can save the speech on a disk for posterity and

play it back anytime you like.

Sound too good to be true? Well, there are some limita-

tions to this technique, but for the most part it works very

well. I've been playing around with it for some time and

decided to share it with other ATARI fans.

I am no hardware expert, but I had been looking for an

Analog / Digital device for the ATARI and discovered that

the ATARI has a built-in A/D converter. In fact it has eight

of them — the ports for the paddle controllers. This led me
to an article in BYTE (April, '80) titled "Apple Audio

Processing" by Mark Cross. This article described a circuit

to input audio data to the four game-paddle inputs on the

Apple. These are similar to the ATARI paddle ports. Both

are A/D converters which generate a count in response to

circuit resistance.

The ATARI paddle ports are actually potentiometers

(variable resistors) whose resistance changes as the paddle

is rotated. If this resistance is changed fast enough, and if it

has a direct relationship to the sound waves produced by

speech, then we can read the "paddle" values and store the

numbers related to the input speech patterns.

A simple circuit converts the voltage produced by a

microphone into a variable resistance which is read by the

computer. This number is then saved and sent to the TV
speaker to produce a voltage which is in direct proportion

to the paddle resistance. The result is recognizable repro-

duction of whatever sounds are uttered through the micro-

phone.

ATARI Hardware

A 9-pin female connector is needed to plug into the joy-

stick/paddle port. APX-9001 is a good plug and it sells for

$6.25. The software presented here requires this plug to go

into the third port from the left. A description of the con-

troller port pins can be found in section III of the ATARI
Hardware Manual. For a brief description of the console

end (male) see Figure 1.

A double-stranded, insulated wire about two to three

feet long should be soldered to your female plug with one

wire to pin 9 and the other to pin 7 ( + 5V). The other end

of the double wire will enter into the circuit pictured in

Figure 2.

The POKEY chip converts the POT resistances into

numbers. This technique is called voltage-to-frequency

conversion, and is noted for low cost and relative in-

accuracy, reflected in the speaker output as noise and hiss.

Still, most of the original sound remains intact. POKEY
normally requires 228 TV scan lines to read the POT. The
number produced by POKE is actually a count of scan lines

it took to charge a capacitor located in POKEY.
If there is little resistance (paddle knob turned right), the

capacitor charges in fewer scan lines and the resultant

number is smaller. A fast POT-scan mode is available,

which causes the capacitors to charge up in only two scan

lines. This fast POT-scan is what we use to read the values

from the microphone, because the values must be read

thousands of times per second and the normal POT-scan
mode is much too slow.
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Other Hardware

The following items are needed to construct the circuit in

Figure 2:

1 moving coil type microphone found in cassette recorders

1 0.1 uF nonpolarized capacitor

1 NPN transistor 2N2222
1 2M Ohm potentiometer

1 lOOK fixed resistor

The small AC current generated through the microphone

causes the base current to change through the transistor.

This in turn changes the effective resistance of the paddles.

The potentiometer is used to "tune" the circuit during pro-

gram execution. After building this circuit and connecting

it to the female port connector, you are ready to talk to your

computer.

Vertical Blank and DMA
Every 60th of a second, whatever program that is executing

in your ATARI computer is interrupted by the Operating

System to perform housekeeping functions. Converting

data through the microphone requires that this interruption

not occur. If the vertical-blank process were not disabled,

the speech would be unacceptably choppy. The ANTIC
chip is continuously fetching screen data from RAM and

displaying it on the TV screen. This process is called DMA.
DMA also is not acceptable during operation of speech

because it slows down the CPU considerably. There is also

a period of time when the DMA does not occur (during ver-

tical blank) and this also would cause an unpredictably

choppy sound. The sample program turns off both DMA
and vertical blank exits during sound input /output

processing.

Executing the Program

The sample program will display the following menu:

1 TALK A BIT

2 PLAY BACK THE BIT

3 TALK A LOT
4 PRINT SUMMARY
5 PRINT THE NUMBERS
6 SAVE THE TALK
7 RESTORE THE TALK

After entering the menu number the program will ask:

WHAT SAMPLE SPEED?

Speed can be from 1-255 and higher numbers cause slower

sampling and slower playback.

1 TALK A BIT

After entering the sample speed, press [START]. The

screen will black out and you will have about seven seconds

of speech. Adjust the potentiometer to get the best quality

speech at this point. With a speed of 1, the sampling rate is

about 4500 samples per second. Increasing the sample

speed number will increase the speech duration but will

also decrease the quality of the produced sound. The RAM
July 1983

Figure 1 : Pin configuration of console end

© © © © ©

D © © ®

PIN NUMBER

1-4

5

joystick input

POTB
6

7

8

9

trigger

+ 5 Volts

Ground

POT A

+ 5V (PIN 7) A

lOOK

AAAAr-

MICROPHONE

M
NPN

0.1 A<F

3 1-

GROUND (PIN 9) 6

Figure 2: Diagram of voice-input circuit

buffer for the speech is 16K bytes and resides from 16K-
32K in your machine. Therefore, you must have at least

40K RAM to run this program with no alterations.

2 PLAY BACK THE BIT

This will play back whatever is in the RAM buffer. Playing

back with a sample speed of 1 is at least ten times faster

than Chip and Dale.

continued on next page
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UTILITIES
forATAM400/800/1200.

j
Software I Utility prograiTis

y^r^^ require no software
^B^^ modifications and are

a must for all serious ATARI BASIC
programmers.

CASDUP 1.0 & 2.0 To copy most
BOOT tapes and cassette data files.

1.0 is a file copier. 2.0 is a sector

copier. Cassette only $24.95

CASDIS To transfer most BOOT
tapes and cassette data files to disk.

Disk only $24.95

FULMAP BASIC Utility Package.

VMAP-variable cross-reference,

CMAP-constant cross-reference

{includes indirect address

references), LMAP-line number
cross-reference, FMAP-all of the

above. Will list "unlistable"

programs. Also works with

Editor/Assembler cartridge to allow

editing of string packed machine
language subroutines. All outputs

may be dumped to printer. Cassette

or Disk $39.95

OISASM To disassemble machine
language programs. Works with or

without Editor/Assembler

cartridge. May be used to up or

down load single boot files. All

output can be dumped to printer.

Cassette or Disk $24.95

DISDUP For disk sector

information copying. May specify

single sector, rangeof sectors, or all.

Copies may be made without read

varify Disk $24.95

IJG products are available at

computer stores, B. Dalton

Booksellers and independent
dealers around the world. If IJG

products are not available from your
local dealer, order direct. Include

$4.00 for shipping and handling per

item. Foreign residents add $11.00

plus purchase price per item. U.S.

funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 W. llth Street

Upland, California 91786

Phone: 714/946-5805

Kit^fromlj?
IT'S JUSTGREAT!
ATARI TM Warnur Communications. Inc

1

Three new ATARI books for the

seriousprogrammerand beginner, are

now distributed by IJG, for use with

the ATARI 400 and 800 microcomputer

systems. ,,.,

ATARI BASIC, Leading By Using.

>his IS an action bool<''You program

ith It more than you read It You use

il, you discovei With it, you create It

Learn ATARI I3ASI0 easily through the

'«hort proordins provided A great

source 01 work problems for teachei

of'sludent. 73 pages. ISBN

3-92-16B2-86-X$5.95.

Games For TIra ATARI. Provides

ideas on how to create your own
computer games. Contains primarily

BASIC examples but, for very

advanced programmers, a machine

language example is included at the

end of the book. 115 pages. ISBN
3-911682-84-3 $7.95.

How ta Program Your ATARI In 6S0Z
Machine Language. To teach the

novice computer user magpie
language, the use of an aslemblei:,

an4<)jttw to call subroutines from the

BAgfc interpreter. 106 pages. ISBN

3-92 1682-97-5 S9. 95.

IJG products are available at

computer .stores, B. Dalton

Booksellers and independent dealers

around the world.

If IJG products are nist available

from your local dealer, order direct.

Include J4.00 for shipping and

handling per item. Foreign residents

add $11 .00 plus purchase price per

item, U.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 W, 11th Street

Upland, California 91786

Phone; 714/946-5805

rrSJUSTGREAT!
ATARI TM Warner Communicaliona, Inc.

3 TALK A LOT

This is the same as Talk A Bit, except that you can talk in-

definitely and have the speech heard through the TV
speaker. Press [RESET] to get out of this.

4 PRINT SUMMARY

Will cause a cOunt of each of the numbers found in the 16K

buffer to be printed.

5 PRINT THE NUMBERS

Will print all 16K worth of digitized speech.

6 SAVE A TALK

Will cause the 16K buffer to be saved to the specified file.

7 RESTORE A TALK

Will cause a saved 16K buffer to be restored to RAM. You

can then use MENU item 2 to play back the restored

speech.

Compression

The number coming from the POT controller is eight bits

and the number sent to the TV speaker is four bits. This

program has therefore packed two input voltages into a

single byte in the RAM buffer. Other compression tech-

niques such as compression of like characters and Ham-
ming Codes would have to be implemented if this method

of generating speech were to be fully implemented.

ATARI D/A Converter

The ATARI computer has built into it a four-bit D/A con-

verter for each of the four audio-output voices. By setting

the proper switch this program has used audio channel

number one in this mode.

This in no way affects what is happening in the other

three voices. Setting address $D201 to a SIX causes X to be

output to the TV speaker as voltage. X can be a number

from zero to fifteen. Each different X sent to this address

causes the TV speaker cone to be moved in or out. If these

X's are sent fast enough to $D201 then the speaker cone

moves very fast and we have sound at frequencies we can

hear. This is exactly what our program does with its digi-

tized input.

Conclusion

This technique is quite inexpensive and gives one a taste of

the machine, its capabilities and limitations. It is fairly easy

to implement and the results are reasonably satisfactory.

However, if excellent speech is desired it is necessary to ob-

tain a high-quality A / D converter for accurate digitization.

To the best of my knowledge there is no commercially

available A /D for the ATARI computer yet. When this item

becomes available you will have a head start with the

experience you may have gained using the technique out-

lined here, and you may more thoroughly understand the

workings of your ATARI computer. __
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micrescreens
Microscreens is a new "column" in

ANTIC, intended to showcase the arti-

stic accomphshments created by our

readers with the ATARI. The column

was stimulated by our receipt of a disk

full of images made by Ralph Iskaros

with Micropainter (DataSoft).

Ralph, an accountant and former

football player, apparently did not

think of himself as an artist, but just

computer art, and will publish a few of

the best each month. Submissions

should be on media (which we will

return, if accompanied by a postage-

paid return mailer). A short descrip-

tion of special techniques used to make
the picture may be published, if appro-

priate. Contributors whose work is

published will be compensated at our

standard "art" rates.

did the screens for fun. We were so

impressed, we asked him to submit

more screens on a continuous basis, as

a start for the column. He also agreed

to help us coordinate and improve the

column as the months go by, and dis-

qualified himself from our cover con-

test, since it might appear that he had

an unfair advantage.

We welcome all of your efforts at

GetKbur 400/800 On Line for «99
Now there is an inexpensive alternative to Atari's acoustic modem.

The Signalman™ Mark II Direct Connect Modem is engineered specifically for the Atari computers. It

comes complete with the cables other modem manufacturers make you buy separately.

It plugs right in to the 850 Interface Module and your telephone. And it's simpler to operate. The
Signalman automatically selects the appropriate mode: originate or answer It's so easy to use, you can be

telecommunicating in a few minutes.

And Signalman modems are made by Anchor Automation— we're the world's largest manufacturer of

modems. They're so reliable we back them with a one year limited warranty

There's a whole new world of things your computer can do for you— 1450 telecommunication services.

Electronic mail. Friends to communicate with.

And now there's a more affordable way to enter that new world. Signalman Mark II.

For a limited time, we're offering a subscription to The Source with your Signalman purchase. Ask your

computer dealer

SIGNALMAN MODEMS
from Anchor Automation
6624 Valjean Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91406

Atari is a Registered Trademark of Atari, Inc. The Source is a Servicemark of Source Telecomputing Corporation
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WYOIDBEAmL
Kidnapped in revenge and locked in hatred some-

where deep beneath your castle, is your princess.

Gwendolyn.
The prosperity of your kingdom, the end of a bitter

feud, your very future depend on finding her.

You swear that no obstacle can stop you. But the high-
resolution, 3-D graphics, animation and sound effects

make the obstacles that await you more formidable than
you can imagine.

And with over ninety different screens and two full

sides of play, those obstacles and the decisions you must
make can appear endless. In fact, you may have to endure
hours of searching to rescue Gwendolyn.

But for her, you would endure anything, wouldn't you?

Gwendolyn—a non-violent, intermediate graphic adventure game, written
by Marc Russell Benioff , Atari 40K Disk $27.95, Artworx Software Co., Inc.,

150 N. Main St., Fairport, N.Y. 14450. For a free catalog of Artworx
Software for tfie Atari, Apple, VlC-20 & Commodore 64 computers, write
or call 800-828-6573.

Ttiese are just

tliree of over
ninety exciting

screens.

ari. Apple. VIC-20 & CommpdiirvW
e regislered Irademarki

So you can play.
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ITWMfl? (^M)Wm
by JOHN MAGDZIARZ

Welcome to the 17th annual Stunt

Clown competition. You have been

chosen from among all the finalists to

participate in the most dangerous stunt

of the competition. Your part in this

event is to help Fearless Freddy pop
balloons that are floating above the cir-

cus floor. To do this you must

maneuver a trampoline under Freddy

so that he can make enough successful

jumps to pop all the balloons. But,

WATCH OUT!. The demented Dr.

Norton has his own plans for this event. Since he is the pre-

sent record holder for the Stunt Clown competition, he will

go to any length to keep his record . . . and he has. The evil

doctor has arranged for an unlimited supply of balloons to

be released, and from time to time he will magically shrink

the trampoline.

Victory and Freddy's health rest in your hands. The un-

suspecting crowd cheers as the rigmaster appears and

shouts, "Let the stunts begin!".

ABOUT THE GAME
Stunt Clown is a one-player game using a Joystick in Port

One. To start the game and launch a clown, press the

trigger. The trampoline is moved left and right with the Joy-

stick. Each new game starts with three Stunt Clowns. An
extra Stunt Clown is awarded every 500 points. Allowing a

clown to hit the ground disqualifies that clown from the

70 REM STUNT CLOWN
80 REM by John Magdziarz
90 REM (c) COPYRIGHT 1983
100 GOSUB 620
110 GOSUB 1180:IF STRIG(0)<>0 THEN 110
120 CX = INT{RND(0)* 32) + 5:POSITION CX,15
:? ••$":CYI= - 1:0X1= 1:CY= 15

130 REM *** JOYSTICK READ ROUTINE ***
140 S = STIGK(0):IF S<>11 AND S<>7 OR S =

15 THEN 200
150 IF S = 7 THEN N P = PP + 2:CH = 1 :P AD$ = P A DR
$:IF NP>ED THEN NP = ED
160 IF S=11 THEN NP = PP-2:CH = - 1:PAD$=PA
DL$:IF NP<2 THEN NP = 2

July 1983
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routine
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competition. When all but seven of the

balloons are popped, a new lot is

released and your trampoline is

shortened. The game ends when you
have no clowns left.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Lines 110-300: Joystick read and

collision checking

Lines 310-340: Balloon pop routine

Lines 360-370: Extra clown check

Lines 430-450: Fallen clown Routine

460-510: Game end sequence

520-600: Paddle size change

610-660: Title page set up

670-760: Variable initializations

770-830: Machine language character set move

840-960: Redefine characters

970-1130: Screen data and display

1140-1160: Ambulance sound routine

Changable Parameters
To change number of clowns: Variable CL in line 1070

To change balloons left before round change: Variable

BAL In line 340

To change points needed to get extra clown: Change
'490' in line 360

170 IF SOLS THEN POSITION PP,21:? PAD
$:LS = S:GOTO 190
180 LS = S:POSITION NP,21:? PAD$:PP = NP
190 IF RND(0)>0.85 THEN CH =

200 IF SET THEN SET= NOT SET:CYI=-1
210 CPY = CY + CYI:CPX = CX + CXI
220 LOCATE C P X , C P Y ,Z : P OS ITI O N CPX.CPY:
PUT #6,Z
230 IF CY>21 THEN 440
240 IF Z = 32 THEN 410
250 IF Z<>37 AND Z<>38 AND Z<>32 AND Z

<>169 THEN 320
260 FOR 1=15 TO STEP -5:S0UND 0,0,2,

continued on page 71
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Each month, ELECTRQ^Hp^ES previews

and reviews the newest^|^p'e for your

system — their graphics, their skill levels, their

excitement quotient, how they play and how to

play them better,

Each month, ELECTRONIC GAMES evaluates

the newest equipment — from systems to

controllers to accessories — and reports on their

performance, their qualit/, and how much
(or how little) they increase your enjoyment.

Each month, ELECTRONIC GAMES
offers specific playins tips and proven

strategy of world - class champions that can

improve your skills, fine-tune your

same, turn you into a winner.

Each month ELECTRONIC

GAMES covers the field in

fascinatins

I

features and entem\fms columns written and

edited by gamins's foremost authorities.

Informative in all ways, but always lively

reading, ELECTRONIC GAMES brings

your hobby to life.

So if you're serious about having fun, you

should be reading ELECTRONIC GAMES ever/

month. There's never been a bettet

time to

get

into

the

game!

YES! I'm-serious about having fun
! Send me one year (12 monthly issues) of ELECTRONIC GAMES at

the get-acquainted rate of $19.97. Savings: aimost $15,50 (44%) on the new/sstand price of

$35.40.., more than $8,00 (29%) on the reguiar subscription rate of $28,00.

Name
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Address

City State

n Enclosed is my payment of S19.97 Bill me later

Look for your first copy within 60 days. Offer good for tfie U.S. only.
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STUNT CLOWN contumed from page 69

I:NEXT I

270 IF CX = 36 AND CY>3 THEN CXI=-1:CPX =
CPX-INC:GOTO 380
280 IF CX = 2 AND CY<21 THEN CXI=1:G0T0
380
290 IF CY = 3 THEN CYI=1:G0T0 380
300 IF CY = 20 THEN C YI = -

1 : C XI = C H : I N = 1 :

CPX = CPX + INC:POSITION CX.CY:? " :CX = CX
+ INC:GOTO 380
310 REM *** BALLOON POP ROUTINE ***

32 SET= 1:0X1 = 0X1* -1:SC = S0 + IN:P0SITI0N
10,0:? SO:BAL = BAL- 1 :FOR 1=16 TO STE

P -4:S0UND 1 ,50,0,I:NEXT I

330 SC2 = SC2 + IN

340 IF BAL = 7 THEN 530
350 REM *** EXTRA CLOWN ROUTINE ***
360 IF SO2>490 THEN SC2 = 0:0 L = C L + 1 : FO R
12=1 TO 5:S0UND , 1 , 1 , 8 : F O R 1=1 TO 5

:NEXT I:SOUND 0,0,0,0:NEXT 12

370 POSITION 38,0:? CL:GOTO 410
380 IF GPY>20 OR 0PY<3 THEN CPY = CY
400 IF CPX>36 OR CPX<2 THEN CPX = CX
410 POSITION CX.CY:? " " : P O 8 I T I O N CPX,
CPY:? ••$":CX = CPX:CY = CPY
420 GOTO 140
430 REM *** FALLEN CLOWN ROUTINE ***
440 CL = CL-1:P0SITI0N 38,0:?CL:POSITIO
N CX,CY:? "(":FOR T2= 1 TO 3:G0SUB 1140
:NEXT T2:S0UND 0,0,0,0:FOR A = TO 36
450 POSITION A, 22:? " QB":FOR T2=1 TO
17:NEXT T2:NEXT A:POSITION 36,22:? "

•:IF CL<>0 THEN 1 10

460 REM *** GAME OVER ROUTINE ***
470 GOSUB 580:POSITION 0,1:FOR X = 8 TO
3 STEP -2:F0R 1 = 3 TO 36:SOUND 0,1,10,8
:POSITION I,X:? " :NEXT I:NEXT X

480 SOUND 0,0,0,0:POKE 53279,0
490 FOR 1=15 TO 36:POSITION 1,0:? " " :

NEXT I

500 IF PEEK(53279)<>6 AND STRIG(0)<>0
THEN POSITION 16,0:? "GAME OVER! glU
IBIIB0IJI": GOSUB 590:GOTO 500
510 SOUND 0,0,0,0:SOUND 1 , , , : G O S U B

1070:GOTO 110
520 REM *»» PADDLE SIZE ROUTINE ***

530 TIM = TIM+ 1:F0R IZ = 3T0 36:POSITION
IZ,21:? " ":NEXT IZ

540 IF TIM=1 THEN PADR$ = " %%%%":ED = 31

:PADL$ = "%%%% ":IN = 30:GOTO 560
550 IF TIM = 2 THEN PADR$ = " %%":ED = 33:P
ADL$ = "%% ":IN = 50
560 POSITION OX,CY:? " "

570 POSITION PP,2 1 :? CL2$:G0SUB 1100:G
OTO 1 10

580 FOR IZ = 3 TO 36:POSITION IZ,21:? "

":NEXT IZ:RETURN
590 SOUND 0,200, 10, 8:S0UND 1,199,10,8
600 RETURN
610 REM »*» TITLE PAGE ROUTINE •**

620 GRAPHICS 1 + 16

630 POSITION 4,8:? #6;" * STUNT *"

640 POSITION 5,10:? #6;"* CLOWN *"

650 POSITION 8,17:? #6;"BY"
660 POSITION 2,18:? #6;" John magdziarz

670 REM VARIABLE INITIALIZATIONS **

680 DIM ROW 1 $(34),ROW2$(34),ROW3$(34),
TP$(39),SD$(60),PAD$(8),CL$(8),CL2$(6)
:POKE 82,0
690 DIM PADR$(8),PADL$(8):FOR 1=1 TO 3

2 STEP 2:R0W1${I,I+1) = "# ••:NEXT I

700 FOR 1=1 TO 34 STEP 2 : R O W 2 $ (I) = C H R $

(39):ROW2$(I+ 1) = CHR$(32):NEXT I

710 FOR 1=1 TO 34 STEP 2 : R W 3 $(I) = H R $

{167):ROW3$(I+ 1) = OHR$(32):NEXT I

720 FOR 1=1 TO 37:TP$(I,I) = "&":NEXT I

730 FOR 1=1 TO 57 STEP 3 : S D $ (I ) = C H R $( 2

9):SD$(I+1) = CHR$(30):SD$(I + 2) = CHR$(169
):NEXT I

740 PADR$ = " %%%%%%":PADL$ ="%%%%%% ":

PAD$=PADR$
750 FOR 1=1 TO 8:CL$(I,I) = " ":NEXT I

760 CL = 3:SC =

770 REM *•* MACHINE LANGUAGE CHARACTER
SET MOVE ROUTINE * * *

780 FOR M = TO 59:READ Q:POKE 1536 + M,Q
:NEXT M
790 DATA 169,0,133,205,133,203,133,207
,169,224,133,206,104,104,104,133,204,2
4,165,207,105,1,133,207,201,5
800 DATA 240,26,160,0,177,205,145,203,
200,2 08,249,24,165,204,105,1,133,204,2
4,165,206,105,1,133,206,76
810 DATA 17,06,165,208,141,244,2,96
820 POKE 559,0:POKE 1 6 , P E E K ( 1 6 )

- 5 :ST
CHR = (PEEK{106)+ 1)*256
830 C = STCHR/256:D = USR(1536,C)
840 REM *** REDEFINE CHARACTERS ***
850 FOR C0UNT=1 TO 9:READ 0LD:N0 = 0LD*8
860 FOR OHANGE = TO 7:READ NUM:P0KE ST
CHR + CHANGE+NC,NUM:NEXT CHANGE:NEXT COU
NT
870 DATA 3,20,85,81,85,85,20,8,2
880 DATA 4,32,32,184,48,16,16,136,136
890 DATA 5,0,0,255,85,255,85,0,0
900 DATA 6,250,250,250,250,175,175,175
,175
910 DATA 7,60,255,25 1,255,255,60,8,2
920 DATA 8,136,136,16,16,48,184,32,32
930 DATA 9,65,65,65,85,85,65,65,65
940 DATA 49,170,174,191,174,170,170,48
,48

950 DATA 34,168,168,130,130,170,170,14
,12

960 ? :POKE 756,STCH R/256:POKE 559,0
970 REM *»* SCREEN DATA AND DISPLAY DA
TA * * *

980 DL = PEEK(560)+PEEK(561)*256
tontinui'd on next page
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990 POKE DL + 3,70:POKE 87,1:FOR I = DL + 7

TO DL + 29:POKE I,4:NEXT I

1000 POSITION 4,0:? #6;"STUNT CLOWN"
1010 SS = PEEK(88)+PEEK(89)*256
1020 SCR = SS + 20
1030HI = INT(SCR/256):LO = SCR-HI*256
1040 POKE 88,LO:POKE 89,HI:POKE 87,0
1050 FOR 1 = 708 TO 712:READ COL:POKE I,

GOL:NEXT I:POKE 752,1
1060 DATA 26,10,68,134,0
107« GL = 3:P0SITI0N 3,0:? '

HI-SCORE: CLOWNS: :IF
HS = SC
1080 TIM = 0:IN= 10:SC2 = 0:ED = 29
TION 1 ,2:? TP$:POSITION 2,2:
TION 38,2:? SD$
1090 PADR$=" %%%%%%":PADL
:PAD$=PADR$
1100 POKE 559,34:POSITION 3,4:?ROW2$:
POSITION 4,6:? ROW 1 $:POSITION 3,8:?RO
W3$
1110 PP= 18:P0SITI0N
1 1 20 BAL = 50:POSIT]
N 25,0:? HS:POSITION
1 130 RETURN

SCORE
SC>HS

SC =

? SDi

THEN

iPOSI
POSI

' • 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0/
/o /o /o /o /o /o

PP,21:? PADR$
:0N 1 0,0:? SC:POSITIO
38,0:? CL

1 140 FOR 14 = 1 10 TO 30 STEP -
5

1150 SOUND 0,H ,10,8 :FOR T =
1 TO 2:NEXT

T:NEXT 14

1 1 60 FOR 14 == 30 TO 1 10 STEP 5:S0UND 0,1

4,10 8:F0R T = 1 TO 2: NEXT T NEXT I4:RET
URN
1 180 XX = PEEK(16) :IF XX <128 THEN 1220
1200 POKE 16 XX- 128:POKE 53774, XX-128
1220 RETURN

TYPO TABLE

Variable :liecksum = 1903510
Line num range Code Lengtii

70 - 170 MC 523
180 - 290 PN 446
300 - 370 10 511

380 - 470 CJ 543
480 - 550 GF 528
560 - 670 ZM 444
680 - 740 SA 534
750 - 830 HM 519
840 - 950 OR 424
960 - 1070 ZA 545
1080 - 1160 BJ 554 _

87 H1180 - 1220 OV

WHAT IS A TYPO TABLE?
Newcomers to ANTIC may wonder about the "Typo
Table" that appears at the end of most of our BASIC
listings. TYPO is a program that helps you find typing er-

rors made when entering programs that appear in ANTIC.
TYPO will produce a table of values which can be used to

pinpoint where an error was made. The TYPO program
and instructions originally appeared in Volume 1, Number
3 of ANTIC, and was reprinted in Volume 2. The latter

72~

issue is still available as a back issue, and the TYPO pro-

gram itself is included in ANTIC UTILITIES DISK #2.

Also, you can obtain a copy of the article by sending a

stamped self-addressed envelop to: ANTIC, 600 18th

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107. Regretfully, we cannot

fulfill requests unless a self-addressed stamped envelope is

included.

ANTIC, The ATARI Resource
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in Programming: Family Fun,
Arcade Action, or
Programming Aids,
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players. Dazzling 3-D graphics, convincing
animation, and infinite variety, with no

violence. Perfect for the family. 16K Atari*
cartridge, soon on Commodore 64+ disk

and cassette. ^34 Q5
SHERLOCK Takes up where Atari*
DOS II stops. Read or edit sectors, map

sectors, disassemble programs, and more.
The best buy in disk utilities. $29 95

THRAXLAIR An exciting arcade
game requiring lightning reflexes and a
cool head. Great animation and fast
action. 16K on Atari* disk and cassette,
soon on Commodore 64+ disk and
cassette. $29.95
•Atari is a registered trademarl< of Warner Communications Co.

+CQmmodore 64 is a registered trademarl< of Commodore Business ^/lachines Co.

Attention Programmers: Rantom's
unique marlceting approach allovvs

royalties of up to 60% for quality
programs or 2 to 3 times greater
royalties than industry standards.
Call or write for details.

RANTOM
Box 5480
Avon, CO
81620
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You'll never see Infocom's graphics on

any computer screen. Because there's

never been a computer built by man
that could handle the images we pro-

duce. Ajid, there never will be.

We draw our graphics from the limit-

less imagery of your imagination—

a

technology so poweiiiil, it maizes

any picture that's ever come
out of a screen look like

graffiti by compainson.

And nobody knows how
to unleash your imag-

ination like Infocom.

Through our prose,

your imagination

malces you part of

our stories, in con-

,
trol of what you do

and where you go-
yet unable to pre-

dict or control the

course of events.

You're confronted

with situations and

logical puzzles the like

of which you won't find

elsewhere. And you're im-

mersed in rich environnients alive

with personalities as real as any

you'll meet in the flesh—yet all the

more vivid because they're perceived

directly by your mind's eye, not

through your external senses. The
method to this magic? We've found

the way to plug our prose right into

your psyche, and catapult you into a

whole new dimension.

Take some tough critics' words

about our words. SOFTALK, for

example, called ZORK® Ill's prose

far more graphic than any depiction

yet achieved by an adventure with

graphics." And the NEW YORK
TIMES saw fit to print that our

DEADLINE™ is "an amazing

feat of programming." Even a

journal as video-oriented as ELEC-
TRONIC GAMES found Infocom

prose to be such an eye-opener they

named one of our games their Best

Adventure of 1983.

Better still, bring an Infocom game
home with you. Discover firsthand

why thousands upon thousands of

discriminating game players keep

turning everything we write into

instantaneous bestsellers.

Step up to Infocom. All words. No
gi"affiti. The secret reaches of your

mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.

vipocom
The next dimension.

Infocom, Inc., 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138

For your: Apple U. Atari. Commodore 64. CP/M 8.' DEC Rainbow.

DEC RT-11. IBM. NEC APC, NEC PC-8000, Osborne 1, TI Professional,

TRS-80 Model I, TRS-80 Model III.
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STAR RAIDERS ACADEMY
This is your commander speaking

by JOE HAFNER

When NASA trains astronauts for space missions they

create a closed environment, called a Space Flight Simu-

lator, which closely resembles the conditions of space. One
of the most sophisticated elements of this simulator is the

Computer General Imagery equipment, which projects a

view of the stars and planets onto the capsule window as if

the capsule were actually in space. The visual effects are

very real, and the equipment used to create the projections

costs several million dollars.

For the cost of a Star Raiders cartridge, we who are

earthbound can also experience the thrill of space travel,

including intergalactic confrontations, docking maneuvers,

and warps through hyperspace. The visual effects here are

also very real, especially when you add a dash of

imagination.

The game of Star Raiders was conceived and imple-

mented at Atari by Dave Neubauer, who also designed the

POKEY chip. At the time of its design, early in 1979, it was
one of the largest games written, requiring 8K of ROM
storage. When the technical and marketing people at Atari

saw Star Raiders in action for the first time, they knew it

was a winner, and took great pride in being able to present

the game to the public.

Star Raiders is a conceptually sophisticated game, in-

volving timing, strategy, and three-dimensional geometry,

as well as the usual aiming accuracy and quick reflexes

characteristic of most arcade and video games. As such, it is

basically a real-time adventure game. For all of its sophisti-

cation, however, the game still follows the Atari policy of

providing a clear, unambiguous, and responsive control

interface between man and machine, which means that it is

easy to learn and to play. The ten-page manual supplied

with the game clearly indicates the use of the controls and

the screen displays. It also describes the four levels of play,

Joe Hafner is an electronics design engineer and occasional

teacher ofprogramming. Having mastered Star Raiders, he

offered to share his expertise with us.

the scoring mechanism, and some of the strategies useful

for getting through a mission. In this article we will

examine some of the more intricate game-playing tech-

niques to help you get a better start at becoming a Star

Raiders master.

The premise of the game is simple. You are a lone Atarian

Starship attempting to save a number of remote starbases

from a horde of attacking enemy Zylon ships. The enemy
tries to surround and destroy your starbases to obtain raw
material for building new Zylon warships, while destroying

all forms of humanoid life in the process.

If you are a beginner at the game, play at the Novice

Level. This is also a good place for young children to play.

At the Novice Level you have time to learn the operation of

the major controls, the joystick, the indicators, and the

several screen displays. With your shields up your ship can-

not be damaged, and the Zylons will always seek you out.

In the higher levels of play you may have to actually track

down a Zylon in order to engage and destroy it.
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The theoretical maximum rating in Novice Level is a

Warrior rank, but in actual play a Lieutenant rating is as

well as can be expected. If you consistently get an Ace or

Lieutenant rating at the Novice Level then it's time to move

up to the more interesting levels. By that time you should

have a good understanding of the controls, and the attack

pattern of the aliens.

The Pilot Level, one step up from Novice, will first intro-

duce you to steering through hyperspace. This can be con-

fusing at first, but needn't be if you understand the concept.

On the forward screen you will see the large crosshairs

which are put there by your Attack Computer. In the center

you will recognize from the Novice Level the smaller cross

which is the hyperwarp target marker. In the higher levels

of play the hyperwarp target marker tends to drift around.

Actually, you must imagine that your ship is drifting, and

the marker is fixed. Your steering corrections on the joy-

stick are really attempts to move the Attack Computer

crosshairs, which are drifting, over the hyperwarp target

marker, which is fixed relative to space geometry. There-

fore, if the marker is above the crosshairs, your ship has

drifted low, and you must pull back on the stick to raise the

crosshairs. If the marker is left of center, then move the

stick left to compensate. Remember you are steering the

crosshairs, not the hyperwarp target marker.

Another game feature which you will need to understand

in the higher levels of play is the Long Range Scanner. It

shows the position of the enemy ships in a sector in relation

to the position of your space ship. However, it is not always

obvious, because of the three dimensional nature of a sec-

tor, where exactly the enemy is situated.

In order to understand the Long Range Scan you have to

understand simple projection geometry. Think of the sector

as a clear ball with your ship in the center and the Zylons

anywhere else within the ball. Now slide a flat plate of glass

right through the center of the ball, so that your ship is sit-

ting on the glass as if it had landed there. Place the ball on

the ground, with the glass plate perfectly horizontal, and

stand directly above the ball. Now, from the position of

your eyes, draw a straight line down through the Zylon

position and onto the glass plate. This is shown as a side

view in Figure 1. Even though the actual Zylon position is

at point A, its apparent position on the Longe Range Scan is

point B, which always seems closer than it actually is.

Now consider what happens when you pull back on the

stick and cause the glass plate to rotate until it touches the

Zylon. The Zylon position is accurately indicated on the

Long Range Scan. The Scanner effectively collapses all

points inside the clear ball so that they lie directly on the

glass plate, but without rotating the plate. Incidentally, you

will notice the same effect, which is technically known as

vector projection, also occurs for the range indicator,

which only indicates accurate range values when the target

is directly ahead. This is when the O and indicators are

both zero. You can get a good understanding of these ef-

fects by flying around in a sector which has a starbase and

observing the Long Range Scan and range indicator as you

adjust the position of your ship with the joystick.

In any good spacecraft design there are backup systems

available to get you to safety in case your ship is damaged.

This is also true in your ship. Only loss of photon torpedos

can totally prevent you from engaging and destroying

Zylons. Your Long Range Scanner and Attack Computer

are complementary. You can use one in place of the other at

a reduced efficiency level. Your impulse and hyperwarp

engines cannot be damaged, so you can always get to a star-

base sector when necessary.

If your impulse engines are destroyed and you need to

catch a Zylon who is beyond range, line up the target with

either the Attack Computer or the Long Range Scan, and

engage hyperwarp. Do not just make steering corrections,

but do abort the hyperwarp just before leaving normal

space, or if the target is sighted. This should put you in

range for a battle.

Even if your Subspace Radio (which receives Zylon posi-

tion information for the Galactic Chart) is destroyed, you

can use your knowledge of Zylon movement patterns to

search out their current positions without going to a star-

base for repairs.

Being able to battle Zylons with reduced system effi-

ciency is an important means of increasing your rating.

This is because it takes time to get to a starbase sector,

dock, and wait for repairs from the shuttle craft. Time is a

negative factor in computing your rating, and each docking

maneuver decreases your score by a few points. There is

usually time for no more than five or six docking maneu-

vers at the highest level of play, the Commander Level, and

still hope for a Star Commander Class 1 rating, the highest

obtainable.

You must get used to operating with damaged or de-

stroyed sytems in order to get maximum ratings. With

practice you should be able to steer through hyperspace

without your Attack Computer crosshairs, and still be able

to hit your target sector most of the time. This skill is essen-

tial when you are trying to dock at a starbase to get your

destroyed computer repaired; you have very little hope of

completing the mission without this skill. Part of the

strategy of the game is knowing how much damage you can

sustain before docking for repairs becomes the most pru-

dent choice. There are no pat answers for this, and each

individual commander must make his own decisions. It's

lonely at the top!

Another element of this game is quick thinking under

pressure. Consider this scenario: Your photons and your

shields are destroyed, as well as your Subspace Radio, so

you decide to dock for repairs. Without the Radio, you

cannot be sure of the Zylon positions, so you choose a star-

base which appears safe from imminent destruction. You
manage to dock successfully, and the repair shuttle craft

begins to approach your ship. Without warning, the star-

base on your screen explodes into a million pieces taking

amtinued (}n next p^ge
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the repair crew with it. The starbase was surrounded after

all! The Zylons are fast builders, and instantly build two
new warships from the starbase debris, and begin to attack

your defenseless ship. You have only a few seconds to make
the right decision, touch the appropriate controls, and

(possibly) live to tell the tale to other commanders back at

Starfleet Headquarters. Survival in situations like this sepa-

rates the rookies from the veterans.

As your skill improves you may find yourself getting the

maximum rating more and more often. So what do you do
for more challenge? Try these game variations. Play Novice

or Pilot Level missions without shields. Try a Warrior or

Commander Level, but allow the Zylons to destroy one or

more of your starbases. Play an entire game without using

the impulse engines. Or simply give the Zylons a one or two
minute head start before you start attacking them.

It's also fun to play a two-player game, where one

Atarian runs the joystick and another runs the keyboard

controls. This is a good way to play when friends who are

not familiar with all the game features want to play. Be sure

to decide beforehand who gets to be captain. The heat of

battle is no time to debate the issue!

When you get really familiar with the game, and you're

looking for a new thrill, try hooking up to a large projec-

tion TV system. The effect is awesome. With the Star

Raiders manual and these few tips you should soon be sav-

ing galaxies like a seasoned starship commander.

Figure 1.

SIDE VIEW OF THE SECTOR SCANNER

I EFFECTIVE VIEWPOINT

ACTUAL ZYLON POSITION

ROTATION OF PLATE

APPARENT ZYLON POSITION

LIFT OFF
by Steve Snyder

Graphics and
animation hold the
students attention

while teaching fractions,

decimals, and hexadeclma
32K DISK 4th-8th Grade
16K CASSETTE $24.95

NUMBER JUMBLE &
LEHER JUMBLE
by Chuck Bunctier & Bob Shimer

These 2 programs contain several
entertaining teaching aids. Each
Is a 60 piece puzzle that jumbles
words, numbers, and letters, and
allows the student to reassemble
the puzzle In proper order.

40K DISK Grades 2-4

S24.95

DRAGON on the HILL
by Steve Snyder

This uniquely designed teaching
aid helps the student get a
grasp on number and
alphabet sequencing
Super graphics and
animation.
Presch. -2nd Gr.

16K CASSEHE
32K DISK
$24.95

i5SltliSi«i.VfcVJE!iIiM:!ili«MiIiaB

MATH MONSTER by Bob ShImer
Grade 2 to Adult 40K DISK $28.95

You'll have a hard time pulling the student away from this program
The student creates IMAGINATIVE IvIULTI-COLORED CREATURES while learning math

ATARI IS A TRADEMARK OF WARNER COMIVlUNiCATIONS, INC.

MATH
FLASH

by Helen Lewis

A computer generated
series of math problems

utilizing the flash card
method - this versatile

program will grow with the
student.

24K DISK 16K CASSEHE
$21.95

CYBER TALK
by Bob Shiimer

THE educational development
utility. Create your own SYN-

CHRONIZED talking educational
programs - easily and quickly!

16K CASSEnE
$21.95

PRESIDENTS
by Steve Snyder

Talk about different, this

program uses a TV quiz
show format to teach
1 or 2 students about

our presidents.

16K CASSETTE
32K DISK

$24.95

,^f ^^i 952 SfvtOKERISE

MEDINA, OHIO 44256
DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES
WRITE OR CALL 216-722-3143

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
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Let your Atari experience tlie

mpp
iViPP-1100 Parallel Printer interface

No Atari 850^ Interface Module needed.

Compatible with all software [including Visicalc™,

Text Wizard™, and Rlennanager 800™, etc.].

5 foot cable with Centronic plug [compatible with

Epson, NEC, IDS, etc.]

Faster data transfer. . •!•#%#%#%-
8 bit data transfer. Only S99-95
2 year warranty.

MPP-1 III iViodem
• No Atari 850™ Interface Module needed
• Smart Terminal Software Included

• 1 BK Tape/Disk
• Direct Connect To Phone
• Connects to Joystick Port #4
Smart Terminal Features:

• Multiple Buffers
• Off-Line Editing

• Upload/Download of Text
and Programs

• Binary Rles

• Full/Half Duplex

MPP-1000
Modem

qQ S o

ASCII/ATASCII Translation

Allows Transfer of Rles

Larger than Memory
Variable Baud Rate
Parity Options

100% Machine Language

only

S199.00

miCROBITS PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS
434 W. First Street • Albany, Oregon 97321 • [503] 967-9075
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I could play Pac-Man all day. In fact I did. Atari's 5200 Pac-

Man is the gold standard for all home video maze games,

and certainly rivals its arcade counterpart in all important

aspects.

Visually it is colorful, without the flashes we saw on the

VCS version, and the figures are distinct, with each ghost

having a personality all its own. The 5200 version is hori-

zontally laid out, in contrast to the vertical screen in the

arcade game. This in no way detracts from the play. In fact,

I found that patterns that worked in the arcade won't work

on my 5200 version, so the learning process, and the fun of

playing are actually increased.

If you're a Pac-Man junkie, then you'll enjoy the option

of starting at a very high level of play (e.g. key-level). I

found it very useful to practice patterns at higher levels so

that when I started at the lower ones, I didn't get hung up

for prolonged periods at the melons or bells.

I'm convinced Pac-Man was the beginning of the so-

called "cute games" so popular in arcades today. In fact, it

started more than one trend. For some reason, (certainly

with Freudian overtones), women started filling the arcades

to play Pac-Man. It's the only home game my wife plays fre-

quently. Some of the best players I've seen are women.

Perhaps it's the passive-aggressive nature of Pac-Man,

where there is no shooting, but after eating a power pill,

one can chase and eat the previously antagonistic ghosts,

for bonus points of course.

I have a few tips for beginners that will help you reach the

upper levels. When starting out, the first two boards (cher-

ries) should be cleared quickly, without becoming greedy.

The object is to reach the higher levels with a bonus Pac-

Man, awarded at 10,000 points, without losing any men
along the way. Pac-Man is a game of patterns, and at higher

levels, a workable pattern is a must to clear the board

without losing a man. This takes a lot of trial and error, and

fortunately not a roll of quarters. Try to avoid getting

trapped in the corners without a power pill. This will

almost certainly lose a man and gain nothing. Also, it is im-

portant to learn how to use the tunnel effectively to escape

the ghosts on your heels. The tunnel can also be used to

trap the ghosts, eat a power pill, then clear the tunnel (with

a lot of practice).

The major problem I ran into, and apparently one that

Atari is now confronting, is that the controllers quickly

wore out during frequent use, with loss of fine control so

necessary for this and other games. Fortunately, Atari has

extended the warranty on the controllers alone, to June 30,

1983. So if you're having problems, take your controllers to

the nearest authorized Atari Service Center. So far, my new
controllers are holding up well.

In summary. Atari 5200 Pac-Man is the best translation

yet of an arcade game, and will satisfy even the most hard

core Pac-Man fans. I highly recommend it for children of

all ages!
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Hy^CombatTOfli lUicroPlroscgt

iP^i^MjLm

r^

1 l-iSij'rj*

HELLCAT ACE (Pacific) and SPITFIRE ACE (Europe) ore three dimensional air-fo-oir flying combat
simulators. As the pilot, the player sits in the cockpit of a World War II fighter (either a Hellcat or a

Spitfire) and uses real combat Basic Rghter Maneuvers (DFM) to gain a machine gun firing position

on enemy aircraft. The pilot con maneuver for a head on, deflection, or six o'clock firing position and
must compensate for aircraft velocity, "g" forces, and combat turns in a three dimensional airspace

to gain 5 victories to become a combat "Ace". This is no slow, Sunday flying simulator — this is o
contact, combat flying simulation where the computer controlled enemy fighter can and will out

maneuver you and shoot you down! Requires ATARI, combat skills and nerves, and 40K Disk or 32K
Cassette . . . $29.95.

"Fancy aerobatics are easily done; loops, barrel rolls, split "S"and Immelman
turns are all possible . . . I recommend it to those . . . with dreams of glory and
the big blue yonder.

"

-dave plotkin. antic magazine

Head-to-Head C^mbatSSS
As Flight Leader, you lead your flight of two aircraft against a friend,

the computer, ora team of friends in a split screen, full scrolling air-to-

air and air-to-ground battle using your choice of bombs, cannons, or

air-to-air missiles. You must use dogfighting inside and outside

loops, dive and lob bombings, and strafing runs over a 12 screen

wide battlefield to defend your territory and destroy enemy
territory. The top half of the screen depicts Blue Flight action,- bottom
half is Red Flight action. Unique cooperative option allows two
players to ploy together against Red Flight using both screens.

Exciting, original combat flying simulation ond challenge for 1-4

simultaneous ployers!

Requires ATARI 40K Disk or Cassette . . . S34.95.

POSTERS AVAILABLE - Large (1 7"x22") full color HELLCAT ACE, FLOYD OF THE JUNGLE,

and WINGAAAN posters ore available for $3.00 each plus $1.00 posroge and handling.

If you Connor find our gonnes of your computer store, you con order by MasterCard or Vlso, money order, COD or check. Add
$2.50 for postage ond handling. Maryland residents odd 5% soles tax. Coll or write:

MicroPros^ Software ^ Conbou court, Porkton, MD 21 120, (301 ) 357-4739

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME! ATARI is the registered trodemorti of ATARI, Inc.
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GameLine module^% links VCS with game bank
DEBORAH BURNS

Video games "by telephone" are now available to Atari

VCS game machine owners through an innovative new ser-

vice called GameLine. Although currently limited to games,

GameLine plans other services for the millions of game
machine owners who may upgrade their units with pro-

grammable adaptors such as "My First Computer" (see

ANTIC, April '83).

GameLine, a division of Control Video Corporation,

was started by William von Meister, who also originated

The SOURCE, a phone-in data service for computers. To

attract customers, GameLine will sponsor national video-

game competitions with substantial prizes. These contests,

plus the relatively economical cost of the service, may signi-

ficantly alter the purchasing habits of the video-game

market, and further extend the useful life of the VCS
machines.

The key to the GameLine service is the Master Module,

costing about $50. This unit is a high-speed modem, with

on-board memory, that automatically dials GameLine's

toll-free number and receives the selected game program. A
wide range of popular games have been licensed to Game-
Line, and more will be added as the service grows.

In addition to the Master Module, the player must buy a

GameLine membership for $15. After that, games can be

loaded for about $1 each, and each game can be played five

to ten times per load. This enables a player to test-play

games before purchasing them in cartridge form, or to just

play at a cost less than at the arcades.

Proficient players may want to compete in GameLine

tournaments. The Master Module can record and upload

game scores to the central computer, where scores on speci-

fic games can be compared and winners determined. Com-
petition costs an additional 50 cents per game-load, but

promised prizes include college scholarships, sports cars

and gold bullion.

Charges for GameLine service will be made automati-

cally to a credit card account. Use limits may be established

by customers to control game-playing by children or even

to regulate their own habits.

Upon joining, GameLine members receive complete in-

structions and a subscription to GAMELINER magazine,

that lists all currently available programs. So far, there are

more than fifty game titles listed, including favorites such

as Demon Attack, Miner 2049er, Atlantis, Frankenstein

and Fast Food.

Depending on the game and the player's skill, a session

could last from about 15 minutes to several hours. The
number of plays of each game is determined in consultation

with its manufacturer to ensure sufficient play value for the

average player.

The Master Module consists of a modem, two memory
devices and an automatic telephone dialer. The modem
transmits and receives data at variable rates of speed (900-

1800 baud) to overcome any problems with telephone line

interference or delays. One memory unit (8K RAM) is used

for temporary storage of video games data or up to six type-

written pages of textual information received from CVC's
continued on page 84
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by Sparky Starks

Potential into practical reality. This is the

core of DISKEY — a remarkable utility program

that gives ATARI disk drive owners the flexibility

to accomplish tasks that other utilities either

ignored or only hinted at. With DISKEY, the user

will be able to actually examine a disk and its

directory, and repair some files that might

otherwise have been lost. DISKEY also per-

forms a multitude of other practical functions,

including the following:

• Automatically lists any unreadable or

destroyed sectors

• Sends contents of disk to printer selectively

• Up to four separate drives may be addressed

• Can be used to backup some of those "un-

backupable" disks

• Allows direct examination of any file

• Over 50 separate key functions available

As an ATARI 400 or 800 owner, you have ex-

traordinary power and versatility at your

disposal. Tap into those resources effectively

with DISKEY — new from Adventure Interna-

tional.

ATARI 400/800 32K DISK

052-0158 $49.95

(Note: Some features will require 40K)

SOME OF DISKEY KEY FUNCTIONS
Clear screen and filename
Byte compare, D1 to D2, OS to DS
Copy sectors, CD to DD, OS to DS
Toggle destination drive
Erase disk (format)
Select file sub-menu
Set automatic function lower limit (OS)
Modify Sector fvlap

New destination sector
Toggle originate drive

Print screen to printer

Query (search for hiex key, drive OD, sector OS
to DS)
Read new OS, set DS to match
Search for ASCII key, drive OD, sector OS to DS
Tape to disk
Upper case conversion of printer lower case
Toggle write verify

Write memory buffer to sector DS, drive DD
Select EOR Sector Map screen print mask
Zero memory buffer

+ Read upward, next sector on disk
- Read downward
? Directory information
! Select directory sub-menu
cB Byte compare, D1 to D2, whole disk
cC Copy D1 to D2, whole disk
cD Decimal to hex, ASCII conversion
cE Erase disk (without new format)
cF Modify sector forward sector chain reference
cH Hex to decimal, ASCII conversion
cL Locate bad sector on drive OD
cN Modify sector file number reference
cO Select one-drive functions sub-program
cP Print current Disk Map
cR RPM test drive OD
cS Special file copy, no directory reference from

source
cV VTOC update and repair, drive OD
cY Toggle Sure Response prompt enable
FA File binary load address headers to printer
FD Delete file

FF Select filename for all file functions
FL Lock file

FM Show memory address load position in file

FQ Relative Query
PR Rename file

FS Relative Search

BASIC
ROUTINES ^ ^
FOR THE ATARI

by
Jerry

White

Finally, a self-help system that cuts

through the stuffy technical jargon and

allows the user to learn effective

programming techniques fast! BASIC
ROUTINES FOR THE ATARI has been

written especially for ATARI 400 or 800

users who wish to write programs in

BASIC. This package comes complete

with an extensive manual and your

choice of a tape or disk which contains

all of the routines from the manual —
which means you'll be able to actually

see each of them in action on your

ATARI. Some of the BASIC routines

include joystick, sound, player missile

strings and much more — and presented

in a way that you'll quickly be able to

learn and apply to your own programs.

If your programming ability lies

somewhere between beginning and
advanced, then look no further — BASIC
ROUTINES FOR THE ATARI is the

system for you.

BASIC ROUTINES book with 16K TAPE
051 01 54 $24.95

BASIC ROUTINES book with 24K DISK
0520154 $24.95

Published

by

COPYRIGHT 1982

dventuT^
[NTERNATrONAL

a subsidiary of Scott Adams, Inc.

BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750 • (305) 830-8194

(qE
To order, see your local dealer. If he does not have the

program, then call

1 (800) 327-7172 (orders only please) or write for our free

catalog.
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DIAL-A-GAME continued from page 82

central computer.

An additional battery-powered memory stores the

player's name, personal identification number, the serial

number of the Master Module and best contest scores. The

automatic telephone dialer remembers the local or toll-free

numbers for CVC's central computer and whether to use

tone or pulse dialing. Most modems with these features

would cost many times more than the Master Module.

Basically, the Master Module is inserted into a game con-

sole like a cartridge and connects to a telephone outlet.

When you choose a game, the Module will call the host

computer and load the game in less than a minute. You can

either look up the game in the magazine or select it from the

electronic menu that appears when you first hook up to

GameLine. Once the game is transmitted and stored in your

unit's memory (8K RAM in the Master Module), the phone

is free to be used again and the game is played exactly as it

would be with a conventional cartridge.

According to John Kerr, vice president for sales and

marketing, CVC will have two contests a month which will

give the players the chance to see how they measure up

against other players. "Scores will be stored in our com-

puter," he said. "If a player wants to enter his score, he will

see immediately where he ranks locally, regionally and

nationally. For competition purposes, we have divided the

country into 20 geographic regions, each approximately

equal in population.

Prizes for the winners of these competitions range from

certificates and free game-plays on the GameLine system to

the first "video game" college scholarship, world-class

sports cars and ultimately to a World Video Game Cham-
pionship award of an expected $100,000 in gold.

GameLine is just the first of a range of telecommunica-

tions services that Control Video Corporation plans to of-

fer. William von Meister, founder, president and chief

executive officer of CVC, and developer of The SOURCE,
hopes to reach the 12 million VCS owners. in the U.S. who
may feel their unit has limited use. He envisions a number
of services that include electronic mail, news and informa-

tion, home banking and financial management — all cur-

rently available for microcomputer users but yet to come
for VCS owners.

"In effect, we are turning those dedicated game units into

multi-purpose communications terminals and bringing the

benefits of sophisticated computers within the reach of the

average household," said von Meister. "A video game con-

sole can now be a real teaching machine.

"Several video game manufacturers have announced

their intentions to develop add-on equipment which will

turn game units into small computers," he continued. "Our

system leaps ahead of those add-ons to tie VCS and com-

patible units into a national telecommunications network

fed by the power of a large central computer's data base."

So, home game players, take heart. The VCS is not dead

yet. As Dan Gutman said in the last issue of ANTIC,
"Video game designers, with an eye on those millions of

units out there, have been forced to use their ingenuity to

squeeze every last ounce of capability out the Atari VCS."

Control Video Corporation is certainly one of those

companies. WM

IVIOUNTAIN CIlCRO ELECTRONICS

JIIatari
The^l^ Store

(MattMCofd WSA

IN STOCK!!
THENEWATARI 1200XL

$100 OFF!
•with rebate from atari-act NOW!

ATARn025 PRINTER
NO 850 INTERFACE-40 CPS
80 COL-3FONTS-INTL CHAR

AtariWriter" word processing system
ROM CART- WORKS WITH 16K RAM -DISK OR
CASSETTE SAVE- WORKS WITH MOST PRINTERS

! !LOW PRICE! !

SEND $1.00 FOR LATEST PRICE LIST
TO: P.O. BOX 8097

.OR. INCLINE VILLAGE
NEVADA, 89450

call: (702) 831-3067 UNTIL 9PM
TO PLACE ORDER

PflMDAPC- OUR PRICES
UUlTlrAnC-ouR service

NEW LOWER PRICES
on

^EC&C.ITOH PRINTERS

?imm\ HBirSUI
COMPUTtn CORPORATION

k^mosmc
ELECTRONICS
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PflOGARmnOftE Extra Atari Enjoyment NOW PftOGAMn/TOftC

DEMON
AHACK
by Dave Johnson from Imagic

Marooned on the ice planet Krybor. watch eerie creatures

stream overhead and hover ominously. Attack and destroy

them—or be destroyed! For 1-2 players with ever increas-

ing dangers. Blast 'em and survive!

41656 ROM
Cartridge $3^:95^

$31.96 20% Off Til

July 10

BURIED
BUCKS
from Analog
Fast action "daredevil" game! Equipping your helicopter

with explosives, you intend to blast the gold. But your

arch-enemy plans to keep the treasure and you buried by

dropping loads of dirt from his World War II bomber. Incred-

ible 99 levels of joystick controlled action for 1-2 players.

It's a race for the bucks as you avoid the falling dirt!

32364 16K Tape or 35873 1 6K Disk §^9:^
$23.96 20% Off Til

July 10

JOURNEY
TO THE

PLANETS
from JV Software, Inc.

Space, adventure and arcade action game. Disembark on
inviting planets — a different adventure awaits on each
planet. Designed (or your puzzle solving intellect en-

hanced by arcade action for excitement.

43568 32K Tape or 43579 32K Disk $29.95

MY SPELLING
V^^r-^EASEL

HG ^
by Al P. Casper from APX
Paint landscapes by typing letters and spelling words.

Non-readers can make pictures by touching any key.

Young readers are challenged to type a whole word and
display its picture. 4 levels, ages 3-10, Requires Atari Ba-
sic: joystick optional.

16K Tape or 24K Disk $29.95

JUMPMAN
by Randy Glover from Epyx

New science fiction game! Jumpman must save all 30
levels of Jupiter Headquarters, Scale ladders, girders and
perilous ropes while fighting off demonic destroyers. Joy-

stick controlled, 5 game variations, 8 speed, music, sound
effects and graphics. The ultimate test of reflexes for 1-4

players.

41713 32K
Disk$^3d;9$"

$31.96 20% Off Til

July 10

SURVIVOR
by Richard Can from Synapse Software

Fly your Starwedge Cruiser solo, with one or two gunners
and/or a propulsion engineer, across a scrolling galaxy c'

danger and excitement. Only your skill can make you the

Survivor. Requires joystick,

27739 16K Tape or 34872
16KDisk$34r9S $27.96

33523 ROM Cartridge

$44:95 $35.96

20% Off Til July 10

CLIPPER
from Program Design. Inc.

Around the Horn in 1850! Choose the vessel, cargo, crew

and course. Use your skill to overcome storms, icebergs,

illness, delays, doldrums, mutiny and more. Voice-

narrated, high adventure requires joystick.

32689 24K Tape $24.95
32690 32K Disk $29.95

MATHEMATIC-
TAC-TOE
by Nadav Caine from APX
Offbeat way for kids 8-16 years old to practice computa-
tional skills. It provides addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division drills on 15 difficulty levels with time limit

ranges from 2 to 23 seconds. Two players compete to fill a

tic-lac-toe row with correct solutions.

21452 16K Tape or 21463 24K Disk $15.95

Over 2500 Programs for TRS-80,

For Information Call
202-363-9797
Visit our other stores:

829 Bethel Rd,, Columbus, OH
Seven Corners Center, Fall Church, VA
W. Bell Plaza, 6600 Security Blvd., Baltimore, MD
White Flint Mall, Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD
Harvard Square, 13 Dunster St., Cambridge, MA
Westmoreland Mall, Rte. 30 East, Greensburg, PA

'?TV

POKERSAM
by Jerry White from Don't Ask

This poker player can talk! POKERSAM narrates every

hand, naming upturned cards, announcing bets and wise-

cracking. He's a real character with a gift for gab!

28336 Disk $24.95

FINANCIAL WIZARD
by Bill McLachlin from Compufari
Superb personal finance program with 26 expense
categories. Simple check entry and search by name, cate-

gory, number or tax deduction. Features check balancer,

printing and audit. Instructions on screen eliminates need
for constant referral to manual.

15118 24K Disk $59.95

EM| fflARI
GRAPHICS

^^3kM.

f ^^Ir % ^
faaHl"; ' '"

INSIDE ATARI BASIC
by Bill Carris from Reston

A fast, friendly approach by the training director of Atari

Home Computers. This workbook is an introduction to

key concepts of BASIC.

37213 Softcover book $12.95

COMPUTE'S FIRST BOOK
OF ATARI GRAPHICS
from Compute!
Extensive capabilities are available with Atari graphics.

Games, tutorials, programs, and more, for the beginner
to the most advanced ready to type right in and use!

23746 Softcover Book $12.95

^ The \ y^
Program\ ^r

Store V*-7^^r "

NOW OPEN^ y
^ ^V,

in Vl

Cambridge N~ '^as.s

T —S^6.

*nA.
'^

fh\^%^^^^/- J^i'd' Harvard Square

^vo, ^/ 13 Dunster St. |

\^^^^:J
ATARI 400/800, APPLE, IBM & VIC 20.

THef, . ^.T«

PROGRflm/TDRE
Franchise Openings

Available in selected cities.

Coming soon to Philadelphia

To Order Call Toil-Free
800-424-2738

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or MO for total purchase price,

plus $2.00 postage & handling. D.C., MD & VA: add sales tax.

Charge cards. Include all embossed information.

©1983 The Program Store Inc.

1
THE PROGRAM STORE • Dept. 02-07-3 • Box 9582 • 4200 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. • Washington, D.C. 20016

Item* Title Tape/Disk/Rom/Book Price Postage

Total

D CHECK
D

$2.00 Name
Address

.

Citya VISA

MASTERCARD Card #

ComOUter ^°^ ^'^^' '^OO/^OO unless otherwise specified.

state

_

-Exp.
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"Computers For People"
FREE CATALOG! ^^
With any order, or send

Si OOlretundabte wilh

your firsi orde't

Over 1000 items
for your Atari. .

.

• Mosaic • Percom
• Broderbund • APX
• Roklan • DatasoM

• Synapse • A I

• On-Lme •Alan
• Hayes • Epson

• Visrcalc • More'

Computer Palace-Your Atari Sou7ce!
We handle Only Atari Compaiible hardware and
soliware. . . So we know what works besi! Sendforour
complete calalog. Only $L 00(Refundable with your order).

INTRODUCING. .

From Royal Soflwarn

"Cupl. ZAP

48K DISK

$49.95
The most user-friendly mail mainleiwnce

program available! Here are afew ofihe

oiilslaitdinfifealiires. . .

• New OS that offers fewer 'crastied-

disks'-True random access-Store 500 to

2000 names/addresses per disl<.

• Works on single or double density.

• Automatic delete of duplicates,

• Print a disk directory,

• Official state abbreviations are built-in,

• IVIake back-up copies, • fvlerge files

• Search files • Sort files

• Create sub-files • Print lables/file copy

Lei ' 'Super Mailer
'

' speedyour mail!

Protective

Dust Covers
For ATARI 400/410

800/810, Please specify.

$8.95
Please specify which you want

Smoke-gray Acrylic,

The very best way to protect

your valuable software!

Specily Disk

or Carl $29.95

T.V.

STANDS • Hand-made

• lieauiifiilfmi'.h

A. = $29.95 B. = $39.95 C. = $49.95

COMPUTER
^^ Jjjk J^^NV FormerlyKBALAW^HL Royal Soliware

21 60 W. 1 1 th Ave • Eugene, OR 97402

Phone (503)683-6620

YOUR ATARI SOURCE!!!
MaMiTvurd — li\a — .American li.xprcs.s

by JIM WOODING

Some NEC 8023A printers generate a

high pitch tone or squeal when the

power switch is on and "idling". It is

caused by defective capacitors that

were installed in many NEC 8023A's.

The cure is simple for anyone with

any soldering experience. Here is what

you will need:

l)phillips screwdriver

2) needle-nose pliers

3) soldering gun and solder

4) 200 pf ceramic capacitor (I used

a Sprague Q-Line stock no.

QCP-5135-01 rated at 1000

WVDC +/-20% tolerance.)

Follow these steps carefully:

1. Remove cover (covering ribbon

cartridge and dip switches).

2. Remove two (2) screws (see

Figure A).

3. Turn printer over, bottom-side

up, platen knob facing you.

4. Remove snap-out bottom panel

(covering large printed circuit board).

5. Remove only the screws (total 4)

located at the corners of the printed

circuit board. CAUTION: DO NOT
REMOVE THE REMAINING
THREE SCREWS!

6. Pull out the end of the printed

circuit board nearest you (and farthest

from the stepping motor) enough to

identify capacitor "C2" (about 1 inch),

(see Figure B) This capacitor is marked

on the board so you should find it easi-

ly. Holding printer bottom-up and the

stepping motor away from you, C2
will be at the extreme right of the

printed circuit board, directly behind

similar capacitor. Heat up the leads

with your solder-gun, remove the

defective capacitor, install the newly-

purchased capacitor and re-solder the

connections. Assemble in reverse

order, plug in, and enjoy the peace and

quiet of your NEW NEC!

REMOVE SCREWS
FICiURE A

FIGURE B
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BRINGING COMPUTERS DOWN TO EARTH.

PMI, 2500 Lee Road, Suite 210 Winter Park, FL 32789

VARICOMMANDER
PMI is proud to announce the release of VARICOMMANDER!
This is a state of the art variable manipulator for the Atari

computer (400/800/1200), and an extremely powerful pro-

gramming utility! VARICOMMANDER allows you to change
any variable name to any other name you wish. With another
option you can change all variable names to any names you
wish. Other options include: automatic generation of one
character names, automatic generation of two character
names, all variables one name (Atascii character), or you
can even rename all variables in your program automatically
to two character names and retain string and dimension
variable integrity. VARICOMMANDER is ergonomically
designed with extensive error protection to save your valu-

able time. If you're a novice or an advanced programmer,
VARICOMMANDER is for you!! VARICOMMANDER requires

32K RAM, BASIC cartridge and at least one Atari 810 (or

equivalent) disk drive. (Will accommodate multiple disk
drives.) $29.95.

PR06RAMMIN' STUFF

is a utility package for the basic programmer! The package:

PMI RENUMBER utility, the PMI BASIC CRUNCHER - pro-

gram compacter, BASICDOS - gives you the most com-
monly used DOS functions from BASIC, PMI AUTORUN
system - allows you to create your own AUTORUN. SYS
file using up to a 50 character BASIC statement, the PMI
RPM TEST - disk drive speed utility, the PMI PROGRAM
SELECTOR - allows you to run any BASIC program by
selecting a number off the menu, and the PMI PROGRAM
ANALYZER - will list all variables in your program, how
much RAM it occupies and line numbers that the variables

first appear in. For full utilization of PROGRAMMIN' STUFF
you should have at least 32K RAM, BASIC cartridge and
one disk drive. Some powerful utilities for the basic pro-

grammer at a price you can live with — ONLY $26.95!

REPLICATOR SERIES
Still available from PMI - REPLICATOR ONE and
REPLICATOR TWO - disk back-up utilities. REPLICATOR
ONE - single disk drive. REPLICATOR TWO - dual disk
drives. Requirements: 32K RAM, BASIC cartridge and disk
drive(s). $34.95.

SPECIAL IFFER

VARICOMMANDER and PROGRAMMIN' STUFF - only $45.95.

PROGRAMMERS!
If you have written a program that

is technically sophisticated and also

"user-friendly", PMI would be in-

terested in publishing your work. For
Information on how to submit your

material write to: PMI, P.O. Box 2895,
Winter Park, FL 32790-2895, Or phone

(305)644-3822.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
ATARI IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ATARI. INC.

ATAri COM Filer
ATACOMP makes it possible to write and debug your games

in BASIC; then compile and execute them with machine language

speed. It will compile the BASIC commands: GOTO, GOSUB, A = , IF

. . . THEN, PEEK, POKE, END. Originally written in BASIC using

these commands, ATACOMP actually compiled itself! Game capabilities

include sound, color, P/M graphics, timers, random; joysticks,

scrolling, display lists, character sets — anything accessable with PEEK

and POKE. Takes less than 30 seconds to compile lOK. Includes manual

and full length arcade game.

Requires a 40K disk system. $34

FRENZY is a sample feature arcade game written in BASIC and

compiled to 6502 code using ATACOMP Capture the pulsars while

avoiding the proton cannon, jaws, and poison blocs. Includes

ATACOMP manual for reviewing. One or two player co-op, four game

options.

Released only on I6K tape. $9

ATACOMP manual only (review)

Send to

$3

ATACOMP
RR 3, BOX 21

(319) 435-2031 eves COGGON, lA 52218

COMPILE
ATARI BASIC
AND FLY!

With ABC", Monarch's | new BASIC
compiler for ATARI 400" and 800, you
develop and debug pro-1 grams using
your ATARI BASIC car- #tridge, then
use ABC to transform them into

compact code that runs^up to 12

times faster, without the ^cartridge
(and protects your source^code, too).

40K and disk required.^ For your ABC
diskette and manual,^^^end check or
money order for ^^ $69.95 (or $9.95 for

manual alone).^^ Monarch Data Systems
^A^P.O. Box 207, Cochituate

^^^^MA 01778, (617) 877-3457.

Mastercard/Visa by phone. Dealer

inquiries invited. Mass. residents add
5% sales tax. ATARI, ATARI 400, and
ATARI 800 are trademarks of ATARI, Inc.
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by DEBORAH BURNS

GALAHAD AND
THE HOLY GRAIL
Atari Program Exchange

Here is a graphic adventure game for

children ages 12 and up. While no text

is used in this game (a feature good for

computer jockeys with limited liter-

acy), a joystick controls intricate

movement through 100 action gal-

leries. You are Galahad, a knight from

the Arthurian Legends, and face many
dangers during the dangerous quest for

the Holy Grail. Fire breathing dragons

and giant spiders challenge your skills

and block your path. Entering the

White Chapel, you begin your quest,

choosing alternative routes through

various portals with a quick move of

the wrist and joystick. As you go

deeper into the galleries, you may pick

up tools and weapons which might

prove of service in the quest: swords,

magic rings, and keys to protect and

aid you.

TEMPLE
OF APSHAI

Epyx

In the mighty Temple of Apshai, the

first adventure game in the DUNJON-
QUEST series of Epyx, you encounter

a labyrinth full of treasures, traps and

monsters. A best seller that is still high

on the software charts, this is a fantasy

role-playing game in which you choose

the personal characteristics of your

player-hero. You must generate your

own player by answering questions

from the Innkeeper, and enter and exit

the dungeon with the guidance of the

Dunjonmaster. The legend says that

the temple was dedicated to a wise in-

sect god and has been buried for

generations beneath a village. You are

the explorer of the secret caverns and

must use quick wits to find the phar-

oah's treasure and to avoid the man-

dibles of a giant mantis.

ULTIMA II

Sierra On-Line

Subtitled "Revenge of the Enchan-

tress," this adventure game is probably

the most challenging of its kind from

Sierra On-Line. The sequel to the ex-

tremely popular original game Ultima,

it is expanded beyond one world to an

entire solar system over a longer

period of time. The graphics are much
improved, colorfully depicting dun-

geons, towers, enemies and advanced

weaponry. The object, of course, is for

the female sorceress to defend herself

against her foes and counterattack

their aggressions. Twisted mazes, vari-

ous tricks and puzzles and subtle

deceptions plague her survival and ad-

vancement. As one of the best and

most difficult adventure games avail-

able, it will please the player who
enjoys real thought and experimenta-

tion.
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SUSPENDED
Infocom

This is a highly-complex and sophisti-

cated game from a leading adventure

game designer. The player is a cryo-

genically suspended and much-tor-

tured soul who, while confined in this

nightmarish frozen state, must yet

maintain operating balance in the sur-

vival systems which control life on the

home planet. Otherwise all is lost.

Player perceptions and actions are

achieved by commanding one or more

of six robots which make careful ad-

justments to the life control systems of

the planet. Also at the player's com-

mand is a Filtering Computer. Survival

in this game depends upon proper

relay of commands and proper

management of the Library Core, the

Weather System, Food Production,

and Transportation on the planet's

surface.

CREEPERS
Silicon Valley Systems

In this "seek-and-find" adventure

game, eight fictitious characters search

the ancient Temple of Kavinu to

recover the Golden Chalice, an ancient

symbol of the Kingdom of Corpas.

Your task is to roam the temple, a

maze-like structure located in the

Forest of Doom on the Island of Cant,

to find the chalice. Like other adven-

tures, you choose the abilities and

characteristics of the players that

enable them to survive and conquer

their obstacles. The Creepers are the

deadly creatures that attempt to hinder

your progress within the temple.

Various options that change the maze's

form allow you to move within differ-

ent rooms, along different paths, to

reach the goal.

ALI BABA
AND THE

FORTY THIEVES
Quality Software

Alas! The lovely Princess Buddir al-

Buddour has been kidnapped by a

band of cunning cutthroats and merci-

less thieves, known as the Cogia Hous-

sain, who have for years been stealing

the wealth of the land. Now they have

boldly stolen the sweet Princess, hiding

her away in a secret cave deep in the

mountains. You are AH Baba, the

heroic rescuer. In a strange dream, you

pursue an obstacle-ridden and danger-

ous path to the cave, and after many
exhausting trials, rescue the gentle

maiden. This adventure game uses

both keyboard commands and the joy-

stick to vary the action. Dreaded crea-

tures may block your path, and

weapons may be used in combat.

EMPIRE OF THE
OVER-MIND

Avalon Flill Game Co.

In this object-oriented adventure

game, you must find your way in a

strange world ruled by the mysterious

Over-Mind. A powerful and crafty

being, the Over-Mind controls an

army of evil creatures lurking in dark

corners to prevent adventurers from

discovering its hiding place and de-

stroying it. The odious mind-whip and

other ingenious traps may halt your

progress temporarily, but friends will

turn up in the most unexpected places.

The key to the action in this game is to

match a verb (action) to a noun (ob-

ject) that appears on the screen. A
lyrical poem called "The Rhyme of

Over-Mind" (that the manufacturer

suggests you read before beginning

play) tells the legend of this mighty and

terrible creature and its empire.
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TAPE TOPICS

A look inside the new recorder
by CARL EVANS

I have just finished analyzing the new
Atari 1010 cassette recorder. The new
recorder turned out to be better than I

expected, but not as good as I hoped.

The new package design was done

by someone who really knows their

business. The design is neat, with very

little wasted space. The internal con-

nections to the circuit board are made

with detachable connectors to make
the recorder more serviceable. Exter-

nal connections were also changed to

removable connectors, as was done

with the 810 disk drives. These are

welcome design improvements. The

new package is designed to match the

look of the disk drives, so the recorder

looks more like a proper part of your

computer system. The old 410 looked

like a stray.

The most important improvement

in the new design is the addition of two

I/O connector ports on the back of the

recorder. These connectors allow you

to put the recorder anywhere in the

peripheral chain. The recorder no

longer has to be the last item in the

daisy-chain. This simple change in the

design will improve the performance

of cassette loads for those people who
also have disk drives. Why? Because

every connector in the daisy-chain

introduces a little more noise into the

system; and a bad connection will in-

troduce a LOT of noise into the sys-

tem. This design change was a good

engineering move.

Another new aspect of the 1010 is

that it has its own itty-bitty power

pack similar to the ones used by the

disk drives, but much smaller. This

power pack plugs into the back end of

the 1010 with the same kind of connec-

tor everything else in the system uses.

This was another good move. The
power transformer in the 410 recorder

is permanently mounted inside the

main recorder housing. The new de-

tachable design makes maintenance

easier. Although I don't believe that

magnetic interference from the trans-

former was large enough to be any

problem in the 410, you eliminate the

possibility altogether by removing the

transformer from the main housing.

I do have a few complaints about the

new design. The access hole for doing

head alignment, like that in the 410, is

hidden under the label plate just above

the buttons. This was a mere annoy-

ance with the 410, but Atari decided to

use a much stronger glue this time, so

you almost need a crow bar to remove

the plate. I couldn't remove it without

damaging it. I guess this was done to

convince you to get your heads aligned

at a service center.

Next month's column describes how
to do your own alignment at home. If

anyone figures out how to remove the

plate without damaging it, please let

me know. Also, I can't figure out why
Atari put three access holes under the

label plate. The one for head align-

ment I understand, but the other two

are a mystery to me.

The circuit design of the digital play-

back circuit is basically the same as

that in the 410 recorder. This is a

shame. The only real improvement in

the circuit is that Atari went to five-

percent resistors in the filter ampli-

fiers. The actual performance of the

circuit is little better than the 410. I

really wish they had gone to phase-

locked loops, but maybe they are sav-

ing that evolutionary step for a future

2010 recorder. I wonder if Atari would

accept a good phase-lock, loop-circuit

design if I offered them one?

One weird thing about the new 1010

is the LED "Power Indicator". I can

understand the utility of a light that

comes on whenever the cassette is on;

but I fail to see the reason for installing

a special LED that does nothing more

than tell you that the recorder is

plugged in. Yes, you heard me right.

Atari installed a new "power
indicator" that comes on when you

plug the recorder in and stays on until

you unplug the recorder. As Alice said,

"curiouser and curiouser"!

The first thing I did was rewire the

LED. To do this, disconnect the "gold-

band" end R141 from the circuit board

and connect it to the "gold-band" of

end of R140 by soldering a small wire

(see the board in your 1010 recorder

and look right next to the LED con-

nector). Make sure this new connec-

tion does not accidentally reconnect to

the circuit board. This small modifica-

tion changes the function of the LED
so it will only come on when the PLAY,

RECORD, FAST FORWARD, or RE-
WIND buttons are pressed. I would
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have preferred to change it so the LED
would Hght up only when the cassette

motor was on in PLAY or RECORD,
but that would have required cutting

some traces and installing some addi-

tional circuitry. It wasn't worth the

effort.

All in all, I don't think the new 1010

is significantly better than the 410.

Over the last four weeks, it has per-

formed about the same as my unmodi-

fied 410 recorder. If you have a 410,

don't rush out and buy the new 1010.

You will be better off installing the hi-

rel modification I discussed earlier

(April, '83). If you don't have an Atari

recorder yet and really need to get a

new one, then you might as well get

the 1010 recorder. The bottom line is

that the new 1010 is a slight improve-

ment over the 410, but Atari still has a

long way to go before they will have

what I would call a good recorder.

One final word before I bop off this

month. I have received a number of

letters from you complaining that your

local Radio Shack stores don't carry

one percent resistors. You are right.

Radio Shack does not carry one per-

cent resistors. The fault is mine.

First, I should explain what I meant

by "one percent" vs. "ten percent"

resistors. The answer is not what you

might think. The easiest way to ex-

plain is by using an example. Let's take

the case of a typical 240K-ohm resis-

tor. When these resistors are first

tested, the manufacturer sets the

measuring equipment at 240K ohms
plus or minus one percent. Therefore,

any resistors whose resistance is be-

tween 237.6K and 242.4K pass this

test and are labeled "one percent"

resistors. The resistors that flunked

this test are then tested with the equip-

ment set at 240K plus or minus two,

five, ten and maybe even twenty per-

cent depending upon how many fail at

each level. So, a "ten percent" resistor

is really a resistor with a resistance

somewhere between (for our 240K-

ohm case) 216K and 264K. Whatever

the resistor's exact resistance, it is still

called a 240K resistor. Any given resis-

tor may not vary more than a fraction

of a percent around its actual value,

but it is still rated based upon the

screening test relative to the nominal

value of 240K!

Okay, now I can tell you how to get

a "one percent" resistor from Radio

Shack. All you have to do is buy one of

their bulk resistor packs, all of which

are supposedly 240K resistors, and use

an ohmmeter to find one that really is

240K (plus or minus 2.4K). Cheap

resistors like those usually don't go

through the extensive screening tests

that I just told you about, so the values

will vary all over the place. I hope that

his helps to clear up some of the

confusion.

The only real difference between

what a vendor calls a "one percent"

and a "ten percent" resistor is price. If

you want to get a real one percent

resistor for the hi-rel mod, then call up

any good electronics supply house and

ask for these two part numbers: RN-
55-D-2433-F and RN-55-D-3323-E
These are the standard industry part

numbers for 1/10-watt precision

metal film resistors. You will be safe

enough with 1/10 watt since the

power dissipation in that part of the

playback circuit is less than a 1/1000

watt.

By the way, I was able to find the

needed resistors at a local electronics

supply store (38 cents each, minimum
purchase 25) with two phone calls

spaced over about ten minutes. You

might not be able to locate them quite

as fast as 1 did, but I trust you won't

find your quest as impossible as some

of your letters would try to make me
believe. Q
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ATTENTIOIVI
PROGRAMMERS!!

DATASOFT is currently seeking programs and

programmers to add to their rapidly growing

and expanding operation. A leading marketer
and developer of personal computer software,

DATASOFT offers experienced assembly-
language programmers the opportunity to join

their staff to develop and translate arcade

games such as ZAXXON™, as well as to author

original material for their games, education and

home management product lines. DATASOFT
pays competitive salaries, plus bonuses based

on product performance. Relocation assistance

is available, if needed.

If you have working knowledge of Atari, Apple,

Tl, or Commodore operating systems, graphics,

animation and sound, call or write the Product

Development Department at:

Da
~^<i^ COMIUIER SOFWABE

9421 Winnelka Ave
Chalsworth. CA9131 1

(213) 701- 5161 / (800) 423-5916

ZAXXON and SEGA are registered trademarks of Sega Enterpnses.

DATASOFT is a registered trademark of Datasoft, Inc.

VISA

RAM
For ATARI

with Lifetime Warranty

64K Board (4oo) $150

48K Board (400) $115

32K Board (4oo/8oo) $ 90

Real Time Clock (soo) $ 50
16K Board (vic 20) $ 80

FREE SHIPPING ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.

Intec
Peripherals
Corp

906 E. Highland Ave.

San Bernardino, CA 92404

(714)881-1533 W
VIC-20 is a Trademark of Commodore, Inc.

ATARI. 400. 800 are Trademarks of ATARI. Inc.

By LARRY SHERMAN

Two variations of an exciting new game with detailed

graphics. Challenge your friends or the computer to see

who can win the pot or break the bank.

N U

N

W

O

M

N

By LARRY SHERMAN

Supply words using ANY subject and watch
CROSSWORD MAGIC interconnect them with lighten-

ing speed. Print professional quality puzzles with any

one of 24 graphics printers or play them on the screen.

$29.95
PLEASE SPECIFY

ATARI 400/800, 16K
DISK OR CASSETTE

APPLE 11/11 +
48K, 3.3 DOS

At computer stores or:

L & S COMPUTERWARE
1589 ERASER DRIVE

SUNNYVALE, CA. 94087

(408) 738-3416

VISA/MC...$2.00 shipping

Ca. residents add 6% tax

$49.95
PLEASE SPECIFY
ATARI 800, 40K
DISK ONLY
APPLE 11/11 +
48K, 3.3 DOS

Artwork by Dick Davies. .Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. ..Atari is a trademark of Atari Inc.
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LIST ASSISTER
by DANA NOONAN

One of the nicest features of the

ATARI computer is the ease of using

inverse and control characters within

programs, but reading a printout of a

program containing these characters is

a frustrating experience. Inverse char-

acters become weird graphics and

other non-normal characters become

difficult to decipher. This Program

Lister will enable you to produce a

readable printout of any LISTed

program.

When RUN, the program asks for

the name of the program you want to

have listed to the printer. It must be a

LISTed and not SAVEd program. Be

sure to type D: or D2: before the file

name. You will then be asked the date

and source of the listing. You may
leave these blank if you wish. Next

you will be asked if you want con-

densed print. If you type "N" the nor-

mal printer font and type size will be

used. Variable T sets the type size for

the Epson printer (Lines 700, 710). If

you have a different printer change the

values of this variable to match your

machine. After you have chosen the

print size, the screen will go blank

until the printer is done (Line 630).

Any errors will bring the screen back

to life and print a suitable message

(Lines 730-820).

Inverse character strings will be

printed between I I, controls be-

tween [ ], inverse controls between

< > . Other unprintable characters

will be described in plain English be-

tween brackets. At the top of the first

page the file name, source, date, and

page number of the listing will appear.

The next printed line will print the

main listing conventions.

The main portion of the program

begins with Line 70 (control later

shifts to line 130). Each line is checked

for quotes and inverse characters. If

either is found, QF (the quote flag) is

set to 1 (Lines 160-170). The printer

will skip a line before each program

line that begins with a "REM" state-

ment (Line 200). I have written the

program so that it tabs over from the

left margin and prints right-justified

line numbers followed by two blank

spaces (Lines 190, 220). You may omit

either of these features if you wish.

At this point the program will print

the remainder of a line if the quote flag

has not been reset and the length of the

line (LL) does not exceed the length

determined when the character set was
chosen (Line 230). If either of these

conditions exists, the program will

check the line for length and non-

normal characters (Lines 240-410). If

the length limit is about to be reached,

the program will look for appropriate

points to begin at the next line. Addi-

tional lines are indented to make the

printout easier to read.

Beginning with line 300 the program

checks the ASCII value of each element

in substring A$(N) and branches to the

appropriate line to print the character.

After each non-normal character is

printed, LN is adjusted to reflect the

extra characters printed. This keeps

the line from spilling over to the next

line before its normal length (LL) is

reached.

The treatment of the inverse normal

characters differs a little from that of

the other non-normal characters. Since

so many programs contain inverse

strings of more than one character, this

program checks to see if additional

inverse characters follow (Line 480-

540). The TRAP statement in line 510

is needed to end inverse REM state-

ments and begin a new line.

Lines 550 to 610 advance the

printer, control page length and print a

header on each page. Lines 730 to 820

come into play only if an error occurs.

The program traps these following er-

rors: the end of the file (error 136),

non-existent file (error 170), and

printer not online (error 138). Any
other error causes the program to

begin again.

The speed at which the program

produces a listing depends on the

length of program lines and number of

quotes or REMs. It took a little more

than two minutes to list the program

itself. The program could be speeded

up some by omitting lines 190-230,

but the improved format of the print-

out would be lost. All REMs can be

safely omitted.

10 REM * PROGRAM LISTER *

20 REM * BY DANA NOONAN *

30 REM * COPYRIGHT 1982 *

40 REM SET-UP PROGRAM
50 DIM A$(500), F$( 1 5), B$(20), R$(4), L$(
12),Y$(1),D$(20),S$(30)
60 B$ = " ":R$ = "REM "

70 OPEN #2,4,0,"K:";GOSUB 650
80 CLOSE #2:PK = PEEK(559):POKE 559,0
90 TRAP 720:OPEN # 1 , 4 , , F $ : O P E N #4,8,0

July 1983

,"P;":INPUT #1;A$
100 ? #4;CHR$(T);B$;F$;B$(7);"Page -

; P

G;B$(7);S$;B$(7);D$:? #4:? #4
110 ? #4;B$;"I I = Inverse ;B$(7);"[

]

= Control •;B$(7);"< > = Control Inver
se":? #4;L = 5:PG = PG+ 1:G0T0 140
120 REM GET DATA
130 TRAP 720:INPUT #1,A$
140C = LEN(A$):RF = 0:QF=0;S = 0:LL = 65*(T=1

continued on next page
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8)+ 120*(T=15)
150 REM CHECK REMS, QUOTES, AND LINE N

UMBERS
160 FOR 1=1 TO C:A = ASC(A$(I,I))
170 IF A = 34 OR A>159 THEN QF=1:G0T0 19

2 TO 6;IF A S C ( A $ ( N ) ) <> 3 2 THE

RF= 1

A $ ( 1 , N )

180 NEXT I

1 90 FOR N
N NEXT N

200 IF A$(N+ 1,N + 4)<>R$ THEN
210 IF RF = THEN ? #4;L = L+1
220 S = 6-N:? #4; B$( 1 2 - S);"H "

;

;;N = N+ 1

230 IF OF = AND C<LL THEN ? #4;A$(N):G
OTO 590
240 REM CHECK ASC VALUE
250 II=N:FOR I = N TO C:A = ASC(A$(I,I)):I
1 = 11+ 1

295 IF II>(LL + 7) TH EN ? # 4 ; C H R $ ( 1 5 5 ) ; B

;:L = L + 1:LL = LL + 65*(T=18)+120*(T=15)
IF A>31 AND A<125 THEN 560
IF A>159 AND A<254 THEN 490
IF A>127 AND A<155 THEN 430
IF A<27 THEN 460

$(5);

300
310
320
330
340
350
360
365
55)

RESTORE
READ D,DL,L$
IF D<>A THEN GOTO 350
IF (II + DL)>(LL + 7) THEN ? #4;CHR$(1
B$(5);:L = L+1:LL = LL + 65*(T=18)+120*(

T= 15)

370 ? #4;" ["iLS;"] ;:II = II + DL:NEXT I

380 DATA 27, 8, ESCAPE, 28, 4, UP, 29, 6, DOWN
,30, 6, LEFT, 31, 7, RIGHT
390 DATA 1 25, 7, CLEAR, 1 26, 1 0, BACK SPACE
,127, 5, TAB
400 DATA 1 56, 1 3, DELETE LINE, 157, 13,:

ERT LINE, 1 58, 1 1 .CLEAR T A B , 1 5 9 , 9 , S E T

NS
TA

DELETE, 255,4 1 DATA 253, 6, BELL, 254,
.INSERT
420 REM INVERSE CONTROL CHARACTERS

I I + 3

> i: II

430 IF A=128 THEN ? #4;"<,> "

NEXT I

440 A = A-64:? #4;" <" ;C H R $ ( A )

+ 2;NEXT I

450 REM CONTROL CHARACTERS
460 IF A = THEN ? #4; ' [,]";:
XT I

470 A = A + 64:? #4;" ["iCHRSl A ) ;

+ 2:NEXT I

480 REM INVERSE NORMAL CHARACTERS
490 IF A = 253 THEN ? #4;"<; >
:NEXT I

500 A = A-128:? #4;" I" ; OH R$( A); :II = II + 2

510 TRAP 5 40 -.1 = 1+1: II =11+ 1:A = ASC(A$(I,
I)):IF II>(LL + 7)THEN ? #4;CHR$(155);B
$(5);;L = L+1:LL = LL + 65*(T=18)+120*(T=15)
520 IF A>159 AND A<253 THEN A = A-128:?
#4;CHR$(A);:G0T0 510
530 ? #4;"I";:II = II+ 1:G0T0 295
540 TRAP 830:? #4; I";;? #4:L=L+1:G0T0

II + 3 : N E

I I = I I

= 11 + 3

590
550 REM PRINT LINE AND GET NEXT ONE
560 IF A =96 THEN ? #4;" [.!; :II = 11 + 2

EXT I

570 IF A = 123 THEN ? #4; ni
'•

•

: I I = I I
-

NEXT 1

580 7 .#4 ;CHR$(A);:NEXT I :? #4
590 L =

= L+ 1:IF L<60 THEN GOTO 130
600 FOR NN= 1 TO 6 -(L- 60):? #4:NEXT NN
610 ? #4;B$;F$:B$(7);"Page
#4:PG = PG+ 1:L = 3:G0T0 130

620 REM END
630 ? #4:P0KE 5 5 9 , P K : G R A P H IC S

ON 12,8:? "COPY C O M P L ETE" : C LOS E

SE ff4:CLR :END
640 REM TITLE
650 GRAPHICS 0:? :? "ll || g g | Q |2]

Qll

+ 2

; PG: ? #4:

POSITI
# 1:CL0

leQi

9 ENTER FILE NAME660 ?

T F$

665 IF F$(2,2)<>":" OR F

EN D${ 1 ,2) = " D:" : D${3)= F$
:D$(20) = " :D$(2)=D$
670 ? :? • DATE";:INPUT D$
680 ? :? • SOURCE";:INPUT S$
690 ?:? CONDENSED PRINT

N P U

;(3, 3)<>" :" TH
F$ = D$: D$( 1 )

= '

(Y
ANDY: < > N

or N)"
;

" THEN

15:LL= 120:PG= 1 :RE

18:LL = 65:PG= 1:RET

#1
620

CLOSE #4:P0KE 55

:INPUT Y$:IF Y$<>" Y"
? "[UlIimm'^GOTO 690
700 IF Y$ = "Y" THEN T =

TURN
710 IF Y$ = " N" THEN T^

URN
720 REM ERROR TRAPPING
730 IF PEEK(195)= 136 THEN
740 TRAP 830:CLOSE
9.PK:0PEN #2.4,0,"K:"
750 IF PEEK(195)=17(
760 IF PEEK(195)=138
770 ? "El" : POSITION
T THIS LISTING"
780 POSITION 7,12:? "PRESS
RY AGAIN":GET #2.0:CLR :RUN
790 IF PEEK(195)= 170 THEN ? "S "

: P O S I T I

ON 10.10:? "NO FILE BY THAT NAME"
800 POSITION 7,12:? "PRESS RETURN TO T

RY AGAIN":GET #2,Q:CLR :RUN
810 ? "S":POSITION 5,10:? "CHECK PRINT
ER AND PRESS RETURN":GET #2,Q:G0T0 80
820 ? #4;">";:LN = LN- 1:G0T0 300

TYPO TABLE

THEN
THEN
7,10:

790
810
? "CANNOT PRIN

RETURN TO T

Variable checksum = 320496
Line num range Code Length
10- 110 WY 633

120- 230 IP 508
240- 370 TW 491
380- 480 MA 526
490- 560 VL 525
570- 665 MQ 594
670- 780 SG 543
790- 820 QG 271
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ATARI 400/800

48K
RAM BOARD

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY
«200na 64K DYNAMIC RAMS

• QUALITY COMPONENTS
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION

• GOLD PLATED EDGE CONNECTOR
• CARTRIDGE DE-SELECT CIRCUITRY

• NO WIRING REQUIRED FOR THE 800
• 4 WIRE INSTALLATION FOR THE 400

• COMPLETE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Calif, residents
add 6% sales tax

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

NEOTECHNIC INDUSTRIES INC.
P.O. BOX 277 ,DEPT. A

Tx REDONDO BEACH, CA. 90277

ATARI 400/800 are Trademarks of ATARI, Inc.

FOR

ATARI

400/800

HOME COMPUTER

OMNIMON!
A RESIDENT MONITOR

Software: DAVID YOUNG
Hardware: BILL WILLIAMS

• OMNIMON! is resident. It is a PC board which installs permanently
into your computer but requires no user memory. Resides in

unused $C000 page.

OMNIMON! gives you complete control. Interrupt, examine and
manipulate any program in memory or on disk! Enter monitor with
SELECT/SYSTEM RESET.

OMNIMON! can aid recovery from errors and glitches! Very
user friendly!

OMNIMON! has flexible disk I/O independent of DOS. Supports
SD or DD ana sequential or linked modes. Load DOS file, boot
record or edit sector data! Create a sector map of any file or boot
disk. Dump memory to disk.

• OMNIMON! has many debugging tools; display/alter memory or
6502's registers, disassembler, search memory, single step,
printer dump, etc.

• OMNIMON! — TM of CDY Consulting 214-235-2146, 421 Hanbee,
Richardson, TX 75080. Dealer Inquiries solicited. Price: $99.95
ATARI isTM of ATARI, Inc.

ATARI ^^ 40O/BOO AMD 1 2O0 BJ Smartware presents

NOH
DISK

DOCTOR n
THE ONLY DIBK UTILITY YOU MILL EVER NEED

Full of r«fln«««nta and addition* Including
th« HEM ULTIMATE DUPLlCftTOW

OMLY DISK DOCTOR II CAN OPERATE IN BIN8LE DENSITY,
DBL DENSITY, AND DDL BIDED DRIVE CONF IBURATIONB

Lilofx iDQJOlCJKwitlleivou read, modify, or copy any sector of a dick,

check and adjust RPM. copy all of pan of any standard ATARI * fofmatted disk at

machine language speed — including those wvith bad sectors — and let you create

bad sectors on your own disks. fiK dainaged filet. modify direaones. recover 'lost"

daia or deleted files, repair damaged VTOC's and sector counts automatically, and
format damaged disks

BUT ONLY DISK DOCTOR *,„,., vou

READ llNLiSTABLE" BASIC PROGRAMS righi oil of ihe DISK — even make
working modifoDle copies of If^em autormjticallv'

DISASSEMBLE sequeniial or DOS fitoj WITH ADDRESSES AND SYSTEM
LABELS or labels vou create' Vou have (o see it to believe il<

RECOVER blown fllss «nd dlr«ctarl«« for
both DOB AMD 0aA*4 FILES COMPLETE DISK

TUTORIAL INCLUDED
plus an iniro to 6502 AHemblv languag*

ONLY $34.95 (including shipping)

Ask for it at your local store or order direct from:

BJ SMARTWARE
P.O. Box 37756

Cincinnati, Ohio 45222

ATARI S I GlNl L_<=»MC3LJ«=^C3E UM ATARI
This color-fully animated perfcon does everything

from teaching a pre-schooler to tign, to improving
the skills o-f a sign language Interpretor. Signs
your sentences or its own sentences at the speed
you choose. Also, play the exciting signing games,
view the graph which shows your progress, and much
more' 32K DISK or CASS

R«0.»29.9S SPECIAL* ONLY •19.93

FOR THOSE WHO ENJOY EXTITING WORD tr PHRASE GAMES:THE MID#=lS XOLJCZM
The exciting and challenging word game -for one

to -four players. Full o-f animation, color, and
sound, THE MIDAS TOUCH is notorious -for keeping
parties going into the early morning hours.

Spin the wheel and guess the letters in the
phrase, win FREE SPIN tokens, buy vowels, and much
more. Don't land on LOSE TOUCH or your money will
fade away. You may set the timer -for fast, eKciting
games, or -for relaxing games -full o-f strategy.

32K DISK or CASS
R»Q.«17.9S •SPECIAL* ONLY •12.95

D&D COMPUTER PRODUCTS
11441 N.E. Fargo
Portland Oregon 97220

/ (503) 255-4742 (503) 661-6998

:oPY
- Deaief inqut'es welcome •

BADSECTORED DISKS

udss ii^rouiine tor cooy
I own a i8k»

B«ckoo0i8k8 with Ihe BADSECTORiNG

-

_ * BACKUP SYSTEM without Bny haphaiaro
1 attacks on yOu' drive or Oibks Jusi t'l

^ -f back »na watch M copy badseclors liom one
S £ duk to another, or wnta ytxjr CM/r\ oaosectofB

1 * DISPLAYS »actor contanis wtiMe copying

- * POWERFUL program allows exiensrv* control

2 I FAST - writw 1 ?0 badaactora par mirvjte

I I SUPPORTS 1 Of 2 diak dnvaB

^ C Raouiras two aaay aoidar pomta in your 810
diak dr ive arvj at leaKt 24 K

IB ONLY »65.

Atari is a trademark of Atari Inc



FORTH FACTORY

Forth?
by THOMAS McNAMEE

As an ATARI BASIC programmer,

I began noticing Forth articles at

about the same time as I noticed

BASIC'S Hmitations. One thing that

grabbed my attention was the frequent

comment, "It's real fast."

Well , fine. Assembly Language is fast

but it's a lot of work writing anything

useful in it. Macro assemblers helped a

little by allowing me to create a library

of useful subroutines, but they were up

to me to create. What I really wanted

was easy access to the graphics and

sounds functions of the ATARI, at

speeds fast enough to write an arcade

game, without having to develop ad-

vanced programming skills. Little did I

know, but I was describing Forth.

My interest in Forth led me to ask:

"What's in it for me?", and "How hard

is it to use?" To answer these questions

I'll discuss what Forth can offer the

BASIC programmer, and then show

the development of an example Forth

"word".

Forth is analogous to the human
body. The body has systems comprised

of organs, organs comprised of tissues,

tissues comprised of cells. Similarly,

Forth is a hierarchical structure.

This structure creates what is called

extensibility. It's like having a number

of subroutines in BASIC, custom de-

signed to perform any operation you

could imagine, and calling them in the

order in which they are to be executed.

Extensibility makes Forth a very flex-

ible programming environment. New
commands are called words, and as

they are defined, they are compiled

into memory in a group called the dic-

tionary. This compiled form of Forth

executes at about ten to twenty times

the speed of BASIC, or about half the

speed of machine language. If this isn't

fast enough. Forth comes with an

assembler which permits critical rou-

tines to be coded in machine language.

The assembler itself is written in

Forth, which may give you some idea

of the power of this language. With the

assembler, Forth can be a high-level

and a low-level language at the same

time.

Forth code is also very compact.

Once defined, a word can be used in

many places in the application pro-

gram. A "bottom-up" approach to

program development allows very effi-

cient program design. Words can be

used in many applications. Once you

have defined a word, it can be used in

any program with a suitable context.

NUTS AND BOLTS

The mechanics of Forth require

^etting used to, but they are not

too difficult. Forth is a stack-oriented

language, and uses RPN (Reverse

Polish Notation) logic. The stack is

used as a last-in, first-out storage area.

To add four and three, you would
type:

43 -^

When you type 4 it goes on the

stack. When you type 3 it goes on top

of 4, pushing 4 down. When you type

+ , that's the signal to add the 4 and 3,

replacing these with the value 7.

continued on page 98
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APPLE
AND

TRS-80
TEXT-ONLY VERSION

534.95

ATARI
VERSION

WITH FULL
COLOR GRAPHICS

539.95

Ml ta^

dventur^
INTERNATIONAL

A DIVISION OF SCOTT ADAMS, INC.

NOW AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR DISTRIBUTOR
OR ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 327-7172 OR

BY MAIL FROM ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL • BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750



FORTH FACTORY

WHY GO FORTH7
continued from page 96

The stack holds results of arithmeti-

cal calculations, and passes para-

meters between words.

Suppose we have a frequent need to

add three to the value on the top of the

stack. We could create a new word for

just that purpose:

: 3PLUS
3 +

;

Whenever 3PLUS was typed from the

console, that operation would be per-

formed. Let's take a look at the com-

ponents of the above example.

The colon (:) is a Forth word which

basically means "start defining". It

takes the next group of characters and

prepares to make a dictionary entry

called 3PLUS.

The compilation process then

takes the next group of characters

(the 3) and tries to turn it into a num-
ber (in this case 3). The number is now
compiled into the definition of 3PLUS.

The plus sign, is a Forth word which

means, "add the first two numbers on

the stack together, and leave the result

on the stack". The final character is the

semicolon (;) which means "definition

finished". Control now returns to the

console.

This new word, 3PLUS, can now be

used to add the value of three to any

value on top of the stack. It can also be

used in higher-level definitions such as:

: 2-^34-

2 + 3PLUS

;

This would first add two, then three to

the number on the top of the stack. If

you don't understand this, don't

worry. It just illustrates an important

point: there is no limit to the number

of ways you can structure your dic-

tionary. Your library of commands can

be as large and as varied as the

memory size of your computer will

allow.

Features of the ATARI not readily

available from BASIC can be easily

accessed at machine language speeds

with Forth. This includes Player/

Missile graphics, versatile sound con-

trol, redefined character sets, and

custom display lists. I am currently

working on an arcade game which uses

multi-tasking in the Vertical Blank

Interrupt, several Display List Inter-

rupts, ANTIC 4 graphics, and a new
character set. These features were

easily implemented in Forth, and can

be quickly modified and improved.

The program executes fast enough to

provide quite a challenge at the highest

level of difficulty.

A TASTE OF FORTH

Iet's write a small program in both

^ Forth and BASIC and see how
they compare. This routine will pro-

duce a sweeping tone when [START] is

pressed.

In BASIC:

10IFPEEK(53279)<>6
THEN GOTO 10

20 POKE 53761,168;REM
Distortion = 10, Volume = 8

30FORFREQ = 10TO200
40 POKE 53760,FREQ
50 NEXT FREQ

In Forth;

: WAIT
BEGIN
53279 C@ 6 =:

( LOOK FOR START KEY
)

UNTIL;

: TONE
168 53761 C!

( SET DISTORTION
AND VOLUME )

201 10 DO
( THE ACTUAL SWEEPING
SOUND

)

I 53760 C!

LOOP
;

: SWEEP
( PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

)

WAIT
TONE;

To understand the Forth word
SWEEP, several terms should be de-

fined. Remember, every term in WAIT,
TONE and SWEEP is either a

FORTH word or a number. The

words contained in parentheses are

comments only; they do not execute.

In WAIT, C@ fetches the eight-bit

value contained in the address on the

top of the stack. After C@ is executed,

the address is replaced with its con-

tents. So, the definition of WAIT has

this effect:

OPERATION STACK

53279 53279

C@ contents of 53279

6 contents, 6

= (compare) 1 if equal, if not

The control structure BEGIN . . .

UNTIL loops back to BEGIN until the

stack contains a true (non-zero) value

when it reaches UNTIL. The word
WAIT acts just like line 10 of the

BASIC program.

In the word TONE, we reproduce

the effect of the FOR /NEXT loop

by using another control structure

called DO . . . LOOP The numbers

that precede DO are the limit and the

starting point, respectively. Our loop

will execute by counting from ten to

200. When the index reaches 201, the

loop terminates. Inside the loop, the

index may be found with the Forth

word I which leaves the current index

on the stack. The final term to be ex-

plained is C!. It is the store operation

opposite C@, and its function is this:

take the second number on the stack

and store it at the address at the top of

the stack. The operation of TONE
looks like this:

OPERATION STACK
168 168

53761 168, 53761

C! empty

201 10 201, 10

DO (begins loop) empty

I (fetch index) 10 to 200

53761 10 to 200,

53761

C! empty

LOOP (go back to DO if I < 201)

Finally, the words WAIT and

TONE are combined to form

SWEEP. One principle of Forth pro-

continued on page 100
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AS EASY AS FALLING OFF . . .

THE ALOG PAGEWRITER
For the Atari 400/800 (32K)

The ALOG PAGEWRITER turns your
ATARI computer and 80 column printer

into a very easy to use electronic type-

writer. Because the entire page layout is

displayed while the user is typing and
editing, the ALOG PAGEWRITER is ideal

for simple word processing tasl<s such as

letters, notes, memos, or the kid's book
reports and term papers. The average
learning time is about five minutes,

KEY FEATURES:
• Uses standard Atari editing keys (e.g.

INSERT, DELETE, TAB, etc.)

• A HELP screen with command summary
• Visible and fully adjustable margins

• FILL command for right justification

• Automatic return option (with word
moving)

• Line 'Split' and 'Splice' commands
• Store 10 pages with no disk swapping

• Not copy protected

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT:
• ATARI 400 or 800 Computer
• ATARI 850 Interface Box

• At least 32K of RAM
• One disk drive

• 80 column printer

PAGE LAYOUT

LINE

INDICATOR

TEXT WINDOW

A FAST, SIMPLE,
EASY TO USE

Word Processing Program

ONLY $39.95
To order direct, send check or money
order to

ALOG COMPUTING
1040 Veronica Springs Rd.

Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(We pay sriipping)

For information or credit card orders
call our distributor,

COMSTAR (805) 964-4660
outside Calif. (800) 558-8803.

(ATARI is a trademark of Atari, inc.)

THE ALOG
PAGEWRITER STORY

ALOG Computing was formed In

July of 1982 by a group of

professional scientific computer
programmers who felt it might be

fun, interesting and possibly

profitable to apply advanced
programming techniques to the

creation of simple, useful and
inexpensive software for personal

computers.

The ALOG PAGEWRITER is the

first of a number of products under
development to meet our criteria for

release. It is creative, simple, useful

and inexpensive. But above all, it's

fun. It was fun to develop and it's fun

to use. We did it for the ATARI
because we wanted to show that the

excellent ATARI graphics can be
used for more than games.

Join the gang of happy
PAGEWRITER users and you'll see

what we mean. We've had nothing

but good reports so far.

THIS POKEH PLAYER
HAS SOMETHING UP HIS SLEEVE
HE TALKS!

For the Atari 400, 800,

Requires 32K RAM

by Jerry White

and 1200 XL • Disk or cassette

SLiggested retail: S24.95

To ordGi airect from DON T ASK, send a check or money ordrM ot call to order

COD Add S2 00 shipping and handling California lesidenls ,'idtl 6"ii sales lax

|6 5"(i if you reside in L A County) Please specify disk or cassette version.

Regisleicd owners o( S A fyl for the Atari yon can get a special low-priced version

of POKERSAM Please write to DOIM'T ASK for infoimation and be sure to indi-

cate youi S AM seiial nuiribei

The makers of S.A.M., the Software Automatic Mouth, now
bring you a revolutionary talking game: POKERSAM. He
narrates every hand aloud, naming the upturned cards,

announcing the bets, and wisecracking whenever he
gets the chance. Like a lot of poker players, he's some-
times full of bluster and he isn't always a good sport. But
he's always a real character with a gift for gab.

Your Atari needs no separate speech synthesizer to

produce POKERSAM's speech. It's all done with the

S.A.M. speech system. As you may know, S.A.M. is available

separately as an unlimited-vocabulary speech synthesizer

that you can access in your own programs. POKERSAM is

not a tool for creating your own computer speech, but it

contains a small module of the S.A.M. system. This means it

can make any Atari computer speak, without additional

hardware or software!

Dealer inquiries welcome

INC

2265 Westwood Bl.. Ste. B-150
Los Angeles, CA 90064

(213) 477-4514

ATARI IS a IrademarK of ATARI INC
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D(DnTASK
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

9 S.A.M. is the Software Automatic
Mouth, a speech synthesizer for Apple
and Atari computers made by Don't Ask.
S.A.M. uses your computer to simulate

the sounds of human speech. You use
S.A.M. to mal<e your programs talt<.

• S.A.M. does it all in software. It's a pro-

gram -the only one of its l<ind. This means
that S.A.M. has the power of a hardware
speech device without the high price.

• S.A.M. expands the power of your
machine. Adding speech is like adding
graphics - suddenly you can do things

you never considered before. UseS.A.M.
to write practical things: learning tools for

young children, business software with

spoken instructions, programs that tell

stories or read aloud. Write creative new
games with characters that converse or

opponents that crack jokes. S.A.M. is

great fun to use. because it's a new play-

ground for your ingenuity.

# S.A.M. is for anyone who can write a
program, from the newest BASIC beginner

to the machine language master. It's so
easy to use S.A.M. to make a program
talk, there's almost nothing to it.

# S.A.M. is capable of endless variety.

You can control S.A.M. 's inflection,

change the pitch of S.A.M.'s voice and
the speed of S.A.M.'s speech. Use pho-
netic input to get perfect pronunciation; or

use RECITER, the excellent English text-

to-speech converter on the S.A.M. disk,

for highly reliable results with ordinate

English input.

With the new KNOBS feature you can
create a variety of different voices for

S.A.M. - not just higher or lower voices,

but ones that sound like different people
speaking. You design S.A.M.'s vocal

personalities.

Get your Apple or Atari a Software Auto-
matic Mouth, and discover the excite-

ment of computer speech.

D®nrTASK
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

2265 Westwood BL. Ste. B-1 50. Los Angeles,
CA 90064. Phone (2t 3) 477-4514

Dealer Inquiries invited.

Atari owners: learn extra tricks and tech-

niques to make the most of S.A.Ivt.l Ask for

Educational Software's new S.A.IVI. Tulorial

^
fTricky Tutorial #12).

Hear S.A.M. at your favorite dealer

Or order direct Irom Don't Ask. Add $2.00 shipping to your check or money order; California residents add
6% sales lax (6.5% in LA. County).

S.A.IVI. for Apple I l-series computers includes 8-bit digital-to-analog converter and audio amplifier

on a card. Requires 48K, disk. (S.A.IVI. uses 9K: RECITER 6K. S.A.Ivl. can be loaded into a 16K
R.A.IVI. card.) You will need a speaker. Suggested retail: $1 24.95. Look for summer sale prices
now through September 15,1 983.

S.A.Ivl. for Atari computers uses your t.v. speaker. No additional hardware required. Requires 32k.
disk. (S.A.IV1. uses 9k. RECITER 6K.) Cassette version coming soon. Suggested retail: S59.95. To
produce highest quality speech on Atari, S.A.IV). is set up to blank the screen while speaking and
then restore display. You can make S.A.M, talk with screen on - speech quality is somewhat
reduced.

S.A.M. programmed by Mark Barton.

APPLE is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC. ATARI is a trademark of ATARI INC.

gramming is that it is better to create

many small, useful words than several

large ones. WAIT could be used

anywhere that requires the program to

wait until [START] is pressed. We
have another job for TONE below.

Both the BASIC and the Forth pro-

grams produce a rising tone. To hear

the Forth tone well, however, a delay

would have to be inserted in the DO
. . . LOOP structure.

Say your game project needs a suc-

cession of five of these sweeps to signal

"red alert." In Forth, this could be ac-

complished using the DO . . . LOOP:

: REDALERT
5 DO
TONE
LOOP;

Will BASIC give you this kind of

flexibility?

HOW TO START
GOING FORTH

The best way to judge Forth is to

read the best book on the subject:

Starting FORTH, by Leo Brodie. It

describes the language from the

ground up, and will serve as a valuable

reference after you start FORTH. This

book is available from the FORTH
Interest Group, PO Box 1105, San

Carlos, CA 94070. FIG is an excellent

resource for beginning and advanced

programmers alike. They will send

you a catalog upon request.

ValFORTH (available from Valpar

International, 3801 East 34th Street,

Tucson, AZ 85713) is a very versatile

Forth package which can be purchased

in modules.

There is a certain fanaticism in the

Forth community about this powerful

young language. It seems that once

you start using Forth, you never turn

back. This article touches only the sur-

face of this language; there is much
more ground to cover.

Forth is a language which is imme-

diately useful, but it will never be fully

explored. It allows every ATARI pro-

grammer to get the most out of his

machine.
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Hekey Pokey
Interrupts

by ED STEWART

Despite the great wealth of information available about the

ATARI computers, I have been unable to get adequate in-

formation concerning the operation of the POKEY timers.

The Hardware manual makes reference to these timers but

there is no discussion of their function. De Re Atari has an

excellent discussion of the POKEY chip, but nary a men-

tion of how the interrupts operate. I couldn't believe that

Atari would develop an interrupt mechanism for the

POKEY timers without a reason, yet very little was ever

said about it. I've investigated this area on my own and here

are the results. POKEY generates sound in an interesting

manner. A short pulse of electricity is sent to the TV
speaker. This pulse causes the speaker cone to rapidly

change its position with a resulting "pop" sound. This pro-

cess is repeated many times per second. The sound pro-

duced can range from a musical tone to a synthesized

human voice. The distance the cone travels corresponds to

the volume of the sound since it requires more force to

move the cone a longer distance. The frequency of the

pulses sent to the speaker controls the pitch of the tone.

Four semi-independent pulse generators, or voices, exist in

the POKEY chip. These voices can generate pulses to the

speaker simultaneously. The resulting frequency is the sum
of the individual frequencies of the four voices and can

range from about one pulse every four seconds to

thousands of pulses per second. At very low frequencies in-

dividual "pops" are audible as you can hear using the pro-

gram I have provided, while the higher frequencies are well

beyond our range of hearing. It is possible to generate an in-

terrupt each time a pulse is sent from voice numbers one,

two, or four. The number of interrupts generated can there-

fore range from one every four seconds to thousands per

second.

An interrupt is a pre-emption of the program which is

currently executing in the computer. This interruption is

completely transparent to the interrupted program. Inter-

rupts happen frequently in most computer systems and are

used to notify the CPU of the occurrence of some external

event such as the completion of an I/O operation. In the

July 1983

ATARI computer, interrupts occur a minimum of 60 times

per second during the vertical blank process, also known as

VBI. POKEY timer interrupts can be used to keep track of

events that occur more frequently than 60 times per second

or as seldom as once every four seconds. If interrupts occur

too often, there will be little time available for anything else

but servicing of the interrupts.

Atari has not employed this POKEY interrupt scheme in

any programs even though the Operating System supports

it (except for POKEY timer number four, due to a bug in

Operating System Revision A). The reasons for this lack of

popularity are as follows:

1. Vertical Blank Interrupts (VBI's) are more regular, oc-

curing 63.9210 times per second. They are therefore

more appropriately used for clock and timer functions

found in the computer.

2. POKEY interrupts are of the IRQ variety. This means its

interrupts can be temporarily delayed if the computer

has disabled IRQ interrupts as it does during VBI pro-

cessing. This delay, along with the asynchronous fetch-

ing of video-screen data from RAM, causes the frequen-

cy of this timer interrupt to be somewhat irregular,

especially at frequencies above 200 interrupts per

second. Changing of graphics modes will also affect the

frequency interference of POKEY interrupts.

3. If a timer (1, 2, or 4) is being used for this purpose, its

use as a sound generating mechanism has been com-

promised. This is also true of I/O processing because

POKEY uses the voices to clock data coming into and

going out of the computer on the serial bus.

Nevertheless I feel that this POKEY timer has some po-

tentially useful applications. For high-throughput applica-

tions such as real-time data monitoring, VBI's can be dis-

abled along with the screen DMA process. You can then

use this automatic interrupt mechanism to infrequently

gain control of the computer rather than approximately 60

times per second. If you need to repeat a process more than

60 times per second you cannot do it using the current BVI

continued on next page
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mechanism—you must use the POKEY interrupt scheme.

I used the accompanying program to discover the secrets

of this interrupt mechanism. You can also use this program

to determine what frequency values to use in obtaining a

specific interrupt rate per second. In order to increase ac-

curacy I used the 16-bit mode of sound generation rather

than the more commonly used 8-bit mode. Voices one and

two were used together as the source listing shows. When
you execute this program it will display the values of the

system variable AUDCTL and AUDF. IFREQ will be dis-

played on your screen as the interrupt frequency-per-

second encountered for a specific AUDCTL and AUDF
value. Audio feedback will also be generated as you actual-

ly hear the interrupts occur.

A summary of the process of setting the interrupt envi-

ronment is as follows:

1. set the correct interrupt exit vector starting at address

$210,

2. enable the particular timer by setting the correct IRQ
mask in POKMSK and the associated hardware register

at $D20E,
3. set AUDCTL and AUDF to the desired values which will

determine the interrupt frequency,

4. start the timer by storing any value at location $D209.

In the interrupt routine note that you must restart the

timer at $D209 to get additional interrupts to occur. This

prograrri counts the number of interrupts that occur in two

seconds to determine the value IFREQ. When you run this

program you will notice that the normal "divide by two"

circuitry that occurs for the determination of the final out-

put voice frequency does not apply to the interrupt frequen-

cy. Instead, the interrupt frequency is equal to twice the

output voice frequency.

Many people confuse the POKEY timer interrupts with

the software timers which occur during the VBI process. I

hope that I have helped illuminate one of the lesser known
secrets of your ATARI computer. I do know that I have en-

joyed discovering how it functions and sharing that infor-

mation with you.

20 ;ATARI EQUATES
30 CIOV = $E456 CIO ENTRY POINT
40 FASC = $D8E6 FP-->ASC CONV RTN
50 IFF = $D9AA INT-->FP CONV RTN
60 FMOVE = $DDB6 FP MOVE RTN
70 FLOOR = $DD89 FP RTN
80 FDIV = $DB28 FP DIVIDE RTN
90FMUL = $DADB FP MULT RTN
0100 ;IOCB COMMANDS
0110 OPEN = 3

0120 PUTREC = 9

0130 PUTCHR = $0B
0140 CLOSE = $0C
0150 POKMSK = $10
0160 ;DEVICE NAMES
0170 PRINTR = 'P

0180 CR = $9B CARRIAGE RETURN
0190 CLS = $7D CLEAR SCREEN
0200 ;RAM ASSIGNMENTS
0210 RTCLOCK = $12 3 BYTE CLOCK
0220 FR0 = $D4 FP REG ZERO
0230 INBUFF = $F3 INBUFFER FOR FP
0240 INTABS = $0200 RAM INTERUPT VECT
S

0250 VTIMR2 = $0212 POKEY TMR INT VEC
T

0260 ATACHR = $02FB ASCII KEY
0270 CH = $02FC KEY
0280 lOCB = $0340 lOCBS
0290 ICHID = $0340 HANDLER INDEX NO.
0300 ICDNO = $0341 DEVICE MUM
0310 ICCOM = $0342 COMMAND CODE
0320 ICSTA = $0343 STATUS
0330 ICBAL = $0344 BUFFER LOW ADR
0340 ICBAH = $0345 HI ADR
0350 ICPTL = $0346 PUT BYTE RTN-1
0360 ICPTH = $0347
0370 ICBLL = $0348 BUFFER LEN LOW
0380 ICBLH = $0349 BUFFER LEN HI

0390 ICAX1 = $034A AUX INFO 1

0400 LBUFF = $0580 FP BUFFER
0410 ; OTHER EQUATES
0420 LOW = $FF USETOGETLOWAD
DR
0430 HIGH = $0100 USE TO GET HIGH A

DDR
0440 *= $02E0
0450 EP .WORD LOAD
0460 jSTART THE PROGRAM
0470 LOAD = $6000
0480 *= LOAD
0810 LDA #0 INITIAL SETTING
0820 STA $D202 FOR AUDF2
0830 M10 JSR CNT GO COUNT INTERRUP
TS

0840 JSR CONV CONVERT RESULTS
0850 INC AUDF1 GET NEXT HIER NUM
BER
0860 INC AUDF1 ADD ONE TO IT

0870 BNE M10 CONT WITH THIS CT
L

0880 INC AUDF2 ADD ONE TO HI BYT

0890 NC AUDF2 ADD ONE TO HI BYT

0900 BEQ M15 DONE WITH ALL OF
THEM
0910 LDA AUDF2 GET NEW VALUE
0920 STA $D202 STORE NEW FREQENC
Y

0930 JMP M10 AND CONTINUE
0940 M15
0950 iGOTO 16K CLOCK TIMING
0960 LDA # 1

0970 STA AUDCTM+1 SAVE MSG
0980 LDA #$11 AUDCTL SETTING

cofitinuccl Oil nt'xl page
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0990
1000
1 10

1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1 1 00
TS
1110
1120
BER
1 130

1140
INGS
1150
E

1160
E

1170
THEM
1 180
1190
Y

1200

1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1352
1354
1356
1360
1370
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1520
1550
1552
1560
1570
1580
1590

STA AUDCTLS SAVE IN MEMORY
LDY #0

M20 LDA FIN16K,Y GET BYTE
STA FIN.Y SAVE IT

INY
GPY #6 ?ALL BYTES YET
BNE M20 NO
LDA AUDFI START COUNT
STA AUDFI SAVE VALUE
LDA #0 INITIAL
STA $D202 VALUE FOR AUDF2

M30 JSR CNT GO COUNT INTERRUP

JSR CONV CONVERT RESULTS
INC AUDF1 GET NEXT HIER NUM

INC AUDFI ADD ONE TO IT

BNE M30 CONTINUE ALL SETT

INC AUDF2 ADD ONE TO HI BYT

INC AUDF2 ADD ONE TO HI BYT

BEO M35 DONE WITH ALL OF

LDA AUDF2 GET NEW VALUE
STA $D202 STORE NEW FREOENC

JMP M30 AND CONTINUE
M35
EOJ JMP EOJ FINISHED
SUBROUTINE TO OUTPUT MSG
ENTRY: A = LEN, X = HI, Y = LO
EXIT: NO INFO

MSGOUT STX MG0UT1+2 SAVE HIGH
STY MG0UT1 + 1 SAVE LOW
STA MG0UT2+1 SAVE LENGTH
LDX #0

MSA1 STX SAVCNT
MG0UT1 LDA $1000, X GET CHAR

PHA SAVE A
LDX #$00 lOC'B #0
LDA #PUTCHR
STA ICCOM.X SAY PUT CHR
LDA #0
STA ICBLL.X
STA ICBLH,X
PLA RESTORE A
JSR CIOV GO PUT TO SCREEN

MG02 LDX SAVCNT
INX

MG0UT2 CPX #0
BNE MSA1
RTS

SAVCNT .BYTE
AUDF2 .BYTE $00
AUDFI .BYTE $30
AUDF1 .BYTE $30
AUDCTLS .BYTE $10 AUDCTL SETTING
;FIN = 63.9210 KHZ
FIN64K .BYTE $43, 363, $92, $ 1 0,0,0

COMPARE LENGTH

INIT AUDF1 SET
AUDFI SETTING

i10 AUDCTL SETT]

1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1 80(
E CL
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
G
1920
1930
E

1940
E

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

;FIN = 15.6999 KHZ
FIN16K .BYTE $43,$ 1 5, $69, $69, 0,0
;64K TO START
FIN .BYTE $43, $63, $92, $10, 0,0

AUDMSG .BYTE ••AUDCTL = "

AUDCTM .BYTE " 1 0" ," "

.BYTE "AUDF="
AUDFM .BYTE 0,0,0,0," "

IFREQ .BYTE IFREQ = "

IFREQM .BYTE ' •,CR,CR
MSGE = *-AUDMSG LENGTH OF MSG
jINTERRUPT TIMER SUBROUTINE
CNT LDA #EXIT&LOW SAVE

STA VTIMR2 VECTOR
LDA #EXIT/HIGH ADDRESS
STA VTIMR2+1 FOR INTERRUPT
LDA #$A8
STA $D203 SET VOLUME
LDA #0 ZERO THE REAL TIM

OCK
STA RTCLOCK
STA RTCLOCK+

1

STA RTCLOCK+2
STA P0KE1 ZERO COUNTERS
STA P0KE1 H- 1

STA P0KE1 +2
LDA POKMSK GET IRQ MASK
ORA #$02 ENABLE TIMER 2

STA POKMSK SAVE MASK
STA $D20E TELL HARDWARE
LDA AUDCTLS GET AUDCTL SETTIN

STA $D208 SET AUDCTL
LDA AUDFI GET SETTING TO US

STA $D2i SET AUDFI TO VALU

2C

2030
2040
2050
STO!
2060
2 7

ED
2080
2090
2100
21 10

2120
2130
21 40
2150

STA $D209 START TIMER
;WAIT FOR 2 REAL TIME SECONDS
;S0 IT WILL BE EASY TO GET THE
iNUMBER OF INTERRUPTS PER SEC
;BY SHIFTING RIGHT 1 BIT. THE
;VALUE OF RTCLOCK IS 120 AFTER
;2 SECONDS REAL TIME.
Ml LDA RTCLOCK+2

M2

CMP #120
BNE Ml
INC S W

LDA SW
B N E M 2

?WAS IT 2 SEC

TURN ON SWITCH TO

WAIT TILL ZERO
TO KNOW IT FINISH

RTS RETURN NOW
;POKEY INTERRUPT EXIT GETS
;CONTROL WHEN AUDIO REGISTER
;COUNTS DOWN TO ZERO. THE
jINTERRUPT IS RESTARTED UNTIL
;2 SEC HAVE TRANSPIRED AND WE
;ARE STOPPED COLD.
EXIT INC POKE1

tonliniied on page 106
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We just made
owning an Atari computer

a lot more logical



Introducing the Rana 1000 disk drive. It^ a whole newgame forAtari computers.

This two digit LED readout

displays a code that tells you
everything you need to know.

This beeping button tells you
your write protect feature is

keeping your information safe.

When Rana Systems introduced the Elite

Series of Apple* compatible disk drives, we didn't

know what a tremendous impact they would make.

It turned out to be a line so outstanding in perfor-

mance, styling, capacity and price, that it instan-

taneously made us a major force in the market.

Well, needless to say the response was so great

that we were forced to create the same highly ad-

vanced disk drive for Atari.® A disk drive that when
coupled with Atari's computer, could perform

everything from accounting, financial planning,

and stock charting, to word processing, business

management, and letting you write your own pro-

grams. Plus, we made it simple enough for a child

to use, for learning anything from the alphabet to

a foreign language.

Working with a diskette

versus playing with a cassette.

Let's face it. The only reason Atari made a

cassette option to their computer was to make it

affordable. But now you don't have to settle for less.

Because now you can get a diskette for your Atari

computer which outperforms their cassette and

costs Va less than their disk drive. With Atari's cas-

sette you only get half the functions of a com-
puter compared to what our floppy disk can give

you. Their cassette is not only limited in the soft-

ware available, but it also takes 20 times longer to

get the information you need. And Rana's disk

The remaining buttons beep
when touched, and provide

readouts on density storage,

error status, and drive number

This button beeps when you
touch it, and the LED readout

tells you what track you're on.

drive offers twice the storage capacity of either

their cassette or disk drive.

Why even stylewise our new low profile design

not only looks 100 times more spectacular, but it

occupies 3 times less space. And our new Rana
1000 also gives you a piece of its mind every time

you use it, because our disk drive gives you informa-

tion as well as takes it. And we think that says a lot.

Ihe diskdrive
that has all the answers.

Rana offers you a myriad of features Atari

couldn't even conceive of. Like five electronic func-

tions on the front panel that actually beep and give

you a LED readout when touched, Our disk drive

tells you what track you're on, and what density

and how much information you're storing. It lets

you switch from a single density of 90,000 letters to

a double density of 180,000 letters, on a single

diskette. And, we have a write protect feature which
protects your diskette from being erased. In fact,

no other disk drive can offer you that.

As you can see, it was easy to build a disk

drive superior to Atari's. Because for every reason

you buy a disk drive, Rana has superior technology

The Rana 1000 disk drive. It brings your Atari

computer to a higher level of sophistication for a
price one third lower than Atari's. So your choice

shouldn't even be a matter of logic.

Just common sense.

RanaSystems

§s
Always a step ahead of the originals.

20620 South Leapwood Avenue, Carson. CA 90746 213-538-2353. For dealer information call

toll free: 1-800-421-2207 In California only call: 1-800-262-1221. Source Number: TCT-654

Available at all participating Computerland stores and ottierfine computer dealers,

» Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. ©Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc., a Warner Communications Company. See us at ttie West Coast Computer Siiow. Circle 44
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HOKEY POKEY INTERRUPTS amtimwd from pag, lO.J 2 7 7 STA NBITS SAVE IT

2160 BNE EX1 2780 LDA #P0KE1&L0W
2170 INC P0KE1 + 1 2790 STA PTR
2180 BNE EX1 2800 LDA #P0KE1/HIGH
2190 INC P0KE1 +2 28 10 STA PTR+1 SAVE ADDR OF FIEL
2200 EX1 LDA SW D

2210 BNE EX3 2820 LDA PTR
2220 STA $D209 START IT UP AGAIN 2830 BNE MPLSR1
2230 PLA 2840 DEC PTR+ 1

2240 RTI 2850 MPLSR1 DEC PTR
2250 EX3 LDA POKMSK 2860 LSRLP LDY LENGTH
2260 AND #$FD TURN OFF POKEY TI 2870 CLC
MER 2 2880 LOOP LDA (PTR),Y GET A BYTE
2270 STA POKMSK 2890 ROR A

2280 STA $D20E 2900 STA (PTR),Y

2290 DEC SW RESET TO ZERO 2910 DEY
2300 PLA 2920 BNE LOOP DO ALL BYTES
2310 RTI 2930 DEC NBITS
2320 ;HIGH-MED-LOW ORDER 2940 BNE LSRLP DO ALL BITS
2330 P0KE1 .BYTE 0,0,0 2950 ;CONVERT ANSWER TO FP
2340 SW .BYTE 2960 LDA P0KE1
2350 NBITS .BYTE WORK BYTE 2970 STA FR0
2360 LENGTH .BYTE 3 FOR HEX CONV RTN 2980 LDA POKE1 + 1

2370 PTR = $80 FOR HEX CONV RTN 2990 STA FR0+1
2380 ;CONVERT INTERRUPT COUNT DATA 3000 JSR IFP INT- - >FP CONVERSI
2390 ;T0 ASCII AND PUT TO SCREEN ON
2410 CONV LDA AUDF2 GET VALUE 3010 JSR FASC FP-->ASC CONVERSI
2420 TAX SAVE A ON
2430 AND #$F0 HIGH NIBBLE 3020 LDY #$FF START INDEX VALUE
2440 LSR A 3030 FBI INY
2450 LSR A 3040 LDA (INBUFF),Y GET ASCII
2460 LSR A 3050 STA IFREQM,Y SAVE IT

2470 LSR A SHIFT DOWN 3060 BPL FBI CONTINUE
2480 JSR NASCII CONVERT IT :3070 AND #$7F FIX HI BIT
2490 STA AUDFM SAVE IT :3080 STA IFREOM,Y RESTORE LAST ONE
2500 TXA RESTORE A :3370 LDA #MSGE LENGTH OF MESSAGE
2510 AND #$0F GET LOW NIBBLE 3380 LDY #AUDMSG&LOW
2520 JSR NASCII CONVERT TO HEX 3390 LDX #AUDMSG/HIGH
2530 STA AUDFM+ 1 SAVE IT 3400 JSR MSGOUT PUT IT OUT
2540 LDA AUDF1 GET VALUE 3410 RTS
2550 TAX SAVE A 3420 ;BIN-->ASCII HEX SUBRTN
2560 AND #$F0 HIGH NIBBLE ;3430 NASCII CMP #10
2570 LSR A 3440 BCC NASI
2580 LSR A 3450 CLC
2590 LSR A 3460 ADC #7
2600 LSR A SHIFT DOWN 3470 NASI ADC #'0

RTS E2610 JSR NASCII CONVERT IT 3480
2620 STA AUDFM + 2 SAVE IT

TXA RESTORE A2630
2640 AND #$0F GET LOW NIBBLE ^^.^^k^ A
2650 JSR NASCII CONVERT TO HEX rV^T^^kri/
2660 STA AUDFM+3 SAVE IT ^^<mL.l.^:>Xy^
2670 LDY #9 LOOP COUNT
2680
2690

LDA # GET A BLANK
C0NV1 STA IFREOM,Y CLEAR Cassette Owners despair not!

2710 DEY
2720
2730

BNE C0NV1 CONTINUE
;DIVIDE INTR COUNT BY 2 TO GET

Tangle Angles
2740
2750

;COUNT OF INTERRUPTS PER SEC
;D0 THIS BY USING A 1 BIT SHIFT will return in August

2760 LDA #1 SAY 1 BIT
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• 1st PRIZE*

and Royalties

• 2nd PRIZE*

and Royalties

* 3rd PRIZE*
-UNLIMITED

-

^100''° and 1 year

Magnetic Magazine
subscription

Do something with your Programs!

Send them to us and receive $$s,

royalties, directions, suggestions,

and marketing assistance. Winning

programs will be marketed individu-

ally or as a part of our Magnetic

Magazines. If you have an Atari

400/800, Commodore 64, VIC-20,

TRS-80 Color, IBM PC, Apple II -
you could be a contestant.

For complete information write or

call toll-free:

programmer's
a division i>f FUTUREHOUSE, INC.

p.o box 3470. clinpi-l hill, north carolin.i 27514, 919-967.1)801

1-800-334-SOFT
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ENHANCE YOUR ATARI' 810

HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT

Speed up program development, loading, execution, and copying time by reading

disks up to 3 times faster. Complete compatibility with existing software, with

faster disk initialization, and reduced wear on the disk drive mechanism. No

soldering or trace cutting required, complete installation instructions included,

or contact your dealer. Diagnostic program included.

SOFTWARE ENHANCEMENTS (require HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT)

HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM

Guaranteed to produce executable backup copies of any disk which can be read

with a standard ATARI 810* disk drive. Backup those important disks in your

library or use HAPPY BACKUP for small scale software production. Com-

pletely automatic duplication of format and data content of the source disk.

Single and multiple drive versions available. Backup copies will work on a drive

without the enhancetnent.

HAPPY COMPACTOR PROGRAM

Combines self hooting programs which reside one per disk into one disk with

many self hooting programs using the HAPPY COMPACTOR file structure.

Programs are then executed from the self booting HAPPY COMPACTOR
menu, and inay later he extracted back onto a single disk. Compacted programs

disk will execute only on a drive which has the HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT.
Pays for itself by reducing the number of backup disks you need, in addition

to the added convenience.

HAPPY CUSTOMIZER PROGRAM

User friendly program to generate source disks with custom track format.

Format is specified on a per track basis. Examples of usage and interpretation

of results are included. This system requires a more advanced level user.

HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT WITH SINGLE DRIVE HAPPY BACKUP $249.95

MULTIPLE DRIVE HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM $ 49.95

HAPPY COMPACTOR PROGRAM $ 49.95

HAPPY CUSTOMIZER PROGRAM $ 99.95

CALL OR WRITE FOR ORDERING INFORMATION. So^v, itu COLl i»

cii'ilii catds accepted Dealers mav iixiijire, send leiterliead. &\

HAPPY COMPUTING i

1 '^ )|V
P.O. Box 32331 /^^t'\y)
San Jose, CA 95152

( ffYvL
(408)251-6603 ^ A i.tyx.

•ATrtRIBlO is.iH;iiluiii,irk of ATAHI Int. ^^^^^.^^_^^^.^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^__



THE CHIP
The CHIP is a modification designed for your Atari® 810

Disl< Drive. It gives your 81 these extended capabilities:

• Custom format tracks

• Read track formats

• Read/Write multiple sectors with the same sector

number
• Map Tracks (status check)

• Two types of tracing

• Programmable motor shutoff delay

• Drive override and write inhibit

• Semi & total locking of special features (for your own
protection)

• Each CHIP is custom made with its own Open Identifica-

tion code.

FEATURING THE ARCHIVER/EDITOR

Look at these features:

• Custom formatter-any sector order/numbers/length/fill bytes

• Sector editor-allows you to edit sector data

• Instant disassembler-allows you to scroll sector data up and down
• Easily create any type of bad sector

• Compaction-most diskettes can be backed up in one or two passes on a 48K system

• Source & destination drives selectable (all drives require a CHIP)

• Easily transfer sectors between tracks

• Extensive manual, including a section on disk formatting theory

• And much more!

No one else can offer all of these features at this low price!

Available on a retail basis from:

Requires an Atari®

400/800/1 200XL and
an Atari 810 Disk Drive

Southern Software
P.O. Box 66398

Birminghan,AL 35210

Suggested retail price: $99.95
(not installed)

The CHIP is a product of:

SPARTAN SOFTWARE OF MINNESOTA INC.

3417 NOBLE AVE. NORTH
CRYSTAL, MINNESOTA 55422 Dealer inquiries invited.
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ATR8000
Software Publishers, Inc.

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., Suite 125

Arlington, TX 76011

(817) 469-1181

$349.00, 16K — for single and

double density

$599.00, 64K — forCP/M

Reviewed by

Chuck Skinner — 16K version

Mike Dunn — 64K version

I6K Version
Most of you have seen advertisements

for the ATR8000, produced by Soft-

ware Publishers. I saw them, and was

pretty curious about the whole affair.

After all, those ads promise CP/M,
64K, double-density disks, and a lot

more.

I went to the company's plant in

Richardson, Texas, and after asking a

lot of questions, I bought one of their

miracle boxes. Now that I've used it

for a couple of weeks, here's what I can

tell you about it.

The ATR8000 is a complete 16K,

Z80-based computer. It has no video

output or keyboard of its own. It re-

quires a terminal of some sort to

operate. In this application, an ATARI
is used as the terminal.

The operating system of the stan-

dard 16K unit causes it to act as an

interface for the ATARI. You can use it

to operate any standard disk drive

(5V4" or 8"), a parallel printer, and a

serial device (a serial printer, modem,
or whatever).

When updated to 64K, the system

becomes capable of operating as a

separate computer. CP/M-2.2 is in-

cluded as an operating system and the

ATARI serves as a terminal. When in

this configuration, the system can

always revert back to ATARI mode
with the ATR8000 acting as an inter-

face.

OS/A+ (Optimized Systems Soft-

ware, Inc.) is available from Software

Publishers in a version that works with

the ATR8000. When operating with

OS/A-f, the system will support

double-density disks. Atari DOS
patched for double-density will also

work, and of course, CP/M also sup-

ports double-density.

I purchased a Tandon TM-100-1
drive from CompuAdd in Austin,

Texas, together with an enclosure and

power supply. The ATR8000 owner's

manual, which is very complete, told

me everything I needed to know to

connect the drive into the system, and

voila!, it works. I have only the 16K
system, but I won't hesitate to order

the 64K upgrade as soon as I can

afford it.

There are a couple of warnings to

the prospective buyer. First, if you're

thinking about buying an ATR8000
instead of an Atari 850 Interface, be

aware that communications software

designed for the 850 and a modem
won't work. This is because the

ATR8000's RS-232 port can't be ac-

cessed by the "R:" I/O command like

the 850's can. Software Publishers say

they are working on a solution, but at

present, you either get the 64K version

and use CP/M communications soft-

ware (included), or use an 850 along

with the ATR8000. SP promises to

have an ATARI communication pro-

gram available soon.

Second, if you currently have Atari

810 drives, they will have limited use.

They will work fine with the ATR if

you're using Atari DOS, and they will

run single-density with OS/A-F, but

they will not operate at all if you're

running CP/M.
One other device that SP showed me

is a co-processor board they call the

Co-Power-88. This allows adding an

8088 processor and additional

memory to any Z80-based system,

including the ATR8000. Think about

it for a moment ... a tri-processor,

16-bit, 256K, CP/M-86 ATARI . . .

hmmm . . .

64K Version
I also bought one of the first ATR8000
interfaces, but mine is the full-blown

64K model with CP/M. The first units

did have some bugs, ones that are

typical of a brand new product. Soft-

ware Publishers have been extraordi-

narily helpful to new owners and have

fixed the bugs by coming out with a

new ROM shipped free to them. It

now will read all Atari disks, even pro-

tected ones, and the software for

continued on next page
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modems that have just been released.

The basic version that Chuck wrote

about now is only $350, and is easily

expanded to a full 64K and CP/M for

$250. For $600, you get the disk drive

interface, the RS-232 interface,

CP/M, a 64K printer buffer, and

several utilities to make it all work.

When you boot in an Atari disk, the

drive automatically reads it. To use

CP/M you either boot in an Atari Ter-

minal program that turns your ATARI
into an 80-column terminal with 2

40-column windows that scroll, or

connect any 80-column terminal such

as an ADM 3A. You can use either

SVa" or 8" drives, and software that

comes with the ATR8000 allows you

to run Osborne, KayPro II, Xerox 620

and other 5V4" formats as well as stan-

dard single density 8" disks. I have

successfully run Osborne and KayPro

disks that were not machine-depen-

dent. The terminal program for the

ATARI works, but the dual 40-column

format is not very satisfactory — a

regular 80-column terminal would be

much better.

CP/M is much more versatile than

the ATARI, but also much more diffi-

cult to use. Most people who buy

CP/M computers either get it from a

system house and have the programs

configured to their needs, or are pro-

grammers. I cannot imagine how a

beginner, as I was when I first bought

my ATARI, could get their new
Osborne or KayPro to run! The

ATR8000 with CP/M is a good buy

for someone who wants to use the ex-

cellent software available for CP /M as

well as have an ATARI for games and

use the same disk drives, printers and

other peripherals. The basic unit for

only $350 is an even better buy if you

have no need for CP/M.
For a really deluxe setup, SP has just

released an add-on kit that allows you

to run 8086 based programs with MS-
DOS or CPM-86 as well. This comes

with from 64K to 256K of memory,

that in the CP /M mode can be used as

a memory disk drive. It will run off-

the-shelf IBM-PC software that does

not use the special features of the PC,

such as graphics. A review of the Co-

Power 86, as it is called, will be in a

future issue, as well as a new 80-

column board from Austin Franklin

that looks like it would be ideal for the

ATR8000. This new board allows

RGB output, so that a RGB monitor

can be used for both color games and

80 columns, and has a terminal mode
that emulates the DEC lOlA, so a

separate terminal is not needed.

APPRENTICE
ROBOT ARM KIT
Myotis Systems

RO. Box 13568

Tucson, AZ 85732

(602) 326-5304

$295.00 — full kit

Reviewed by Alan Filipski

For a long time I have wanted to build

a robot capable of manipulating ob-

jects or moving itself around, but I

never had sufficient mechanical know-
how or resources. As a professional

software developer for several years, I

have confidence that once I understand

a software problem I can write the pro-

gram required to solve it. Mechanical

gadgets, however, are another story.

Recently I saw an ad for a robot arm
kit at a reasonable price complete with

an interface to my ATARI 800. I called

Myotis Systems in Tucson late on a

Friday afternoon with my order, and

the following Tuesday my kit was de-

livered. When I opened it I was a bit

intimidated. There were ten plastic

bags containing what seemed like

thousands of small pieces: tubes,

cables, motors, gears, nuts, bolts,

rods, and many unnameable tiny

plastic and metal parts, not to mention

diskettes, manuals, and amusing

bumper stickers. (I had also ordered a

copy of Valforth at the same time).

Armed with the Myotis assembly

manual and a few small hand tools, I

started to work. I found the manual to

be very well written. The task of de-

scribing fairly complex assemblies to

readers who probably aren't even

familiar with the names of the parts is

formidable, but was carried out with

precision.

The total assembly task took me
about 40 hours — spread out over

about three weeks. A person skilled in

this sort of assembly could probably

do the job in a third of the time, but I

was in no particular hurry. After all, I

bought the kit for the pleasure of put-

ting it together. Workmanship is really

the key to successful assembly of this

kit. Many of the operations involve

adjusting and fitting, and sloppiness

here will result in a sloppy product.

The instructions with the kit recom-

mend that you have screwdrivers,

long-nose pliers, wire cutters, hand

drill, sanding block, knife, soldering

iron, and file. I also found nut drivers,

locking pliers, wire strippers, a small

Allen wrench, socket wrenches, and

cyanoacrylate glue extremely useful. A
small bench vise proved handy, and I

even found a use for some K-Y jelly (to

help slip some rubber tubing over the

hand's grippers). Twice during assem-

bly, I needed to call Myotis for help:

once I had misread the instructions

and ruined a small part; the other time

I simply couldn't find one of the parts I

was supposed to have. The person I

talked to on the phone was courteous
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and helpful and mailed the parts to me
immediately free of charge.

It was a pleasure to construct some-

thing as nicely engineered as the Ap-
prentice. The main structural com-
ponents, for example are fabricated

out of aluminum tubing originally in-

tended for hunting arrows. The motive

power is supplied by "servos". These

are small plastic boxes, each contain-

ing a hobby-type motor, a gear train,

and a small potentiometer (pot), a

short driveshaft protrudes from the

servo. The pot supplies feedback to the

computer as to the actual position of

the drive shaft. In two cases (shoulder

and elbow), the drive shafts have small

arms mounted on them which actuate

pushrods connected to various parts of

the frame. The same type of servo is

used to control the hand's opening and

closing via a cable, and the rotation of

the base via a friction drive arrange-

ment. This gives a total of four degrees

of freedom. The wrist is controlled by

a linkage which keeps the hand always

facing downward, as if to pick up an

object. Two additional kinds of mo-
tion would be desirable: wrist flexion/

extension and wrist rotation. The for-

mer could be arranged fairly easily by

buying some more parts from Myotis;

the rotation looks like it might be quite

a bit more difficult to arrange.

This brings up one of the more re-

markable features of the Apprentice,

and that is its ability to be modified

and extended. The parts of the Ap-
prentice are not constrained to fit

together in only one way. The system

is flexible enough to allow much re-

engineering by the user. It would be

possible to take the Apprentice com-
pletely apart and build something

quite different from the parts. Lesser

degrees of customization are also pos-

sible, but even these require some ex-

perimentation. For example, I noticed

that shoulder movement which
lowered the hand was much quicker

than shoulder movement which raised

the hand. To remedy this, and to allow

heavier objects to be picked up, I

added a counterweight behind the

shoulder. This had the desired effect,

but it also increased the moment of

inertia of the system about the vertical

axis; this just means that it's harder to

start and stop turning. Sometimes this

caused oscillations, as the rotation

servo keeps correcting and overshoot-

ing its window. As a consequence, the

arm would develop a temporary

tremor. The solution: either reduce the

counterweight or modify the control

software. To me, the real value of the

robot arm is to experiment and learn

in this way.

A word about the software: Myotis

supplies a diskette containing a simple

robot control language called ROBIX.
This language allows you to remember
a sequence of arm positions and then

cause the arm to cycle through those

positions. You can, under control of

such a program or directly from the

keyboard, make the Apprentice pick

up objects weighing a few ounces and

move them around within a radius of

about a foot. The accuracy is more
than sufficient to pick up small objects

repeatedly from the same spot. ROBIX
was implemented as a Forth program
supplied in object form. I found this

language quite inadequate, though,

for the type of software customization

I wanted to perform. However, listings

of the machine-language drivers are

available, and the people at Myotis say

that a more advanced robot control

language, embedded in Forth, will be

available soon.

If you are looking for a robot to

fetch your slippers or wash your dog,

hang on to your money for the next

twenty or thirty years. If, on the other

hand, you want a peripheral for your

ATARI which will provide many hours

of enjoyable tinkering and may teach

you something about dynamic systems

and feedback control, by all means
consider the Apprentice. One dollar

and a stamped self-addressed envelope

to Myotis will get you a brochure.

TURN
YOUR

ATARI 810

DISK DRIVE
INTO
A REAL
SPEED
DEMON.

WITH

FAST-CHIP
• Increases overall speed of

810 disks by 10 to 40%.
• Faster Reads/Faster Writes
• Plugs into existing IC socket
• Easy to install

• No soldering required
• One Year Warranty
• Excellent Documentation

ORDERING INFORMATION
Available at your local Atari dealer or
Atari Service Center for only $39.95
(installation may be extra).

If not available in your area call BINARY
directly to place your order. Our order lines

are open 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.

shipping and handling charges:

North America: Add $2.50

Outside N.A.: Add 10%
Michigan Residents: Add 4% tax.

C.O.D.: Add $2.00

Payment Methods:
VISA, Master Charge, AMEX, cash

,

certified check, personal check
(a How for clearance I, money order.

Look for Binary Software Products at

your local computer store.

Dealer Inquiries invited

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
3237 Woodward Ave.
Berkley, Ml 48072

(313) 548-0533

BINARY CORPORATION
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ADVENTURELAND
Adventure International

P.O. Box 3435

Longwood, FL 32750

$39.95, 48K — diskette

Reviewed by Chris Chabris

This is the first in the series of Scott

Adams' graphic adventure games and

its plot is the same as the original all-

text adventure of the same name. You

wander about an enchanted world, en-

countering strange beings, objects,

and situations, seeking various trea-

sures. You win by recovering all of the

13 treasures and depositing them in a

special location which you must dis-

cover during play.

In Adventureland, as in most

graphic adventures, you accomplish

your goal by looking at the graphic

representation of your surroundings,

reading the descriptions given, and

typing one or two-word commands,

such as GO NORTH, GET LAMP, Or HELP.

This program boasts a vocabulary of

over 120 words, and will tell you if it

doesn't understand your input. The

vocabulary's limitations are annoying

when you are trying to say something

and must struggle to express it in two

words that the program understands.

Of course, the vocabulary includes all

the words necessary to complete the

adventure.

The pictures and overall graphic

display system of this program are ex-

cellent. Each location in the world has

its own picture, which is drawn in the

Antic "E" mode (Graphics 7 + ) and

occupies the top half of the screen. The
bottom half of the screen is reserved

for text input and computer responses.

To see the text descriptions of the area,

which includes a helpful list of possible

exits from the current location, you

need only press [RETURN]. This

causes the picture to vanish and be re-

placed by another half-screen of text,

producing a Graphics screen. Press-

ing [RETURN] again returns the pic-

ture. In addition, a script character

display is available at the press of a

key. This font is very readable and

enhances the flavor of the adventure.

The pictures themselves are very

good, with multiple colors and tex-

tures in great detail. I have only two

minor complaints about them. First,

some of the colors are annoying when
they flicker, which is probably a result

of the successful attempt to put so

many of the them on the screen at

once. Second, the entire screen flickers

in different colors when a new picture

loads.

On the positive side, these pictures

load very quickly for ATARI disk

drives. All objects are drawn on the

screen and erased when removed from

the particular location. Many of them

have their own close-up views, which

are done extremely well. My favorite

graphics feature is the inventory
command, which draws a picture of

the adventurer dumping things out of a

sack and then draws the objects you're

carrying one by one.

Additional features include a printer

option that allows you to produce a

hard copy of the adventure as you go

along, and a speech synthesizer capa-

bility. Unfortunately, the only synthe-

sizer supported is the Votrax Type 'n

Talk, which I do not own. I imagine

that this feature, which can be toggled

on and off with one keystroke and

speaks the answers to your commands,

is very helpful.

At the beginning of the session, a

"margin adjustment" screen is pro-

vided, allowing you to alter the

margins with cursors until the text fits

in your display screen. I found this

feature very helpful, as the picture on

my TV screen is not perfectly centered.

The program's text displays are its

only real weaknesses. The spelling is

not good and the grammar used is

terrible, and this has occasionally

interfered with my understanding of

the computer's descriptions and re-

sponses. However, the quality of the

pictures, despite the slight flicker, and

of the script character set, more than

compensate for this small problem.

Documentation is provided in a

small 12-page booklet that contains

the instructions for both the Apple and

ATARI versions of the game. It is quite

complete, including boot-up direc-

tions, which are extensive for the

ATARI version if a printer and the

Votrax speech synthesizer are used;

several one-letter commands; and a

short "Playing Hints" section. I was

pleased to also find information on

making maps of adventures.

My recommendation to you
depends on whether or not you have

already played this adventure in its

original incarnation. If you have, see

the program demonstrated at a com-

puter store and decide whether the

excellent graphics enhance the pro-

gram enough to warrant paying

$40.00 for this new version. If you

haven't played Adventureland yet and

enjoy adventuring, by all means buy

this program!

THE PHAROAH'S
CURSE
Synapse Software

5521 Central Avenue, Suite 200

Richmond, CA 94804

(415) 527-7751

$34.95, 16K—cartridge

Reviewed by Roy D. Wolford

The Pharoah's Curse is an action

adventure game that will keep you en-

tertained for hours on end. It combines

the puzzle elements of adventuring

with joystick control over your player.

You search for treasures and avoid

dangers in the colorful crypts beneath

the golden pyramid of the Saharah.

The object of the game is to descend

into the pyramid, collect all the

treasures, one hidden in each of the 16

lavishly decorated chambers, then to

reemerge on the surface where you will

be rewarded with a secret code which
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allows you to play at the next level of

difficulty.

There are four levels of difficulty

(0-3). In each successive level, the ac-

tion is faster and the tomb's guardians

are quicker and more aggressive.

Action begins on Level Zero outside

the pyramid. The intrepid archeologist

(you) must enter through the top of the

pyramid and descend into the first

chamber. Movement techniques are

not clearly explained in the instruc-

tions. The character moves left or right

by pushing the joystick in the direction

you want to move. To climb, push the

joystick forward. To jump left, push

the joystick diagonally forward and

left. To jump right, push the stick

diagonally up and to the right. For

longer jumps, hold the firebutton

down and push the joystick diagonally

in the direction you want to jump. All

downward motion is free-fall and no

harm will occur to you as a result.

Bullets can be fired in the horizontal

direction by pressing the firebutton

and pointing the joystick in the direc-

tion you wish to fire. Your gun is an ef-

fective weapon that will momentarily

stun (dematerialize) your pursuers, to

give you time to get a treasure or

escape to another chamber.

Once inside the pyramid your task is

to collect the treasures stored in each

chamber. There are 16 chambers each

containing one prize which you collect

by touching it. Every time you collect a

treasure you are rewarded with an

extra life. Each chamber is protected

by hidden floor traps which you must

avoid. Being struck by one of the

"things" that lurk beneath the ground

will result in death. If you are not swift

in securing the treasure, the dreaded

Pharaoh and his servant The Mummy
will materialize and seek to destroy

you.

The Winged Avenger is an evil fowl

you usually want to avoid because it

likes to snatch you up in its talons and

carry you off to another area of the

tomb.

All the treasures are located in areas

difficult to access. You must use your

cunning to reach these areas by run-

ning and leaping around obstacles,

jumping over pits, and climbing magic

ropes. In some of the chambers you

will find keys. Pick these to gain access

to chambers hidden behind secret

doors. All of the chambers have mul-

tiple entry and exit points. Some are

sealed off by doors. From time to time

a crown or arrow will appear.

Touching the crown will endow you

with another life. Being hit by the ar-

row results in death.

Points are awarded for shooting the

Pharaoh, Mummy and Winged Aven-

ger. Points are also obtained for enter-

ing the pyramid, and collecting each

treasure and key.

The game ends when you collect all

the treasures and emerge from the pyr-

amid, or when you lose all your lives.

The game has several additional fea-

tures that enhance the play. There are

special sound effects for each char-

acter, action and event that takes place

during the game. Some of these sounds

alert you to impending dangers. The

game also has a pause feature. By hit-

ting the space bar the action is tem-

porarily suspended; hitting it again

causes the game to resume. The game
also has a legend in the upper left cor-

ner that displays the number of

treasures that have not been collected

and the number of lives you have

remaining.

Pharaoh's Curse will appeal to all

computerists and gamesters who like

challenging games with lots of color,

sound and action. It's another winner

from Synapse.

. .score
high on
the SAT

HBJ Computer SAT™
A complete program for Scoring

High on the Sctiolastic Aptitude Test

Now Available for:

Atari 80071200 With 48K
(3 diskettes)
Combines Computer Software. Review Textbook

and Users Manual into the Most Comprehensive

SAT Study Program Available

• Makes studying for the SAT easy and

enjoyable.

• Builds test-taking skills quickly in

planned systematic program

• Simple and easy to use even tor those

witti no computer experience.

Special Features
• 1D00 Electronic Vocabuiarv-Buiiding

Flash Cards

• 540 Specialty-Designed Computerized

Drill Items

Complete Textbook
"How to Prepat^ forthe SAT" 470 pages.

• Four Fult-Length Exams— eiiler answers

in computer for instant scoring and

diagnosis

• Complete revtew of verbal and matfi

calegories found m exams
• Strategies tor answenng every kind of

question.

User's Manual
Simple clear instructions lake you step-

by-step tfiraughlhe entire Computer SAT

program

Computer Software
• Scores and times your performance

• Calculates College Board equivalent

score

• Diagnoses your strengttis and weak-

nesses in 15 key areas of study

• Prescnbes specific drill and review on

computer and m the textbook to impn:ve

your score

• Sirengttiens and buiids your vocabulary

and matti comoretiension

Available-Computer GRE''
• 48K Apple"

• 3 double-sided diskettes with Graphic Displays

• HBJ's popular text '"How to Prepare

lorttieGRE" ^^^
* A totally understandable ^V6^.
"User friendly" User's Manual

Only S8995

Also available for:
• IBM " PC
•48K'' Apple
•TRS-80 Model III

i Please send me

.

Harcouti Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
DepI Computer SAT
San Diego. CA 92101

1250 61h Avenue FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL-FREE
800-543-1918 (In California call collect 1619) 699-63351

. Computer SAT & S79.95

' for my J Atari 800 /1200 with 4BK (3 diskettes)

I D 48K Apple' 3 TRS-80' Model III D IBM PC

I
Please send me ^ Compjter GRE (A^ $89.95

Quanlily
lor my DISK Apple*

Accl #

Signature—

Name

Address-

.Exp _

i

Please adO S2,00 tor handling (UPS deliveiy guaranteed). Please add

applicable state and local sales tax (InstKulidns must send purchase order

I
to be billed ) Offer restncted tc Continental USA and Canada

I (Method of Payment: D Check D Money Order

I
Charge f^y: (j Visa D MasterCard D American Express

City- .Zip-

Piease send more information
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SM,96US

^ COMPUTE!
BOOKS publicalion

MAPPING THE
ATARI
COMPUTE! Books

P.O. Box 5406

Greensboro, NC 27403

$14.95

Reviewed by Robert Kawaranti

This book will appeal primarily to the

little "hacker" in the heart of those

ATARI users who view their beloved

microcomputer as more than a tool or

a game playing toy. It provides a com-

prehensive listing and description of

memory locations for the ATARI 800

and 400. While not intended as a total

replacement for such volumes as the

Operating System User's Manual,

Hardware Manual, Operating Systems

Listing, Disk Utilities Listing, and De
Re ATARI from Atari, the average user

will find information much more ac-

cessible in Mapping the ATARI be-

cause of its logical organization and

excellent indexes. The fact that the

book is primarily written in plain

English makes the information easier

to absorb than in the Atari publica-

tions.

The text begins with a preface by the

author which is an excellent orienta-

tion to the use of the memory map. An
added bonus is the short introduction

by Bill Wilkinson which provides the

reader with a mini-tutorial on memory
access using several of the languages

available for ATARI computers.

The memory map is laid out sequen-

tially from location 1 to location

65528 with a description of the func-

tion or lack of function of each loca-

tion. The decimal and hexadecimal

representation for each location is pro-

vided as well as the labels for loca-

tions, registers, subroutines, and vec-

tors in the ATARI. The thoroughness

of the coverage of labels is indicated by

the four page plus (double column) in-

dex of labels and their locations. A de-

tailed subject index is also provided

C/GTIA, POKEY, ANTIC, and PIA

provides one of the best overviews I

have found to date of the chips that

make the ATARI special. The exten-

sive cross referencing to relevant mem-
ory locations is obviously very useful

to programmers. The BASIC ROM
memory locations are only sketchily

discussed, but most users will prob-

ably have little need to be accessing

these locations.

Although the book will be most use-

ful to serious programmers who need

to access various memory locations, it

will also appeal to ATARI users like

myself who are curious about the inner

workings of their machine. The be-

ginner may be slightly intimidated in-

itially by the nomenclature, but Map-
ping the ATARI is very clearly written

and is by far the most convenient

The discussion of the functions and memory locations

used by the C/GTIA, POKEY, ANTIC, and PIA

provides one of the best overviews I have found to date

of the chips that make the ATARI special.

which allows the user to identify the

memory locations that are relevant to

the question at hand. Relatively de-

tailed descriptions including short ex-

ample application programs are pro-

vided for a number of the more inter-

esting locations. The discussion at-

tached to location 756, Character Base

Register, is one example of the en-

cyclopedic nature of Mapping the

ATARI. A cogent discussion of the role

of this location and altered character

sets is presented. The process of creat-

ing altered character sets is explained

concisely and the appropriate precau-

tions to take to avoid problems such as

overlapping Player /Missile graphics

are outlined. As with other locations,

references to the appropriate manuals,

magazines articles, and appropriate

utility programs are provided.

The discussion of the functions and

memory locations used by the

source for most of the material

covered. While it is not really intended

for casual reading, I have spent a

number of hours leafing through the

book and reading sections as they

caught my fancy. A definite must for

the bookshelf of the serious ATARI
user.

WARLOCK'S
REVENGE
Synergistic Software

830 N. Riverside Dr., Suite 201

Renton, WA 98055

(206) 226-3216

$34.95, 48K—diskettes (2)

Reviewed by Harvey Bernstein

Adventure game fans of my acquaint-

ance seem to disagree about graphic

adventures. Some feel that high resolu-

tion graphics enhance the overall ex-
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perience, while others prefer the more

"pure" form of the all-text adventure,

claiming that graphics can never match

the adventurer's imagination. While

for the most part text adventures

feature tougher "puzzle-solving ele-

OPEN DOOR, and directions are ab-

breviated, also standard in games of

this kind.

The puzzles and dangers in

Warlock's Revenge are not very dif-

ficult, and, in fact, there is no real

Some feel that high resolution graphics enhance the

overall experience, while others prefer the more "pure'

form of the all-text adventure, claiming that graphics

can never match the adventurer's imagination.

ments", very few things can substitute

for ATARI graphics. Unfortunately,

most so-called "high-res" adventures,

with multi-colored screens in GRAPH-
ICS 7 look like they were drawn by a

five-year-old. I am pleased to report

that Warlock's Revenge is an excep-

tion.

Warlock's Revenge features over

100 screens in GRAPHICS 8! If the

limited color availability sounds like a

handicap, fear not. Excellent use is

made of both perspective and artifact-

ing, which creates, in some cases,

some very nice effects.

So, you ask, how is the game? That,

as they say, is the rub. Warlock's

Revenge presents the by now cliche

challenge of leading a party of adven-

turers (elf, thief, gladiator, etc.) on a

quest after treasure hidden by Oldorf,

an evil (what else?) warlock. The game
is played with two disks and the action

covers four locations.

Each member of your party has cer-

tain abilities, but has to be leading the

expedition in order to be used. For ex-

ample, the Wizard must be in the lead

in order to cast a spell. The only prob-

lem is that each of the seven characters

can be used a total of five times, and is

then retired. The challenge, then, is to

use your characters in the most effec-

tive manner. It is most frustrating to

come across a lock that needs picking

after the Thief is no longer available.

The commands are entered in the stan-

dard one or two word format, such as

July 1983

chance of getting killed, unlike more

complex adventures. For this reason, I

would hesitate to recommend War-

lock's Revenge to the more experi-

enced adventurer. However, for the

young, the novice, or the just plain

timid of heart. Warlock's Revenge is a

fine introduction to the exciting world

of adventure games.

HAPPY 810
ENHANCEMENT
Happy Computing

RO. Box 32331

San Jose, CA 95152

(408) 251-6603

$249.95

Reviewed by David Duberman

The difference between a normal

ATARI 810 Disk Drive and one

equipped with Happy is like the con-

trast between mass transit and the

automobile. A car costs you more ini-

tially, but improves the quality of your

life. Similarly, if you use your disk drive

a lot, installing Happy will markedly

enhance your programming life.

The Input/ Output port on the

ATARI conducts data serially—one bit

at a time. This is why programs load

continued on next page

IPiT'SFORJiNJiTURi®COMPUTER

WEHJi1/^ frr
JiND
HTJi ATARI

ATARI®
1200XLAtari® 400/800/1200 hard

ware and peripherals at a
price too low to print! Our latest software catalog lists over
1000 programs for Atari® computers.

Send $2 to our van Nuys Store for our latest catalog and 1983
Newsletter telling what's coming later this year!
(Specify on outside of envelope ATARI® 400/800 catalog.;

call our HOTLINE 24 Hrs/Dav for
recorded Software Availabilitv &
sale Information (213) 901-1005

All mail order companies are not the same — we are
not a Post Office Box — We operate a chain of stores

and nave a tremendous stock on hand.

San Fernando valley:

6626 valjean Avenue
Van Nuvs, CA 91406
(2131 781-1300
('/, mi w of 405.
2 biks N of Victorvl

Ventura county:
3649 T. 0. Blvd.

Thousand Oaks, CA
(805) 497-6115
12131 991-1153
(In the wesclake
Evergreen centen

Orange County:
10529 Ellis Avenue
Fountain Valley, CA
(7141 964-2711
r/i mi VJ of 105,

Euciid Offramol

Santa Monica:
2834 S. M. Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA
(213) 453-8841
(at Yalel

All stores open 7 days.

south Bay:
2814 w. sepulveda
Torrance, CA
(213) 530-7905

Newhall:
23404 Lyons Ave.
Newhall. CA
(805) 259-8005
lin Lyons station Piazal
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more slowly on an ATARI than on an

Apple or a CP/M micro (but faster than

Commodore!). Those others use paral-

lel data transfer, something that is very

difficult and costly to implement on the

ATARI in its current incarnations. Until

Atari changes this design, Happy offers

the only product on the market that sig-

nificantly improves the speed of data

transfer for the ATARI at a reasonable

cost.

The Happy 810 ECT requires a

modicum of technical proficiency to in-

stall. It comes in the form of a circuit

board that is plugged into the side

board in your 810. No soldering is

necessary, but you must remove and

plug in a few Integrated Circuit chips. If

you do not care to undertake the pro-

cess, consult an electronics service

center.

Happy's secret lies in a track-sized

buffer. Normally with the 810 when
you command your computer to load a

file, it signals the disk drive, which first

determines where on the disk the file

lies. The drive then reads the first sec-

tor, a unit of disk storage containing

125 or 128 bytes of data. Sectors are

organized into 40 concentric tracks of

18 sectors each. The contents of the sec-

tor are stored in the drive's internal

sector-sized buffer, or memory. The

drive then sends the contents of the buf-

fer to the computer, and proceeds to

determine, search and read the next sec-

tor. The disk is spinning, so it takes

some time to find each succeeding sec-

tor—only a fraction of a second, but

this time adds up. Atari's fast-

formatting scheme can help under some

circumstances, but has various prob-

O ATARI

KB 4Pe " $89.95
• Exact Atari™ keyboard layout.

• Long life, gold contact, full stroke key switches.

• Aluminum enclosure insures stability of keys.

• Easy installation— remove 4 screws and plug in.

• Full Year Warranty— Made in U.S.A.— Low Price.

flTTQ-SQl^T
Send Check or
Money Order to:

American
^Express Accepted

832 E. Third Street
Galesburg, Illinois 61401

(309)343-41 14

Please add '3.50
Postage and Handling
COD '2.00 additional

Atari is a trademark of Atari, Inc.

lems, as are carefully detailed in

Happy's extensive literature.

When a read operation is requested

for any sector from a drive equipped

with the 810 ECT, the entire track con-

taining that sector is read into a buffer

within the disk drive, usually with just

1.05 revolutions of the disk. In most

cases, contiguous sectors will be re-

quested, and since the next 17 are al-

ready in the drive's memory, no added

search time is necessary. Thus, loading

speed can double or triple.

Faster loading results in decreased

running time of your disk drive, and

therefore, reduced wear. The most sig-

nificant reduction of running time oc-

curs with disk-intensive applications

such as databases and adventure

games. You may notice with such pro-

grams that an un-Happy drive often

spins for a long time, even though the

beeps from your speaker signify that

readings are few and far between. This

is because the program must process

your data as it reads it, instead of being

able to read it all at once. With 810

ECT installed, you will still hear the in-

frequent beeps, but the drive will stop

spinning most of the time, because most

of the necessary data is already in the

drive's buffer. Forth users, as well, can

achieve a reduction of disk running

time of up to 80%.
By itself, Happy cannot improve the

speed of writing sectors to the disk.

However, this capability can be har-

nessed with special software.

If you have an older 810 drive, you

can benefit even more from 810 ECT.

The recent improvements of fast for-

matting and clock/data separation cir-

cuitry have been included.

Two last items. The 810 ECT re-

duces by approximately Vi the time re-

quired to initialize a disk using the DOS
initialize command. Also, Happy fur-

ther caters to impatient computerists by

reducing the time delay for the drive to

stop spinning after I/O from six rec-

ords to four.
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OMNIMON
CDY Consulting

421 Hanbee

Richardson, TX 75080

(214) 235-2146

$89.95

Reviewed by David Dubernian

Omnimon by David Young is a

machine-language monitor that should

have come with the ATARI. In fact,

every microcomputer should have this

sort of hardware-based monitor in-

stalled. Most, however, do not. Now,
for a relatively low cost, you can equip

your ATARI 400/800 with a truly

sophisticated programming tool.

Whether you're an experienced pro-

grammer or a wondering beginner,

Omnimon can, if wisely used, help you

to fully understand the working of

your computer. A monitor is, as its

name suggests, a program which pro-

vides a means of examining memory.

Additional capabilities may include al-

teration and disassembly of memory,

examination and alteration of the CPU
registers, and disk capabilities. Omni-
mon does all these and much more.

If you have an assembler, you prob-

ably already have a software-based,

machine-language monitor. This is

entered by the command "DEBUG"
from the Atari Assembler Editor car-

tridge and by "MON" from Synassem-

bler. These monitors are very useful

within their limits, but their operation

is intimately linked to that of the as-

sembler, so they can't be used to trace

most software.

Omnimon's primary feature is that it

is resident in the ATARI'S hardware

and can be accessed at any time, from

any program, by pressing [SYSTEM
RESET] simultaneously with either

[OPTION] or [SELECT]. In addition,

you may reenter the program at the

point from which you exited, or any

other point. Omnimon takes the form

of an IC chip which is addressed at

hexidecimal SCOOO to SCFEF, a 4K

range which is not used by the ATARI
400/800 Operating System. The chip

is available in two forms: it comes with

Newell Industries' Ramrod OS board,

which has a socket to accommodate it,

or it can be installed on your ATARI
400/800 OS board with a minimum of

difficulty. If purchased sans Ramrod,
Omnimon comes with a piggyback

board which provides it with a socket.

In addition, a wire from the piggyback

board must be connected to a pin on

the floating-point ROM chip. No
soldering is necessary.

Omnimon's capabilities are far too

extensive to be covered meaningfully

in this limited space. First and fore-

most is a 'HELP' command which

prints a list of commands and neces-

sary parameters. You can search,

display, and alter memory in hex or in

ATASCIL You can execute memory
(effectiv'ely a trace operation), and

jump (JSR) to a subroutine. You can

disassemble memory, perform disk

I/O without the presence of DOS,
send output to the printer, and a good
deal more, as well.

Omnimon can bypass DOS and ac-

cess disk functions at any time. Con-

sider this example. You turn on the

computer, not bothering with the disk

drive because you don't think you'll

need it. It turns out you do want to

save your work, but you can't boot

DOS without losing the program.

With Omnimon, it's no problem. All

you have to do is enter Omnimon, find

and manually record the BASIC vari-

able and program pointers (128 to 145;

$80 to $91), and tell Omnimon to

write the variable table and program

memory to disk. If you don't have a

disk ready (it's best to use a blank one

with Omnimon—no DOS), the in-

structions tell you how to use the OS to

format one. Then you boot DOS,
enter Omnimon, reset the BASIC
pointers to their original offsets (the

values will differ), and load the pro-

gram memory to the proper location.

Reenter BASIC, and you can LIST,

RUN, and SAVE your program in the

normal way.

As friendly as Omnimon is, and it is

friendly, its use assumes your familiar-

ity with the many reference works on

the ATARI. The more knowledge you

possess concerning this highly com-

plex computer's workings, the better

equipped you will be to use Omnimon
to harness the best and make it per-

form new wonders.

David Young, Omnimon's designer,

has advised me of an advanced version

of Omnimon which has hex conver-

sion, verify, HAPPY-drive upload and

download. Also, you can modify your

OS board to allow a [SYSTEM RE-

SET] even when the machine locks up.

The advanced Omnimon can take ad-

vantage of this modification to allow

you to perform a warmstart (thus re-

taining memory) when the keyboard is

frozen. He will gladly send this and

any other revision to any Omnimon
owner for $10 to cover the cost of the

EPROM and mailing.

EPSON FX-80
PRINTER
Epson America, Inc.

3415 Kashiwa St.

Torrance, CA 90505

(213) 539-9140

$745.00

Reviewed by Arthur Leyenberger

I recently bought an Epson FX-80

printer to use with my Atari 800. The
FX-80 is a dot-matrix printer which

operates at 160 characters per second,

has both pin-feed and friction drives

and is compatible with all software for

the MX-80 F/T with Graftrax -i-

.

In addition to the increase in speed

(double that of previous printers), the

FX-80 offers either a 2K print buffer

or 2K RAM for a user-generated char-

acter set and a dipswitch compartment

accessible from the right top rear.

These switches allow you to choose

continued on next page
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parallel, serial or RS-232 interfaces,

and several kinds of electronic beeps

signal error conditions. An internal

12K ROM yields seven different

graphic modes which can be used to

address certain pixels or with certain

programs in particular modes. The
maximum resolution of pixels per line

is 640, designed to match the high-

resolution monitor of Epson's QX-10
computer. It also features proportional

spacing and elite (12 point) type.

The Epson FX-80 is the newest and

most advanced of the Epson line. I am
very pleased with this printer and feel

it is definitely the printer of choice for

the serious ATARI user. Not only has

Epson produced a great piece of hard-

ware, it has provided equally good

documentation. The manual that ac-

companies this printer is excellent. In-

formation is presented clearly and con-

cisely, and examples are used where

appropriate.

I do have a few criticisms, however,

of the printer. For example, the FX-80

does not come with adjustable trac-

tors. This means that if you want to

make labels or generate narrower

forms you need to buy an adjustable

tractor feed attachment. This type of

attachment is now available through

Epson for an additional $40.

Another shortcoming lies in the se-

quence of information in the manual.

While all the information you need is

included in the instruction manual, it

is presented in escape sequence order.

So rather than looking under "E" for

expanded print or "C" for compressed

print, you have to look under "W" for

[ESC] "W" to find the expanded print

mode or "C" for [ESC] "C" for the

compressed print mode.

Also, in the index of functions and

codes, only the letters are given, not

the decimal ASCII values. If you are

using a word processor and want to

give the ASCII codes to turn on the ex-

panded mode you would have to; 1)

check the index to determine which

escape code to use (in this case, "W"),

and 2) check an ASCII table to deter-

mine the decimal value for "W". It

would have been a lot simpler if the

decimal ASCII codes were listed along-

side the character codes in the manual.

This printer is by far the most

sophisticated and, in spite of its flaws,

the best yet produced by Epson

America.

B KEY 400
Inhome Software, Inc.

2485 Dunwin Drive, Unit 1

Mississauga, Ontario LSI ITl

Canada

(416) 828-0775

$44.95

Reviewed by Richard De Vore

Those who own the ATARI 400 Home
Computer often wish it had a better,

more tactile keyboard. The B KEY
400 keyboard from Inhome replaces

the membrane keyboard inexpensive-

ly, and is easy to install.

probably want someone to hold the

keyboard while you insert the connec-

tor. The new connector has rounded

prongs rather than the flat ones that

you find on the membrane connector.

It also lacks the plastic stiffener, so in-

sertion is harder than it first appears. I

used long-nosed pliers to hold the con-

nector straight while applying the

needed pressure. Then I fitted the case

back together, replaced the four

screws, and got ready to install the

keys.

Again, the instructions were clear.

The only problem I had was with the

space bar. This has a pivot wire that

plugs into the keyboard switch. The

wire stretches across the conductors on

the circuit board. This caused a short

on my unit so that when the computer

was turned on, the space function was

in full repeat. To solve this problem, I

put a small piece of tape over the con-

ductors and bent the pivot wire slightly

upward in the middle. While this prob-

lem is not serious, it might confuse a

Removing the membrane keyboard and replacing it with

the B KEY 400 went exactly as specified in the

instructions.

People unaccustomed to electronic

tinkering are understandably wary of

modifying anything as complex as a

computer. Fortunately, the instruc-

tions with the B KEY 400 are clear and

straightforward. Only a Phillips

screwdriver is needed, though long-

nosed pliers and an extra pair of hands

are useful. Be aware that any modifica-

tion of the ATARI voids the 90-day

warranty, so you should exercise the

computer thoroughly before doing

this, or wait until the warranty

expires.

Only four screws hold the computer

case together, and the keyboard con-

nector unplugs easily. Removing the

membrane keyboard and replacing it

with the B KEY 400 went exactly as

specified in the instructions. You will

layman, and I think Inhome should

correct it.

The B KEY 400 keys are larger than

the membrane keys, so the "function"

keys have been crowded into the bot-

tom of the keyboard. This is awkward

at first, but the improvement is still

worth it. I find the new keyboard

makes typing much easier and more

enjoyable, a viewpoint shared by

another 400 owner who tried it.

Adding a keyboard is an option

many ATARI 400 owners are consider-

ing, especially if they paid over $300.

1

think this keyboard, combined with

one of the several available 48K mem-
ory boards, makes the 400 a very func-

tional substitute for the higher-priced

ATARI computers. WM
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by STEVE SWITZER

Q. Where did you dig up this clown

Switzer, and what's the idea of letting

him use ANTIC to drum up business? I

refer to his response to a question

about cleaning disk drive heads in the

ATARI CLINIC department of your

May issue. He correctly recommends

the use of cleaning sticks, then he tells

the guy to use rubbing (isopropyl)

alcohol. He should know rubbing

alcohol has oils in it.''' I suggest Mr.

Switzer correct this error in his column

at the earliest opportunity. I must also

disagree with his recommendation

against cleaning disks. I would expect

that many ATARI users cannot accu-

rately locate the disk-drive head while

looking the drive door. I firmly believe

that for any non-technical user, a

brand-name cleaning disk ... is far

less likely to do damage than someone

blindly poking around with a cleaning

stick. —Gary Crowell, CA
A. Normally, I would not answer a let-

ter with such insulting remarks, but

this is an important area that I guess I

should cover again. I take this column

very seriously and I research the

answers using my own people as well

as qualified outside personnel. I am
not using this column to promote my-

self or my business, it just so happens

that outside of ATARI we are one of

the most experienced service centers in

the country. As to your information on

isopropyl alcohol, to get an outside

opinion I called an engineer at Tandon

in Sunnyvale, CA. He told me that all

he uses is isopropyl alcohol, and that

he has never heard of any problems

with it. I also asked him about clean-

''Actually, Steve stipulated isopropyl,

not rubbing alcohol. We editorially in-

serted "rubbing" in his copy to

"clarify" his answer, and for this we
apologize. Rubbing alcohol is not

based on isopropyl, but on ethanol,

and does contain oils and other chem-

icals that might damage heads.

—ANTIC ED

ing disks and he said that they don't

recommend them to anyone. If you

don't believe this man or me, then take

the chance of destroying the head on

your drive and use a cleaning disk.

And at the risk of promoting my busi-

ness, when you burn out the head on

your drive, send it to me and I'll be

glad to replace it for you (for a price).

Q. I have an older 810 and I am think-

ing about getting a data separator. Do
you think it is worth the money? Also

what does it do? —G. Miller, CA
A. The purpose of a data separator is

for the drive to differentiate between

the clock pulse and the data pulse. The
810 has a data separator built into the

1771 controller chip, but this doesn't

work as well as it should. When we
speak at user group meetings, I always

recommend against spending the

money on a data separator. The reason

is, there has not yet been a drive that

we couldn't get working perfectly

without one.

Atari came out with the data sepa-

rator because many drive owners were

opening their drives and messing with

the speed. The data separator allows

you to read disks that are not written

at precisely the right speed. By the

way, most of the speed-adjustment

programs out there don't work, and

the ones that do don't update the

screen fast enough to tell you if the

speed is fluctuating rapidly (very im-

portant). Also, the speed of an 810

should be 288 rpm, not 300. Do not

use the strobe hole on the bottom of

the drive plate to adjust speed, because

it is set up for 300 rpm.

Q. I took the memory board out of its

plastic case on my ATARI 800. After I

did this my computer started to lock-

up during prolonged programming.

What would cause this?

—Mr. Jesop, CA
A. Lock-up can be caused by many
things. But your question explains

exactly where your problems lie. The

plastic case does two things: First, it

physically stabilizes the board in the

slot. When you remove the cover on

your 800 to expose the memory
boards, you will see that the plastic

case sits in a track that doesn't allow

the memory board to move. When you

take off the plastic and put the PC
board back, you will see that the board

can wobble around. Typing on the

keyboard sends vibrations throughout

the entire computer. This can cause the

unhoused boards to wiggle back and

forth, sometimes disturbing the con-

nection between the board the socket.

On the new 800's, the memory board

isn't cased in plastic, but Atari has in-

stalled a guide to hold the memory in

place. The second thing the plastic

case does is act as a "heat sink, " that is,

it allows the heat to dissipate evenly

inside the computer.

Q. My keyboard worked fine until I

bought Defender. Now I am having

problems. —Bob Day, IL

A. The keyboard on your computer

can only take so much . When 1 saw the

way to activate the smart bomb on

Defender, I knew there would be prob-

lems. People play Defender in my
stores, and they slam their hand down
hard on the space bar to set the smart

bomb off. Even though the keyboard

can take a lot of pounding I recom-

mend that you be very gentle when
using Defender or it will cost around

$130.00 to get a new keyboard. Q
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Computer
Quiz

by GUY HURT

1

.

The number of colors available in Graphics Mode 5 is:

(a) 5 (b) 4 (c) 6 (d) 3 {e) none of these

2. A written Atari program is checking the status of a

joystick. A returned value of 15 means that the joystick

is being pushed in:

(a) an upward direction

(b) a downward direction

(c) an upper, leftward direction

(d) a rightward direction

(e) none of the above

3. When recording programs on tape, you should have

fewer than _?_ seconds of leader.

(a) 5 (b) 7 (c) 9 {d) 11 [e) none of these

4. A floating-point number consists of:

(a) mantissa and fraction

(b) mantissa and exponent

(c) fraction and floating point

(d) exponent and characteristic

(e) none of the above

5. What value is returned to memory location 53279 if

the START button is pressed?

(a) i (b) 3 (c) 5 id) 1 {e) none of these

6. Which of the following is TRUE? (For the ATARI)

(a) FOR/NEXT loops will run slower, the farther

down they are located in a program

(b) Although REM statements are ignored, they do

take up memory space

(c) All data values in DATA statements must be read

at least once

(d) two of the above

(d) all of the above

(e) none of the above

7. In Atari Assembler, which status flag is NOT effected

by the ADC mnemonic?

(a)N (b) V (c) Z (d) C (e) none of these

8. What letter does the following BINARY REPRESEN-
TATION identify?

00000000

00011000
00111100

01100110
01100110

01111110
01100110
00000000

(a) A (b) E (c)B (d) R {e) none of these

9. On the ATARI, the frequency value 204 is the same as

which natural musical note?

(a) C# (b)D# (c) C (d)D {e) none of these
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10. LOAD is to SAVE as ENTER is to:

(a) LIST (d) PEEK
(b) STORE (e) none of these

(c) RUN

11. In the ATARI, the BASIC command POP:

(a) produces a short, snapping sound effect

(b) causes BASIC to forget the most recent

RETURN location

(c) causes a program mterruption

(d) is always stored in a variable named COKES
(e) none of the above

12. On the ATARI, the screen must be OPENED for which

statement?

(a) GET (d) SEARCH
(b) INPUT
(c) PEEK

(e) none of these

(d) 4th

(3) none of these

the ATARI will indicateregisters m

[c) IS (e) none of these

13. Microminiature integrated circuitry was a feature

introduced in WHAT generation of computers?

(a) 1st

(b) 2nd

(c) 3rd

14. How many
collisions?

(a) 4 (b)5

15. The POKEY chip is responsible for:

(a) converting POT resistances into numbers

(b) keeping track of executed POKE statements

(c) tallying the number of scan lines

(d) monitoring selected capacitors

(e) none of the above

16. Suppose an ATARI system was delivered with 40K
RAM. With the BASIC cartridge installed, and using

Graphics Mode (zero), but with no disk or interface,

how much memory is available?

(a) 34899 bytes (d) 37899 bytes

(b) 35899 bytes (e) none of these

(c) 36899 bytes

17. The maximum number of TEXT LINES possible on

the ATARI is:

(a) 20 (b)22 (c) 24 (d) 26 [e) none of these

18. Direct reference, indirect reference, base /displacement

and indexing are ways to perform:

(a) computer arithmetic (d) all of the above

(b) word organization (e) none of the above

(c) memory accessing

19. Which of the following will generate random integers

between 10 and 100 inclusive?

(a) 10 X = INT(RNDiOy-100 + I)-10

(b) 10X^INT(RND(0)'nOO + l)-(RND(Or-10 + l)

(c) 10X^INT(RND(0)'--90 + l) + 10

(d) 10 X = INT(RND(0)----91 + l) + 9

(e) none of the above

20. Based on the ATASCII Character Set, the character

" + " has a HEX equivalent of:

(a) 2A (b) 3B (c) 2C (d) 23 (e) none of these

21. Loop iteration and address modification use which of

the following concepts?

(a) Base/displacement (d) Indexing

(b) Indirect addressing (e) none of the above

(c) Direct addressing

11. In an Atari BASIC program is the statement: 10 DIM
TEN(7). The number of addressable elements that

TEN has is:

(a) variable (d) 10

(b) 7 (e) none of these

(c)8

23. An IF statement that would check to see if BOTH the

firing buttons of the two left-most joysticks are being

pressed (and stop if they are) would be:

(a) 10 IF STRIG(l) = AND STRIG(2) =

THEN STOP
(b) 10 IF STRIG(l) = 1 AND STRIG(2) = 1

THEN STOP
(c) 10 IF STRIG(O) = AND STRIG(l) =

THEN STOP
(d) 1 IF STRIG(O) = 1 AND STRIG(l) = 1

THEN STOP
(e) tione of these

24. There are two different kinds of interrupts with a 6502
CPU. They are:

{a) NMI andlRQ (d) MM and IRQ
(b) MM and IRQ (e) none of these

(c) MM and IRQ

15. In the Atari, 32767:

(a) is the largest addressable memory location

(b) is the largest BASIC statement line number
possible

(c) is the value found in memory location 53257
after a collision has been detected

(d) is the starting address of user memory
(e) none of the above

m
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LOOKING AT BOOKS

Atari PILOT for Beginners
Jim Conlan Tracy Deliman with Dymax
Reston Publishing Company, Inc.

Reston, Virginia 22090

Reviewed by Shoneen Gervich

There is a new breed of computer book out these days. I

call them Champagne Flight books; they get you where you

need to go, but all you remember were the giggles. Atari

PILOT for Beginners by Jim Conlan and Tracy Deliman is

an example of this increasingly popular style.

Atari PILOT for Beginners jets you through the rudi-

ments of Atari PILOT, Atari's user-friendly language with

Turtle Graphics, with the ease of whispering flight. The
reader journeys through all the basics, plus the not-so-

basics, with sassy cartoon characters and humorous

programs.

For instance GR: really stands for Grover the Turtle. One
program verifies that computers do get fleas, and some-

where out there is an Uncle Clem who gives clam leashes

for Christmas so that little boys have to write thank-you

ATARr

PAYROLL SOFTWARE
FOR

THE ATARI® 800

"

Miles Payroll System™ is an advanced and' comprehensive payroll accounting system

designed for businesses today. Cumulative totals are maintained for each employee, as well as

complete reporting, check writing, and W-2 reporting. Some features include:

• Random access file organization for fast updating of individual records.

• Allows weekly, biweekly, semimonthly or monthly pay periods,

• Completely menu-driven and user-friendly.

• Regular. Overtime, Double time, Sick, Holiday, Vacation, Bonus and Commission eaming categories

• Payroll deductions include Federal W/H Tax, State W/H Tax, City W/H Tax. PICA, SDI. Group

Insurance and 3 user-defined deductions.

• Tax sheltered annuity deduction capability for IRAs and other tax shelters.

• State and Federal Unemployment Insurance maintained.

• Complete file viewing and editing capability.

• Maintains up to 50 employees.

• Up to 10 user-defined Worker's Compensation classifications,

• Federal Tax tables may be changed in only 1 5 minutes each year by user when IRS changes tax

• Table method used for State and City Tax. allowing compatibility with any state's or city's tax

• Produces 15 different reports, including W-2 Forms Report,

• Checks calculated and printed automatically.

• PROGRAM ENABLING MODULE™ protects valuable payroll information from unauthorized users

• 3 user-defined payroll deductions to accommodate customized needs such as savings, profit

sharing, tax shelters, pensions, etc,

• Pay period, monthly, quarterly and yearly cumulative totals maintained for each employee,

• Automatic input error detection and recovery protects system from user-generated errors,

• Easy-to-lollow, detailed, and comprehensive user's manual and tutorial leads the user step

by step allowing anyone with little computer experience to easily operate the package.

Includes index.

• Color, sound, and graphics utilized for user ease.

• Maintains employee pay history.

• Allows for manual payroll check writing,

• Packaged in a handsome 3-ring deluxe pocketed binder with 3 diskettes and manual

• Reasonable price.

See your local store, or contact Miles Computing,M lies

MILES COMPUTING
7136 Haskell Ave. #204
Van Nuys, CA 91406

(213) 994-6279

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc.

MiiesCorrputing, MILES PAYROLL SYSTEM. PROGRAM ENABLING MODULE are trademarliS

o) Miles Computing, Van Nuys, California. Not affiliated witti Atari, Inc.

$1 79.95, Requires 32K and two Atari" 81 0'"
disl< drivers. Payment in U.S. funds rerjuired witli

order. California residents add 6.5% sales tax. C.O.D. or prepayment only. Dealer inquires

welcome

notes. But lest you think this volume is only for children, I

assure you it is not.

The overall structure of the book is highly original; some

may find it objectionably so. In no way does it imitate

either the Atari Student PILOT Reference Guide or the

educator's PILOT Primer that accompany the PILOT car-

tridge. After an excellent keyboard orientation, the first

programming done is with sound, utilizing monster music

and music theory of chord components. Some might feel

more comfortable venturing into simple T:ype and A:ccept

commands first, as the Atari manuals do.

Now, in true critic-style, I feel obligated to point out

some of the possible failings of this volume. The section on

"The Number Chopper" (modulo) would have been more

helpful if another few sentences of explanation had been

added. The section on True /False (0,1) could have been

elaborated. Understandably, though, an introductory

volume of this size could not be comprehensive in delving

into all aspects of PILOT. I also found it annoying that in

their attempt to appeal to the beginner the writer purposely

avoided using words such as "modulo" or "string indirec-

tion" which are used in the Atari PILOT Primer. The book

also could have benefited from a better layout so the pages

would not appear so crowded.

One advantage of this book over the Atari material is

that it contains a reasonably-sized index. The volume goes

into deeper explanation in some of the game and graphics

applications than does the PILOT Primer, with much
clearer and shorter examples, but is weaker than the Primer

in the core-command areas. It has excellent sections on use

of the joysticks, calculating "turtle" velocity, and writing

interactive stories. The "Turtle Herding" and "Thrice Dice"

programs are excellent examples demonstrating that most

people really wouldn't hate math if they knew what to do

with it.

On the title page of the volume, the authorship includes

not only Conlan and Deliman but also credits Dymax.

Dymax is a unique concept in the publishing world. It is a

business concern serving both as an agent, support group

and testing forum for authors of computer books. Dymax
is even more though; it represents a style. Many of their

books are in a similar vein to Atari PILOT for Beginners

(Freeze-dried BASIC, Atari Games, etc.). If you dislike

heavy computer tomes, then look for the Dymax label.

They pride themselves on being able to deliver you on the

flight from Novice City to Being There. You may not be an

expert PILOT Programmer after this volume but you cer-

tainly won't complain that you didn't get service with a

smile. Q
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OET PROFESSIONAL HELP
FORYOUR ODSESSION:

ELECTRONK FUN WITH
COMPUTERS%GAMES
SUDSCRIDE NOWAND SAVE!

SEND PROFESSIONAL HELP!
I I ObI\.b set me up with a year's subscription to

Electronic Fun with Computers & Games.

D Bill me later for $i-| .97 (over $20 off the newsstand
cost and $6 off the regular subscription cost)

D I prefer to enclose payment now.

D Charge to my credit card:

n VISA D MasterCard

Card No. - Exp. Date -

Signature _

City- -State- -Zip-

L'

Add $4 for Canadian & $20 for foreign orders. Please allow 6-8 weeks for

delivery. Payment must accompany foreign orders.

MailtoiElectronicFun, P.O. Box 947, Farmingdale, NY 11737 730139 i

It's the video game magazine you can believe in.

Because it's just as hyper about hi-tech as you are.

And it's put out by Video Review. So you know it's

definitive:

It's Electronic Fun with Computers & Games.
(Whew) EFfor short.

EF helps you pick the games and pick the

brains of the guys who create them.

EF gives you software secrets for super scores

and helps you outmaneuver the most fiendish

electronic adversaries.

EF lets you interface with the hottest arcade

wizards and joystick generals, and pick up tips and
hard-won strategies for success.

And, EF reviews, previews and rates all the

games—arcade, cartridge, and computer—so you
don't waste your wallet on the dogs.

Most of all, EF understands and shares your

obsession.

Try a little professional help. Make an appoint-

ment for a year of Electronic Fun, using the

attached card or coupon to order.



GOTO DIRECTORY
Dealers and wholesale distributors

'

inquiries welcome. Contact Les Torok,

Circulation Manager, 297 Missouri St.,

S.F., CA (415) 864-0886.

ALABAMA
RAINBOW CITY SERVICE CENTER
244 Rainbow Plaza

Gadsen, AL 35901

205-442-5384

Factory aulliorized service on ATARI VCS

and computers. Parts and accessories.

ARIZONA
COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
2222 E. Indian School Rd.

Plioenix, AZ 85016

800-528-1054

602-954-6109

ATARI WO & 800 computers and

peripherals at the best prices in the

country. Call 1-800-528-1054. Ask

about our ATARI 800 special system and

the ATARI 400 Pac-Man special. We ship

nationwide.

CALIFORNIA
ACCESS TO SOFTWARE
4720 Geary Blvd.

San Francisco, CA 94118

415-751-2231

1100 Contra Costa Blvd.

Concord, CA 94520

415-689-1400

An authorized ATARI dealer with the

largest selection of Atari software in the

Bay Area. Cartridges, tapes, disks,

memory cards, joysticks, magazines,

games.

THE SOFTWARE STORE
11768 West Pico

Los Angeles, CA 90064

213-473-1136

Software tor ATARI computers. APX—
third party—ATARI books-magazines.

HW COMPUTERS
19511 Business Center Drive

Norttiridge, CA 91324

213-886-9200

Full line of personal computers. Atari,

TRS-80, Fortune, NEC, Caiilornia Com-

puter Systems. Complete line of software

and hardware. Authorized Service

Center. Other locations: Westwood,

Redondo Beach and Palm Springs.

OIMENSIONAL SOFTWARE
3954 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.

San Diego, CA 92117

714-275-4243

Software /books /peripherals/

hardware

SOFTWARE EMPORIUM
4500 El Camino Real

Los Altos, CA 94022

415-941-8788

1800 S. Bascom Ave.

Campbell, CA
408-377-9311

Complete software selection for ATARI,

Apple, Tandy, IBM, CP/M. books,

magazines, games.

3E SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS
22408 Mission Blvd.

Hayward, CA 94541

415-537-3637

Complete ATARI support center for hard-

ware and software. ATARI, AXLON,

OKIDATA, BIT 3, ALIEN, GROUP BMC,

PID. SYNAPSE. ON-LINE, SWIFTY. EPYX

GEBELLI, DATASOFT BRODERBUND,

as, SIRIUS, OSS, EPSON, ARTWORKX,

& MORE.

SUNSET COMPUTERS
2329 Irving

San Francisco, CA 94122

415-665-7378

ATARI hardware, software, peripherals.

Repairs—Northstar, Franklin, Osborne,

Kaycomb. Books, magazines.

DATA BANKS
3820 Peralta Blvd.

Fremont, CA 94536

415-790-1060

Hardwdare /software /services/

peripherals and a lull line of supplies for

all ATARI products.

PC. COMPUTERS
10166 San Pablo Ave.

El Cerrito, CA 94530

415-527-6044

Software /books.

COMPUTERLAND
1815C Ygnacio Valley Rd.

Walnut Creek, CA 94590

415-935-6502

Wide selection of software for ATARI.

Programming seminars. IBM & Altos

computers. Books, magazines.

ELECTRONIC FANTASY
2078 Vallo Fashion Park

Cupertino, CA 95014

ATARI computers & large selection of

software. Repairs.

COMPUTER PALACE
1670 Market St.

Redding, CA 96001

916-221-1312

Hardware from Appie-ATARI-NEC-

Franklln-Commodore. Largest selection

of books & magazines in Northern CA.

Full line of game-educationai-application

software.

COMPUTER PLACE
1029 E. Broadway

Glendale, CA91205
213-241-2551

Hardware/software/peripherals-

memory expansion—ATARI voice box.

Printers & color monitors—APX—
modems—user group. Latest HW/SW—
new products—repair all hardware-

extension service policy. Maiiing list.

COMPUTER STORE OF
SAN LEANDRO
701 Macarthur Blvd.

San Leandro, CA 94577

415-569-4174

Complete ATARI 400/800 systems-

business systems from Altos—books,

magazines—modems— disk drives—

printers—memory chips. Complete

selection of games, utility, business,

educational software.

DALE'S TV & RADIO INC,

2400 Athens Ave.

Redding, CA 96001

916-243-7084

Authorized ATARI service computers &
home VCS game systems-TV & stereo

repairs.

SOFTWARE ETC.

106 El Paso Ctr.

San Jose, CA 95130

408-866-4224

Hardware —peripherals— Percom disk

drives—books, magazines, games—
application—educational—software from

Sirius-On-Line/Gebeili/APX/Synapse/

DatasofI—computer furniture.

SOUND ROOM
1100 W. Lincoln

Anaheim, CA 92805

714-635-8621

Complete line of ATARI hardware & soft-

ware—printers—disk drives—joysticks,

books, magazines, software, games,

utilities, educational.

THE GRAFEX COMPANY
1112 Arlington Ln.

San Jose, CA 95129

408-996-2689

Box 1558

Cupertino, CA 95015

408-996-2689 Voice 408-253-5216 BBS

Northern California's exclusive ATARI

microconnection dealer. The most com-

prehensive selection of software and

hardware for your ATARI home com-

puter. Send $1 lor catalog (refunded

with your first order).

LEARNING TREE
COMPUTER CENTER
2431 N. Tustin Ave.

Santa Ana, CA 92705

714-667-1575

Complete line ol ATARI COMPUTERS and

software products. Specializing In home,

education and business software.

AUTHORIZED REPAIR SERVICE CENTER

for all Atari and Epson products. Atari

Club meets 3rd Thurs. of each month.

Write lor free catalog.

THE SOFTWARE DEPOT

2652 Towncenter Mall

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

408-730-9494

Microcomputer software, books and

accessories lor ATARI, Apple, IBM, TRS,

VIC and Tl computers. Video games for

ATARI, Coleco and Mattel. Authorized

ATARI computer sales and service.

SOFTWAIRE CENTER
477 University Ave.

Palo Alto, CA 94301

415-327-0520

Complete line of software for business,

home and pleasure. Also a wide selec-

tion of books, magazines, and acces-

sories lor the ATARI and all personal

computers.

QUEMENT ELECTRONICS
1000 S. Bascom

San Jose, CA 95128

408-998-5900

Largest selection ATARI software, books,

magazines, discount prices. Our lines include

A.l.—Epyx—Synapse— Don't Ask

-Online-Spinnaker-PDI-APX-
Mosalc-LJK-Datasoft-Broderbundand

more.

G.A.M.E.S.

6626 Valjean Ave.

Van Nuys, CA 91406

213-781-1300

Orders call 800-626-9592

10529 Ellis-Fountain Valley

2814 W. Sepuiveda-Torrance

3469 T.O. Blvd. -Thousand Oaks

23404 Lyons Ave. Newhall, Ca.

2834 Santa Monica Blvd. S.M., Ca.

Complete hardware and software for

ATARI at super discount prices. We are

the first to receive new products &

manufacture several of our own acces-

sories. Send $2 to our Van Nuys

address for our catalog.

COLORADO
ALPHA CENTER
12351 W. 64th

Arvada, CO 80004

303-421-6361

Open 7 days a week. ATARI-TI-Tlmex

—Commodore— Corvus—NEC—Source—
Epson—Prowrlter. Authorized repair center.

CONNECTICUT
THE COMPUTER CENTER
Millrock Rd.

Old Saybrook, CT 06475

203-385-1587

ATARI hardware & software. Programming

seminars, books, magazines, T.I., Northstar

& Altos. Programmers wall chart available.

Call or write for details.

FLORIDA
ORANGE BLOSSOM HOBBIES
1975 N.W, 36th St.

Miami, FL 33142

305-633-2522

Hardware /software /peripherals.

GEORGIA
COMPETITIVE EDGE INC.

Aberdeen Village Ctr.

Peachtree City, GA 30269

404-487-6460

All ATARI products sold below suggested

retail. Computer classes In use &

programming—youth & adults. Personalized

evaluations of individual computer needs.

Other personal & business computers

available.

ILLINOIS
COMPLETE COMPUTING
890 E. Roosevelt Rd.

Lombard, IL 60148

312-620-0808

Best selection of ATARI software in western

suburbs. 10% discount software club.

Superb selection of books, magazines. Basic

and advanced programming classes. Ex-

cellent technical support tor ATARI. Loves

bad puns.

VIDEO, ETC.

465 Lake Cook Rd.

Deerfield, IL 60075

312-498-9669

Hundreds of ATARI software programs in-

cluding games, educational and business.

Complete service. Full line of peripherals,

periodicals & books. VIDEO ETC. Deerfield,

498-9669: Buffalo Grv, 459-6677: Skokie,

675-3655: Orland Pk. 460-8980.

DIGITALWORLD INC.

711 Army Trail Rd.

Addison, IL 60101

312-628-9222

Complete line of all ATARI products.

ATARI service center. Full line of ATARI

software & a full line ol books & maga-

zines. No shipping charges on pre-paid

orders or on serviced equipment.

SHUTTER SHACK INC.

201 S. Linden

Normal, I L 61761

309-452-2511

ATARI products and software. APX and

third party. Authorized service. Epson

printers. Omni discs. ATARI books &

magazines. MC & VISA accepted. Will

ship C.O.D. anywhere in continental U.S.

Subscribe

to

ANTIC.
Call

toll free

(800) 227-1617 Ext. 133

(outside California)

(800) 772-3545 Ext. 133

(inside California)
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CENTRAL SERVICE CO.

1920 W. Peterson Ave,

11714 S. Western Ave.

Chicago, IL

23 W. North Ave.

Northlake, IL

312-338-6000

3 locations to service computers, games,

video recorders, video disc, teievisions,

stereo, microwave ovens.

INDIANA
COMPUTERCRAFT
820 S, Rangeline Rd.

Carmel, IN 46032

317-846-5996

We carry a lull selection of ATARI hard-

ware & software. Osborne-Epson. Also a

wide variety of printers, monitors &

supplies. We are an authorized ATARI

service center.

KENTUCKY
CHAMCO INC.

2511 Preston Hwy.

Louisville, KY 40217

502-637-3604

Factory authorized service on ATARI

video games, and home computers.

MARYLAND
FREDERICK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
5726 Industry Lane

Fredericl<, MD 21701

301-694-8884

ATARI hardware & great selection of

software from many manufacturers.

ATARI & other peripherals.

BUSINESS COMPUTER CENTER
8659 Baltimore National Pil<e

Ellicott City, WD 21043

301-461-2200

BCC carries the complete line of ATARI

products along with one of the fargest

supplies of third party software and

hardware available at reasonable prices.

Additionally we are a full service dealer.

A-BIT-BETTER SOFTWARE
Post Office Box 28

Laurel, MO 20707

301-953-7256

A-BII-Better Software offers you an

extensive variety of exciting programs

for your ATARI 400/800. Quality is a

must, and our reasonable prices give us

the edge. Write for tree catalog.

LOWENS
7227 Wisconsin Ave.

Bethesda, (^0 20814

301-652-1289

Hardware-ATARI 400/800~VIC-
peripherals—Percom dlsl< drives. Full

line ol ATARI and third party software.

Specializing in educational & business

software.

MASSACHUSETTS
VIDEO PARADISE SOUTH
28 Samoset St. Rt. 44

Plymouth, IVfA 02360

617-747-3361

We carry hardware & software, third

party software, monitors & accessories.

Also ATARI books & magazines. We

have training seminars for customers.

CUSTOM ELECTRONICS INC.

238 Exchange

Chicopee, MA 01013

413-592-4761

Hardware, software, peripherals-

service for ATARI products. Guaranteed

to satisfy your needs. We are "the

business which service built". Now in

our 22nd year.

THE BIT BUCKET
1294 Washington St.

West Newton, MA 02165

617-964-3080

The widest selection ol ATARI hardware

and software in New England.

Authorized ATARI repair. Books S

magazines. Seminars and classes lor

ATARI. Also carrying Osborne, Altos,

and Timex.

THE GAME SHOP
427 Great Rd.

Acton, MA 01720

617-263-0418

10 If you need ATARI stull then

20 GOTO the Game Shop

30 Poke around

40 Peek hardware, software, printers

50 Peek modems, books, magazines

60 Return (often)

MICHIGAN
BINARY CORP.

3237 Woodword Ave.

Berkeley, Ml 48072

313-548-0533

ATARf hardware & software. FASTCHIP

and The Terminal program. ATARI &
other peripherals. Books & magazines.

RITEWAY ENTERPRISES
8262 12 Mile Rd.

Warren, Ml 48093

313-751-2454

22027 Michigan Ave.

Dearfjorn, Ml 48124

313-562-3178

Hardware/Software/Peripherais/books.

Over 2000 ATARI programs in stock.

Epson—NEC—C.IToh—Okidata printers

—Percom drives—BMC monitors-

Hayes. Everything lor ATARI. Everything

discounted everyday.

MINNESOTA
W/IZARD'S WORK
County Rd. 18 & 36th Ave. N.

New Hope. MN 55427

612-546-0311

Complete ATARI computer center. Hard-

ware/software/books/magazines. Over

500 software programs stocked.

Instructional classes. Repair center.

MISSOURI
INSTANT REPLAY LTD.

14422-24 S. Outer 40 Rd.

Chesterfield. MO 63017

314-576-0544

Software/books/accessories/hardware.

St. Louis' complete ATARI computer

center. Innovative and exclusive

products like Sidewriter—a typev^rriter

keyboard for the 400, joystick repair

kits. We mail order all products.

SCREEN SONICS
14416 S. Outer 40 Road

Chesterfield, MO 63017

314-434-0433

Authorized ATARI service thats as good

as ATARI. 400 & 800 computers

received on fVlonday. Normally repaired

and shipped out within 7 to 10 working

days.

SCREEN SONICS
14416 S. Outer 40 Road

Chesterfield, MO 63017

314-434-0433
' 'Sidewriter

'

' prolessionai auxiliary

keyboard for ATARI 400 & 800 owners

that fets you sit back & enjoy your com-

puter small businesses. Now you can

have two points of entry with one com-

puter ' 'customer service
'

' S products

available for the serious ATARI user.

COMPUTER STOP, INC,

3622 Noland Ct.. Ste. E

Independence, MO 64054
816-252-5550

ATARI hardware & software. ATARI

service center. We handle nothing but

ATARI and third part software for ATARI.

Accessories—Books— Training. ATARI

users Group.

NEVADA
COMPUTER CENTER
3310 S. Jones, Suite D

Las Vegas, NV 89102

702-873-5055

ATARI computers, peripherals. Large

selection of business applications &
game software.

NEW JERSEY
EARTHRISE COMPUTER CENTER
6 Green Village Rd.

Madison, NJ 07940

201-377-4084

ATARI, NEC, Franklin computers.

Complete software selection. Computer

classes.

SOFTWARE ASYLUM, INC.

626 Roosevelt Ave.

Carteret, NJ 07008.

201-969-1900

Also Old Bridge

201-536-1401

We ARE ATARI! NJ's largest retailer of

Atari programs for 400/800 modefs:

over 400 programs available from more

than 60 manufacturers. Send for our

latest catalog — only $2.00 (refundable

as credit with purchase).

CIRCLE VIDEO & ELECTRONIC
Circle Plaza Shopping Center

Eatonlown, NJ 07724

201-542-8897

We carry ATARf hardware & software/

authorized repair/books & magazines,

seminars & classes. Commodore, Tl &
Franklin.

WAYNE COMPUTER SOFTWARE
1459 Rt. 23

Wayne, NJ 07470

(201)628-7318

Across from Packanack Center,

by Wayne Manor

Largest selection of software, peri-

pherals, accessories and books you will

ever see in one store — at super

prices!!! Call lor hard-to-find items and

advice.

FELICES FOLLIES
66 Broad St.

Red Bank, NJ 07701

201-842-2862

Hardware/software/peripherals for

ATARI/Vic20 + 64/TI. 99/Timex/

Sinclair/books & magazines. Printers all

on display and ready for a demonstra-

tion. The most complete fvticro store in

Ivlonmouth County.

VIDEO CONNECTION
OF SOMERSET
900 Easton Ave.

Somerset, NJ 08873

201-545-8733

Hardware/Software/Service/Books

VIDEO STATION
4 Beachwood Rd.

Summit, NJ 07901

201-273-0024

Hardware/Soltware/Service

BITS, BYTES & PIECES
190 Buckelew Ave.

Jamesburg, NJ 08831

201-521-2432

We demonstrate ATARI. Commodore and

Tl programming technigues. On display

hardware, software, printers, acces-

sories, books, magazines. Shop by

Phone-Call for List.

NEW YORK
THE MICRO CENTER
313 Boulevard Mall

Amherst, NY 14226

716-833-0908

Your complete ATARI headquarters. Best

selection in Western New York. We carry

hardware & software, accessories &
peripherals.

LEIGH'S COMPUTER
212 E. 85th St.

New York, NY 10028

212-879-6257

ATARI hardware, software, books.

Magazines, programming classes. Apple

& Sinclair.

THE VIDEO CONNECTIONS
27 Merrick Ave.

Merrick, NY 11566

516-546-5050

ATARI software, books, magazines.

Mention this listing for a speciaf dis-

count on ATARI software.

DATASCAN COMPUTER SYSTEM
2306 N, Ocean Ave.

Farmingviiie, NY 11738

516-698-6285

Hardware Irom ATARI-VIC-NEC-
IBEX. Complete business systems-

books, magazines—peripherals—printers

—modem—game—utility—educational

software.

SOFTWARE EMPORIUM
151 Mineola Ave.

Roslyn Hts., NY 11577

516-625-0550

Specializing in a full line ol ATARI &
third party software—games, utilities,

business, educational—books,

magazines, peripherals—hardware from

A TARt— Vic—Franklin— Timex— Tl.

COMPUTER CENTER
31 East 31st SI.

480 Lexington Ave.

333 West 57lh St.

21 West St.

New York, NY
212-889-8130

Largest selection of ATARI hardware &
software in New York.

OHIO
DIGITRENDS
1813 E. 12th St.

Cleveland, OH 44114

216-241-1813

Best selection in Northern Ohio lor ATARI

hardware, soltware, books, periodicals,

diskettes, computer turniture and

accessories. Phone orders and charge

cards accepted. Prompt shipment.

ELECTRONIC CONNEXION
424 E. Stroop Rd.

Kettering, OH 45429

513-294-0222

ATARf safes and authorized service.

Over 400 programs in stock. Books,

magazines, software exchange.

BARNHART STORES
548 N, Main

Urbana, OH 43078

513-653-7257

Hardware /software /service /

peripherals.

Li)utinnecl on next t^dge
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GOTO DIRECTORY
COMPUTER CORNER
5104 Mayfield Rd.

Lyndhurst, OH 44124

216-473-5010

ATARI hardware & software lor games &

business applications. Basic and

advanced programming classes.

Auttwrized service center lor ATARI.

Commodore, Eagle and Epsom.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
2979 West Market St.

201 S. Main St.

Akron, OH 44308

216-666-3226

Factory auttiorized dealer/repairs.

Software deveiopment marketing.

OALE'S COLOR TV & APPL. INC.

2324 N. Cleve. Mass. Rd.

Batti, OH 44210

216-253-4277

216 659-9330

Service only. ATARI computers and

games.

WHITLOW ELECTRONIC CORP.

2150 Noble Rd. E.

Cleveland, OH 44112

216-451-1775

Computer. VCS. Audio-Video. ATARI

specialists. Parts and service.

VIDEO DEPOT
1278 Euclid Ave.

Cleveland, OH 44115

216-696-3588

Second largest selection of software in

Cleveland. Over 300 pieces of software.

Signafmen modems. Alien Group Voice

Box Full selection of books and

magazines.

OKLAHOMA
THE COMPUTER MART
3003 East 51st St.

Tulsa, OK 74105

918-664-8452

ATARI computers & software.

Northstar & Victor computers.

Books & magazines.

OREGON
NORTHWEST COMPUTER SUPPORT
10200 S.W. Nimbus, G1

Portland, OR 97223

503-644-5080

At NW Computer Support we only do one

thing. Every effort at every level of our

company is to put your computer back

on-fine. We can provide you the best,

fastest, and most reliable service avail-

able anywhere— at a price you can

afford.

PENNSYLVANIA
RADIO 437 STORE & CO.

924 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, PA 19107

215-627-8250

333 Montgomery Ave.

Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

215-664-4374

Largest selection of ATARI software in

the Delaware Valley at discount prices.

Complete stock ol peripherals, hardware

& computer lurniture. All major credit

cards accepted. l\/lait order—tree catalog

on request.

1-STOP COMPUTER SHOPPE
65 N. 5th St.

Lemolne, PA 17043

717-761-6754

Hardware from ATARI—Commodore—
Zenith— Osborne— Full tine ol peripherals

& magazines, games, business, educa-

tional, utility software supplies.

AUDIO-PHONICS
1910 Passyunk Ave.

Philadelphia, PA 19145

215-463-4103

Video equipment repair/ATARI computer

repair.

MCR
161 Monroe St.

Rochester. PA 15074

412-728-7615

Authorized service center.

MOSTLY COMPUTERS
36 N. George St.

York, PA 17401

717-843-3879

Complete systems from ATARI-VIC-
Northstar—books—magazines—disk
drives—modems—printers. Full line of

business, games, utility, educational

software.

CITY SOFTWARE CENTER, INC.

2712 Grant Ave.

Philadelphia, PA 19114

215-969-3330

Largest selection of third party software

& ATARf software discounted up to

20%. Blank discs/books/magazines/

accessories. Advice on comp. info. Call

lor prices. Will accept mail order/MC &

Visa accepted.

TEXAS
ALAMO NATIONAL CAMERA
SERVISHOP

\ 117W. ElPrado

San Antonio, TX 78212

512-828-3575

Warranty, non-warranty repair of ATARI

video games & computers. Compfete

repair service lor photo equipment. VCR.

& Video Camera.

THE ELECTRONIC SHOP
2820-24 Walnut Hill Ln.

Dallas, TX 75229

214-350-4003

An ATARI authorized repair service for

computers & games.

UTAH
THE SOFTWARE HUT
470 E. 200 South

Salt Lake City, UT 84111

801-355-0066

Hardware /software /peripherals.

SERVICE WEST OF UTAH
3532 S.W. Temple

Salt lake City, UT 84115

801-262-4069

Authorized ATARI service.

QUALITY TECHNOLOGY
741 S. State St.

Salt Lake City, UT 84111

801-521-5040

Hardware, software, service.

VIRGINIA
FUTURE TEK
6230-10 Rolling Rd.

Springfield, VA 22152

703-644-0026

Hewlett Packard. Basis Computer,

Audio-Video & projection TV.

VIDEO UNLIMITED
SERVICE CENTER
1707 Rt. 17

Grafton. VA 23692

804-898-5318

Authorized ATARI service center.

Authorized service for RCA—Sanyo—
Hitachi—Sony Video tape recorders.

video disc players and TV's. Complete

line ol accessories. We buy & sell used

equipment.

THE AUDIBLE IMAGE
768 Hilltop North Shpg. Ctr.

Virginia Beach, VA 23451

804-422-4429

ATARi specialisfs—A wide selection ol

hardware, software, joysticks,

keyboards, etc. Games, education, pro-

gramming & business, all lor ATARf! Our

customers do our advertising for us.

WASHINGTON
PROGRAMS PLUS
16874 Southcenter Pkwy.

Tukvtfiia, WA 98188

206-575-1375

Software, books & peripherals.

ROB ROY COMPUTER
1109 W. Yakima Ave.

Yakima. WA 98902

509-575-7704

Hardware, sollware. repair. ATARI &
Northstar computers. Business, applica-

tions & game software. Authorized

ATARI service.

BUTLER'S TV & COMPUTERS
28717 Pacific Hwy. South

Federal Way, WA 98003

206-941-9096

Specialisis in ATARI. Warranty service.

Hardware—peripherals—magazines-

over 200 software titles in stock.

COMPUTERS -f

2504 Jefferson Ave.

Tacoma, WA 98402

206-272-2329

ATARI hardware-400/800 Vic-20/

Percom disk drives/C. Itoh printers. Soft-

ware educational, utility—game, books-

magazines.

WISCONSIN
BYTE SHOP OF MILWAUKEE
4840 S. 76th

Greenfield, Wl 53221

414-281-7004

Systems from ATARf—Apple—Compupro

—complete range of games, tiusiness.

magazines—service & repairs— disk

drives—printers—RAM boards-

modems.

MAGIC LANTERN COMPUTERS
406 S. Park

Madison, Wl 53715

608-251-9112

We are Wisconsin's ATARI headquarters

—600 ATARf programs in stock— third

party products—also tree catafog.

DOUBLE YOUR ATARI 400* MEMORY
FOR AS LOW AS $20.00

DO IT YOURSELF

• why pay S 75 to S 100 to get 32K memory?

• detailed plans, photos and low-cost parts sources included

• 32K allows disk drive use — play more intricate disk-based garTies

Send S5 00 (check or money order) for booklet to:

2 SIGMA SQUARED
V 6388 Kindling CI.

Lisle. IL 60532

"Atari 400 is a registered trademari< ot ATAI^I. Inc.

|?i Jpic Qlrtatians ATARI EASY

Beginner's DOS Tutorial
$] 5 95 each

GRAPHIC MASTER Simplified)

THE FONT DISK $18.95

The Software Connection
2843 So. White Rd. Box EC

Add si.oo s„„,ri„ I ,„di.„. 5^^ j^^^^ ^^ ,j,^j

c,i,r. ,,.,i,i.„i,: .dd ..« ,1... ...» 408/270-0450 an-
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good connections
with the Atari 400/800*

Get connected to the exciting world of telecommunica-
tions witin a Microconnection, the direct connect modem
designed especially for the Atari.

The Microconnection can automatically dial other com-
puters—from micros to mainframes—to provide easy ac-

cess to expanding information and transactional services.

Whether you have the 850 Expansion Interface or not,

there's a Microconnection for youl The bus decoding
Microconnection not only allows you to go on-line with-

out an 850, but it also provides RS-232C output to drive a

serial printer

It's the consistent favorite with reviewersi

All Microconnections for the Atari are provided with the

special 9 pin connector cable for ease of installation. Smart

terminal software available.

the micropenpheral corporation
2565 152nd Avenue' N.E., Redmond", WA 98052

(206) 881-7544
"Reg- Trademark of Atari, (nc.

DISK WIZARD
A COMPLETE DISK UTILITY PACKAGE AT AN

AFFORDABLE PRICE

THIS COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING POWERFUL
PROGRAMS FOR THE ATARI" 800 COMPUTER (MINIMUM: 32 K)

DISK BACK-UP DISK EDIT
• SINGLE / DOUBLE DENSITY • REVIEW / MODIFY ANY SECTOR
• SUPPORTS 1 OR 2 DRIVES • WORKS WITH ALL FORMATS
• ALLOWS BACK-UP OF DISKS
PROTECTED BY BAD SECTORING

• FAST COPY OPTION

• SINGLE / DOUBLE DENSITY

• SECTOR DISPLAY IN HEX AND
ASCII

• SECTOR STATUS SUMMARY
• OPTIONAL PRINTOUT OF SECTOR
STATUS

• SCAN SECTORS FOR A SERIES
OF BYTES OR A STRING

• DECIMAL/ HEX NUMBER CONVERSION

DISASSEMBLER DISK SPEED
• DISASSEMBLE FROM DISK BY
FILE NAME OR SECTOR NUMBERS

• VERIFIES / ALLOWS ADJUSTMENT
OF DISK SPEED

• OPTIONAL OFFSET

• OUTPUT TO SCREEN OR PRINTER

COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL INCLUDED

$29
ORDERING INFORMATION

For fast delivery, send certified

check or money order. Personal
checks: allow 2 to 3 weel<s.

MASTERCARD & VISA accepted.

(Maine Residents add 5% Sales Tax)
Phone orders accepted on C.O.D.
and charges.

"ATARI is a registered Trademark of Atari, Inc.

95

69 NEW BOSTON ROAD
YORK, MAINE 03909
(2071 363-3036

^«iJ THE MONKEY WRENCH II

fslp"^ A PROGRAMMERS AID FOR ATARI 800
* NEW AND IMPROVED - 18 COMMANDS

If you are a person who likes to monkey around with

the ATARI 800, then THE MONKEY WRENCH II is

for youl! Make your programming tasks easier, less

time-consuming and more fun . Why spend extra

hours working on a BASIC program when the

MONKEY WRENCH can do it for you in seconds.

It can also make backup copies of boot type

cassette programs. Plugs into the right slot and

works with ATARI BASIC cartridge.

The MONKEY WRENCH provides 18 direct mode
commands. They are: AUTO LINE NUMBERING - Pro-

vides new line numbers when entering BASIC program

lines. RENUMBER - Renumbers BASIC'S line numbers
including internal references. DELETE LINE NUMBERS
— Removes a range BASIC line numbers.

VARIABLES — Display all BASIC variables and their current value. Scrolling

$59.95

Use the

START & SELECT keys'to display BASIC lines automatically Scroll up or down BASIC pro-

gram. FIND STRING - Find every occurrence of a string, XCHANGE STRING - Find every

occurrence of a string and replace it with another string. MOVE LINES — Move lines from

one part of program to another part of program. C0F7 LINES — Copy lines from one part

of program to another part of program. FORMATTED LIST — Print BASIC program in

special line format and automatic page numbering. DISK DIRECTORY — Display Disk

Directory. CHANGE MARGINS - Provides the capability to easily change the screen

margins. MEMORY TEST - Provides the capability to test RAM memory. CURSOR
EXCHANGE — Allows usage of the cursor keys without holding down the CTRL key

UPPER CASE LOCK — Keeps the computer in the upper case character set. HEX CON-
VERSION — Converts a hexadecimal number to a decimal number DECIMAL CONVER-
SION — Converts a decimal number to a hexadecimal number MONITOR — Enter the

machine language monitor

In addition to the BASIC commands, the Monkey Wrench also contains a machine

language monitor with 16 commands used to interact with the powerful features of the

6502 microprocessor

ATARI AND PET
EPROM PROGRAMMER

w ^''pjr,4i>

Programs 271B and 2532

EPROMs. Includes hardware

and software. PET = $75.00 -

ATARI (includes sophisticated

nwchine language nnonitorl =

$119.95

Eprom Cartridge- A.P.C.
board and case which can be
used in the ATARI 400 or 800
in the left or right slot. Uses
2532, 2732. or 2716 EPROMs.
May contain up to 8K bytes.

$19.95

Memory Test- Make sure your
RAM memory is normal. $6.95
or $9.95 on disk.

Typing Exercise- A typing drill

program for beginners and
experts. On disk. $12.95

More than just an Assembler/Editor!

Now for the "64" \

It's a

Professionally

Designed

Software

Development

System

V^

/\ MAE
for

PET
APPLE
ATARI

New
Price

$99.95

Blast off with the software used on the space
shuttle project!

• Designed !o improve Programmer Productivity,

• Similar syntax and commands — No need to relearn
peculiar syntaxes and commands wtien you go
(rom PET to APPLE to ATARI

• Coresident Assembler/Editor — No need to load
trie Editor then the Assembler then the Editor etc

• Also includes Word Processor, Relocating Loader
and much more

• Options EPROM Programmer unimplemenled
opcode circuitry

• STILL NOT CONVINCED Send lor free spec sheetl

5% INCH SOFT
SECTORED DISKEHES

Highest qualtty. We use them on

our PETs, APPlEs, ATARIs, and other

computefs. $22.50/10 or $44.50/20

EPROMS 2716 = $4.50 2532 = J7.50

3239 Linda Dr.

Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106
(919)924-2889 (919)748-8446
Send for free catalog!



SM^sOT^M
ANTIC is pleased to offer a library of Public Domain Software for the ATARI computers currently comprised of 12

disks.These programs are not yet available on cassette. These disks contain unprotected material from the Hbraries of

ATARI users' groups from around the country.

The potential buyer should note that these programs are sold as is. Their usefulness may depend on your experience

with the computer. They may contain programming quirks that require some modification. However, all perform reason-

ably well. Contents of the disks may vary slightly from the published description due to unforeseen circumstances, but

each disk is filled to reasonable capacity with useful programs of the kind described, and represent an excellent value at

$10.00 each, plus $1.50 per order for shipping /handling. Send check or money order (payable to ANTIC Publishing),

and disk number(s) to: Public Domain Software, 600 18th Street, San Francisco, CA 94107. Allow four weeks for delivery.

All orders are sent by First-Class Mail. Please add 6Vi% sales tax for California residents.

ANTIC GAMES DISK #1 V*^ANTIC GAMES #5 V*^ANTIC UTILITIES DISK #3
1. Chicken: a great game from ANTIC #1

2. Hangman: the traditional word game
3. Creation: a version of Life

4. Reverse: order of string numbers

5. Monopoly: computerized!

6. Lunar lander: select terrain (stick)

7. Zonex: hidden color patterns in^grid

8. Clewso: detective adventure, graphics

ANTIC GAMES
DISK #2
1

.

Speed Demon: from ANTIC #4

2. Guy' Grid Game
3. Deathstar: from ANTIC #2
4. Blackjack: Vegas rules

5. Civil War: a strategic simulation

6. Artillery: firing strategy game
7. Super Wumpus: text adventure

ANTIC GAMES DISK #3
1. Petals

2. Showdown
3. FROG: from ANTIC #3

4. Draw: Guy Hurt

5. Plus Zero
6. Collisi, and more

itf,ANTIC GAMES DISK #4
1

.

Vultures: from Stan Ockers

2. Castle Hexagon: also by Stan Ockers

3. Adventure: The remainder of the disk

contains an adventure game program which

you can play, or you can use the program to

write your own adventure. Instructions

included in program.

1. Bats: who else? Stan Ockers, from

ANTIC #5
2. Steller Defense: from ANTIC #6, slightly

improved.

3. Yahtzee

4. Mastermind

5. Hamurabi: the classic simulation

6. Slalom: become a master schusser

7. Couch: analyze yourself

8. Aceyducy & more

ANTIC PHOTO GRAPHICS
Digitized Photos

ANTIC UTILITY
DISK #1
1. Doc: program allows you to accompany
programs with separate documentation on disk

2. Microassembler: allows you to create USR
routines-assembler, more
3. Assembler-Editor: BASIC, slow but versatile

4. Num: automatic line numbering utility in

BASIC
5. Memtest: runs without BASIC cartridge, to

test all memory
6. Color: 128 colors at once

7. Printnop: connect parallel printer from

jacks 3 & 4

ANTIC UTILITIES
DISK #2
1. Bubble Sort; from ANTIC #4
2. Typo: from ANTIC #3
3. Home inventory

4. KEY 6: Cipher coding

5. Renumber
6. Compare: listings for differences

7. SUPER: menu
8. Modem
9. RT clock & more

1. Disassembler: from ANTIC V.2,#l

2. Tiny Text: from ANTIC #6
3. GTIA text window: from ANTIC V.2,#l

4. Label: disk label on Epson
5. Set up printer: sets up MX80 for Visicalc

6. Autotype: convert USR code to string

7. Autodata: convert USR code to DATA
statements.

8. Keyboard: tutorial & more

ANTIC GRAPHICS
DEMO #1
1. Spider: from ANTIC #3
2. Rainbow
3. Horses

4. ATARI logo

5. Oxygen
6. Spiral

7. Pretty

8. Message and more

ANTIC MUSIC DISK #1
Requires Music Composer Cartridge

1. Prelude

2. Joplin

3. In My Life

4. Star Trek

5. Daisy

6. Greensleeves

7. Yellow Submarine, and many more

ANTIC GR. & SO.
DEMO #1
1. Graphic

2. Draw
3. Rainbow
4. Tune Rite

5. Etch Sketch

6. Baby Pro Sound and more

ANTIC presents these programs in diskette form for the convenience of the ATARI community, in the belief that all of the

programs offered are in the Public Domain and that no proprietary interests or rights to these programs are claimed by

anyone. These diskettes are not copyprotected, nor does ANTIC claim rights to the programs themselves. The price of the

diskettes is based on the cost of making them available.
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ATARI DOS 2.0S ECLIPSE DOS-MOD

BISK OPEROTIMG SYSTEM II VERSION 2 . es
COPVRIGHT 1986 OTORI

DISK DIRECTORY I.
RUN CARTRIDGE J.
COPY FILE K.
DELETE FILEC5J L.
RENAME FILE M.
LOCK FILE M.
UNLOCK FILE 0.
HRITE DOS FILES

FORMAT DISK
DUPLICATE DISK
BINARY 5AUE
BINARY LOAD
RUN AT ADDRESS
CREATE MEM.SAU
DUPLICATE FILE

COPY FROM, TO?
PROGRAM? . BAS,». BAK

COPYING Dl : PROGRAMl . BAS
OPTION NOT ALLOMED
SELECT ITEM OR Irl^iUrl' FOR MENU

C PR0GRAM2.BAS,P:
COPY - Dl;PR0GHAM2.BAS
SELECT ITEM OR FOR MENU
C PR0GRAM3.BAS,P:
COPY - Dl: PROGRAMS. BAS
SELECT ITEM OR 8 FOR MENU
C PR0GRAM4.BAS,P:
COPY - Dl:PR0GRAM4.BAS
SELECT ITEM OR 8 FOR MENU
C PROGRAMS. BAS. P:
COPY - Dl : PROGRAMS . BAS
SELECT ITEM OR 8 FOR MENU
C PROGRAMS . BAS. P

:

COPY - Dl : PROGRAMS . BAS
SELECT ITEM OR 8 FOR MENU
C PROGRAM?. BAS, W.BAK
COPY - Dl: PROGRAMl. BAS
COPY - D1:PR0GRAM2.BAS
COPY - Dl:PR0GRAM4.BAS
COPY - Dl:PROGRAMS.BAS
COPY - Dl: PROGRAMS. BAS
COPY - Dl: PROGRAMS. BAS
SELECT ITEM OR 8 FOR MENU

Six Lines of Work Space Twenty-Four Lines of Work Space

None

01 :PR0GRAM3.B0K
ITEM OR FOR MENU

6"UPD0TE.eMD
C PROGRAMl. BAS. P:

C PR0GRAM2 . BAS. P.
COPY - Dl:PR0GRAM2.BA5
C PROGRAMS . BAS. P

:

COPY - Dl :PR0GRAM3.BA5
C PR0GRAM4 . BAS. P

;

COPY - Dl :PR0GRAM-i.BA5
C PROGRAMS . BAS. P :

COPY - Dl : PROGRAMS

.

BAS
C PR0GR0M6 . BAS. P

:

COPY - Dl IPROGRAMS.BAS
C PROGRAM? . BAS. W-BAKz-N
COPY - Dl I PROGRAMl. BAS
COPY - Dl i PR0GRAM2.BAS
COPY - Dl

1

PR0GRAM4.BA5
COPY - Dl : PROGRAMS. BAS
COPY - Dl ; PR0GR0M6 . BOS
COPY - Dl ! PROGRAMS . BAS
SELECT ITEM OR FOR MENU

Command Files

Upgrade yourATARIDOS 2.0S with the modifications,
enhancements, and new features ofDOS-MOIX

DOS-MOD makes ATARI DOS an
even more useful operating system, yet

it is completely compatible with all

your exisiting programs. DOS-MOD
has features you would expect to find

in more sophisticated systems. Com-
pare them and see.

FULL SCREEN USE. DOS-MOD
allows you four times more workspace

on your screen. One-line commands
and queries, a compressed menu, and

a minimum of screen-clearing lets you

see more of what you've been doing.

COMMAND FILES. Execute a

whole sequence of commands in one

easy operation. DOS-MOD's new
commands and expanded functions

give you a more powerful system.

EXPANDED WILDCARD
CAPABILITY. In DOS-MOD, the

wildcard conventions are more general

and provide you greater control over

COPY, DELETE, and RENAME
operations.

BUGS ELIMINATED. Eleven bugs

in ATARI DOS 2.OS have been fixed.

And the BREAK instruction has been
trapped, facilitating recovery when
your program gets lost.

FRIENDLY TUTORIAL. DOS-
MOD's on-screen interactive tutorial

helps you learn the features and uses of

ATARI DOS and DOS-MOD.
GREAT PRICE. NO RISK. Only
$35 includes diskette with tutorial.

DOS-MOD is guaranteed to make

your ATARI DOS a more useful tool,

or you may return it within 30 days for

a full refund.

A double density version of DOS-
MOD is available. Call or write for

more information.

Order your DOS-MOD today. Send

a check or money order to Eclipse

Software, 1058-A Marigold Court,

Sunnyvale, California 94086. Or call

(408) 246-8325.

ECLIPSE
SOFTWARE

ATARI is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc. DOS-MOD is a trademark of Eclipse Software. Prices are subject to change. We pay shipping charges.

California residents add 6.5% sales tax ($2.28). C.O.D. orders accepted by phone— add $1.50.



T.H.E.

SMART
TERMINAL

TURN YOUR ATARI 400 OR 800 INTO
A REAL SMART TERMINAL

Get up to date Information from
services like Dow Jones, Compuserv-3,

Tfie Source, and local timesharing

computers.

Save tfie information on disk or cassette

for editing or reviewing when you
disconnect from the telephone line!

Send the edited information back to

the timesharing system when you are

ready.

REDUCE YOUR CONNECT CHARGES
BY READING AND WORKING OFF
LINE!!

• Use Friendly
• Disk or Cassette Based
• Works with Hayes Smart Modern
• X-ON/X-OFF Protocol
• Runs in 16K
• Serial or Parallel Printers

• Menu or Command Driven
• Save Data on Cassette or Disk

• Upload/Download Atari 400 or 800
• Multiple files in memory

This package allows you to define,

transmit and receive cliaracters so you
can send characters and control codes
not found on the Atari keyboard and
receive characters that the Atari can

translate into something it understands.

A POWERFUL COMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGE AT A SUPER PRICE!

T.H.E. MOST Sophisticated Communica-
tions Package Available for the Atari,

400 or 800 and its available on Cassette,

too!

$49.95

ORDERING INFORMATION
Call BINARY directly to place your
order. Our order lines are open 24

hours per day, 7 days per week.

Shipping and handling charges:
North America; Add $2.50

Outside N.A.: Add 10%
Michigan Residents: Add4"<, tax.

Payment Methods:
VISA, Master Charge, A MEX, cash,

certified check, personal check
(allow for clearance I, money order.

Look for Binary Software Products at

your local computer store.

Dealer Inquiries invited

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
3237 Woodward Ave.
Berkley, Ml 48072

(313) 548-0533

\ BINARY CORPORATION y

LISTING CONVENTIONS
Table Information

Our custom font listings represent

each ATASCII character as it appears

on the video screen. You generate

some characters by a single keystroke,

for example, the regular alphabet.

Others require a combination or se-

quence of keystrokes. In this table,

ESC means press and release the

escape key before pressing another

key. CTRL or SHIFT means press and

hold the control or shift key while

simultaneously pressing the following

key.

The Atari logo key ( A ) "toggles"

inverse video for all alphanumeric and

NORMAL VIDEO

FOR
THIS

H
H
a
H
ai

H

H
a
a

a
H
H
y

m
H
H
91

d

E
a
H
n
H
B
m
m
H
B
g]

II

ffl

SI

TYPE
THIS

CTRL ,

CTRL A
CTRL B
CTRL C
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL G
CTRL H
CTRL I

CTRL
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL P

CTRL
CTRL
CTRL
CTRL T
CTRL U
CTRL V
CTRL W
CTRL X
CTRL Y
CTRL Z
ESC ESC
ESC CTRL -

ESC CTRL =

ESC CTRL +

ESC CTRL *

CTRL .

CTRL ;

SHIFT =

ESC
SHIFT
CLEAR

ESC DELETE
ESC TAB

D
E
F

J

K
L

M
N

R
S

DECIMAL
VALUE

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

96
123
124

punctuation characters. Press the logo

key once to turn it on; press again to

turn it off. On the 1200XL there is no

logo key; inverse video is controlled by

a key on the function row. Decimal

values are given as reference, and cor-

respond to the CHRS values often

used in BASIC listings.

INVERSE VIDEO

125
126
127

FOR TYPE DECIMAL
THIS THIS VALUE

A CTRL » 128

D A CTRL A 129
n A CTRL B 130
B A CTRL C 131

a A CTRL D 132
B A CTRL E 133
B A CTRL F 134
H A CTRL G 135
D A CTRL H 136
B A CTRL I 137

A CTRL J 138
B A CTRL K 139
B A CTRL L 140

H A CTRL M 141

H A CTRL N 142
B A CTRL 143
B A CTRL P 144
D A CTRL Q 145
B A CTRL R 146
B A CTRL S 147
D A CTRL T 148

A CTRL U 149
n A CTRL V 150
B A CTRL W 151

B A CTRL X 152
[] A CTRL Y 153
B A CTRL Z 154
B ESC

SHIFT
DELETE 156

B ESC
SHIFT
INSERT 157

B ESC
CTRL
TAB 158

B ESC
SHIFT
TAB 159

A CTRL . 224
A CTRL » 251

a A SHI FT = 252
B ESC CTRL 2 253

ESC
CTRL
DELETE 254

D ESC
CTRL
INSERT 255
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PRODUCTS FOR ATARI* 400/800
FROM ELCOMP

I
BOOKS for ATARI Computers

I ATARI BASIC - Learning by Using

\r) (jxciilk'iil book for tti« beginner. Many short programs
ind learning exercises. Ail importanl features of the ATARI
:omputefs are described (screen drawings, special sounds.

I
keys, paddles, joysiicks, specialized screen routines, grapliics,

I
sound applicalions. peeks, pokes, and special sluff). Also

I
suggestions are made tfiut cfiallenge you to cfiange and wriiti

I program routi

I Order #164 67.95

I Games for the ATARI Computer
IS book descriljes advanced programming techniques like

I pl<iver-missile-graphiC5 and use of the hardware-registers.

I
Contains many ready to run programs in BASIC and one

I called GUNFIGHT in machine language,

I Order #162 87.95

^^J^^^
How to program your ATARI in 6502 Mach.Lang.

Inifoduction lo machine language tor ihe BASIC piograinn

Order #169 S9.£

FORTH on the ATARI - Learning by Using
Inifoduciion, programs, applicitiufr.;, Iijarniin] uxi'n ci^s

Order #170
AN progiLtitis trom hook No 1 70 on disk

Order No 7319

S7.95

SZ2 00 only!

A Look into the Future - ASTROLOGY
on your ATARI BOO

IncI I sting of the progr; S9.95

Our catalog is free with every order. Send Si.00 and

I
SASE for catalog only.

SUPERMAIL
IbOO acldr on 1 disk)

Compleielv written in

FORTH. Comes on autoboot

disk. No cartridge, no DOS,
no FORTH Language re

I

quired'
' Order#7312 S49.00

SUPERINVENTORY
(1U00 Items Dtir disk)

I

Compleielv written in

FORTH. Syme as aljoue.

(Disk only)

Orderii7320 S49.00

BUSiPACK-1
(written in FQRIH). Com
plete order entry, inveniory,

nidiling and invoicing.

(Disk only)

Order #7313 S98.00

ATAMEMO
Datablock to keep track c

yuur appointments. (D+C)
Order #7310 S29.95

|

ATCASH
Convert your ATARI 800 |

into a powerful cash legister.

(Disk only)
|

Order #7307 S49.95 I

Invoicing progr. i. BASIC I

Order #7201 (C)S29.95
Order #7200 (D)S39.95

|

Mailing List in BASIC
Order#7212(C)fi19.95 I

Order #7213(0)824.95
I

Inventory control

BASIC
Order#7214(C)Sl9.95 I

Order #7215 {D)S24.95

Microcomputer Hardware
|

Handbook {d-^'j pages]

Descriptions, pinouls and

specifications of the

lost popular micropro

essor? and support

chips.

A MUST for the hard-

ware buff.

Order-No. 29
|

SI 4.95

PAYMENT: check, money order, VISA. MASTER
CARD. Eurocheck, ACCESS. Interbank
Prepaid orders add S3.50 for shipping (USA)
S5.00 handling for C.O.D.
All orders outside USA: add 15 % shipping, Califor-
nia residents add 6.5 % sales tax.

VIC'20. C8M
APPLE is a I

irk of ATARI Inc.

rks of Cor
. of APPLE I

S19.95
S24.9S
S59,00

SOFTWARE IN MACHINE LANGUAGE for ATARI
ATMONA-1
This is a machine language monitor that provides you
with the most important commands for programming
in machine-language. Disassemble, dump (hex and
ASCII), change memory location, block transfer, fill

memory block, save and load machine-language pro-
grams, start programs. Printer option via three
different interfaces.

Order # 7022 cassette version
Order #7023 disk version
Order #7024 cartridge version

ATMONA-2
This is a tracer (debugger) that lets you explore the
ATARI RAM/ROM area. You can stop at previously
selected address, opcode, or operand. Also very
valuable in understanding the microprocessor. At
each stop, all registers of the CPU may be changed.
Includes ATMONA-1.
Order #7049 cassette version S49.95
Order #7050 disk version S54.00

ATMAS
Macro-Assembler for ATARI-800,'48k. One of the
most powerful editor assemblers on the market.
Versatile editor with scrolling. Up to 17k of source-
Code. Very fast, translates 5k source-code in about 5
seconds. Source code can be saved on disk or cassette.
(Includes ATMONA-1)
Order #7099
Order #7999

disk version

cartridge version

«89.00
SI 29.00

ATAS
Same as ATMAS
Cassette-based.

Order #7098
Order #7998

but without macro

32k RAM
48k RAM

-capability.

S49.95

J49.95

ATEXT-1
This wordprocessor is an excellent buy for your
money. It features screen oriented editing, scrolling,
string search (even nested), left and right margin
justification. Over 30 commands. Text can be saved
on disk or cassette.

Order # 721 cassette version S29.95
Order #7216 disk version $34.95

I

Order #721 7 cartridge version 869.00

! GUNFIGHT
This game (8k machine-language) needs two joystieks.
Animation and sound, Tvi/o cowboys fight against

I

each other. Comes on a bootable cassette.

I

Order #7207 S19 95

FORTH for the ATARI

FORTH from Elcomp Publishing, Inc. is an extended
Fig-Forth-version, Editor and I/O package included.

Utilily package includes decompiler, sector copy, Hex-
dump (ASCII), ATARI Filehandling, total graphic

and sound, joystick program and player missile.

Extremely powerful!

Order #7055 disk S39.95

Floating point package with trigonometric functions
(0-900),
Order #7230 disk 629.95

Learn-FORTH from Elcomp Publishing, Inc.

A subset of Fig-Forth for the beginner. On disk

(32k RAM) or on cassette |16k RAM).
Order #7053 S19.95

Expansion boards for the APPLE II

The Custom Appio * Other Mysferies
A cumpleie quidt^ U) cu5lonii/irici ihe
Apple Software uruj Hardware
Order-No. 680 224.95

We also stock ;fie boards which are

.isi?d in !he book The Custom
Applu ' (biifebntds)

6522 I/O Board No. 605 839.00
EPROM Burner No. 607 S49.00
8K EPROM/RAM Board

No. 609 829.00
Prototyping board for the
Apple II No. 604 829.00

t repeater board for tlie Apple II No. 606 849.00
Order iwu boaras dnd get the book free '

Care and Feeding of the Commodore PET
Eight chapters exploring PET hardware. Includes '

I

repair and interfacing information. Programming
' tricks and schematics.

[
Order #150 S9.95

i^:
ELCOMP PUBLISHING. INC

53 Bedrock Lane

Pomona, CA 91766
Phone: (714) 623 8314

Hardware - ADD-ONS for ATARI

j
PRINTER INTERFACE

I

This construction article comes with printed circuit

]
board and software. You can use the EPSON printer

j
without the ATARI printer interface. (Works with

I gameports 3 and 4).

Order #7211 S19.95

RS-232 Interface for your ATARI 400/800
Software with connector and construction article.

Order #7291 (5VTTL.Levell 819.95

EPROM BURNER for ATARI 400/800
I Works with gameports. No additional power supply

]
needed. Comes compl. assembled with software
(2716,2732,25321.

j
Order #7042 S179.00

EPROM BURNER for ATARI 400/800 KIT
I Printed circuit board incl. Software and extensive

I construction article.

Order #7292 S49.00

I
EPROM BOARD (CARTRIDGE)

I

Holds two 4k EPROMs (25321. EPROMs not included.

I
Order # 7043 829.95

EPROM BOARD KIT
Same as above but bare board only with description.

Order #7224 814.95 1

ATARI, VIC-20. Sinclair, Timex and OSI

I NEW - for your ATARI 400/800 l

Astrology and Biorhylhm lur A lAH I ( Disk only ! 1

I
Order-No. 7223 829.95

Eontrol wiih the ATARI I Knous Ogino)

I

Order No. 7222 Disk only! S29.95

Books + Software for VIC-20 {requires 3KRAM Exp.)
j

No. 4870 VVi_.r(Jptoa?bbur lor VIC 20, 8KRAM $19-95 I

No. 4883 Muilinq List toi VIC 20. IGK RAfVl 614.95 I

No. 176 TricksforVICs (book, 115 pages) S 9 95

Miniassembler for VIC-20 ^ A^-^^^k^
!
No. 4896 S19.95

Runfill for VIC, No. 4894 S9.95

TIC TAC VIC. No. 4880 89.95

GAMEPACK I (3 Games)

rJo- 4881 B14.95

I

Progr. in 6502 Machine Language on your PET+CBM

I

12 complete Editor/Assemblers (Source code 3 hex-f
I dump + description plus a powerful machine language I

I monitor (Hexdumpj. Order-No. 166 S19.95 f

I
Universal Experimenter Board for the VIC-20

I (Save money with this great board). This board plugs I

right into the expansion slot of the VIC-20.
|Order#4844 S18.95

|

1 Software for SINCLAIR ZX-81 and TIMEX 1000
tf2399 Machine Language Monitor S9 95

1

#2398 Mailing List 319.951
Programming in BASIC and machine language with [

I the 2X-81 (82) or TIMEX 1000.

I
Order-No. 174 (book) S 9.95

BOOKS FOR OSI
JiMo. 157 1. Book of Ohio S7.95
I No. 158 2. Book of Ohio S7.95
jNo. 159 3. Book of Ohio S7.95
I No. 160 4. Book of Ohio S7.95

I
No. 161 5. Book of Ohio S7.95

#151 BK Microsoft BASIC Ref. Man. S9.95I
# 1 52 Expansion Handbook for 6502 and 6802 S9.95 I

I

- 1 53 Microcomputer Appl. Notes 39.95 |

I
Complex Sound Generation

I
New revised applications manual for the Texas |

I Instruments SN 76477 Complex Sound Generator.

I
Order #154 S6.95 I

I
Small Business Programs Order ^156

IComplete listings for the business user. Inventory,

Invoice Writing, Mailing List and much more. Intro-

Iduction to Business Applications. 314.90 j
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EXPAND YOUR ATARI 400 ;

48K RAM
TO

Easy installation

90 day guarantee

Less power consumption

Allows long sophisticated pro-

grams to be run on ttie Atari 400"

Allows full disk capabilities

Gold plated edge connector

Uses 64K dynamic RAMS tor bet-

ter reliability and less heat

price

«134.95

MAGIC DUMP
by Eric Wolz

Magic Dump is a ROM Cartridge that

is used in the right cartridge slot of the

Atari 800". It allows you to copy any

high resolution graphic picture to a

printer Magic Dump will operate with

all Epson Printers, the NEC Printer, and

the Centronics 739 Printers.

price

»59.95

12 Scamridge Curve

Buffalo, New York 14221

(716) 632-3441

Dealer Inquiries Invited

"Product of Gemini Software

Add '-2.50 shipping.

Send check or money order

COD. accepted

New York State Residents add 7% tax

" Atari is a trademark of Atari. Inc

THE DRUMESISER*
by Thomas Skwara

The Drumesiser is a ROM Cartridge

designed especially for the Atari

400/800" Computerand isused to pro-

duce different synthesized sounds. You

can set up the Drumesiser to record and

play back your sounds. The Drumes-

iser will save sounds on cassette or disk

and requires a minimum of 16K RAM.

price

^49.95

GTIA DRAW*
by Eric Wolz

GTIA Draw is an unique drawing

program designed especially for Atari's

"

new graphics chip (GTIA). By using the

joystick or keys on the keyboard you

can create your own pictures.

• Allows loading and saving of

pictures.

• Text may be combined with pic-

tures.

• Requires 48K RAM.

price

*49.95
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filp'

You're the pilot of This
Eliminator, a space fighter

of the Defender Class. Your
ship ean respond with
lightning speed, and it's

armed^ to the teeth with
awesome firepower.

I you're outnumbered!
And your aitacl<ers are^
rel|htless. Your only,^^
options are victory ora ^x^
grave in space.

FEATURING
SPECTACULAR

D.

"THE BEST ARCMS-TVPf^^AME
I'VE SEEN .JMmimMj fire
POWER!" #*'«p'

'JNOTHING MAlMMES .ELIMIISSJATOR

FOR SHEER fclM l|fcAN'f'STOP
^#B'A

PA T HE'N^^RSON,

ARCA DEI.
mm-.

.

BB¥E VERSION BY J0HN

i80 VERSION BY VyMYNE WESTMORELAND & TERRY OILMAN

'INTERNATIONAL 3 4^

A DIVISION OF SCOTT ADAMS, INC. ATARI '

"^ BOX 3435, LONGWOOD FL 32750 TRS-80
/>. (305) 862-6917 (QUESTIONS) TR<; Bfl

Q'^ipER FR©,M YOUR FAVORITE DEALER «J>-OU

.oVCALL-T/StL FRE&(800) 3S7-7172 (ORDERS ONLY PLEASE)
SHieRING^& HANDLING ARE.EXTRA, PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
WRITE FOR OUR FREE 1 50 PROGRAM CATALOG

2 - 48K DISK (D©1

fll16KTAPE '

ATAPil>32K DISK
TRS-80 -16K TAPE MJE
TRS-80 - 32K DISKiMfll

I 3.3 RIQ'D.)

^>4i£%II1

;lior3

042-0134

050-0134

052-0134

010-0134

012-0134

$29.95

$24.95

$24.95

$19.95

$2495

ART <c) 1981 - DON DIXON

-jia.....,.



E.S. I. Takes the * Boob* out of theTube.
Your children will be entertained
for hours playing with Proto
in these three creative

learning adventures.
(For Kids ages 4 to 10)

For ATARr 400/800

ADVENTURES OF PROTO The first in our series of adventure

learning games. Children will enjoy teaching Proto to color pictures they create,

inventing nev/ songs and catching Proto's favorite snack, Mars-Malbws. The

games even allow you to save the songs and piaures your little one and Proto

create. The manual includes a story book and game pages. l6KTape or24K Disk.

BASIC cartridge and joystick required. All three adventures for $24.95

PROTO*S FAVORITE GAMES Ever since Proto came to earth he

has been busy learning new games with his friends. You and your friends will have

fun connecting the dots to see who can make the most squares. In Fifteen, see

how many moves it will take you to unscramble the numbers from I to 15 (in the

right order of course). Scorefouris Proto's new game of strategy similar to Tic-

Tac-Toe but a lot trickier. One or two players can bowl in Proto's bowling alley

where you try to score a perfect game of 300. I6K Tape / 32K Disk BASIC

cartridge and joystick required. Four fun filled learning games for $24.95.

PROTO'S FUN DAY It's Saturday and Proto wants to know what

Earth kids do when they're not at school. Well, with the help of the sun, your

child and Proto can grow a beautiful garden. In 'KidstufP they can try their luck at

matching shapes. Or they can help Proto assemble brand new robots in

Professor Von Chip's laboratory. I6K Tape / 32K Disk, joystick and BASIC
cartridge are required. Ail three games for $24.95

MUSIC MAJOR People ofall ages can get a head start on music

class with Educational Software's Music Major program. Presented in a

lighthearted manner, this program uses comprehensive lessons to

teach the fundamentals of music Covering such topics as note

recognition, key signatures and note counting, it is designed for use by

both individual students and music classes. This program includes a

thoroughly illustrated manual and offers a Quiz Master utility that

allows teachers to create their own multiple choice tests. A sample quiz

on Beethoven is included. 32K Tape or Disk $39.95.

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
If not available, order direct:

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE, inc. 4565 Cherryvaie Ave. Soquei, CA 95073

CO.D. orders call (800)692-9520; in California call (408)476-4901. Include $3.00

postage. Calif, residents add 6.5% sales tax. Outside U.S. & Canada add 15% postage.

^^vOfftUii,.
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Bnideituml Presents

fln Arcade fMventure

\'^<

A.E.'s, produced by an industrial giant to control pollution on Earth have

slipped quality control. They attack relentlessly in waves from the sky. Your

mission: to drive them farther and farther into space. With each successful

defense, you are transported to another, then another more distant 3-D

environment. With these progressively difficult scenes, A.E. delivers the

ultimate challenge.

Never has a computer game required

such precision, such timing. You'll be

hooked from the very start. A.E. (it

means sting ray in Japanese) provides

such enduring satisfaction on every

level that it will become your personal

standard of excellence in computer

gaming.

Now available for Apple II,

II +, lie and Atari 400/800t

'Apple and Atari are registered trademarks o(

Apple Computer. Inc.. and Atari, Inc. respectively.

^BroderbundSoftujare
Broderbund Software, Inc. 1938 Fourth Street San Rafael, CA 94901 (415) 456-6424



WHATHAS /^MEASURABLE
FIREPOWER...ATTACKIIME ^
RIEILLEAIMS...ALTERED ^
PERSPECTIVE SCROLLIIME. . .AMD
IMO MERCY?
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WiARE gives you a screenfiffiyt^
3-0 graphics, a desert sector map ^^

that's different every time, AND..^_ ;^

no margin for error. mM ^Vjj^^.,

DIMENSION X '" at software dealers
everywhere, or AVAILABLE DIRECT
FROM SYNAPSE ELITE, ONLY $34.95 i
p)us $2 shipping and handling— |
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER .

OR VISA/MASTERCARD NUMBER
TO SYNAPSE ELITE OR CALL *

(415)527-7712.

M^^^^

5221 Central Avenue, Ri^^v^itdVc^ 94804 > (415)^


